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Stellingen n

Stellingen n
1.. De laïcistische paradox: secularisme dat etnisch-religieuze verschillen
will privatiseren impliceert een onvervulbare assimilatie-verwachting en
produceertt daarmee zelfde verschillen die het wil opheffen.
2.. Politieke filosofie zou moeten proberen zich kritischer te verhouden tot
haarr historische link met modernistische metafysica. Juist dan kan ze
sterkee en tegelijkertijd bescheiden vormen van liberalisering en
democratiseringg blijven verdedigen. Hierbij kunnen allianties gevormd
wordenn tussen alle individuen, groepen en organisaties die zich in deze
doelenn kunnen vinden—of ze nu wel of geen religieuze claims doen.
3.. Het begrippenpaar 'allochtoon-autochtoon' is ongepast, met name voor
dee kinderen van migranten, die helemaal geen 'allochtonen' zijn. De
letterlijkee vertaling van deze Griekse termen geeft d e relatie met
nationalismee aan: 'allochtoon' betekent 'andersgrondig'; 'autochtoon'
'eigengrondig'.. De associatie met b o d e m s en gronden is onwenselijk,
evenalss d e suggestie dat het onderscheid tussen 'eigen' en 'anders' iets
wezenlijkss zegt over d e mensen met wie we te maken hebben. Ook moet
hett onderscheid tussen 'westerse' en 'niet-westerse' allochtonen uit het
Nederlandsee vreemdelingenrecht verdwijnen.
4.. Kwezels en wezels zijn niet alleen vanwege h u n woordklank verwant.
5.. De relatie tussen concepten van (on)rechtvaardigheid en burgerschap
enerzijdss en nieuwe vormen van uitbuiting en definities van legaliteit en
illegaliteitt anderzijds zou een centrale filosofische vraag moeten worde n
(ziee René Gabriels in Krisis 2005: 4 en 2006: 3).
6.. O m d e provincialisering van het Nederlandse intellectuele klimaat tegen
tee gaan, is het belangrijk dat vernieuwende academische cultuur in het
Nederlandss kan worden overgedragen. Er zouden daarom meer
vertalingenn naar het Nederlands moeten worden gemaakt van actueel
wetenschappelijkk werk uit andere taalgebieden. Door d e toename van het

gebruikk van het Engels als academische voertaal, ook door Nederlandse
wetenschappers,, wordt deze noodzaak alleen maar groter.
7.. De ernstige schending van d e mensenrechten van interseksuele en
transgender/transseksuelee mensen moet worden beëindigd. Alle landen
moetenn genderverandering toestaan en onomkeerbare onvruchtbaarheid
magg niet als voorwaarde worden gesteld. Transmensen behoren toegang te
hebbenn tot een adequate en respectvolle medische behandeling, zonder dat
zijj wettelijk gedwongen worden tot bepaalde medische ingrepen.
Operatiess bij interseksuele kinderen die te jong zijn om daarover zelf te
kunnenn oordelen, wanneer die het stroomlijnen van hun genderuiterlijk en
hett verbergen van h u n interseksuele identiteit tot doel hebben, moeten
overall wettelijk worde n verboden. Sekse zou in paspoorten en
geboorteaktenn niet vermeld moeten worden, of o p zijn minst gemakkelijk
gewijzigdd moeten kunnen worden. Zie voor meer
informatie:
http://tgceu.nett (deze stelling is in overleg met Nicolas Beger
geformuleerd). .
8.. Het is vooral aan de dwarsheid en consequentie van het menselijk brein
tee danken dat 'onafhankelijke waarheidsvinding' —als een regulatief doel
d w a r ss door alle academische muddle heen—niet volslagen irreëel is.
9.. Onderzoekers die veel tijd en energie investeren in het schrijven van een
onderzoeksvoorstell zouden daarvoor passend moeten worde n beloond,
mett n a m e wanneer h u n aanvraag niet wordt gehonoreerd.
10.. Het woord 'these' {zoals het Engelse thesis of het Franse these) drukt
beterr dan het stellige Nederlandse woord 'stelling' de relatie met 'voorstel'
uit:: een gedachte die nog moet worde n uitgewerkt. Bovendien herinnert
'these'' aan het voorlopige karakter van wat in een proefschrift gesteld
wordt.. Ook een proefschrift is tenslotte niet meer dan een these, maar dan
eenn heel lange.
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writee together when we were editors of the student magazine in the philosophv
department;; we share a love of the same kinds of literature and music; an
interestt in critical political debate; a love of travelling, of Paris and Prague, of
discussingg our ideas during long walks in the Flevopark, the dunes and
elsewhere.. I am proud that Huub has asked me to take pictures while he
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conductedd interviews with manv people in Eastern Europe, particularly during
ourr visits to Romany settlements in places such as Secovce, Chminianské
Jakubovany,, Mala Domasa and Kosice, where we went together with our friend
Mariaa Hornakova. I am looking forward to finally become the one able to
supportt Huub in finishing his dissertation about Europeanisation and emerging
Romanyy networks in Eastern-Europe, instead of being the one who has to be
supported.. Through years of seeing me struggle with theses, but also through
hardlvv being able to walk for well over a year, Huub never became impatient
andd never lost confidence in me; you did push me in the end, but in the right
direction.. Thanks, Huub.

II would like to give the last word to Hans Bruii, the concierge of the Bungehuis,
wheree I had my office during the last years. Sharing jokes with him and Fouad
Hassounii formed part of the joy of being in the Bungehuis. Hans closed many
off my working evenings, when I was the only one left on the floor. At ten to
eight,, every night, he would say precisely the same words over the intercom,
reassuringg me that the day had been long enough: 'Attentie attentie dames en
heren.. Het is inmiddels kwart voor acht geworden. Het Bungehuis sluit haar
deurenn om acht uur. Ik herhaal: Het Bungehuis zal om acht uur gesloten zijn.
Wiltt u zo vriendelijk zijn om voor deze tijd het gebouw te hebben verlaten?
Dankk u.' (Attention attention ladies and gentlemen. It is now a quarter to eight.
Thee Bungehouse closes its doors at eight o'clock. I repeat: The Bungehouse will
closee at eight o'clock. Please be so kind as to leave the building before this time.
Thankk you.)

Introduction: :
Assimilation,, Secularism and
Culturall Memory

Inn this study I present a critical analysis of two central concepts in the history of
thee incorporation of ethnic and religious minorities in Europe: 'assimilation'
andd 'secularism'. While in public discourses on 'integration' the notion of
assimilationn has been either forgotten or rejected, secularism retains a rather
unshakablee reputation. 1 Nevertheless, I will argue that secularism is inevitably
intertwinedd with assimilation, particularly in the context of European history. I
believee it is useful to revisit the historical and conceptual intersections of the
twoo concepts for rethinking our present-day debates about the place of culture
andd religion in the public sphere. I even think that exploring these affectively
loadedd concepts —with their long interrelated histories, during which they were
infusedd with shifting meanings in different power constellations and with
differentt practical effects —is crucial for understanding how religion, and Islam
inn particular, has gained importance in contemporary public life and politics, as
welll as for evaluating the possibilities for acting wisely in the face of this fact.
Certainn scholars and other participants in public debates on integration have
recentlyy suggested that reintroducing or re-emphasising assimilation,
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Following the habits of contemporary political theory, I use 'incorporation' as the most
normativelvv neutral 'umbrella' concept for dealing with questions surrounding cultural and
religiouss diversity in the context of migration. When talking about public debates I use
'integration',, since this is common practice. It should, however, be clear trom the start that
'integration'' is a normativelv charged concept.
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secularism,, or both, might be of help in the struggle against segregation,
povertyy and fanaticism that increasingly needs to be waged in Western
countries.. They have proposed that these concepts and the practices related to
themm have lost their old negative connotations and effects now that they have
beenn made compatible with democracy and liberalism and have lost their
connectionn to nationalism (in the case of assimilation) and dogmatic antireligiouss positivism (in the case of secularism). Indeed, these notions are
presented,, by some of the authors whose views I will discuss, as conceptual
toolss for dealing with the problems caused by a multiculturalism which, in their
view,, has helped to produce an institutional context for the flourishing of
fundamentalismm and for the internal repression of minorities within minorities.
Onee of the main thrusts of my argument will be to complicate these 'new'
alternatives.. To achieve this I will follow a twofold approach. First, I analvse the
wayss in which assimilation and secularism occur in two contemporary debates.
Thee first is a debate in contemporary sociology and political theorv on the need
too reintroduce a revised concept of assimilation as a critical reaction to
multiculturalism.. The second is the public debate about laïcitc [secularism] in
France,, which has become well-known internationally in the context of the
headscarff affairs.2 In commenting on these debates, I scrutinise the use of the
conceptss of assimilation and secularism from a pluralist perspective or, more
precisely,, from the perspective of what I call 'democratic relational pluralism'.
Second,, I provide an in-depth reading of Marcel Proust's A la recherche du
tempstemps perdu [In Search of Lost Time], a novel which bears witness to the position
off the French Jews in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, when
theirr position was greatly influenced by intersecting expectations that they
wouldd assimilate and secularise. Proust's novel provides us with a unique
perspectivee on the way these expectations 'worked' in the long run and in
practice,, and I believe that tracing a critical genealogy to precisely the period
describedd by Proust is crucial to establishing the 'history of the present' of
ethno-religiouss diversity in France —and in some respects also more generally
inn Europe. A second reason for reading the Proustian novel is that it enables us
too scrutinise cultural memory—and cultural forgetting —in ways critical of the
heritagee of modernist secularism, which may help us to sharpen our intuitions
aboutt what would be the conditions for 'democratic memory', a term I borrow
fromm Rainer Bauboeck (1998b: 339).
Lett us consider the following two stories connected to some crucial questions
aboutt the two central concepts —and the practices related to them —in mv
research:: assimilation and secularism.
hollowingg common translation practices, I translate Luiite bv 'secularism', which is more
explicitlyy normative than the French concept. I will comment on this significant particularity in
translationn practices in Transit II,
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Assimilation Assimilation
Inn contemporary Europe, the status of migrants (and their children) who also
happenn to be Muslims has become ambivalent. Mutual trust between Muslims
andd non-Muslims is no longer self-evident in the context of the rise of deeply
conservativee or fanatic Islamism on the one hand, and increasingly ethnoreligiouslyy determined poverty and discrimination on the other. A decrease in
trustt is not only sensible in public debates, but also in small everyday
experiencess and decisions that may not be dramatic, but that I nevertheless
considerr significant. Of one of these small decisions I was told by two people,
Ferozahh and Atique, with whom I have become close friends since I started as a
'neighbourhood-volunteer'' with the organisation for refugees (Vluchtelingen
Werkk Nederland) in Amsterdam in 1999.3 Ferozah and Atique are both Afghan
refugees,, separated from their family members who are living in precarious
situationss in Afghanistan. They married a few years ago and live in EastAmsterdam. .
Onn 15 November 2004, thirteen days after Mohammed Bouyeri killed the
Dutchh writer and film-maker Theo van Gogh in East-Amsterdam, Ferozah and
Atique'ss first child, a son, was born. On the evening of that day, Ferozah told
mee that she and Atique had wanted to call their son Mohammed, after her
grandfather.. But they had decided not to do so, 'because he would perhaps
havee problems if he were called Mohammed'. Atique added that people like
themselvess should not act 'provocatively'. Ferozah and Atique's explanation
showss how the local and the temporal can resignify a name as old as a world
religion.. Although it remains to be evaluated how reasonable their precautious
decisionn will turn out in the long run, it is, in my view, significant because it
showss that, at the level of personal experience, people strongly sense a risk that
beingg a Muslim —or having a Muslim background —is no longer unproblematic
inn European societies, if it ever was.
Lett us assume that, basically, assimilation means the adaptation of
newcomerss or members of linguistic or other minorities to a dominant culture,
usuallyy related to a specific nation-state. Questions about the usefulness of this
conceptt todav could include: what exactly does 'adaptation' imply in today's
democraticc societies? To what exactly do migrants (have to) assimilate, to what
extent,, and to whose culture? At this point in time, what is a dominant culture
anyway?? Aren't we all hybrids now? What is the relation between culture and
;;

A so-called 'neighbourhood-volunteer' is someone who, at the request or Vluchtelingenwerk
Nederland,, contacts a refugee living in the neighbourhood who has indicated an interest in
suchh contact. In principle, a volunteer merely introduces this person to the neighbourhood and
helpss her or him with the language, with finding her or his way at school or at work, etc., but
quitee often volunteers and refugees become triends.
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thee nation-state and in what ways is this relation changing in the era of
globalisation?? Isn't assimilation merely another word for 'integration'?
InIn spite of these questions, or rather in relation to them, the concept of
assimilationn is returning to academic discourses about incorporation. For over
fortyy years, the concept of assimilation was not considered a dominant one; it
hadd even acquired a rather bad reputation. First of all, it was rejected in its
normativee sense of assimilation/sm, since this was understood to legitimise
enforcedd cultural homogenisation at the expense of minority cultures. But the
conceptt was also abandoned in it its more sociologically informed empirical
sense,, after Nathan Glazer and Patrick Moynihan (1963) had argued that the
'meltingg pot' —the expected end result of the process of assimilation in mid
twentieth-centuryy American sociology —just 'did not happen'. Multiculturalism,, in different shapes and to different degrees, critically came to
replacee or at least qualify assimilation. 'Multiculturalism', too, had normative
andd empirical levels: we started talking about multicultural societies, and about
niulticulturalisviniulticulturalisvi as a general umbrella concept for pluralist ways of dealing with
culturall and religious diversity.
Yett when Glazer wrote in 1997 that 'we are all multiculturalists now', he
couldd not have surmised that only ten years later being a 'multiculturalist' was
noo longer that self-evident, or that 'assimilation' would be on its way back.
Thoughh not in a very widespread way, 'assimilation' has returned as a viable, in
somee views even necessary sociological concept for understanding and
governingg incorporation. With regard to Europe, and in the first place France,
thiss has been particularly the case in the work of the socio-historian Gerard
Noiriel,, who basically argues that a realistic understanding of incorporation
mustt acknowledge the force of assimilation as a historical process, and that this
hass to make us sensible to the 'real' issue, which is socio-economic mobility (see
chapterr one).
Butt we do not need to worry, others argue, because assimilation has lost its
oldd assimilation^/ tendencies, and now functions within a liberal democratic
framework.. By reintroducing assimilation, thev suggest, we onlv contest those
naivee forms of multiculturalism that defend conservative, essentialised or even
'religionised'' notions of culture, which have mostlv occurred in the service of
patriarchall 'majorities' within 'minorities', or of majorities wanting to exclude
migrantss because of their imagined irreparable 'difference'.4 According to such
aa view, the transformed concept of assimilation does not designate the
impositionn of majority cultures on minorities, but rather indicates one direction
inn the processes of convergence, negotiation, adaptation and differentiation that
aree inevitably taking place in liberal democratic societies todav.
44

Fur example Brubaker (2001) ,ind [oppke and Morawska (2003). See chapter two.
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Thiss study begins bv addressing the web of contemporary definitions,
distinctionss and oppositions in our understanding of the concepts and practices
relatedd to 'assimilation', as well as their relation to different kinds of pluralism.
Too curtail my range of questions to a central one for now, I would like to
proposee that Ferozah and Atique's small decision problematises Jürgen
Habermas'' suggestion that we can distinguish, 'philosophically', between 'two
levelss of assimilation':3
(a)) Assent to the principles of the constitution within the scope of
interpretationn determined by the ethical-political self-understanding of the
citizenss and the political culture of the country; in other words, assimilation
too the way in which the autonomy of the citizens is institutionalized in the
recipientt society and the way the 'public use of reason' is practiced there; (b)
thee further level of willingness to become acculturated, that is, not only to
conformm externally but to become habituated to the way of life, the practices,
andd customs of the local culture (Habermas 1994: 138).
Habermass distinguishes here between what he calls a level of 'political
socialisation'' and one of 'ethical-cultural integration' (138). The first only
impliess adaptation to the receiving country's 'public use of reason', while the
latterr also implies adaptation to the more particular, more clearly culturally
specificspecific ethoi, customs, habits, language(s), perhaps even beliefs and faiths,
dominantt in that country. To require the first, Habermas suggests, is legitimate:
thiss is the kind of assimilation that is required by liberal immigration policies
likee those practiced in the United States. To require the second is illegitimate
andd nationalist, and Habermas mentions the Bismarckian Germanisation
policiess with regard to the Poles as an historical example (Habermas 1994).
Thee central query emerging from these discussions is whether 'liberal'
requirementss for assimilation, which strive to leave habits and beliefs free and
whichh only require adaptation to a central but limited publicly shared moral,
legall and political set of rules and values, summarised under the heading of
'publicc reason', can ever be neatlv separated from pressures to assimilate more
comprehensivelyy in the everyday context of today's European societies. This
leadss me to the question of how we should deal with the normative questions
ensuingg from this problem. How should we relate the 'philosophical'
distinctionn between levels of assimilation to the problems encountered by a
philosophyy interested in experience and the complexities of everyday life?
Whatt exactly does it imply when we think that building a 'common civic
culture'' implies the necessity of a process of cultural convergence, which

;;

Habermas makes this distinction in a comment on Taylor's 'Politics ot Recognition' (19M4).
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requiress 'assimilation on the part of all, especially newcomers' (Baumann 1999:
14)?? In any case, Ferozah and Atique's small decision —and we can easily
imaginee many other examples—strongly suggests that the 'public' aspects of
culturee may have far-reaching repercussions on private, even intimate decisions
madee by newcomers, such as naming your newborn son.

Secularism Secularism
Secularismm has a relatively high status in European public culture and politics
ass a fundamental principle of the modern state's religious neutrality. It acquired
thiss rather unshakable reputation in the context of its role in conceiving of a
politicall organisation of society able to put an end to the religious wars dividing
thee European continent in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.
Specifically,, the liberal option of 'privatising' religion and maintaining a
religiouslyy neutral state is often viewed as a proven solution to prevent or
amelioratee religious conflict and to limit religion's impact on people's lives and
decisions. .
Secularism'ss high public status is accompanied by a more contested status in
criticall political philosophy and critical studies in the humanities and social
sciences.. In part, this contestation is motivated by recent events. Particularly
sincee 9/11, but actually at least since the Rushdie affair in 1988-89, secularism
hass become something of a fighting creed for public defenders of 'the
Enlightenment'.. As such, it has been identified as a basic premise of liberal
democracyy and has played an important role in the confrontation with
fundamentalistt Islam, but also with other religious fundamentalists and neoconservatives.. In these contexts, secularism has been invoked to defend
democracy,, women's rights, sexual minorities' rights, and is often regarded as
indispensablee to equality, parity and democracy." However, in reaction to
secularism'ss role in legitimising politically contested decisions such as the
Frenchh law prohibiting the wearing of 'conspicuous religious signs' such as
headscarves,, kippahs and 'large crosses' in public schools and similar Turkish
laws,, in recent years secularism has also become a contested concept,
particularlyy in the context of postcolonial migration.
Inn order to understand why and in which ways secularism is considered
problematic,, we have to focus on the status and role of religion in the public
domain,, and particularly on the heritage of the modern understanding of
religionn as a private affair or even as something 'interior' or purely subjective

' I use parity in the sense of equal opportunities to participate in society; as Nancy Fraser says,
'onn a par' with others (2001: 24).
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thatt has its source in the 'heart' of the individual. 7 Once again, I will enter into
conceptuall details —and headscarf affairs—later, and start by introducing a few
centrall questions. I will introduce these questions by analysing, first, a quote
fromm Uriel Acosta's autobiography. Acosta was a so-called 'freethinker' who
influencedd Spinoza in the early modern Amsterdam of the seventeenth century
(seee Smith 1999: 9). Second, I will briefly trace a few ways in which Acosta's
critiquee of religion returns in modern philosophy and then, third, raise some of
today'ss critical questions.
Thee central phrase in Acosta's account of his life is the equivalent of a sigh:
'Byy religion has my life been made a scene of incredible sufferings' (Acosta 1967
[1740]:: 10). Acosta was born in Portugal in the second half of the fifteenth
centuryy and raised as a Catholic. During his youth in Portugal he decided, after
longg hesitations, to convert to 'the law of Moses' (12), when he began to
considerr the Old Testament as God's own revelation, since it was shared by
Jewss and Christians, whereas he considered the New Testament, which was
onlyy accepted by Christians, less universal." Because it was unsafe to be Jewish
inn Portugal, Acosta moved to Amsterdam, like so many others of his era.
Inn Amsterdam, Acosta soon entered into debates with the rabbis and in 1618
hee was excommunicated, which had severe consequences for his life. After
sevenn years, he decided to ask forgiveness because he could no longer bear the
isolationn from his community. In order to be forgiven, he was forced to expose
hiss 'sins' in front of everybody in the synagogue. At the end of the service, he
hadd to lie at the threshold of the synagogue and all the visitors had to step over
himm to leaved
Hiss autobiography precedes Acosta's reflections on the relation between
religionn and politics, and, specifically, between religious and natural law, or,
analogously,, between revealed religion and reason:
"" I use modernity in a broad philosophical-historical sense here. It usually indicates the period
whichh emerged with great force when medieval Catholicism as a comprehensive world view
andd Rome as a central world power were crumbling and when philosophers like Bacon,
Spinoza,, and Hobbes started to develop their philosophies concentrated on the 'new' and the
naturall temporal world; a development that is aptly summarised bv the German term 'Nieuzeit'
[literallyy 'newtime']. Later in this introduction, I will turn to Foucault's understanding of
Enlightenmentt and modernity, which defines these concepts in terms of an attitude rather than
aa specific period.
"" Another reason mav have been that his family had forcibly converted to Christianity a tew
generationss before, but Acosta does not mention this as a reason for his conversion to Judaism.
"" Sometimes Acosta is also called Uriel De/Da Costa. He figures prominently in Robert
Vlenasse'ss great novel Die Vertreibuu$ mis tier Holle [The Expulsion from Hell] (2001), which
narratess the Menasse family's European (Spanish-Portuguese, Dutch, Austrian) history. At the
endd of the novel, Spinoza is portrayed as a voung witness to Acosta's trial and the novel
suggestss that Acosta's unjust punishment was a crucial moment in Spinoza's turn away from
revealedd religion. Incidentally, Acosta was excommunicated several times.
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Grantingg then that this [natural] law is the common rule of action to all men,
andd suitable to them as they are such; it does certainly lead them together in
thee ties of mutual affection, and is an utter stranger of those divisions, which
occasionn hatred and animosity among men, and are the greatest evils that
infestt society. It is that which teaches us of the art of living well, which
distinguishess between right and wrong, and points out what is decent and
indecent.. Whatever is excellent in the law of Moses, or anv other institution,
iss perfectly contained in the law of nature, from which if we deviate ever so
little,, contentions and divisions are the natural consequences; but if we err
widelyy from it, who can describe the distraction, confusion, and terrible
disasterss that must result from such defection? (...) Now there is nothing in
thesee which is not dictated by the law of nature, and does not entirely agree
withh that rule of right of reason. (...) Indeed many of the evils that happen in
lifee do arise from hence, that men have invented the laws directly repugnant
too those of nature; and thereby give occasion for one man to injure and
persecutee another (Acosta 1967 [1740]: 34-35, 43). 'll
Acosta'ss judgement about what should be done to end oppression within
religiouss groups and persecution among them, brings to mind a crucial element
inn the early modern understanding of the relationship between reason and
religion.. It is the idea that the 'reasonable', universal kernel of religion could
grantt certainty and insight into justice, while revealed, particular religions,
insofarr as they diverge from this universal kernel through specific religious
laws,, obstruct such insight. Hence, together with Acosta's critique of religion
wentt a certain problematisation of moral plurality and religious difference. This
aspectt of Acosta's reasoning was basically shared bv secularism's early modern
inventorss such as Thomas Hobbes, John Locke and Baruch Spinoza, and was
inheritedd by Immanuel Kant. I will very briefly trace this aspect of secularism's
developmentt here.''
Hobbes,, thinking in the midst of a world divided bv religious wars, thought
thatt the greatest miseries for mankind had been produced bv the conflation of
religionn and politics. He strictly separated religion from a 'secular' sphere bv
claimingg that he had 'derived the Right of Soveraigne Power (...) from the
Principless of Nature onely' (Hobbes 1651: 195; quoted from Hampsher-Monk
1992:: 64).I2 He argues that there is no 'other Government in this life, neither of
"" [ quote from the re-edition (1967) of the first English translation of this Latin text, published
inn 1740.
::
In briefly sketching the different early secularist institutional 'models' of Hobbes, Locke and
Spinoza,, I draw on Balibar (2004).
Hampsher-Monkk quotes from the original edition of Hobbes' leviathan, the page numbers of
whichh are indicated in the 1990 edition bv luck.
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thee State, nor Religion, but Temporall' (248). The 'temporal', worldly status of
modernn sovereignty is what makes it 'secular'.13 The Hobbesian modern state
findss no legitimation in religion, but does so in reason, because God has
delegatedd the power of his will, through natural Law, to the sovereign rather
thann to the many (and conflicting) revealed religions. The state should therefore
becomee the 'principal agent of the institution of truth' and in Hobbes' Leviathan
theree is little room for religious pluralism (Balibar 2004: 365).
Philosopherss like Locke and Spinoza advocated more tolerance of religions.
Lockee invented the liberal option, which relaxed the Hobbesian state monopoly
onn reason and truth by explicitly opening up a separate, 'private' sphere free
fromfrom the state, a realm guaranteeing freedom of conscience to deal with our
ultimatee questions about the 'ends of life', while maintaining a public, 'worldly'
spheree in the form of the religiously neutral state. Locke was a believing
Protestantt very attached to religion, but he considered it something of the heart,
somethingg interior. His early liberal concept of religion is crucial to
'secularisation'' in the sense of the privatisation of religion into 'belief', where
thee relation of the individual believer to God becomes primary.
Spinozaa was more radical in dividing reason and religion than Locke,
becausee he considered revealed religion in general as superstition. Yet although
Spinozaa wanted full freedom of thought (libertas philosophandi) for philosophers
soo that they could entirely replace religion by reason, he advocated tolerance
towardd particular religious groups for political reasons and developed the early
versionn of a model of religious pluralism admitting of 'parties' in an ongoing
processs of 'public-opinion formation' (Balibar 2004: 365; Rosenberg 2003).
AA few centuries later, Kant drew out the radical consequences of religion's
interiorisationn as it had been inaugurated by Locke, by arguing that reason itself
cann construct the universal moral law and in principle needs no 'exterior',
111
'Secular' is derived from the Latin >aecalum. It means 'century', like si'iY/c in French. Its
connotationn is the 'earthly world' in (countable) time as opposed to eternity. Hobbes can talk
aboutt this worldly domain as separable from religion because of what José Casanova has called
aa 'double dualist system of classification' in pre-modern Christendom. Medieval Christendom
separatedd not only a 'sacred' sphere from a worldly sphere, but separated the church from the
'secular'' proper within the worldly sphere itself. With regard to time, it distinguished between
thee Age of God, the sacred-spiritual time of salvation, and the secular age proper, the wcitlum
(Casanovaa 1994: 15). For historical precision: the substantive 'saecularisatio' was most probably
usedd for the first time bv Jean Papon in 1559; the verb dates from 1586. Originally, these terms
hadd canonical juridical meanings related to the distinction between clerics and monks. Only
fromm 1646 did saecularisatio receive a constitutional-political meaning as the abolition of church
propertiess or their confiscation bv the state. The term 'secularism' was coined in 1851 by George
Jacobb Holvoake to distinguish his goal of promoting 'thisworldly' happiness for all from
atheism,, which was at the time still considered amoral bv many. 'Secularism' came to be used
moree generally after the world mission conference in 1928 (see also Casanova 1994; Asad 2003;
Baderr 2006b). For the relation of secularism to laiaic, see Transit II and chapter five.
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practical,, particular religion at all. Kant crucially added, however, as Locke had
alsoo done, that Protestantism was the religion which prepared reason's
autonomy.. I return to Kant's view in chapter five.
Thus,, while proposals were made in early modernity tor religious pluralism
withinn a public sphere, or at least for the creation of a separate sphere to be
governedd by religious conscience, reason's claims to a privileged place in
determiningg the polity's directions simultaneously remained strong. As
modernityy progressed, it became common to suggest that religions in general
hadd just been a phase in the development of humanity, and that modernity
actuallyy meant that reason alone could do the jobs of acquiring theoretical
knowledge,, determining our moral laws, and helping us to institutionalise
them.. Thus, secularism as a principle of the separation of State and Church
camee to be strongly linked to a sociological concept of secularisation, of
Enizauberung,Enizauberung, of a 'sortie de la religion' ['exit from/of religion'], to borrow this
happyy term from Marcel Gauchet.
II would like to raise here three clusters of recent criticisms that have been
madee of secularism and the related concept of secularisation. It is not always
entirelyy the same 'secularism' that is concerned; like all contested concepts,
secularism,, too, has shifting meanings related to shifts in the distribution of the
powerr to define it. However, I think we can safely suggest that, generally, the
criticismss of secularism concern its inheritance of the strong distinction between
interiorised,, reasonable, or at least private religion (or, in Kantian terms, 'reason
alone')) on the one hand, and 'particularising' yet public practices on the other.
Thiss heritage can be traced in some of today's political theories, which strictly
separatee religion and politics, or at least a private and a public sphere, or which
suggestt that the modern state is religiously neutral.
Thee first cluster concerns the empirical basis of both the sociological concept
off secularisation and the political theoretical concept of secularism. With regard to
'secularisation',, critics ask whether a full 'sortie de la religion' has taken place in
modernity.. Some scholars suggest that we should speak of a 'desecularisation
off the world' in postmodernity, and of a return of (public) religion (for example
Casanovaa f994; Berger 1999; Gauchet 1998). Does Europe have a special status
ass a relatively 'secular' region or is this notion also contestable?
Withh regard to secularism's status in political theory, critics point to the fact
thatt general assumptions about the actual separation between Church and State
andd about the state's religious neutrality in western societies should at least be
nuancedd and complicated. In the 'real' world, the neutrality of the state is
usuallyy not as strict as secularism intimates. For example, there are established
churchess in England, Norway and Denmark, tax exemptions for specific
churchess in Germany, a Protestant queen with a constitutional status in the
Netherlands,, and Christian political parties participating in governments all
10 0
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overr Europe (see for example Bader 1999; 2006b; Willems and Minkenberg 2002;
Koenigg 2003). With regard to laïquc France, we might anticipate my upcoming
argumentt in a preliminary metaphor: it is the Sainte Chapelle which is enclosed
inn the Palais de Justice, and not the grande Mosqitce.u Some have suggested that
contemporaryy France also 'recognises' religions, Islam included, in contrast to
itss laïquc principles (for example Bowen 2005). In Turkey, to raise a final
example,, religious signs mav be banned from public places, but the state to a
largee extent finances and controls Turkish Islam.
AA second cluster concerns the concepts of the 'secular' and 'secularisation'
themselves,, insofar as they are related to the modern understanding of religion
ass an interiorised (and universalisable) 'belief' that is separable from specific
culturall practices. Such a concept of 'secularised' religion, critics have argued,
presupposes,, on the one hand, essentialised notions of belief, but also of reason
andd morality, as something purely interior, and, on the other, of ritual, or
culturall practices related to religion, as something mechanical and exterior. This
iss a dubious assumption to make on philosophical grounds alone; it is
contestablee that such a thing as a purely interior belief is possible at all (I return
too this in chapter six). The American political philosopher William Connolly
recentlyy summarised the essential point nicely: 'Even Kant discerned a
connectionn between "gymnastics" and belief' (2005: 58).
Accordingg to Connolly, secularism has resulted in a structural privileging of
non-religiouss motivations over religious ones in political deliberation. But more
important,, perhaps, is that we have also come to lack a sensitivity to the ways
inn which practices in general, habits, customs, ethoi, and also non-reasoned
motivess such as affects and drives —in sum, 'the visceral register of
intersubjectivitv'' —are relevant to our moral and political actions (Connolly
1999:: 27). Following Friedrich Nietzsche's critique of 'belief' (or 'pure reason')
ass just a mental state, infinitely less important than practices and affects,
Connollyy (1999) develops an immanentist critique of God but also of Reason,
andd connects his critique of secularism to an ethos of pluralisation closely related
too Gilles Deleuze's micropolitics and Michel Foucault's ethos of
Enlightenment.'" "
Thiss critique of secularism is connected to a third cluster of contemporary
critiquess of secularism which are not based on a special sympathy for religion,
butt rather on an attempt to nuance and amplify our understanding of reason
MM

And the nwtqinv, in its turn, was partly financed by the city of Paris as a
communityy in honour of the many Muslim victims that had fallen in the First
ss
Similar critiques of Enlightenment's universalism have been made since
recentt critiques of secularism concentrate on problematising the status and
(customs)) and 'intensities' (affects) in secularist concepts of both reason
religion. .

gift to the Muslim
World War.
Romanticism, but
role of 'practices'
and (interiorised)
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itselff and of its relation to power, particularly with regard to interfaith and
interculturall relations. Taial Asad (2001; 2003), for example, has argued that the
strongg distinction between reason and religion has resulted in quite
stereotypicall understandings of what have been called 'pre-modern' religions,
especiallyy insofar as they are related to specific cultural practices. In early
modernism,, Protestantism was often seen as the modern religion par excellence,
preciselyy because of its link to interiorisation, while other religions were
consideredd mechanical and ritualistic.
Wee can learn something about these interfaith aspects of secularism if we
brieflyy return to the story of Uriel Acosta. The 'Editor's Introduction' to the first
Englishh edition of Acosta's Account (1740) starts by saying that Acosta 'too
hastily'' concluded that all religion was 'fraud' and 'invention' upon his
confrontationn with the 'absurdities in Popery, as well as modern Judaism', and
thatt he failed to examine 'what had been wrote in defence of the purer part of it,
professedd by the Protestants' (Acosta 1967 [1740]: 83, my italics). In the course of
thiss study, I will scrutinise these intercultural and interfaith aspects of
secularismm in more detail, which is where the question of assimilation will arise.
AA second aspect of the third cluster a propos the relation between religion,
reasonn and power, concerns the place of the heritage of the 'truth claim' of
modernn reason with regard to the question of what we consider the normative
principless of a plural, democratic and cosmopolitan polity. What should remain
off the privilege of Reason in our concepts of justice? Could it be helpful or
necessary,, as Veit Bader argues, to give 'priority to democracy' above
secularismm (1999; 2006b)? At first sight, to argue that we should give prioritv to
democracyy and to multiple-sourced reasons over Reason may seem superfluous
inn Western cultures pervaded by postmodern deconstructions of grand
narrativess and truths, including those of Reason. However, particularlv in
reactionn to religious fundamentalism, a new type of idealisation of the
Enlightenmentt and its modern, secular achievements, which is a little forgetful
off its own complicated history, seems to be emerging. I will return to this issue
inn chapter six."1
Whatt remains is a final, crucial question: do the critics of secularism offer
solutionss to contemporary problems similar to Acosta's, namely the argument
thatt he suffered from religious dogmatism and oppression?' 7 If it is not

The latest manifestation of this idealisation is France's new law, adopted in January 2005,
prescribingg that in secondary-school history education, the 'positive' achievements of France in
North-Africaa should also form part of the curriculum.
Ayaann Hirsi Ali's (and others') early twenty-first-centurv attacks on Dutch 'tolerance' and
'multiculturalism'' as a politics that only serves to empower conservative religious elites
sometimess sound like echoes of Uriel Acosta's complaints. Acosta strongly rejects what we
mightt call early modern multiculturalism: There is one thing beyond many others, that I
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secularismm in general that we have to defend against self-righteousness and
intolerance,, what do we need to defend? What are the options for democracy?

ResearchResearch questions and outline of the chapters
Lett me summarise the issues raised above and explain how I try to reflect on
themm in this study. My central questions are: Do we need the concepts of
assimilationn and secularism —and the practices related to them—within a
pluralistt liberal democracy, particularly in the context of migration? If so, how
shouldd we use these concepts, and if not, what are the reasons for rejecting
themm and what are the alternatives? If we agree that these questions cannot be
solvedd by conceptual discussion alone, what can we learn from past instances in
whichh these concepts have been 'brought into practice'? I have split up these
questionss into four central clusters, which I will explain in what follows.
I..

II..

III..
IV..

Do we need a concept of assimilation in a theory of cultural and
religiouss diversity in the context of migration? If so, what should be its
normativee status and how should we understand its relation to
proposalss for pluralist democracy? (Chapter one and two)
What did assimilation actually mean in nineteenth-century France in
thee context of the Emancipation of the French Jews, and what, in
practice,, were its long-term effects? What did the concept 'do'?
(Transitt I, chapter three and four) Here, a central theme will turn out
too be the relation between requirements to assimilate and
requirementss to secularise.
To what extent can we recognise the past of assimilation in the present
off secularism in France? (Transit II, chapter five and six)
What can we learn from Proust's novel with regard to revising
secularistt concepts of the relation between individuals and collectives
inn modernity, and, more specifically, what can we learn about
collectivee aspects of memory in the context of 'tense intercultural
situations'?? (Chapter seven)

Add I. In the first two chapters, I analyse the two contemporary currents in
sociology—brieflyy introduced above —which have pleaded for the return of
wonderr at, and very surprising it is; how the Pharisees, living in a Christian country, come to
enjovv so much liberty, as to judicial power and authority! (...) This is certainly just matter of'
reproach,, and what ought not to be tolerated in a tree city, which processes to protect men in the
feasiblee enjoyment of their liberty, and vet does not screen them from the insolence and
injuriouss treatment of the Pharisees' (Acosta 1967 [1740]: 44).
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assimilationn as an acceptable, even necessary concept for understanding
incorporation.. In the first chapter, I address French socio-histoire, and in
particularr Gerard Noiriel's defence of assimilation in the 1990s. Most important
iss his suggestion that the crucial problem for migrants, and particularly for their
childrenn today, is socio-economic marginalisation, and that theories of cultural
differencee only encourage ethnicised explanations of this marginalisation. In the
secondd chapter, 1 analyse the views of the social scientists Rogers Brubaker,
Ewaa Morawska and Christian Joppke, who have recently suggested that we
needd a concept of assimilation to counter tendencies of segregation, which thev
partlyy consider the result of multicultural policies.1N In these two chapters, I
analysee the conceptual webs in which assimilation functions in its shifting
meanings,, and I particularly try to put my finger on how normative and
empiricall uses of the concept are connected and intertwined. The first crucial
questionn is whether assimilation can function as a conceptual tool for
understandingg how we may counter trends of segregation, poverty, culturalism
andd fundamentalism. The second question asks if and how assimilation is
compatiblee with proposals for pluralist democracy, and, if it is not, what the
pluralistt alternatives are. For reasons to be explained in chapter two, I conclude
withh the suggestion that if we want to develop a serious and critical view of
assimilation,, it might be wise to analyse the French nineteenth-century concept
off assimilation, which motivates my turn to reading Proust's Recherche.
Add II. In chapters three and four, I explore the Recherche's perspective on the
historyy of Jewish assimilation in the French nineteenth century. The choice to
takee this novel as a primary source of insight is based on my previous reading
experiencess and on the intuition that exploring the novel in detail could provide
uss with insights into assimilation on historical, discursive and intersubjective
levels.. In Transit I, which precedes chapters three and four, I reflect on the
transitionss we have to make when choosing to address contemporary questions
aboutt assimilation by making a comparison, however careful, with the preWorldd War II history of the European Jews, and, more specifically, on the
transitionss we have to make when we want to address the questions about
nineteenth-centuryy assimilation via a reading of the Recherche.
Turningg to Proust's novel enables us to scrutinise the long-term discursive,
sociall and political effects of the demand to assimilate in the specific form in
whichh the Jews were asked to do so after 1791, when the Enlightenment ideals
off freedom, equality and solidarity had been 'put into practice' and the Jews
hadd acquired full civil rights. It will quickly become obvious that the demand to

xx
For a recent overview of debates in the U.S. social sciences about the return of a concept of
assimilation,, see Kivisto (2005). (I only encountered this title just before finishing this studv.)
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assimilatee was closely related, in fact partly coincided, with the demand that
hadd been placed upon the Jews to 'secularise' their religion, which meant a
specificc way of privatising and 'decollectivising' it, insofar as it had been linked
withh collective particularity before the Revolution. The secularisation of
Judaismm was seen as a prerequisite for the assimilation of the Jews as
'Frenchmenn only' as far as the public sphere was concerned. This was
consideredd necessary for the unity of the French Republic.
Inn my reading of the Recherche, I focus on the ways in which it presents,
narrates,, ironises, performs and analyses the oblique practical and discursive
effectss of the requirement to assimilate. My reading here has been informed by
Hannahh Arendt's interpretation of the Recherche. In The Origins of Totalitarianism
(19799 [1948]), Arendt suggests that Proust was witness to a central problem that
thee Jews were confronted with at the end of the nineteenth century: after they
hadd left all the 'objective', particularising and collective aspects of their religion
behind,, and thus had fully 'secularised' and interiorised Judaism into what
Arendtt calls 'Jewishness', they were confronted by the fact that this did not at
alll mean that 'being Jewish' had lost its social or political relevance. Instead, this
relevancee had increased in unexpected and quite undesirable ways that became
manifestt in the anti-Semitic Dreyfus Affair (1894-1906).
II will explain the Affair in detail later, but I can summarise it here as the
historyy of a French army officer called Alfred Dreyfus, who was falsely accused
off high treason (in the service of the Germans) in 1894, and its aftermath in
Frenchh society, which became thoroughly divided by it. Dreyfus was a fully
secularised,, 'assimilated' Jew, very loyal to the French Republic. However,
somee people considered him a likely suspect of treason because of his 'multiple'
identityy as a Frenchman and a Jew. Dreyfus himself considered this latter
'identity'' private and irrelevant to his functioning as a citizen of France.
Partiallyy on the basis of her reading of the Recherche, Arendt suggests that the
Dreyfuss Affair brought to light how Christian anti-Semitism had not been
eradicatedd with the advent of modernity, but had instead been transformed: the
cruciall problem the Jews encountered was that their assimilation had led to new
formss of particularisation and exclusion. By reading the Recherche, I will further
scrutinisee these unexpected results in their full complexity, while amending
Arendt'ss interpretation in some regards by focusing on the role of cultural
memory. .
Inn chapter three, I examine the Rechcrche's suggestion that certain cultural
aspectss of Judaism —practical, visible, partly public aspects —did not disappear
ass a result of its privatisation, but rather were transformed into cultural
memories,, inhabiting a nearly unspeakable semi-private, semi-public sphere. I
doo so by tracing the peculiarities of the character Alfred Bloch's 'Jewish
identity'' as it appears at the threshold of the Catholic familv of the novel's
15 5
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protagonistt Marcel, a family which is itself in the midst of an unfinished
processs of secularisation.
Inn chapter four, I further explore the cultural memories of 'difference' by
focusingg on how these memories are made accessible by Proust's literary
techniques,, in particular his metaphors. I do so in the context of a reflection on
thee ways in which Proust's novel complicates the French historian Theodore
Reinach'ss definition of Jewish 'assimilation' and its relation to secularisation, as
welll as Arendt's explanation of the issue. Here, I also address Zygmunt
Bauman'ss and Esther Benbassa's suggestions that the problematic sides of
assimilationn were crucially related to questions of class, social mobility and
'whoo came first'. In the fourth section of this chapter, I provide an interpretation
off the Proustian metaphor which I used as a title for this study: getting stuck in a
revolvingrevolving door.
Add III. The third question is what we may 'learn' from our reading of the
Proustiann novel towards understanding present-day questions around cultural
andd religious diversity. Here, I start by shifting the questions about assimilation
too the debate about secularism and, in particular, the French debate about
laïcité.laïcité. This version of secularism has become internationally well-known
becausee it was the central concept invoked by the so-called 'Stasi committee',
whenn offering its decisive advice, in December 2003, to the French government
too issue a law prohibiting the wearing of 'conspicuous religious signs' at public
schools.19 9
Inn the course of my reading of the Recherche, I have become more and more
convincedd that the future relation between assimilation and pluralism in
France,, but also more generally in Europe, crucially depends on howr we
understandd 'secularism', and that some quite common assumptions about
secularismm cherished by academics and politicians from very diverse
backgroundss have to be critically revised. While I will concentrate on France,
myy argument to some extent pertains to a more generally European context, if
wee consider Europe as a region which has inherited the conceptual schemes of
philosophicall modernism and Enlightenment thought.211
Ass said, the concern from which I raise my questions about secularism is not
religionn or even the intensity of moral experience to which we do no justice by
usingg an overly superficial, abstract or mentalistic concept of morality. Rather, it
|lJJ
Initially, the 'Stasi committee' was officially called the 'Commission de reflexion sur
1'applicationn du principe de laïcité dans la République', but this was soon abbreviated into
'Commissionn Stasi', named after the president of the committee, the Christian Democratic
politiciann Bernard Stasi.
-,!! Jonathan Israel has emphasised the European scope of Enlightenment thinking in earlv
modernityy (2001).
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iss the suspicion that secularism, in a context of explicit or hidden pressures to
assimilatee (and hence, in the context of intercultural minority-majority
relations),, may pose an obstacle to a more or less equal distribution of people's
opportunitiess to live relatively safe and happy lives, in which they themselves
havee a strong voice; hence, my concern is democracy. In this context, I believe
thatt if we remain forgetful of the paradoxes of assimilation as they are
connectedd to secularism, we risk repeating crucial mistakes, leading to
misunderstandingss between citizens and to processes of exclusion. This is why I
thinkk that the ambivalences and paradoxes that played a role in the nineteenthcenturyy process of Jewish assimilation should find their way into a self-critical
attitudee by present-day Europeans toward the heritage of secularism.
Thus,, the central question to be addressed is what we can learn from the
nineteenth-centuryy history of assimilation towards analysing today's questions
aboutt culture and religion in the public sphere, particularly in the context of
migration.. The law prohibiting the wearing of 'conspicuous religious signs' at
publicc schools has caused more people to make comparisons. In the first place,
thiss was done by the Stasi Committee itself. In its by now famous 'report', the
committeee brings up the 'melting pot' and Franco-Judaism, both crucially
relatedd to the history of assimilation, as models for the secularisation of
minorityy religions today (see chapter six).
Comparativee tracks have also been explored in more critical ways, for
examplee by the historians Pierre Birnbaum and Esther Benbassa, whose
respectivee perspectives I tend to share. For them, the ground for comparison is
nott a similarity between the groups themselves, but the question of what we
cann learn from the combined history of assimilation and secularism as it has
affectedd the Jews, towards evaluating the position of today's groups whose
culturall or religious practices transgress the boundaries of a public sphere
conceivedd as 'secular'. Benbassa summarises this perspective in the title of her
20033 book La France face a ses nünorités; Les Juifs hier, les Musulmans aujourd'luii
[France[France facing its minorities; yesterday the Jews, the Muslims today]. The special link
betweenn Jews in the past and Muslims now is that these groups seem to acquire
somethingg of a paradigmatic status in defining the relation between state,
religionn and the individual (see Birnbaum 1998; Laborde 2005).
II specify my central question in this context as follows: What have we
inheritedd today of the strong distinction developed in what we could call
philosophicall modernism, and particularly in French neo-Kantianism, between
interiorisedd religion and religious practices? Can we trace the secularist heritage
off wanting to 'purify' religion from publicly collective, particularising practices,
inn contemporary interpretations of public aspects of religion, and of Islam in
particular,, as the signs of a 'political religion'? And, if this is the case, do we
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perceivee the actual problems in the right way, and do we propose the right
solutions?? 21
Inn Transit II, I suggest that we should not seek the heritage of modernism in
immediatee practices, policies or laws trying to render religion invisible, or even
inn attempts to ban religious arguments from the public sphere. For these two
interpretationss of laïcité are explicitly excluded from the Stasi Committee's
rethinkingg of the concept, which is unequivocally presented as a liberal laïcité
thatt leaves religion free and even encourages religious pluralism. Rather, I
argue,, the problem lies in the dichotomous conceptual distinctions that are still
beingg used to understand the relation between religious appurtenance
[belonging]] and the freedom of the individual citizen.22
Thesee hypotheses will be further scrutinised in chapters five and six. In
chapterr five, I trace the concept of the interiorisation of religion in the neoKantiann ideology of lakism in the Third Republic (1870-1914), and I also reflect
onn one of the early Republican deconstructions of neo-Kantianism by the
Frenchh sociologist Emile Durkheim. In chapter six, I critically analvse the Stasi
committee'ss report and return to the democratic critique of secularism.
Furthermore,, I interpret some fragments from the work of the contemporary
Frenchh islamologues ['islamologists'] and scholars Gilles Kepel, Alain Touraine,
Marcell Gauchet and Olivier Roy concerning the relation between religion,
culture,, and politics in the public sphere.
Add IV. A last central question concerns the possibilities of understanding the
interactionn between political participation and social relationships differently
fromm the ways common in secularist discourse. Here, I return to reading Proust.
Inn the last chapter, I trace the Recherche's alternative narrative of the
complexitiess of individual autonomy and belonging in a situation of 'tense
intercultural'' exchange. This narrative may help to outline the prospect for a
pluriformm democracy on the basis of the complexities of our political, cultural
andd religious solidarities and inequalities, without presupposing secularism's
desirability.. In this context, I provide a critical interpretation of Walter
Benjamin'ss and Gilles Deleuze's modernist readings of Proust's novel by
bringingg together assimilation, secularism and cultural memory. I try to
Thiss approach is also connected to Connolly's. While reflecting on the position of Jews and
Muslimss in Europe, he has recently argued that across Europe Muslims today are widely
consideredd as a 'special minority (...) with distinctive rituals residing outside the orbit of the
Enlightenmentt distinction between private faith and public reason' (Connolly 2005: 55).
:
"" Balibar (2004) suggests that the French concept of la'icitc is strongly marked bv the Hobbesian
model,, where the state retains a monopoly or at least strong control over education bv diffusing
rationall knowledge and relativising 'mere' opinion. I will argue that Luetic should rather be
consideredd as a liberal concept, which is crucially indebted only to the modernist interpretation
off secularisation as religion's interiorisation.
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contributee to answering a question that has been formulated by Rainer
Bauboeck:: if we think that a 'presentist' concept of liberal democracy will not
do,, because 'citizens of a democratic polity must see themselves as sharing a
commonn future', what then is needed for a democratic memory which can
'includee the divergent pasts of all groups who share a common future in a
democraticc state' (Bauboeck 2002: 8)?

Methods Methods
Thee research presented here was executed in an interdisciplinary context in
whichh methods and academic 'tracks' familiar in French studies, philosophy
(particularlyy critical theory and political theory) and cultural analysis have been
combined.. For my scrutiny of the debates surrounding the concepts of
assimilationn and secularism, I mainly follow a critical political philosophical
approach.. I consider the internal consistency of the arguments and bring the
differentt views into debate with each other, while trying to add a historical
layerr to the views presented. My aim is not primarily to comment on the
empiricall material provided by the diverse contributors to the debates, but
ratherr to analyse the sometimes implicit, sometimes explicit normative
viewpointss that the diverse participants in the debates draw from these
analyses.. The democratic pluralist perspective from which I approach these
questionss stands in close relation to the versions of democratic pluralism
developed,, among others, by Iris Marion Young, Melissa Williams, Ayelet
Shachar,, Will Kvmlicka, Joseph Carens, Rainer Bauboeck and Veit Bader.
Inn my reading of the Recherche, I combine a cultural analytical approach with
aa rethinking of earlier interpretations of Proust's work in the tradition of critical
philosophy.. Cultural analysis implies a self-reflexive interdisciplinary practice
off interpreting cultural objects 'that seeks to understand the past as part of the
present'' (Bal 2002: 1). Particularly attractive about this approach is its
considerationn of the object under scrutiny as 'present, showing, arguing, and
speaking'' (Bal 1999: 7), and indeed, its exhortation to try, as a scholar, to 'make
thee object speak back', to 'empower the object', and to make the 'subject matter
intoo subject, participating in the construction of theoretical views' (Bal 1999: 13;
seee also Peeren 2005). This is what I trv to do by reading Proust intensively and
bvbv deriving mv specific 'method' of reading Proust from the material itself, in
particularr from the abundance of metaphors and intertextual references in the
novel,, which enables us to analvse what the past 'does' in the present in very
specificc ways.
II combine this method with an attempt to learn from Benjamin's and
Arendt'ss ways of reading of the Recherche. They succeed in doing justice to the
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literaryy character of the work, while at the same time being sensitive to the
wayss in which it gives access to certain aspects of the historv of the French Jews.
Readingg Proust can then become a method for deepening our insight into the
intersectedd problems related to assimilation and secularism. It not only helps us
too acquire an insight into the subjective and intersubjective ambivalences of
assimilation,, which may affect our evaluation of its political and moral merits at
aa convoluted level, but the literary character of Proust's work, in particular his
deploymentt of intertextuality and metaphor, also makes it possible to studv the
complicatedd social and political effects of the 'expectation' of assimilation in a
wayy that includes its effects on social imaginaries. This helps us to gain insight
intoo the multi-levelled effects of assimilation(-ism) in such a way that it is no
longerr fully tied to the specificities of the historical situation which the novel
represents. .
II would like to add a brief reflection on the larger question of how to practice
'criticall philosophy' today, a question whose urgency has become clearer to me
inn talks with Ruth Sonderegger that took place over the last few years. In this
study,, I hope to continue the heritage of critical Enlightenment thinking as it
wass understood by Michel Foucault when he argued that
thee thread which may connect us with the Enlightenment is not faithfulness
too doctrinal elements but, rather, the permanent reactivation of an attitude—
thatt is, of a philosophical ethos that could be described as a permanent
critiquee of our historical era' (Foucault 1997 [1979]: 312).
Foucaultt argued this point against what he called a certain 'blackmail' of the
Enlightenment,, and against the suggestion that one either has to be 'for' or
'against'' it:
Itt even means precisely that one has to refuse everything that might present
itselff in the form of a simplistic and authoritarian alternative: you either
acceptt the Enlightenment and remain within the tradition of its rationalism
(...)) or else you criticize the Enlightenment and then trv to escape from its
principless of rationality (...) (Foucault 1997: 313).
Thiss is a useful perspective specifically in the French context, but it is valuable
alsoo more generally in the current European context, where public discourses
havee increasingly been filled with arguments presenting the Enlightenment
heritagee as a fixed set of norms that we can be for or against bv being 'pro' or
'anti'-modernes,, particularist or universalist, religious or rational, worthy
inheritorss to the 'radical Enlightenment' or rather somewhat cowardly, overly
pragmaticc defenders of a moderate Enlightenment that compromises with
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religion.. By tracing the genealogy, i.e. the 'historico-critical' layers, of the
nineteenth-centuryy concept of assimilation in relation to present-day questions
off secularism and pluralism, I hope to contribute to overcoming this modernist
tradition. .
However,, I do not think that political philosophy from now on will have to
remainn silent on anything more specific than ethos when asked about what a
just,, or perhaps even an 'enlightened' society would entail. We do not have to
abstainn entirely from trying to specify the minimal norms for democracy,
equalityy and liberty for fear of being dogmatic or of reifying a norm. Here, I
agreee with those critics of post-modernism who do not oppose its critiques of
dichotomouss thinking and of dogmatic modernism and rationalism (in sum, the
privilegee of Reason), but who do oppose the suggestion that this should prevent
uss from trying to reach understanding about minimally defined universal
norms.. For example, I agree with Bader when he writes, in a debate with
Connollyy about the 'ethos of pluralisation', that
itt seems advisable not to replace (moderately universal) principles of justice
andd 'rights' by ethos and virtues, or simply to declare the latter more
'fundamental'' (...) and instead, to specify the multiple ways in which
principles/rightss and virtues are or might be productively combined (Bader
2006b). .
Here,, we arrive back at the main points of debate surrounding secularism that
thiss study seeks to address: I hope to contribute to combining the ethos of
pluralisationn with a proposal for a moderately universal normative view of
justicee by backing up mv arguments for democratic relational pluralism by an
extensivee genealogical, historico-critical analysis of the intersections of
assimilationn and secularism, trying to 'separate out, from the contingency that
hass made us what we are, the possibility of no longer being, doing, or thinking
whatt we are, do or think' (Foucault 1997: 315-16).:3

r

'' For a thorough reflection on the relation between the Kantian critical project and Foucault's
genealogicall concept of critique, see Sonderegger (forthcoming 2006).
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Assimilationn in Theories of
Immigrantt Incorporation in
France e

Partirr du présent pour en déduire Ie passé est une facon d'alimenter
1'histoiree des vainqueurs au détriment des vaincus, 1'historie de ceux qui ont
laisséé une trace de leur passage au détriment des invisibles, des sans-voix.
(...)) la grande majorité des étrangers qui ont immigré vers la France dans Ie
passéé n'y sont pas restés. Ces dizaines de millions de personnes ont donné
leurr opinion sur Ie 'modèle républicain' avec Ie seul moven d'expression que
laa République leur a laissé : en fuyant vers des contrées plus accueillantes —
c'est-a-diree en 'votant avec les pieds' (Noiriel 2002: 2).
[Too depart from the present in order to deduce the past from it, is a way to
feedd the history of the winners at the cost of the vanquished, the history of
thosee who have left a trace of their passage at the cost of the invisible, of
thosee without voice. (...) the large majority of foreigners who have
immigratedd to France in the past have not staved. These tens of millions of
peoplee have given their opinion on 'the republican model' through the only
meanss of expression that the Republic has left to them: by fleeing to other,
moree hospitable regions —that is to say, by 'voting with their feet' (my
translation).] ]
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1.11 Why reintroduce assimilation?
Assimilationn is a quite unfriendly concept when used in a social context. In
French,, it generally means 'an act of the mind that considers (something) as
similarr (to something else)'. A relevant secondary meaning is: 'The action of
makingg (something) similar (to something else) bv integration/absorption'. This
meaningg has existed in physiology from 1495 onwards. Around 1840, the
conceptt was related to social processes for the first time: 'The act of assimilating
persons,, peoples; the process through which these persons, these peoples,
assimilatee (themselves)'. This connotation saturates terms like 'américanisation'
andd 'francisation'.1
Literaturee has its ways of dealing with the relationship between becoming
similarr and being absorbed. In Salman Rushdie's Satanic Verses (1989), the story
off the adolescent Indian Salahuddin Chamcha's arrival at an English boarding
schooll provides a cruel and ironic summary of 'assimilation'. The first thing we
aree told about Salahuddin's contacts with 'the English' is that his classmates
gigglee at his accent and exclude him from their secrets. Yet these exclusions
onlyy increase Saladin's determination to become English. He begins 'to act, to
findd masks that these fellows would recognise, paleface masks (...) until he
fooledd them into thinking he was okay, he was people-}'ike-us' (Rushdie 1989: 44).
Onn one of Salahuddin's first days at boarding school, a kipper is served for
breakfast.. Salahuddin soon has a mouthful of bones, but nobody shows him
howw to eat the kipper. He must finish it before he is allowed to leave the table,
whichh takes him ninety minutes. Finally, Salahuddin realises that he has been
taughtt a lesson: 'England was a peculiar-tasting smoked fish full of spikes and
bones,, and nobody would ever tell him how to eat it' (44).
Afterr a few years in England, Salahuddin has experienced, to some extent,
'culture'' as Zygmunt Bauman once described it: 'Is not contempt, that license to
snubb and despise and kill, what culture is about?' (Bauman 1998: 344-45).

I quote from the lemma 'assimilation' in the French dictionary Le Petit Robert. All translations
aree mv own. 1 give the French originals here. The first meaning of assimilation reads: 'Acte de
1'espritt qui considère (une chose) comme semblable (a une autre)'. The second meaning: 'Action
dee rend re semblable (a quelque chose) par integration.' And the social meaning: 'Action
d'assimilerr des hommes, des peuples; processus par lequel ces hommes, ces peuples,
s'assimilent.'' fn physiology, assimilation specifically meant the process 'par lequel les étres
organisess transforment en leur propre substance les matiéres qu'ils absorbent' (through which
organisedd beings transform the materials thev absorb into their own substance]. The older
physiologicall connotation shines through in early politico-sociological discourse. Witness, for
example,, Andre Siegfried, one of the first French political scientists to occupy himself with
immigrationn in the mid twentieth century: Tassimilation de ces immigrants, insérés dans
1'organismee amerieain en doses massives' [the assimilation of these immigrants, inserted into
thee American organism in massive doses].
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Salahuddin'ss reaction is to have become, outwardly, a fish himself. His face is
describedd as 'handsome in a somewhat sour, patrician fashion, with long, thick,
downturnedd lips like those of a disgusted turbot, and thin eyebrow's arching
sharplyy over eves that watched the world with a kind of alert contempt'
(Rushdiee 1989: 33).
Thee quote from the French historian of immigration Gerard Noiriel, with
whichh I started this chapter, makes clear that he does not idealise the
Republicann way of incorporating migrants. So what brings someone as critical
ass that to argue that we need to reintroduce a concept of assimilation? Noiriel
understandss assimilation as '1e processus social qui conduit a
l'homogénéisationn (linguistique, culturelle, politique) plus ou moins poussée
dess membres du groupe [the social process that leads to the more or less forced
homogenisationn (linguistic, cultural, political) of the members of a group]'
(Noiriell 1992: 86, my translation). How can we interpret the relationship
betweenn the empirical and the normative aspects of this use of the concept?
Analysingg Noiriel's views can help us to understand the complexities of
assimilation'ss relation to multiculturalism. Multiculturalism is based on the
claim,, made in the footsteps of the social movements and philosophies of
differencee and recognition that emerged in the last decades of the twentieth
century,, that it is unjust and unnecessary to abide by institutional arrangements
andd mentalities that require assimilation from migrants (and the members of
otherr minorities), insofar as this means adaptation to 'models of normalcy' for
citizenshipp based on the attributes of the 'able-bodied, heterosexual, white
male';; an adaptation that is refused 'at the price of exclusion, marginalization or
silencing'' (Kymlicka 2002: 327). If we acknowledge that this claim is quite just
andd reasonable within liberal democracies, what can bring someone to
neverthelesss defend the concept of assimilation and to be critical of
multiculturalismm in practice, as we will see Noiriel is? Is there any way to
mediatee the options here?

WritingWriting the 'history of power' in the context of debates on integration
Noiriell develops his concept of assimilation within a larger project of tracing
thee 'historv of powder' within the modern nation-state. When he analvses the
processs of what he calls 'national assimilation' (Noiriel 1996a: 265), it is in order
too understand 'how we can account for the success of dominant, national
culturall norms in supplanting those local and immigrant cultures that were the
wealthh and diversitv of French societv' (Noiriel 1996a: 265). Hence, migration is
aa central issue in Noiriel's account of the history of power in the nation-state.
Hiss primary focus, however, is nott on migrants as a special group, but rather on
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thee ways in which migration has been involved in the 'social historv of politics'
inn which other minorities (linguistic, regional), have also been centrallv
involvedd (Noiriel 2001: 41).
Thee fact that assimilation is the central concept of Noiriel's analysis of
migrationn to France does not implv, as we have seen, that he defends the
republicann model of assimilation, for which France is well-known abroad, and
whichh is often invoked as a counterexample to the politics of ethnicity and
multiculturaiismm upheld in the Anglophone world. In actualitv, however, as
muchh as in many other European countries, the republican model of
assimilation,, insofar as this implies a politics of national homogenisation, was
officiallyy rejected as a goal of French social politics from the 1980s onwards.
Thus,, the fact that Noiriel does not defend it is not exceptional, but rather
common. 22 A brief sketch of these developments in France may help to situate
Noiriel'ss concept of assimilation.
Inn the 1970s and 1980s, it became a common view among French intellectuals
andd politicians that the assimilation of earlier generations of immigrants and
regionall minorities had only taken place because it had been forced upon them
inn the same manner in which it had been forced on entire populations within
thee colonies, and that assimilation should be rejected as a viable concept for
immigrationn policies as well as for policies pertaining to regional languages. A
preoccupationn with respecting and preserving differences emerged among leftwingg French politicians and also within the diverse French committees dealing
withh the incorporation of immigrants. 1 In the policy advice of such committees,
conceptss like equality, solidarity, and social coherence, which appear to hark
backk to former French policies of national homogenisation, were nearly always
surroundedd and preceded by extensive declarations on the necessity of
'preserving'' differences. In 1989, for example, the 'commisariat general du plan'
statedd that for social policies the most important object was to:
favoriserr Ie développement d'une dvnamique d'échanges qui, tout en
préservantt les spécificités culturelies des différentes composantes de la
sociétéé contribue a 1'emergence de nouveaux Hens sociaux et instaure un

::
However, some others, like [eanne-Hélene Kaltenbach and Michèle Tribalat (2002), who are
nott incidentally fierce opponents nf the headscarf, do defend assimilation. Thev want to 'return'
too earlier policies of Republican incorporation. I have chosen to discuss Noiriel's more critical,
lesss polemical, and less 'assimilationist' view.
11
Already since the 1970's, intellectuals had preoccupied themselves with the future of regional
languagess and cultures, which had also suffered from severe assimilation policies that had, for
example,, prohibited the use of Breton and Occitan as public languages (speaking these
languagess was banned altogether in the 1450s). Articles about these issues appeared quite
frequentlyy in 'Les Temps Mod ernes' and 'L'Arc' (see Van der Poel 1992: 70, 121, 152).
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espacee social suffisamment coherent (quoted trom Kaltenbach and Tribalat
2002:: 35).
[favourr the development of a dvnamics of exchange that, while preserving
thee cultural specificities of the different c o m p o n e n t s of society, contributes to
thee emergence of new social ties and installs a social space that is sufficiently
coherentt (mv translation).] 4
Inn 1991, the H a u t Conseil de 1'Intégration once more defined integration as a set
off policies that should:
susciterr la participation active a la société nationale d'éléments varies et
différents,, tout en acceptant la subsistance d e spécificités culturelles, sociales
ett morales et en tenant pour vrai que 1'ensemble s'enrichit d e cette variété, de
cettee complexité (quoted from Kaltenbach and Tribalat 2002: 36).
[encouragee active participation in the national society by varied and different
elements,, while accepting the subsistence of cultural, social and moral
specificitiess and accepting as truth that the whole enriches itself through this
varietyy and complexity (my translation).] 3
'Integration'' was presented as an alternative to assimilation and in order to
explainn the difference between the two, the committee emphasised the necessity
forr organised s u p p o r t for the 'subsistence' of immigrant cultures. Anticipating
myy u p c o m i n g a r g u m e n t about the French u n d e r s t a n d i n g of multiculturalism, I
wouldd like to note that a perceived difficulty in mediating between cultural
differencee on the one hand, and social coherence and equality on the other, is at
thee centre of these definitions. This perceived difficulty frequently leads to an
u n d e r s t a n d i n gg of pluralism or multiculturalism as an ideology that wants the
statee to aid immigrants in 'preserving differences' as opposed to an
assimilationistt ideology that merely wants to create social cohesion and
stimulatee social mobility and integration. I call this u n d e r s t a n d i n g of pluralism
' t o p - d o w nn differentialism', responding to a p r e s u p p o s e d communautarisme from

44

The commissariat preferred 'insertion' as a concept for understanding migration to
'integration,'' 'adaptation,' or 'assimilation,' because it was the 'least connotated term.' In its
view,, all the other candidate concepts were tot) suggestive of hierarchical and organic thinking
(Kaltenbachh and Tribalat 2002: 35).
""" Onlv to stress in the next sentence that we should not 'exalt' these differences and that a
politicss of integration should put the emphasis on 'resemblances' and 'convergences' (quoted
fromm Kaltenbach and Tribalat 2002: 36).
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below,, and I will argue that this understanding frequently inhibits more fruitful
interpretationss of pluralism. h
Onee of the reasons for the growing suspicion that differentialism might not
bee the ideal policy after all, was the way the emphasis on difference was
graduallyy usurped by the Front National over the course of the 1980s and 1990s,
inn a manner quite shocking to those who, with the best of intentions, had been
advocatingg the right to difference. The Front National also started to plea for
thee right to be different, but then only back in 'one's own country'." The respect
forr differences infused into political discourse seemed to lead to the belief that
immigrantss (and their children) 'are' different and that they should therefore
neverr have left their countries of origin in the first place. This right-wing
discoursee took up the old discourses of inassimilabilitc [inassimilability] that had
stoodd at the basis of anti-immigration and xenophobic policies from the end of
thee nineteenth century onwards. Moreover, in the 1980s and 1990s, the
discoursee surrounding the specific problems with immigrants from the
Maghrebb increasingly began to present Islam as a factor causing their
inassimilabilitcinassimilabilitc (Noiriel 1996).s
"" For an extensive commentary on these debates, see Kaltenbach and Tribalat (2002: chapter 1).
Theyy mention that the HCI report was inspired by Jacqueline Costa-Lascoux' De l'immigré au
eifpyeneifpyen from 1989. In 2003, Costa-Lascoux was a member of the Stasi committee, whose report
onn laïcité will be discussed in chapter six of this book.
77
See Rogers Brubaker (2001), Bimbaum (1998). The FN had already hijacked Claude LéviStrauss'' famous speech about 'race et histoire' given at the United Nations in 1951.
KK
These fears of inassimilabilitc have a long history and thev kept resurfacing over the course of
thee twentieth century, not just in extreme right-wing political parties. The origins of the
discoursee of an unbridgeable 'cultural distance' can be found in French nineteenth-century
intellectuall discourses, such as, for example, that of the writer Maurice Barrès, the historian
Georgess Vacher de Lapouge, and the geographer Vidal de la Blache. Almost all categories of
immigrantss have at one time in French history been considered inassimilable: Germans who
immigratedd into the East ot France before World War I; Polish, Armenian, Russian and EastEuropeann Jewish immigrants in the interbellum period; and immigrants from North-Africa
afterr the 1960s. (Sarah Kofman gives a moving —autobiographical —account of the position of
poorr Eastern-European Jews in Pans in the thirties in her Rue Ordenev, Rite Labat). Discourses on
inassimilabilih'inassimilabilih' occur in the context of war and revolution: strong xenophobia existed against
Germanss after the 1870-71 Franco-Prussian war; against Russians after the Russian Revolution;
andd against Maghrébins after the process of decolonisation in North-Africa in the 1960s. AntiMuslimm reactions after September 11, 2001 seem to follow this trend. Although religion is the
mainn focus here, there is clearly an imaginary oi ethnic enmitv underlying the reactions to
Muslims,, who are often conflated with Arabs. Theories of inassimilability did not remain the
exclusivee domain of the right or even extreme right. The left has contributed to these theories as
well.. Georges Mauco, the migration expert of the Front Populaire —the left-wing united front
againstt fascism in the 1930s —advised keeping the imissimilablcs out of the countrv: 'ceux qui
portentt en eux, dans leurs eontumes, dans leur tournure d'esprit, des goüts, des passions et Ie
poidss d'habitudes séculaires qui contredisent 1'orientation profonde de notre civilisation [Those
whoo carry within them, in their customs and in their mindsets, tastes, passions, and the weight
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Nott only right-wing politicians worried about immigration. Increasingly,
problemss of socio-economic marginalisation and related problems within the
Frenchh banlieues came to be explained in terms of the problematic integration of
Arabss or Muslims. From the end of the 1980s onwards, a new current in
sociologyy and political science, often explicitly referring to the heritage of
republicanism,, started to problematise w h a t they saw as the Americanisation of
Frenchh politics, namely its increasing tendency towards communautarisme and
identityy politics. In 1987, for example, Riva Kastoryano wrote that: 'les
différentess appartenances régionales, nationales, ethniques des populations
immigréess menaccnt 1'homogénéité d e 1'État-nation' (Kastoryano 1987, quoted
fromm Noiriel 2001: 44) [the different regional, national, and ethnic w a y s of
belongingg on the part of the immigrant populations threaten the homogeneity of
thee nation-State' (my translation)], and that 'les revendications, identitaires ou
non,, de la religion menaccnt 1'unité culturelle de 1'espace national' (44) ['the
claims,, whether identitarian or not, of religion threaten the cultural unity of the
nationall space (my translation)].
Noiriell develops his socio-historical concept of assimilation against these
kindss of fears, which assume that the ethnically, religiously or regionally
differentt backgrounds of migrant populations pose a threat to the coherence of
thee nation-state. These fears have p r o d u c e d mixed feelings, as remarked on
earlier,, for many participants in French debates about the transition from
assimilationn to integration. The debates on the headscarf affairs, to which I will
returnn extensively in chapter six, testify to the fact that major social conflicts
weree increasingly explained in terms of their being produced by a too soft,
ideologicallyy and practically i n a p p r o p r i a t e differentialist philosophy of
multiculturall integration.

1.22 Gerard Noiriel's intervention
Onee of the main outcomes of Noiriel's historical research is to demonstrate that
fearss of inassimilabilité have proven and continue to prove exaggerated, as well
ass based on an inaccurate theory of (ethnic) belonging. However, Noiriel's
conceptt of assimilation is not only an answer to right-wing xenophobia. It is
alsoo pitted against both the old republican view of assimilation and the stateorganisedd differentialism of the 1980s. At first sight, these appear to be each
other'ss opposites. On the one hand, w e have the 'republican view of the nation,
[that]] continually idealised the assimilation of successive waves of immigrants
off ancient habits that contradict the profound orientation of our civilisation]. For this reason,
Maucoo considered Asians, Africans and the so-called 'levantins' [orientals] as 'indésirables'
[undesirable]] (quoted from Noiriel 2001: 39, mv translations).
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withoutt inquiring about either the nature of that integration or its costs' (1996b:
162),, and that had often pleaded for strong assimilationist policies in order to
speedd up this process.4 On the other hand, we have the anti-assimilationist
vieww that was developed in the 1980s; a view that was once defended by
Noiriell himself. However, according to him, the ideological differences
expressedd in these views are founded on the same error, namely their espousal
off an overly political view of assimilation (Noiriel 1988: 263).
Accordingg to Noiriel, a historical reconstruction of the processes undergone
byy the various waves of immigrants to France and the United States, shows that
assimilationn is something that is both 'endured' and 'enacted' by immigrants
practicallyy independently of the specific policies forced upon them, because it
formss part of the larger processes of cultural homogenisation that accompany
thee formation of the nation-state. We should recognise that assimilation is an
inevitablee process that migrants, and particularly their children, are destined to
undergo,, often at a great psychological cost. This ought to be recognised by the
receivingg state and its majorities, and should be 'rewarded' with unequivocal
andd full citizenship. Noiriel deploys his analysis of this underlying assimilation
processs to criticise what he sees as various myths about migration and the
variouss policies that have ensued from them. In order to explain the way he
understandss assimilation, he draws on the sociological theories of Emile
Durkheimm and Norbert Elias, on American sociology, and on empirical research
conductedd among immigrants in France.

EmileEmile Durkheim, Norbert Elias and the concept of 'national

assimilation'

Noiriel'ss resistance to theories of the inassimilabilité of certain categories of
immigrantss is rooted in a long tradition within sociology that was founded by
Durkheim.. Durkheim's own theory of 'belonging' in modernity resulted from
hiss struggle with right-wing French theories of national belonging. These
stressedd the ethnic ties of the French to either the Franks or the Gaulois and
presentedd the members of other ethnic groups as inassimilables, for a few
generationss at least, if not indefinitely. Thus, they excluded people of different
descentt from the possibility of being loyal French citizens. Durkheim sought a
possibilityy to refute these biologistic or 'geographistic' theories without having
"" For example the earlv political scientist Andre Siegfried, who, in the 1950s, argued that a
thoroughh 'de-racination' (tor example bv means of housing policies) and an accompanying
advocacyy of possibilities of integration among immigrants, was the best way to deal with
immigrantss (Noiriel 2001: 38). Proposals similar to Siegfried's are being made in the
Netherlandss today by politicians and policymakers from all parties except for the Green Left
(Groenn Links).
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too rely on the abstract contract theory of citizenship which the republicans had
takenn from Rousseau at the beginning of the nineteenth century and which, by
thee end of the nineteenth century, had proven insufficient in dealing with
questionss of belonging and loyalty (Noiriel 2001: 43).
Fromm Durkheim, Noiriel a d o p t s the idea that the m o d e r n nation-state
profoundlyy shapes the ways in which individuals are related to each other and
thatt this leads to a strong relati visa Hon of the force of familial and ethnic ties.
Durkheimm thought that m o d e r n society, through the increasing importance of
institutionss like written language and law, had largely replaced the traditional
'mechanical'' solidarity transmitted from parents or immediate (local) relatives
too children with w h a t he called 'organic solidarity'. In the m o d e r n state, earlier
generationss do not leave us their heritage by means of an immediate passing on
off beliefs and practices, but this heritage is passed largely t h r o u g h objective and
materiall 'institutional' and collective forms. Hence, the materiality of the past is
nott denied, as in overly republican understandings of collectivity in m o d e r n
societv,, but the w a y s in which past forms are transmitted to individuals are
reinterpreted.. Heritage is n o longer primarily ethnic, but becomes national: it is
'interiorised',, partly unconsciously, by the children living with these past forms
inn their environments, and by the way public schools inculcate in their pupils
thesee abstract w a y s of defining w h o belongs to the ' g r o u p ' —i.e. the nationstate.. This explains the e n o r m o u s importance of schooling in republican
thoughtt (see also Noiriel 2001: 43). 1( '
D u r k h e i m ' ss theory w a s not developed in a politically neutral scientific
climate.. It was, at least partly, an attempt to argue, through solid theoretical
argument,, against the right-wing theories of w h a t w e could call 'mono-loyalty'.
Durkheim,, w h o w a s the son of an Alsatian rabbi, did not escape being
questionedd about his own loyalty. The insolence of these suspicions becomes
clearr when we read that in La librc parole from 1916, Durkheim is described as
' u nn boche avec un faux-nez représentant Ie Kriegministerium d o n t les agents
essaimentt a travers la France' [a German with a false nose w h o represents the
Kriegsministerium,, agents of which are s w a r m i n g all over France]. 11 Yet,
notwithstandingg this personal motive, I think it is exaggerated to suggest, as the
Frenchh sociologist Jean-Claude C h a m b o r e d o n did in 1984, that D u r k h e i m ' s

:

"" I will return to Durkheim's theory of 'modern solidarity' in chapter five when discussing

la'icitc. la'icitc.
:;;

Somewhat later, the senator Gaudin de Vilaine asked the committee charged with the
reconsiderationn of permits for foreign residents to examine the situation of the 'Francais
d'ascendancee etrangere, comme M. Durkheim, un professeur de notre Sorbonne, representant
sanss doute, comme cela a été affirme, le Kriegministerium' [French people of foreign descent
likee Mr. Durkheim, a professor at our Sorbonne who, as has been confirmed, perhaps represents
thee (German) War Ministry!' (quoted in Noiriel and Beaud 1991: 86, my translation).
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workk can be read as 'une meditation sur les bonnes manières d'etre un juif
assimiléé dans la France contemporaine' [a meditation on the correct vvav to be
ann assimilated Jew in contemporary France] (quoted in Noiriel and Beaud 1991:
69,, my translation). Such a view reduces the theoretical impetus of Durkheim's
workk to a position 'caused' by his own social placement. But 1 do think that the
historicall context links up Durkheim's sensitivity to the fallacies of ethnicity
andd the inadequacy of purely republican answers to right-wing ideas, to a
similarr sensitivity in his contemporary Marcel Proust, whose narrative of
'assimilation'' we will trace in later chapters.
Whilee Durkheim's understanding of the changed role of cultural heritage in
modernn society contributed to undermining the theories of the inassunilabilitc of
ethnicc or ethno-reiigious 'others' held by the French right, Elias made it
possiblee to understand the concept of assimilation in the context of a historical
analysiss of the social psychology of modern society. According to him, from the
Renaissancee onwards, the monopolisation of taxes and public force by central
authoritiess resulted in the pacification of society and the gradual development
off 'civilisation'. In court society, codes of proper conduct were elaborated
whichh spread through society as a whole as the result of a mutual assimilation
processs between aristocracy and bourgeoisie. The aristocracy incorporated
bourgeoiss elements and adopted some of their values; conversely, the
bourgeoisiee assimilated aristocratic culture, which, after the Revolution, it
startedd to spread across the rest of society. This happened particularly in
France,, where the mutual cultural assimilation processes between nobility and
bourgeoisiee (and subsequently also the popular classes) were very strong. In
thee course of these processes, external prohibitions and rules were increasingly
internalisedd by individuals that had to acquire a place in increasingly long
chainss of interdependence, where people could start to move from one social
circlee to another. In Noiriel's view, this did not happen without conflict
altogether,, but in the end it did lead to homogenisation:
Thee relations of necessity by which people were conflictually united, given
thee weight of norms and the cruelty of social judgements, forced them to
controll their urges, to 'interiorise' good manners; consciously at first, and
increasinglyy unconsciously from one generation to the next, through reflexes
acquiredd in the early stages of childhood (Noiriel 1996a [1989]: 268).
Thee force of this historical process led to the development that an education as
aa French person/subject came to profoundly influence individual behaviour, to
thee point of affecting people's body language and their affective, unconscious
life.. This provides a 'deep' explanation of how the nation, with its hierarchical
systemss and their heritage, forms us, and it aiso provides an argument for
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understandingg assimilation at a level where it has not only to do with the
consciouss adoption of dominant cultural values but also with the partly
unconsciouss and largely uncontrollable wish to be recognised as 'one of them'
att a deeper level.12

ImmigrantImmigrant

assimilation

Thee frame provided by Durkheim's and Elias's theories of the assimilation
processess at work in modern society as a whole, results in three theoretical
startingg points for Noiriel's understanding of immigrant assimilation. First,
assimilationn is something that immigrants, their children, and long-time
residentss partially share: although immigrant assimilation is a process marked
byy some peculiarities, the process also shares many characteristics with the
assimilationn of any single individual or resident group into national society.
Understandingg the process in this way enables us to analyse the primary
'coexistence'' between the French and immigrants, which would help, according
too Noiriel, to 'transcend the litanies on 'cultural differences' and the ambiguities
off 'ethnicity' (Noiriel 1996a: 269). Second, this frame makes clear that
assimilationn should be understood as a process that operates both ways and
thatt changes all the groups involved, while, at the same time, it makes us
recognisee that there exist dominant norms and subaltern norms. Such an
understandingg ascribes a certain measure of agency to those in non-dominant
positions,, without idealising this agency and neglecting the force of unequal
powerr relations. Third, this frame can help us to understand the depth of
experiencess of national belonging, without recurring to naturalising
explanationss in terms of race, culture, or national character: it explains the
constitutivee factors of these experiences in terms of history alone.
Regardingg the particularities of the assimilation process relating to
immigrants,, these starting points lead Noiriel to distinguish strictlv between
whatt assimilation means for immigrants themselves and what it means for their
children.. Immigrants themselves did not go through the internalisation process
off the social hierarchies of French society at a young age. Hence, the process is
:;;

A last source quoted by Noiriel is Marcel Mauss, whose concept of habitu> inspired, famously,
Pierree Bourdieu, and French structuralist sociology. It has also inspired, in various ways, critics
off secularism such as Asad and Bader, to whose views I will return in chapter six. Mauss
observedd during World War I that the British armv could not use the French spades, so that
eachh division had to have its 81)00 spades replaced. He observes that 'the very wav a Frenchman
walkss resembles less that of a British subject than an Algonquin's walk resembles that of a
Californiann Indian,' and this observation leads Noiriel to emphasise once more the enormous
forcee with which the nation imprints itself on individual behaviour (Mauss quoted from Noiriel
1989:271). .
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byy no means as effective as it is in those who do grow up in France. Immigrants
mayy or may not try to actively assimilate themselves as much as possible, but
thee full force of the psychological process of assimilation does not touch them
inn the same way as it does their children. This is a reason for Noiriel's great
reluctancee towards assimilationism aimed at first-generation migrants and for
hiss emphasis on the importance of the recognition of migrant's memories
withinn the historiography of the nation-state. For first generation migrants, the
problemss of 'uprootedness' and social isolation are aggravated by an
assimilationismm that includes, for example, the refusal to understand the wish
off immigrants to live in neighbourhoods with people of the same ethnic
background. 13 3
Noiriell also severely criticises the Republic's 'amnesia' and 'repression' of
immigrants'' histories. The republican image of the immigrant as either a
(future)) citizen or a foreigner has determined the way French public memory
andd official history have hardly ever shown much interest in the history of
immigrationn or in the origins of immigrants. Historiography should be opened
upp to the memory of immigration and should fully acknowledge immigrants'
contributionss to the wealth of the country.14
Forr the children of immigrants, the situation is entirely different according to
Noiriel.. They grow up in the new country and there is the potential for conflict
inn someone's early years between the values and habits transmitted by the
parentss and those the child is confronted with outside her or his own home.
Becausee the norms 'from outside' are those of the dominant group, which also
oftenn rejects the culture of the parents, he or she may undergo severe inner
1:

'' On this point, Noiriel reminds us, we might learn from the eariv American sociologists of
assimilation,, who were not as assimilatiotiist as we might think. In an article written together
withh Stéphane Beaud, he refers to sociological research conducted in the 1920s by a group of
sociologistss from Chicago {Robert Park and Hanry Miller, William Thomas and Florian
Znaniecki)) among Polish immigrants who moved to the United States. These sociologists
alreadyy saw that it is important for immigrants —particularly for those who have not yet
learnedd to participate in a cosmopolitan, globalised culture —to have a collective life among
thosee whose cultural background they share. This is not because they want to remain a separate
group,, but because only this makes their ultimate integration into larger society possible.
Immigrantt assimilation, in this view, can only be articulated in terms of a passage from a 'startculture'' to an 'arrival-culture'. There is no direct passage from isolated migrants to
universalisedd citizenship. Social bonds mediating between the individual and society are
necessary.. A second important view that Noiriel adopts from the Chicago school is that
conflictss between minority cultures and the larger society do not block assimilation; instead,
thevv increase self-consciousness among minorities, which in turn conditions the possibility ot
integrationn (Noiriel and Beaud 1991).
44
Attempting to release the writing of the history of France from its national orientation in a
moree fundamental sense is an option not considered by Noiriel, possibly because it is still
relativelyy inconceivable within the French context.
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conflict,, since children (and adolescents) have a strong tendency to identify
withh dominant norms. Noiriel quotes many narratives of French immigrants'
childrenn about their wish to be recognised as belonging to the dominant group.
Onee of these stories, for example, is told by an architect of North African origin
andd French nationality, who tells of his dramatic experiences when he and
otherss like him 'discovered our difference from other children' and
becamee aware of the way in which the other children saw our parents. And
sincee that image was often negative, we rejected our own parents and tried
too make friends with the other kids. These problems continued throughout
ourr school years, culminating at around 14 or 15 years of age, in adolescence,
aa time that for me felt something like insanity (quoted from Noiriel 1996b:
170). .
Thiss and other accounts of these inner conflicts lead Noiriel to notice that the
wishh to be accepted by the dominant group is interiorised partly unconsciously
andd involuntarily. This unconscious, involuntary 'appropriation of a dominant
culture'' is the most structural understanding of assimilation (Noiriel 1996b:
171).. Here, assimilation is not a matter of pedagogy or attitude. Noiriel thinks
thatt stigmatisation due to 'not being like the others' may constitute an
importantt factor of assimilation: by interiorising the disavowing gaze of the
otherr from one's early years onwards, individuals often develop modes of
behaviourr designed to prove their belonging to the dominant majority; more or
lesss like we saw in the story told by Rushdie's narrator in the anecdote opening
thiss chapter.
Thee emotional price individuals have to pay for assimilation, particularly the
memberss of the second generation, should bring to mind, according to Noiriel,
thee 'odiousness' of all political measures or suggestions, even those made with
goodd intentions, that promote the idea that members of the second generation
aree not like the others (Noiriel and Beaud 1991: 277). This is where the debate
onn multiculturalism starts. Noiriel thinks that things went into the wrong
directionn in the 1980s and 1990s when, together with the rise of anti-racism,
ethnicityy came more and more into focus as the location of the perceived
specificc problems with migrants from the Maghreb. This was the time, Noiriel
argues,, that 'culturalism' arose, which isolated culture from its concrete context
andd suggested that immigrants and their children could retain practically
completee cultures, even though this is in fact impossible both under the
conditionss of the uprootedness of the first generation and of the deep
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assimilationn of the second (1996b: 167).'^

CritiqueCritique of 'ethnicity'
InIn Noiriel's view, the widely perceived specific problems surrounding the
integrationn of persons from North-African origin are not caused by any
specificityy of this group, but by the changes in policies and perceptions with
regardd to immigration in general."1 At the end of the 1980s, immigrants from
thee Maghreb had largely been divided into two groups: one which had known
importantt social emancipation and had often developed into elites representing
thosee less integrated; and another one which had been formed bv individuals
whoo had known important social degradation, mostly because of the social
effectss of the perception that Arabs were a 'problem'. This bi-polarisation was
causedd by the fact that unemployment and social problems were less and less
explainedd in socio-economic terms and that attention was being focused more
andd more on the problems of the so-called 'second generation'. Here, factors
likee the introduction of the social category of 'youth'; the way big urbanisation
projectss lent this 'youth' more visibility; the rise of media attention for
immigrationn as a fundamental problem within society; the installation of the
welfaree state; the introduction of welfare workers specialised in 'migrants'; and,
finally,, the loss of power of the workers' movement, all contributed to this new
focuss on immigrants' children, who came to be stigmatised as 'Beurs', people
fromm North-Africa.
Thee importance of their 'integration' into French societv has spurred the
investmentt of serious resources into the emancipation of immigrants and the
mostt privileged among them have profited from this investment. But the
perceptionn of immigration as a problem, in particular with regard to 'Arabs',
hass encouraged the stereotyping of children of North-African origin as
memberss of a problematic group, which is an important cause of contemporary
Noiriel's argument here is close to the criticisms made in the context of British cultural studies
off the essentialist aspects of multiculturalism, when it relies on a reified concept of culture.
Constructivistss like Gerd Baumann (19%) fulminate against the reified concept of culture
assumed,, in his view, bv those multiculturalists who refuse to take it as a purelv analytical
concept.. For an extensive debate on the ontological status of 'culture', see Bader (2001) and
Baumannn (2001).
"" Noiriel argues that the factor that determines the level of integration of the descendants of
immigrantss is not their ethnic background but the geographic place where their parents come to
live.. For example, quantitative research among French immigrants conducted bv I.NJ.S.F.F. in
19866 and 1987 (published in 1990), made clear that in industrial regions such as Nord/Pas de
Calais,, social-economic integration has proven difficult, whereas in Paris descendants of all
ethnicc backgrounds have achieved upward trajectories.
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racism.. Those w h o have not achieved socially successful trajectories, for
examplee because of u n e m p l o y m e n t , are confined to the category that defines
themm as (problematic) 'Beurs', even if they are 'perfectly assimilated' (Noiriel
1996:: 178). This has resulted in a major social problem of combined
discriminationn and marginalisation:
C o n s t a m m e n tt renvovés a leur origine ethnique, a u n e religion que la
majoritéé d'entre eux ne pratiquent pas, a des enjeux politiques
internationauxx qui ne les concernent pas plus que les autres Francais, ils sont
victimess d ' u n e segregation qui n'est pas juridique, mais administrative,
économique,, sociale et culturelle (Noiriel 2002: 5).
[Continuouslyy redirected to their ethnic origins, to
majorityy a m o n g them do not practice, to international
concernn them no more than the other French people,
segregationn that is not juridical but administrative,
culturall (my translation).]

a religion which the
political issues which
they are victims of a
economic, social and

Thee children of North-African immigrants w h o came to France —who w e r e
actuallyy invited to come at a time of great economic prosperity —are also,
Noiriell keeps reminding us, nearly all working-class, a fact that is structurally
forgotten.. They have come to learn to explain their problems in terms of racism
ratherr than in terms of exploitation or u n e m p l o y m e n t . Moreover, Islam, as an
ethno-religiouss identity marker, has come to be considered a primary resource
forr the possibility of revolt, just because its political invocation is an 'available
vocabulary'' (Noiriel 1996b: 178).
However,, as Noiriel argued already in 1992, 'doing' Islam for political
reasonss only weakens the position of immigrants' children, because defining
oneselff in ethnic or religious terms in a secularised and disenchanted country
likee France has a much less powerful political meaning than defining oneself in
termss of (social-professional) class —and, w e might add, this is the case even
w h e nn doing so may intimidate or impress people. According to Noiriel, the
resultingg lack of a concrete political organisation of the unemployed ' w o r k i n g '
class,, which would channel dissidence and lead to integration, turns today's
smalll popular uprisings against inequality into auto-destructive violence
againstt the o w n group (2002).
Followingg this line of reasoning, Noiriel, together with his colleague Beaud,
hass explained the Republic's troubles with the headscarf in terms of
racialisationn and ethnicisation. Right-wing France, interested in presenting
immigrationn as a problem, has succeeded in setting the agenda also of those
consideringg themselves 'republicans', by generalising the fear that France m a y
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becomee a country separated between different coimnunautcs cthniqucs. All
seriouss sociological research, Noiriel and Beaud argue, demonstrates that no
immigrantt community has ever posed a real threat to anv western nation-state.
However,, the fear that this will happen results in the fact that no sufficient
effortss are made where it is reallv necessary, namely in the area of social
mobility.. All the different kinds of policies that stress ethno-cultural 'difference'
insteadd of economic and social inequality and segregation, even a policy like
affirmativee action, can only increase the long-term effects of racialisation and
marginalisationn (Noiriel and Beaud 2004).

1.33 Normative consequences and comments
Notwithstandingg this rejection of affirmative action, explicit normative
judgementss hardly appear in Noiriel's historical analysis of migration to
France.. As we have seen, he uses his socio-historical concept of assimilation to
debunkk what he perceives as the myths underlying certain overly political
viewss of assimilation. In summary, we have seen that Noiriel opposes rightwingg arguments of inassitnilabilité; republican assimilationism, and a
'culturalism'' that suggests that migrants can take their cultures with them and
thatt thinks in terms of ethnic belonging also with regard to the second
generation.. This implies that his analysis of assimilation does have normative
implications,, and I will problematise some of these in what follows.
Noiriel'ss historical analysis of the assimilation of immigrants within a larger
contextt of the processes of assimilation occurring in all nation-states (and
perhapss particularly in centralised France), provides convincing arguments
againstt fears of the inassimilabilitc of immigrants. Moreover, it is also a powerful
antidotee against the contemporary version of that fear, which suggests the
likelihoodd of immigrant 'culturalism' causing them either to stubbornly stick to
old-timee cultural practices without flexibility or adaptation, or to actively
constructt an 'otherness' that would threaten the coherence of the nation-state.
Lastly,, recognising the force of assimilation as a social process may also
convincee Europeans to adopt a less restrictive admission policy for migrants,
sincee its current restrictiveness is at least partly caused by an unnecessary fear
thatt migrants will not 'assimilate'—or 'integrate', for that matter.
However,, Noiriel may have drawn some too abstract and too general
conclusionss from his analysis, conclusions which remain indebted to the
republicann tradition that idealised full assimilation, or so I will try to show. My
centrall concern is with Noiriel's suggestion that his analysis of immigrant
assimilationn should lead us to reject nearly all immigrant claims in terms of
ethnicity,, as well as to a rather general rejection of what he calls 'culturalism'.
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Thoughh as a historian, he only comments on those forms of 'culturalism' that
havee actually occurred in France, drawing no conclusions about
multiculturalismm or pluralism in general, Noiriel's interpretation of the
assimilationn process implies that references to ethnicity or claims of culture can
onlyy be based on a faulty theory of ethnic belonging —with the exception of
somee claims, based on actual cultural memory, made by first-generation
immigrants.. In his interpretation, culturalism leads, and has led, to social
conflictss based on illusionary identifications. It therefore risks undermining the
sociall position of the weakest groups among the descendants of immigrants.
AA problematisation of Noiriel's normative conclusions does not, in the first
place,, need to be based on a normative standpoint. Instead, it can rely on a
questioningg of the suggested necessary course of the assimilation process. Is the
assimilationn process undergone by the members of the second generation
necessarilyy as violent and as 'perfect' as Noiriel suggests, leading to a profond
dcsirdcsir de reconnaissance [profound desire for recognition] (2002)? Are the identityformativee structures of the nation-state and the social psychology of majorityminorityy relations indeed so strong and unidirectional that they lead to an
autonomouss process that renders state policies, normative standpoints, and
migrants'' agency practically irrelevant? If this is not the case, we might, in a
secondd step, critique the suggestion that all forms of pluralism or
multiculturalismm can only be ideological and can only lead to a discourse
concentratedd on race and racism. We might then see the relevance of making
distinctionss between forms that do and those that do not. In a third step, we
mayy finally take a normative perspective and ask how we can design policies
andd institutions that do not take one specific interpretation of the process of
assimilationn for granted, but that instead exhibit some trust in our ability to
organisee incorporation processes in ways as democratic and just as possible. In
thee following chapters, I will regularly come back to the either/or conception of
belonging.. This is a feature shared by many critiques of pluralism.
(1)) A first critical step concerns Noiriel's presentation of the relation between
ethnicitvv and assimilation as an 'either/or' opposition with regard to the second
generation.. For first-generation immigrants, Noiriel recognises a certain, albeit
alwayss interrupted, continuity between the established habits and ways of
perceivingg things learned bv migrants in their original cultural contexts and
thosee thev practice in France. For them, it is impossible to shed the heritage of
thee country of origin entirely. Once they arrive in France, migrants may have
moree or less pronounced wishes to remember and continue —or to forget and
shedd —their cultural background, and hence they do have some agency in
decidingg the speed and extent of their assimilation.
Yett while this diminishes the republican ideal of 'full assimilation' for the
firstt generation, it returns for the second in Noiriel's explanation, this time in a
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naturalisedd form. Noiriel seems to allocate verv little agency to secondgenerationn migrants in relation to the assimilation process. Members of the
secondd generation assimilate in a manner that is partly voluntarily but, under
thee pressure of the violence of members of the majority and the institutional
structuree of the nation-state, perhaps even more involuntarily. This seems to
implyy that they not only assimilate to French culture, but do so at the expense
off a deep attachment to the ethnic difference of their parents. Talking about the
passivelyy experienced 'perfect assimilation' of second-generation Maghrebi
immigrants,, Noiriel suggests that any claims they might make in terms of
culture,, ethnicity or religion can only be interpreted as inscriptions onto the
'availablee vocabulary' of French multicultural discourse. This precludes any
actuall experience of the self as a (partial) member of a specific ethnic group that
goess beyond the mere result of a discriminated social position or some other
politicall motive; and it perhaps also deprives migrants' children of possibilities
forr grouping themselves and acting collectively to improve their situation by
presentingg themselves as members of a disadvantaged minority instead of only
ass members of a disadvantaged class.
Att this point, I do not want to question Noiriel's very well-documented longtermm analysis of the thoroughness of the process of immigrant assimilation at a
timee of strong nation-state formation, particularly in France. Yet it is quite
implausiblee that full assimilation for the second generation, under the influence
off the institutional force of the French nation-state and under the pressure of a
violentlyy assimilationist majority, is the only possible interpretation of the
process,, particularly in the context of the last decades of the twentieth century.
Noiriel'ss rejection of ethnicity as a relevant category is based on a very monodirectionall and generalising interpretation of what assimilation means,
particularlyy for the second (and even third) generation. The definition of
assimilationn as a process that occurs in a predominantly random fashion,
detachedd from politics and migrants' agency, results in a disregard for those
aspectss of cultural transmission that do at least partly fall within the control of
migrantss (such as the transmission of language or religion). These aspects are
regardedd as accidental or illusionary, or at best as merely the effects of
multiculturall politics and therefore insufficiently substantial to counter the
structurall process on which this politics is based.17

'' The heritage of structuralism, for example via Mauss, has influenced Noiriel's interpretation
off assimilation too strongly. Noiriel's vision of the structural influence of the assimilation
processs on migrants is related to Bourdieu's habitus concept, which also carries excessive
structuralistt and determinist traces, even though Bourdieu was critical of structuralism. Tor a
critiquee on the heritage of structuralism within the habitus concept and a simultaneous defence
off it versus a constructivism that only acknowledges performance and agencv, see Bader (1991).
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AA less structuralist perspective would permit us to see that both for secondgenerationn immigrants individually and for the process of incorporation in
general,, there are more possible outcomes, depending on specific contexts.
Whatt Noiriel seems to neglect is that incorporation processes, however
asymmetrical,, are open-ended, involving many actors. Assimilation is not a
processs that happens to migrants, and particularly to their children,
independentt of state policies and the agency of the people concerned. What
migrantss themselves want and do, both individually and collectively, is a
relevantt factor in determining the shape, tempo and end result of the process,
andd this is not necessarily the same for everyone or for every group. Whether
migrantss and minorities assimilate—and the speed with which they do so—
dependss on many factors: the resources and authority they possess; whether
theyy live in concentrated territories or dispersed among other ethnic groups;
thee power-balances between minorities, majorities and the state; the wants of
thee spiritual or actual elites and whether they are politically astute enough to
realisee their goals. The opportunities that members of minorities see for
integratingg into the majority also play an important role (see for example Bader
2003b;; Zolberg and Woon 1999).
Withh regard to the members of the second generation, different kinds of
reactionss are possible, even if we acknowledge the force of nation-state
formationn and of the 'gaze' of assimilatory majorities. This force does not imply
thatt everyone reacts to these experiences in the way Noiriel seems to assume,
namelyy by aspiring to recognition as 'one of us' by the dominant group. It
cannott be said that this is the 'essential' result of the process and that
identificationss with ethnicity are only attempts to hide the disillusionment of
failedd recognition. Claims of culture can have other sources than frustration or
meree political usefulness. Moreover, people can play with their imposed
identitiess and make them useful to their specific social situation.18
Lett me bring up here what Rushdie's narrator adds to his description of the
oldd 'turbot' cited at the beginning of this chapter. He writes that this 'man had
constructedd his face and voice with care' and that migrants' 'false descriptions
off themselves' are made 'to counter the falsehoods invented about us,
concealingg for reasons of security our secret selves' (1989: 49). Is nothing left of
thesee secret selves in the second generation? And more importantly, is such
'secrecy'' still necessary in today's multicultural societies? Should it be? The
immensee literature within the humanities (and cultural studies in particular) on,
]

"" For example, Sawitri Saharso (1992) discusses the differentiation in discourses and practices
bvv second-generation immigrants in the Netherlands. Though the institutional context differs
fromm the French one, members of the second generation in the Netherlands report the same
experiencess of rejection and thev can relate to the kind of painful experiences Noiriel describes.
However,, they do not react solely in terms of a wish to be accepted.
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forr example, hybridity, mimicry, translation and performance, and on what it
meanss to be, to behave, or to feel 'the same but not quite'—questions that have
beenn explored by Homi Bhabha, Judith Butler and many others —is more
promisingg for understanding the subtleties of agency within a context of
inequalityy than any assumption of full assimilation.1"
Thee balance between assimilation and pluralisation may depend on national
contexts.. Some members of the dominant cultural 'majority' in France may be
moree offensive than members of some other majorities (under the influence of
age-longg discourses on the need to assimilate and perhaps also as a reaction to
theirr own experiences with assimilatory pressure). The experience of being
rejectedd is rife among immigrants and minorities in France. Dyane, a black
femalee friend from Benin whom I first met during a long stay in New York and
laterr again in Paris where she was living, told me about the immense difference
itit made to her whether she was in France or in the United States. Even though
shee speaks French fluently and English only moderately well, she is frequently
treatedd as an undesired stranger in France, whereas in New York this was much
lesss so.
Butt let us return to Noiriel's notion that historical evidence teaches us that
whateverr perspective we may take, long-term analyses of the process lead to
thee conclusion that immigrants to France have almost all fully assimilated, if
nott within two than at least within three generations.20 Even if we were to
assumee that the exceptional assimilatory force of the French nation-state indeed
existss to the extent of being able to mould immigrants quite independently of
theirr own wishes and perceptions, and that this has, in the past, usually led to
fulll assimilation in the case of immigrants, this situation appears to have
changedd over the course of the last decades, because the opportunities for
migrantss to retain certain cultural practices have increased under three main
influences. .
Thee first is the influence of 'top-down' state-organised differentialism itself.
Insofarr as the French state, like all other liberal nation-states, has wanted to
protectt 'cultures', this has led to different cultural contexts and different
opportunityy structures for migrants that have breached, to some extent, the
homogenisingg powers of the nation-state (Bader 2003b). Furthermore, there is a
gapp between, on the one hand, the either-or ideologies of differentialism and
neo-republicanismm developed in national politics and, on the other,
governmentall practices at the regional level. In France, like elsewhere,
multiculturall policies have simply arisen in order to manage contacts with
uu

I return to these intersubjective aspects of 'assimilation' when reading the Recherche.
"" It is not only Noiriel who holds this view with regard to France; it has also been defended bv
Tribalatt (1995). She, however, holds a much more clearly normative republican assimilationist
vieww of the process (Kaltenbach and Tribalat 2002).
:
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migrantt elites (Schain 1999). The role of majorities may also have changed
underr the influence of differentialist and human rights discourses, which have
bothh and also in relation to each other claimed respect for other cultures. An
increasingg awareness of the violence with which the 'West' has behaved
towardss colonised peoples and internal long-time minorities like the Jews, the
Romaa and the Sinti may have influenced majority reactions. Many members of
majorityy groups have developed a greater consciousness that brusque pressures
too assimilate may harm people, and the rejection demonstrated by some may be
compensatedd by fascinated, 'normal' or enthusiastic and curious reactions by
others.21 1
Secondly,, the diminution of the extraordinary power of the nation-state to
achievee cultural homogenisation has been accelerated by the international
developmentss in the direction of more transnational forms of cultural
belonging.. Much sociological and anthropological research done in the 1990s
hass demonstrated that globalising tendencies, such as the rise of new media
andd travelling opportunities that connect migrants to their home countries with
greaterr ease, as well as the visibly more diverse and multicultural character of
contemporaryy liberal societies, have led to an increased heterogenisation at the
nationall level and, at the same time, to a homogenisation around 'capitalist'
valuess at supra-national levels. This has led sociologists and anthropologists to
arguee that multiple identities and all kinds of cultural exchanges have assuaged
thee rigid homogenisation inherited from nationalism (see for example Soysal
1994;; Waldron 1995; Bauboeck 1998a).
Thirdly,, the immigrant populations themselves have changed. They come
fromm more diverse backgrounds and bring more diverse religious beliefs and
practicess with them. Noiriel seems to think that if we suggest that the specificity
off the groups of migrants themselves might be a factor in the assimilation
process,, we encourage the tendency to consider some groups of migrants
'inassimilable',, but this is not necessarily so. Instead, we have to recognise that
assimilationn can be grouped into several social fields. People can assimilate in
somee fields, while retaining a particularity in others. Here, language and
religionn are particularly important for distinction. In most liberal nation-states,
simultaneouss linguistic assimilation processes and religious penalisation
:ii

Even so, the moral wish to be 'tolerant' and respectful may hide an equally deep, nearly
involuntaryy inclination in members of majorities to pressure 'foreign' people to assimilate,
which,, after all, they themselves have also done to some extent and at a certain price. A moral
rejectionn of the pressures to assimilate that Noiriel describes can be based on an analvsis of the
harmm done to people who are subjected to disrespect or non-recognition, as some philosophies
off respect and recognition have recently done (Taylor 1994; Honneth 1998). This has, as Nancy
Fraserr argues, given rise to some evident backlashes, in particular with regard to the
anticipationn of a specific, disabling effect of the harm done to people who experience disrespect.
Wee then 'risk to add insult to injury' (Fraser 2001).
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processess occur, both taking place in different tempos depending on several
differentt factors. Zolberg and Woon (1999) also notice that migrants usually
completelyy assimilate linguistically —with the loss of the language of origin —
withinn a few generations. :: Religion, however, is a field that makes matters
moree complicated. Religion mediates between inherited cultural practices and
ritualss on the one hand, and ethical views of the good life on the other, and it is
somethingg that people who have assimilated linguistically can opt to 'preserve,'
albeitt always in changing shapes.
Itt is possible to detach religion entirely from ethnic difference, for example
whenn we speak of an Islam de France and consider Islamic belief the private
concernn of otherwise fully assimilated French citizens. We can consider this
simultaneouss nationalisation and privatisation of Islam either as an 'is' or as an
'ought',, but in both cases, religious particularity would be seen as ultimately
irrelevantt to the question of assimilation. Religious pluralism would be
consideredd guaranteed by the freedom of conscience and the religious
neutralityy of the state, a neutrality that could be achieved by a laïcité that would
havee overcome some obvious biases in the ways in which it privileges the
heritagee of 'Frenchness' and Christianity. This is the option proposed by the
Stasii committee, to be discussed in chapter six. What I wish to note here
preliminarilyy is that the suggestion of a 'privatised' Islam de France should not
makee us overlook the relations between Islam as a religion, the (post-)colonial
context,, recent and ongoing immigration from the Maghreb and other African
countriess such as Senegal, the interaction between minorities and majorities,
and,, lastly, the French tradition of the gestion de la religion [the governance of
religion]. .
Withh regard to the fact that migrants usually assimilate as far as language
concerns,, another remark needs to be made. The regular occurrence of
linguisticc assimilation does not imply that the language of origin will always be
lostt within one or even two generations. While people usually have only one
religion,, they can easily master at least two languages if these are taught well. If
migrantss would be presented with real opportunities to learn two languages it
iss not so certain that full linguistic assimilation would always occur within one
orr perhaps even two generations.23
2222
This in contrast to national minorities, who usually try and succeed —though sometimes at
greatt cost —to preserve their own language (for this distinction, see Kymlicka 1995). For a more
elaboratee overview of the manv categories 'in between' those of migrants and national
minorities,, see Bauboeck (1996) and Bader (1997b).
:11
There is a specificity with regard to those languages used in the context of religious practice
here,, such as Arabic, Hebrew, or Sanskrit. Here, the language of preference need not necessarily
bee the original language of the parents or grandparents. Matters are complicated here. For
instance,, in the Maghreb, there was a lot of resistance bv some of the members ot the Berber
peopless to the Arabisation of their cultures after decolonisation. This implies that for some
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Thee above-mentioned arguments explain that assimilation at some points, even
att structural points, does not necessarily imply the loss of legitimacy for claims
off culture or for a politics willing to make allowances tor such claims. To see
this,, we do not, however, need to revert to those sources in international
sociologyy that have argued these points over the last years. Noiriel's own
theoreticall model leaves space for a more differentiated interpretation of the
assimilationn process and a milder judgement of the reference to ethnicity. After
all,, in the footsteps of Durkheim and Elias, Noiriel emphasises that objective
collectivee forms mediate between 'natural' ethnic ties and the 'modern' abstract
tiess of citizenship. Noiriel himself fully acknowledges and extensively describes
thee cultural memories that generations of immigrants have brought with them
(1996a:: chapter 1 and 5; 1996b). Nevertheless, after stressing the importance of
thee memory of immigration, he seems to ignore the fact that some of these
memoriess may lead to objective forms that would go against the monocultural
characterr of France, also at an institutional level, and that would crucially add
too its 'deep' pluralisation. I will try to contribute to an understanding of this
'Durkheimian'' aspect of memory in chapter seven by addressing cultural
aspectss of memory in Marcel Proust's Recherche.
Noiriel'ss failure to question the suggested necessary outcome of the process
off assimilation and his suggestion that it occurs in more or less the same way
forr everyone, precludes two insights. First, it inhibits our perception that some
migrantss do not assimilate as quickly as Noiriel suggests, and second, it
constrainss our ability to imagine that migrants and their descendants could
havee more of a say in the speed with which and the extent to which they
assimilate,, if they were genuinely given the option to do so. This is possible
withoutt denying the 'deep assimilation' process that Noiriel so convincingly
uncovers.. In large parts, they exist side by side and could be made to co-exist to
ann even greater extent.
(2)) Returning to the second step of my comments on Noiriel's concept of
assimilation,, we need to question whether all kinds of 'culturalism' lead to an
ethnicistt or culturalist discourse that stays close to, or at least fuels, racism, and
whetherr they necessarily result in a neglect of the economic causes of socio-

Berberr immigrants in France—but also more largely in Europe —it can be irritating to be
associatedd with Arab culture and they may, for example, prefer to learn Tamazigh. On the other
hand,, the necessity of dealing with what the French context has to offer, and indeed with the
factt of being 'othered' in terms of 'Arabness' or of being Muslim, may encourage immigrant
identificationn with religion and the adoption of Arabic as the language of preference. The
complexityy of the possibilities clarifies how important it is to hear and follow migrants' own
wishess instead of predetermining their identities on the basis of theories of either 'originary'
group-belonging,, general citizenship, religion, or whatever other identities we mav imagine.
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economicc marginalisation or, formulated differently, of the effects of neo-liberal
capitalismm on positions that 'cannot be reduced to cultural status' (Fraser 2003).
Top-downn differentialism, which has been advocated in France as much as
elsewheree in Europe (see section 1.1), may indeed have had the effect of
enforcingg ascriptive categorisations of immigrants. It reminds one of the rightwingg massimilabilité thesis by suggesting that immigrants will not want to
assimilatee or that if people want to retain certain cultural or religious practices
thiss implies that they do not want to assimilate but only 'integrate'. The
suggestionn that we either have 'integrated' societies and social coherence or risk
graduall disintegration because immigrants wish to preserve their differences,
mayy not be particularly helpful in preventing xenophobia. In the next chapter, I
returnn to the concept of integration, which has been criticised for precisely these
reasonss (Bader 1997; Favell 2001; Morawska and Joppke 2003). At this point I
justt want to note that this encouragement of ascriptive categorisations has not
beenn the only effect of top-down differentialism. As I argued before, top-down
differentialismm has also led to changed opportunity structures for migrants to
resistt their forced assimilation and it has brought about possibilities for ethnic
andd religious particularities in a more positive sense than just as the result of
ascriptivee categorisations by dominant majorities.
Inn line with the arguments above, in which I suggest that it would be
importantt to admit to passive and active moments in the interpretation of
assimilation,, I would like to put forward that Noiriel's socio-historical concept
off assimilation as overcoming both assimilationism and anti-assimilationist
'culturalism'' or 'differentialism', should be reinterpreted. Noiriel argues that
hiss socio-historical concept of assimilation overcomes the overly political view
off assimilation held by the two factions, but at a deeper level his interpretation
sharess a crucial position with both. This concerns the suggestion that there
shouldd be a central and equivocal interpretation of what assimilation means
andd that policies should be based on this 'true' interpretation. Instead of
purifyingg the political concept into an empirical one, we should modify it into
onee that takes both structural moments and the perspectives of all different
actorss into consideration, thereby diversifying it. Most problematic of top-down
differentialismm is the fact that the state decides whether the preservation of
culturess is good or bad based upon a single and too simple theory of
assimilation,, and of culture. This search for the ultimate meaning of
assimilationn on which to base our policies is something that Noiriel's concept of
assimilationn has not overcome.
Inn response to Noiriel's suggestion that differentialism is the problem and
thatt a solid analysis of the process of assimilation would provide at least a
partiall answer, we should also challenge the suggestion that arguing that
immigrantss do eventually assimilate could sufficiently combat xenophobia and
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segregationistt tendencies. This is based on a superficial understanding of the
relationn between xenophobia and assimilation itself. Establishing the scholarly
certaintyy that immigrants will assimilate appears to be, at first sight, a realistic
wayy to prevent xenophobia in the majority population. Yet this argument
bypassess a critique of the logic of assimilation, which holds that newcomers
havee to be like 'us' in order to be accepted as full citizens. If we do not try to
alleviatee the force of this logic by undermining the apparent self-evidence of
assimilation,, we establish assimilation as a norm and seem to legitimise the
notionn that full citizenship, but also full recognition, can only be acquired by
migrantss and their children at the price of declaring their former or 'different'
selvess as not belonging. The frequently made suggestion that all references to
'difference'' lead to racism precludes the insight that if we are not allowed to be
different,, segregation has already started.
Questioningg the logic of assimilation becomes particularly important when
groupss do not want to assimilate, at least not fully. Assimilatory pressure has
alwayss led to problems with national minorities, but longstanding conflicts
withh immigrants rarely arise, because they generally do wish to assimilate
promptly.. However, some groups may not want this and in that case the logic
off assimilation can lead to a hardening of the conflict on both sides.24
(3)) We now have to consider the third, normative step: if we wish to think of
assimilationn without assimilationism, we need to develop policies that take
migrants'' wishes into account and that take all options, including (partial) nonassimilation,, seriously. For this, we need to develop our 'institutional
imagination'' and think of procedures that can organise the process in ways
moree just, democratic and peaceful than Noiriel suggests is possible.^ Topdownn differentialism is not the only form of pluralism that we can imagine, nor
aree all pluralisms tolerant of references to ethnicity by the descendants of
immigrantss guilty of the sin of reifying culture. The central issue is how a
liberall and democratic pluralism could respond to migrants' own
considerationss about whether or not and in which ways they want to assimilate,
whilee at the same time not falling into the trap of reifying cultural differences.
Inn any case, such a pluralism should neither impose active assimilation nor
multiculturalism,, but try to create diverse institutional options providing
:>:>

The rigidification of cultural claims on the side of minorities under the influence of
assimilatorvv pressure has been explained bv Avelet Shachar (2001) in terms of 'reactive
culturalism'.. Lew (2000) and Bader (2001) ascertain that it is possible that some groups simply
doo not wish to assimilate (completely) and undue pressure exercised bv the state could result in
prolongedd conflicts.
:
'' The phrase 'institutional imagination' was coined bv Bader to denote the failure to consider
differentt institutional options bv those theorists returning to the 'creed of the melting pot' when
thevv seek answers to the questions posed bv contemporary multi-ethnic societies (Bader 1998:
20). .
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migrants,, both as members of groups but also as individuals that mav come
intoo conflict with those groups, with as many choices as possible (see Bauboeck
1998a;; Shachar 2001 and Bader 1998 for elaborate views on the options
available;; I return to this in chapter two).
Too conclude, 1 would like to put forward that Noiriel's concept of
assimilationn needs further differentiation and needs to be placed in a less
systematicc opposition to ethnic belonging or, rather, to non-national forms of
belongingg in general, also transnational ones. What should be kept in mind,
however,, is his convincing analysis of immigrant assimilation as just one
speciall form of the more general processes of assimilation that go together with
nationn building, which migrants and others alike all undergo in some way from
theirr early years onwards. A version of this insight is one of the basic premises
off pluralism and this analysis of the force of the process of national (or more
multilevel)) cultural homogenisation processes undermines the thesis of those
whoo suggest that the state can be, or even is, culturally neutral. This thesis,
however,, forms the basis of the political philosophy underlying the liberalsecularr conception of citizenship, to be discussed in the following chapter.
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Thee New Liberal Sociology of
Assimilationn and its Pluralist
Alternatives s

Ass a normatively charged concept, assimilation, in this sense, is opposed not
too difference but to segregation, ghettoisation and marginalisation (Brubaker
2001:: 543).
Itt is not ethnic, cultural or religious peculiarity that divides people into
ethnicc categories. Rather, it is social segregation (prohibition of communality
andd commerce, ritualization of intercourse, maintenance of symbolic
distinction,, refusal of social esteem, etc.) which leads to the self-construction
andd self-perpetuation of ethnic identities (Bauman 1988: 66).

Introduction n
Whvv assimilation? Can assimilation be helpful if we want to oppose
segregation,, ghettoisation or marginalisation? Is 'integration' not sufficient or is
itt problematic in another way? Can we reconcile assimilation with difference
whilee avoiding segregation? What is its relation to multicuituralism? And what
iss the relation of all these concepts to the practices related to them? In this
chapter,, I critically discuss two central contributions to a recently-developed
positionn in immigration studies that I call a 'liberal sociology of assimilation'. I
primarilyy discuss Christian Joppke and Ewa Morawska's programmatic
introductionn to Toward assimilation and citizenship: immigrants in liberal nation49 9
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statesstates (2003). But I will also reflect on Rogers Brubaker's reconceptualisation of
assimilationn (2001), on which Joppke and Morawska's reintroduction of the
conceptt is founded.' In reaction to the view of the liberal asshnilationists, I will
arguee that we need a pluralism with a greater critical, egalitarian and
pluralisingg potential, to then try to contribute to such a concept in terms of what
II call 'democratic relational pluralism'.
Thee major reason for Brubaker as well as for Joppke and Morawska to
reintroducee assimilation is their claim that its use as a legitimate sociological
andd normative concept prevents us from focusing on differences only, as well
ass from theoretically endorsing or masking processes of social exclusion in
termss of (desirable) cultural difference. They strongly criticise differentialism
andd multiculturalism for arguing that the actual cultural diversity produced by
immigrationn in liberal societies should lead to the explicit recognition of
immigrantss as distinct ethnic groups or ethnic minorities. In this sense, their
vieww is related to Noiriel's, whose work Brubaker (2001) mentions as an
importantt source for his reintroduction of assimilation. Like Noiriel, they argue
thatt assimilation is a concept that was rejected for the wrong reasons in the age
off differentialism, and that it is necessary to reflect on its morally legitimate
uses. .
However,, unlike Noiriel, they do not think that assimilation is necessarily a
ratherr violent social process that forces migrants and their children to adapt to
thee receiving society at several levels. Instead, they argue that liberal societies
havee changed in such ways that a new form of assimilation, which is 'morally
defensiblee as well as analytically complex', occurs on a large scale (Brubaker
2001:: 531). This new assimilation does not imply a pressure towards cultural
homogenisation;; it only requires adaptation to the most general principles or
coree values of liberal societies and linguistic adaptation. It leads to a gradual
culturall convergence within a few generations, but this convergence has clear
limits,, for the liberalisation and pluralisation of modern cultures implv that
theree will always be divergences: this is preciselv the condition for the moral
legitimacyy of the new assimilation. The liberal assimilationists present their
vieww as a 'new trend' (Joppke and Morawska 2003: 1) in immigration studies,
whichh turns away from the three concepts that dominated most theories of
Inn the article T h e return of assimilation? Changing perspectives on immigration and its
sequelss in France, Germany and the United States' (2001), Brubaker summarised a
reconceptualisationn of assimilation in mainly American sociology without explicitly linking it to
aa liberal political theorv. This reconceptualisation of assimilation stands at the basis of the
'liberall assimilatiomsm' outlined bv Joppke and Morawska. Brubaker's article was reprinted in
Joppkee and Morawska's volume (2003) and also in the Swiss social scientific revue 'Impressum'
(2003).. I will also occasionally refer to an earlier text bv Joppke that problematises
multiculturalism,, written together with Steven Lukes as an introduction to Multicultural
Quc>tiou>Quc>tiou> (1SW).
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migrationn from the 1990s onwards, namely integration, transnationalism and
multiculturalism.. Instead, they emphasise the importance of both assimilation
andd citizenship.
II present the new assimiiationists' criticism of the dominant concepts from
thee 1990s in section one and their proposed alternatives in section two, delaying
mvv critical comments until the last three sections. In section three, I
problematisee the ways in which the liberal assimiiationists conceive of the
reintroductionn of assimilation and citizenship. In section four, I develop an
alternativee view in terms of democratic relational pluralism and
transnationalism.. Finally, in section five, I return to the concept of assimilation.

2.11 Critique of postnationalism, multiculturalism and integration
PostnationalismPostnationalism

and

multiculturalism

Thee liberal assimiiationists' analysis of what went wrong with the incorporation
off immigrants in the 1990s underlies their view of the necessity to re-emphasise
assimilationn and citizenship. Most importantly/ they criticise postnationalist
andd multiculturalist perspectives on global migration, because, in their view,
thesee perspectives have played an important role in immigrants' exclusion from
theirr host societies.
Firstt of all, the liberal assimiiationists reproach postnationalism for idealising
sourcess of rights other than citizenship, particularly human rights, when it
arguess that, with the gradual decline of the importance of the nation-state
underr conditions of globalisation, citizenship has become less relevant because
otherr kinds of inclusion, such as non-citizen membership or 'denizenship', have
takenn its place. The postnationalist idea was summarised by Yasemin Sovsal
whenn she argued that foreign labourers in Europe had not been integrated as
'citizens',, but as 'persons', and that '(t)his new model, which I call post-national
(...)) derive(s) from transnational discourse and structures celebrating human
rightss as a world-level organizing principle' (Soysal 1994: 3).
Thee basic reproach against this view made by liberal assimiiationists is that
thee trust placed in transnational institutions for the protection of immigrants is
unfounded,, because it is clearlv insufficient. In Germany, for example, Joppke
andd Morawska argue, postnational membership has not been able to prevent
thee exclusion of foreign labourers and their children. Instead, the expectation
thatt workers were visitors who were going to return home and who would not
becomee citizens was for a long time tacitly extended even to their children born
inn Germany. This sometimes led to exclusionary measures, such as, for
example,, education in separate classes, and therefore to grave disadvantages for
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theirr socio-economic integration.2 Moreover, for example in the 1990s, the
South-Germann Bavarian right-wing populist CSU government used the fact that
immigrants'' children had not acquired citizenship rights to justifv 'sending
back'' youthful delinquents to their 'home countries', which had never actually
beenn their homes at all.3
Nextt to postnationalism, 'multiculturalism' became an increasingly
importantt concept in the 1990s. Joppke and Morawska distinguish between
whatt they call the 'dc facto multiculturalism' present in all liberal states, which
theyy endorse, and 'official multiculturalism', which they reject (2003: 8). Dc facto
multiculturalismm denotes two things. First, the actual cultural diversity we
encounterr in liberal nation-states precisely because they abolished
assimilationistt practices. Second, as far as dc facto multiculturalism also
designatess certain policies, it implies a practical tolerance for manv of the
religiouss and cultural claims of immigrants, such as the right to wear religious
clothing,, to obey religious holidays, and to pass on one's maternal language. It
iss grounded in the 'principles of public neutrality, non-discrimination, and
protectionn of individual rights' (2). In short, in the basic principles of liberalism.
DcDc facto multiculturalism came up in all Western countries because
policymakerss had to deal with the multicultural character that societies
inevitablyy developed as a result of migration. Following Martin Schain's
analysiss of incorporation policies in France (1999), Joppke and Morawska argue
thatt even a country like France, with its strong assimilationist tradition and
Republicann discourse, developed practical multicultural policies combined with
aa quite common philosophy of integration, very much like other Western
countries.. For Joppke and Morawska, this common philosophy of integration
basicallyy implies a strategy designed to 'tolerate cultural difference in private
andd associational life, but refuse to give it public status' (2003: 7). Once again,

::

Exclusion trom citizenship had long been common because of the MIS SIW^HMM'S definition of
notion of
citizenshipp in the German legal tradition. This law was onlv changed into a MIS
citizenshipp in 1999. Onlv from then on, did it become possible for migrants' children who had
beenn born on German soil to acquire citizenship. The possibility of 'using' multiculturalism to
excludee 'metics' (French metallic*; from the ancient Greek word tor 'stranger') or denizens from
citizenshipp has not escaped multiculturalists and transnationahsts. See, for example, Kvmlicka
(2002),, who explains that multicultural rights are meant to supplement citizenship rights (and
humann rights), not replace them. I will return to this issue later.
11
Not onlv delinquents were 'sent back', but also refugees from the former Yugoslavia,
particularlyy Roma who had already been in Germany for years (see De Stoop 1996). In the
Netherlands,, after 2002, the mixed Christian-democratic (CDA) and conservative-liberal ( W D )
governmentt also 'returned' children that had grown up in the Netherlands for most or all of
theirr lives to their 'country of origin'. Government-sponsored organisations that supported an
artisticc protest against these practices in the form of the television series '26.000 gezichten'
['26,0000 faces'] were even reprimanded bv one of the cabinet ministers for 'abusing' state funds.
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thiss is a brief reformulation of the basic liberal way of dealing with cultural
diversity. .
'Officiall multiculturalism' goes one step further, and this is the
multiculturalismm that Joppke and Morawska oppose. It exists in those countries
thatt define or have defined themselves as 'multicultural' at a political level and
thatt advocate collective rights and more official multicultural self-definitions of
thee state. Although a contested concept from the beginning, countries like
Canada,, Australia, the Netherlands and Sweden officially declared themselves
'multicultural'' in the 1970s and 1980s. They gave public recognition and
collectivee rights to (certain groups of) migrants as distinct ethnic groups or
'ethnicc minorities'. The European countries that had officially defined
themselvess as multicultural in the 1980s (the Netherlands and Sweden),
abolishedd this self-definition in the course of the 1990s; only Canada and
Australiaa still officially define themselves as multicultural.
Joppkee and Morawska take Will Kymlicka's philosophy of liberal
multiculturalismm as the standard justification for official multiculturalism and
considerr it 'difficult to defend' at a normative level (Joppke and Morawska
2003:: 10). In their explanation, Kymlicka argues that official multiculturalism
shouldd empower migrants to 'renegotiate' the terms of state-imposed
integration,, without being able to explain what that really means. 'For
Kymlicka,, individuals need "societal cultures" (which he defines, much like
"nations,"" in terms of a shared language and territorial rootedness) as context
forr free and meaningful choices' (2003: 11). Because migrants need their
culturess as a context for free choice, they should have the right to maintain
them,, and because the host country cannot be as culturally neutral as the
standardd liberal view suggests, and thus imposes itself on migrants unjustly,
migrantss should receive special collective rights to maintain their cultural
practices.4 4
Inn 1999, Joppke had already aimed a lot of criticism at official
multiculturalism.. Here, he followed the criticism of official multiculturalism
levelledd in the name of an anti-essentialist, constructivist concept of culture.
Brieflyy summarised, this criticism implies that multiculturalism departs from an
incorrect,, reified concept of culture that suggests that members of 'different'
culturess can live together in one society, but nevertheless remain separate as in
44

This is an incorrect interpretation of Kymlicka's view of migrant multiculturalism. What he in
factt argues is that migrants cannot bring with them the social practices and institutions linked
too the vocabularies that they do bring. Therefore, with regard to immigrants, a commitment to
'multiculturalismm and poli/ethnicity is a shift in how immigrants integrate in the dominant
culture,, not whether thev integrate' (Kymlicka 1995: 78). The problematic aspects of the concept
of'societall culture' have been criticised by several political theorists from within the tradition of
multiculturalismm (see, for example, Carens 2000).
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aa mosaic. The use of the image of the mosaic reveals a distorted view of what
culturee means, particularly in the context of global migration, where people
cannott be considered the members of one or even two cultures, but constantly
pickk elements from diverse cultures, creating individualised and hybridised
mixturess from diverse cultural sources. For example, following Salman
Rushdie'ss concept of culture as 'hodgepodge', Jeremy Waldron has argued that
inn the cultures of global migration, 'meaningful options may come to us as
itemss or fragments from a variety of cultural sources' (Waldron 1992: 783). In a
similarr vein, Homi Bhabha has said that multiculturalism is, in fact, a pleonasm,
becausee culture itself always implies cultures in the plural (Bhabha 1994). This
criticismm also leads to a rejection of identity politics as founded on an overly
closedd view of culture (Joppke and Lukes 1999).3
Withh regard to Europe specifically, Joppke and Morawska identify another
aspectt to the problematic status of multiculturalism. The European context for
multiculturalismm is different from the one in Canada and Australia. These two
countriess introduced multiculturalism as an official self-understanding of the
entiree nation. For example, the Canadian Multiculturalism Act of 1988 required
thee government to
recognisee and promote the understanding that multiculturalism reflects the
culturall and racial diversity of Canadian society and (to acknowledge) the
freedomm of all members of Canadian society to preserve, enhance and share
theirr cultural heritage (quoted from Joppke and Morawska 2003: 12; quoting
fromm Kymlicka 1998: 185).
Thiss understanding of multiculturalism implies that all members of Canadian
societyy are supposed to consider their membership as 'multicultural' in some
way.. In Europe, by contrast, Joppke and Morawska argue, multiculturalism is
usuallyy only associated with immigrants, who are thus transformed into ethnic
minoritiess different from the members of majorities: in this context, it leads to
exclusionn rather than recognition. Their argument is in line with Brubaker and
Noiriell when they argue that, in France, for example, differentialism was
quicklyy adopted by the Front National and helped legitimise those who did not

Along similar lines, theorists trom the 'inside' of the multiculturalist movement gradually
developedd the idea that the benefits enjoved bv minorities in the way of special rights and even
off affirmative action were seriously outweighed bv their drawbacks: a decline of attention to the
socio-economicc causes of marginalisation and a focus on culture that led to reifying identity
politics,, which confined people to 'culture' categories that had only developed in reaction to
ascriptivee classification (see for example Bauman 19%; Hollinger 1997; Benhabib 2001),
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wantt migrants to belong to the French 'us' against the long French tradition of
assimilation." "
Withh regard to the fate of multiculturalism in Europe, Joppke and Morawska
frequentlyy refer to its progress in the Netherlands. For them, multiculturalism
wass introduced mainly as an extension of the Dutch corporatist model of
organisingg polity and society, also called 'pillarisation'. The Mimierhedcnnota
[Minoritiess Act] introduced in 1983 designated eight official minorities. In line
withh the tradition of pillarisation, these minorities received state funding for
theirr emancipation, which they were expected to realise by developing
'separatee institutions' such as 'religious schools and ethnic broadcasting' (2003:
14).. According to Joppke and Morawska, however, multiculturalism did not
leadd to the expected emancipation. Instead, it fed only a 'small elite of ethnic
activists,, along with infights and factionalisms' (14) and did not improve the
livess of ordinary immigrants. Moreover, multiculturalism introduced a form of
pillarisationn for the Muslims whereas the model had been left behind by the rest
off Dutch society in the decades of secularisation in the late twentieth century.
Thus,, a new pillar was added while the others had already, at least partly,
crumbled.. Pillarisation, moreover, had always found an embracing element in
thee shared sense of 'being members of one nation' among the diverse
cooperatingg elites, and this was precisely the element that was structurally
underestimatedd in the ethnic minority policies. Following the analysis of the
Dutchh sociologist Han Entzinger, Joppke and Morawska suggest that
consensus-buildingg was neglected and that multiculturalism 'only yielded
segregationn and exclusion' (15, quoting from Entzinger 2000: 20)."
Summarising,, the liberal assimilationists' central critique of both
multiculturalismm and postnationalism is that while these concepts and the
practicess based on them seemingly help migrants to integrate and find 'their
way,'' they actually lead to the exclusion and segregation of immigrants and
evenn their children from the nation-states in which they live, both culturally
andd institutionally. For Brubaker, Joppke and Morawska, only stronger notions
off citizenship and assimilation can help to counter these tendencies.

"" However, Brubaker also argues that in the United States, segregation and ghettoisation
remainedd great problems in the 1990s, and at some points escalated due to the segregating
effectss of multiculturalism.
Thiss is a contestable or at least very one-sided account of what happened in the Netherlands.
Delayingg mv comments until section three, I just wish to underline here that Joppke and
Morawskaa adhere to the explanation given bv some politicians and sociologists and that there is
noo consensus among Dutch scholars about this diagnosis or about the effectiveness or
justifiabilityy of at least some of the new 'integration policies'.
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Integration Integration
Thee third dominant concept in migration studies criticised by Joppke and
Morawskaa is 'integration'. Their criticism is two-sided. In the first place, it is
directedd against its introduction as a replacement of the morally reprehensible
assimilationismm that preceded it. In the 1970s and 1980s, integration was
graduallyy adopted in most liberal countries because of the colonial and
nationalistt connotations of assimilation. In fact, however, 'whoever uses the
wordd "integration" wishes to say what is allegedly not meant bv it,
"assimilation"'' (2003: 4). Instead of replacing one concept with another, the old
conceptt should have been redefined in such a way that it would no longer
implyy old-style enforced cultural homogenisation. A liberal redefinition of the
conceptt would have prevented the forgetfulness of the legitimate, structural
sidess of assimilation, namely the 'socio-economic equalisation of the lifechancess between immigrants and native population (in employment, income,
education,, etc.)' (6). Joppke and Morawska blame the discourse of integration,
andd particularly the 'abhorring of the old, culture-focused "assimilation"
approach'' (6) leading to the 'difference-oriented rhetoric' of the 1980s and
1990s,, for causing a forgetfulness of that part of the vocabulary of assimilation.
Thiss is not the only criticism of integration, however. Following Favell (2001),
Joppkee and Morawska also criticise the use of the concept of integration for the
reasonn that, while it was introduced to overcome the legitimisation of violence
andd ethnic particularism inherent in the concept of assimilation, the concept of
integrationn itself emphasises the necessity of social cohesion or even unity, even
moree so than assimilation. 'Integration' suggests the existence of an integrated
societyy that can also disintegrate. It suggests the existence, in relation to
immigrants,, of specific and structurally different problems from those
concerningg already 'integrated' persons.
However,, contemporary societies are not built as integrated wholes. Thev are
differentiatedd into fields or systems in which some participate and others do
not.. Here, Joppke and Morawska follow macro-sociological theories like Pierre
Bourdieu'ss theory of social fields and Niklas Luhmann's system theory. Both
havee argued that modern society is built up of different, relatively
independentlyy functioning systems or fields that all have their own
mechanismss of inclusion and exclusion. In this sense, from the first moment of
arrival,, everyone is similar to certain others participating in some field or
system,, for example in terms of the economy, housing, etc. This diversification
intoo different fields or systems implies that we cannot speak of gradations of
integration,, let alone of 'integrated and non-integrated' persons. There is simplv
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noo centre or integrated whole. s This perspective leads Joppke and Morawska to
arguee that the notion of 'immigrant' has a limited scope. This notion suggests
thatt those entering a country for an extended period of time have a
fundamentallyy different position from residents, while in fact this is only the
casee with regard to the political system, because only this system defines
membershipp on a spatial, territorial, and therefore exclusionary basis (Joppke
andd Morawska 2003: 3).
Anticipatingg my later comments, I would like to remark here that a striking
aspectt of their critique of the three concepts of postnationalism,
multiculturalismm and integration is that while the liberal assimilationists'
theoreticall reproaches are two-sided, in the sense that they criticise both
differentialismm and 'integrationism', the central practical problems they wish to
attackk are segregation and socio-economic marginalisation. The liberal
assimilationistss reply to the latter problems by means of two related
programmaticc arguments. First, they urge the reintroduction of the concept of
assimilationn as a replacement of the concept of integration. They argue that, if
wee understand the liberalism of the contemporary nation-state correctly, this
leadss us to see that it has started to produce assimilation without
assimilationism,, leading to 'an emphasis on assimilation [that] can be used to
conceptualisee and normatively found inclusion' (Brubaker 2001: 543). Second,
againstt postnationalism, the liberal assimilationists insist on the continued
importancee of citizenship. In the next section, I present these two central
arguments. .

2.22 The alternatives proposed by the liberal assimilationists
Thee central alternatives proposed by the liberal assimilationists to
'differentialism'' are, firstly, a restructured concept of assimilation and,
secondly,, a new emphasis on citizenship. Their basic argument is that the
normativee charge of these concepts should be adapted to their changed
empiricall content. This content has changed because of the de facto
multiculturalismm and the increasing tolerance of dual citizenship in
contemporaryy liberal societies. Basically, they suggest that the exclusive
characterr that both citizenship and assimilation once had and which caused

ss

Joppke and Morawska provide an inaccurate summary of Luhmann here, removing the critical
potentiall of his theory of functional differentiation. Luhmann recognises different scales of
inclusionn and, moreover, introduces the concept of 'negative integration', which denotes a
strongg integration in subsvstematic zones of society caused bv forms of radical exclusion from
diversee social systems {see Luhmann 1995: 237-64; 1997: 618-34).
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theirr moral illegitimacy, has been overcome in the new shapes these concepts
havee taken: they are no longer exclusive, but additional.

AssimilationAssimilation

without

assimilationism

Inn the heyday of nation-state formation, assimilation meant the loss and
sometimess the abolition of the cultural practices of minorities under the
pressuree of the state and its culturally homogeneous majorities. This
assimilationn was based on the literal, physiological meaning of assimilation as
completee absorption. For example, the old-style 'Germanization' of Poles
habituall in Imperial Germany necessarily meant their 'de-Polonization', just
likee the French Jacobin Republic forced members of national minorities like the
Britonss and also colonial subjects to use French or to face contempt or even
punishmentt (Brubaker 2001; see also chapter 1).
Forr the liberal assimilationists, contemporary assimilation, by contrast, is
foundedd on the abstract meaning of assimilation. As such, it only entails
'becomingg similar' (Brubaker 2001: 542). Assimilation used in this sense implies
thatt people can assimilate to the host-country's culture, but that they do not
havee to abandon older cultural practices to do so. It implies that assimilation
hass become a gradual process parallel to the ethnic self-definitions of migrants
thatt usually live on for a few generations:
Regardingg the practices and adjustment of immigrants and their
theree is no evidence that assimilation is not occurring. In fact,
observee both: adaptation and use of host-society resources
maintenancee of 'transnational' linkages with the society of origin
andd Morawska 2003: 2).

children
one can
and the
(Joppke

Inn connection with Joppke and Morawska's critique of integration, Brubaker
arguess that assimilation has ceased to mean a shift from one homogeneous
groupp to another one. Instead, it now means a shift from 'one mode of
heterogeneityy —one distribution of properties —to another mode of
heterogeneity'' (543). Brubaker explains that this implies a shift from a holistic
approachh that conceptualised assimilation as a movement towards a 'taken-forgranted'' reference population, to a 'disaggregated' approach that discards the
notionn of assimilation as a single process, considers multiple reference
populations,, and envisions distinct processes occurring in different domains.
Thiss means a shift from a 'monodimensional [analysis] —how much
assimilation?? —to a multidimensional one: assimilation in what respect, over
whatt period of time, and to what reference population' (543). Furthermore, it
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alsoo implies that assimilation has become transitive instead of intransitive:
populationss of immigrants are no longer seen as mouldable objects, but as
activee subjects (543).
Forr the liberal assimilationists, this new, acceptable, even necessary use of
thee concept of assimilation is systematically different from the old, disreputable
andd discredited one. It is what Brubaker means by 'assimilation without
assimilationism'' (548). In the same vein, Joppke and Morawska argue that
assimilationn should be used to indicate that, in a contemporary society,
everyonee can be 'conceptually assimilated to other individuals and groupings
withh similar positions on some critical indices or indicators' (Joppke and
Morawskaa 2003: 3).
Thee liberal version of assimilation is possible because of the general tendency
inn Western nation-states towards simultaneous linguistic assimilation and
religiouss and ethnic pluralisation. With regard to language, assimilation is
possiblee alongside pluralisation: although mandatory language acquisition is
'thee small rest of distinctly cultural adap[ta]tion that every liberal state (...)
demandss of its newcomers' (Joppke and Morawska 2003: 9), it does not harm
thee de facto multiculturalism of the liberal state because learning a new language
doess not exclude the original language. Thus, people can linguistically
assimilatee by learning the language of their new country, while also retaining
theirr mother tongue and passing it on to their children. With regard to religion,
theyy argue, the separation of church and state in the liberal nation-state
guaranteess plurality and freedom of conscience. With regard to ethnicity, the
increasingg tolerance of dual citizenship and transnational or cosmopolitan
identityy formation also guarantees plurality. This is what constitutes the
legitimacyy of contemporary assimilation: it can exist without having to exert
strongg pressure on immigrants to shed their original cultural and religious
backgrounds.. (Once again, this is what Joppke and Morawska claim; my
commentss follow in the next section.)
Forr the liberal assimilationists, the legitimacy of contemporary assimilation
dependss on an interpretation of what culture means in the contemporary liberal
nation-statess that gradually developed after World War II. After the end of the
war,, these states profoundly changed their attitude with regard to culture.
Aggressivee nationalising practices had been definitively de-legitimised by
Nazismm and were left behind after its defeat. These kinds of practices were also
noo longer 'necessary'. Industrialisation, wars, and infrastructural incorporation
byy expanding welfare states led to the post-war phenomenon of Western states
'securelyy sitting on top of thoroughly nationalized societies' (Joppke and
Morawskaa 2003: 4). The relaxation that this sense of security made possible led
too a liberalisation which ensured that no substantive, homogeneous cultures
thatt could be imposed on immigrants or minorities remained. Parallel to the
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ideaa that social systems or fields are at least partly autonomous and that there is
noo centre to which we could 'integrate', it can also be said that there is no longer
aa substantive, general culture to which migrants could be forced to assimilate.
Thee emergence of lifestyle enclaves and the general tendencies of
individualisationn have undermined homogeneous cultures in all nation-states.
What,, ask Joppke and Morawska, is the 'shared substantive culture of a
hooligan,, a homosexual, a New Age devotee, an anti-abortion activist?' (Joppke
andd Morawska 2003: 5).
Thiss does not mean that there is no longer any shared culture at all. What
remainss is the shared culture of liberalism:
Fromm a liberal point of view, which became the point of view in Western
statess in the second half of the twentieth centurv, it is a violation of the
dignityy and autonomy of the individual, citizen or immigrant, to force a
substantivee culture on her, except the thin and procedural culture of
liberalismm itself (Joppke and Morawska 2003: 5, their italics).
II would like to make two remarks here in anticipation of my further comments.
Analysingg this quote makes it possible to reveal a tendency in Joppke and
Morawska'ss reasoning that contradicts their formal and empirical concept of
assimilationn to bring it back, albeit to a limited extent, to a form of
assimilationism.. Let us first note the ease with which Joppke and Morawska
suggestt that there is an unproblematic liberal point of view that makes it
possiblee to distinguish between substance and procedure. This is not the case.
Rather,, liberals disagree about where the boundaries between substance and
proceduree can be drawn; it is even contested that we can draw them
unambiguouslyy at all (see for example Benhabib 1996). Now, I do not want to
arguee that a form of assimilationism with regard to core political and juridical
valuess need always be unjust. However, I do want to note here that Joppke and
Morawskaa pay surprisingly little attention to a reflection on the limits of this
coree liberal culture such as the one central to Rawls' political liberalism, which
triess to formulate the necessary shared culture in as limited a way as possible
(Rawlss 1993; and in an even more restricted wav in 1999)."
Secondly,, the politically correctlv designated 'her' on whom we forbid
ourselvess to force a substantive culture can be 'forced' to accept the thin and
procedurall culture of liberalism. Although it is not the force itself, but only the
justt limit of the force that is at stake here, Joppke and Morawska suggest
perhapss a little too easily that force might be a necessary and efficient wav to
Joppkee and Morawska's formulation recalls the definition of liberal assimilation bv Habermas,
discussedd in the introduction. Habermas specifically bases his distinction on Brubaker's
historicall interpretation of different forms of assimilation.
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makee people adapt to liberalism. This suggestion may be a significant slip of the
pen,, for this small phrase leads us to question whether Joppke and Morawska's
versionn of liberalism has entirely shed the heritage of its classical, Millean
version.10 0

'De-ethnicised'De-ethnicised

Citizenship'

Withh regard to their arguments for a return to citizenship in normative theories
off immigration, the liberal assimilationists take a parallel step to the one they
tookk with regard to assimilation. Instead of rejecting citizenship as a heritage of
nationalism,, as Soysal (1994) had done, they redefine citizenship in such a way
thatt it fits the contemporary liberal state and loses its exclusionary character.
Thiss shift, they argue, is essentially symbolised by the recent increase in
Europeann countries of possibilities for dual citizenship and by the erasure of the
nationalistt and ethnicist heritages from the definition of citizenship, which have
beenn exchanged for political ones. Immigrant-receiving liberal nation-states
havee largely realised what Joppke and Morawska call 'de-ethnicised'
citizenship. .
De-ethnicisedd citizenship means, first of all, that citizenship is conferred
accordingg to what we call his soli [the right of the 'soil'], and hence follows a
territoriall definition. In this case, migrants can acquire citizenship rights based
onn their residency in a specific country for a certain amount of time, and their
childrenn acquire citizenship based on the fact that they are born in the country.
Ethnicc definitions of citizenship, on the other hand, rely on the ius sanguinis [the
rightt of the 'blood'] rule." This rule implies that we remain members of the
samee nation to which our parents or grandparents belonged, whatever the
trajectoriess we make as migrants: in other words, those with parents from
elsewheree must retain the nationality of these parents. All liberal nation-states
havee gradually started to opt for a convergence around ius soli with regard to
citizenshipp (Joppke and Morawska 2003: 18).
AA second aspect of de-ethnicised citizenship that strengthens its principle is
duall citizenship. This makes it possible for migrants to retain official and
politicall links with their home countries, while they can also acquire citizenship
100

In an article with the title 'Decolonising Liberalism', Bhiku Parekh (1994) argues that one of
thee main problems with classical Vlillean liberalism was that it constructed an image of nonliberall peoples as 'illiberal peoples' that could only be forced to adapt to liberal norms because
theyy were alien to them. I return to Parekh's view in chapter six.
11
Take, for example, the frequently repeated distinction that suggests that Germany has a ius
sanguinissanguinis definition of citizenship, while France has a ius soli one. The German law on
citizenshipp has been changing gradually since the introduction of the Citizenship Act of 1999.
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inn the country of residence (18). Dual citizenship is the formal equivalent of the
ideaa that one can fully function in the country of residence, without this having
too imply that one is forced to become a m e m b e r of a particular cultural
c o m m u n i t yy or that one is forced to leave behind the cultural practices and
b o n d ss of another one (19). Joppke and Morawska maintain that European
countriess have become increasingly tolerant of dual citizenship. 1 2
Withh this convergence a r o u n d its de-ethnicisation, citizenship, for Joppke
a n dd Morawska, has finally become the 'one d o m a i n w h e r e liberal states are
finallyy getting serious about the "liberal" in their n a m e s ' (20). With its
transformation,, citizenship has lost its historical ties to the d e v e l o p m e n t of
nationss as ' w a r - m a k i n g bodies' that led to confrontations with 'hypostatized
Others',, and has become constituted by political values instead (20). The motor
off this d e v e l o p m e n t was not so much immigration, b u t the fact that the NorthAtlanticc region has been transformed from 'a Hobbesian zone of war, into a
Lockeann zone of trade' (19). Hence, according to J o p p k e and Morawska, the
b o u n d a r yy crossings of m o d e r n capitalism in particular have pushed the
Europeann states out of their nationalisms and into a globalised world where
b o u n d a r i e ss are highly relative. Both assimilation a n d citizenship have lost their
associationn with an exclusive nation-state and w i t h the group-thinking on
whichh they w e r e founded, which led to so m u c h violence in European history.
Instead,, these concepts can n o w help to realise the necessary inclusion into
Europeann societies of immigrants g r o u p s that have suffered from exclusion.

2.33 Complications for a diagnosis: 'On their turf'
ExclusionExclusion

and

segregation

Lett us now scrutinise the accuracy of the liberal assimilationists' diagnosis of
thee problems that migrants and receiving societies h a v e to deal with. We have
seenn that the liberal assimilationists think that the main problem inherited from
thee 1990s with regard to immigration in Western countries is the exclusion and
segregationn of immigrants and their children from the receiving societies, and
thatt they blame this on the dominance of the concepts of multiculturalism,
transnationalismm and integration. What is missing from this analysis is, first of
all,, an a c k n o w l e d g e m e n t that other, most likely m o r e structural factors than the
policiess based on these three concepts may also play a role in processes of
inclusionn and exclusion. Another omission is a reflection on a way of

!::

They argued this in 2003. 1 am not sure thev would still think this is the case today.
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distinguishingg between when we are dealing with exclusion or even
segregation,, and when we are dealing with forms of (institutional) autonomy.
Withh regard to the first omission, as Nancy Fraser and others have argued,
ann analysis of exclusion and segregation cannot be reduced to problems of
recognitionn and cultural politics alone. Most importantly, the inequalities and
exclusionaryy mechanisms resulting from the course of contemporary capitalism
havee to be analysed separately and debates should be redirected toward the
necessityy of redistributeve policies (Fraser 1996; 2003; see also Bader 1998). The
liberall assimilationists suggest that the concept of assimilation should lead to a
focuss on 'the socio-economic equalisation of life chances between immigrants
andd native populations' (Joppke and Morawska 2003: 6), but their failure to
analysee the causes of exclusion in economic terms and instead locate them
exclusivelyy in cultural policies, reveals the neo-liberal aspect of their proposal.
Theyy also do not mention the necessity of concrete re-distributive measures to
achievee more socio-economic equality.
Anotherr structural factor leading to exclusion overlooked bv the liberal
assimilationistss is the possibility that it can be caused by a lack of openness on
thee part of the receiving society, which is not so much the result of its ideologies
off difference but rather of a heritage of cultural hierarchies and a resulting lack
off social mobility for immigrants and their children. I will return to this issue
whenn discussing the liberal assimilationists' thesis that the contemporary
nation-statee no longer requires cultural homogenisation.
Furthermore,, their diagnosis also does not take into account the fact that
somee groups of immigrants may want to assimilate more than others, and that
theirr definition of what is 'just liberal procedural' culture may substantively
differr from that of cultural majorities. In that case, we have to be careful about
replacingg the concept of difference with segregation, for this would mistake
migrants'' agency in maintaining a certain distance from majority culture for an
effectt of multicultural policies by the receiving state.11 The liberal
assimilationistss do not provide any norm for deciding when we are dealing
withh exclusion and segregation, and when we are dealing with actual
differencess between groups. Thus, when thev mention ethnic broadcasting as
ann example of segregation, they do not take into account that different
interpretationss are also possible. Some people may want to argue that, for
examplee with regard to Muslims in Western European countries or Roma in
Easternn Europe, ethnic broadcasting can have an emancipating effect and can

;;

This would bo the case, for example, when the existence of Islamic schools in the Netherlands
iss only discussed in terms of a segregation between 'black' and 'white' schools, so that the
complexx motives of the people who want to maintain or start such schools are not taken into
accountt (see Bader 2006b).
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empowerr members of ethnic groups also within their respective national
societies.14 4

CulturalCultural

neutrality

Systematically,, my criticism or" the liberal assimilationists' analysis of
immigrants'' exclusion is directed at a question that they avoid analysing,
namelyy what it means when we conceive of the liberal state as a neutral state
andd of the public sphere as a culturally neutral sphere. At the basis of their
optimismm about contemporary societies, we have seen, stands a theory of the
neutrall liberal state, reinforced by a systematic theoretical emphasis on the
pluralisationn of contemporary societies. However, do the liberalisation and the
differentiationn of contemporary societies really imply that processes of cultural
homogenisationn have waned? And have they waned entirely? Have the
involuntary,, structural adaptation to nationalised institutions and the
experiencess of misrecognition by the members of majorities really disappeared?
Here,, my critique of the liberal assimilationists advances in the opposite
directionn from my critique of Noiriel's view of incorporation. According to
Noiriel,, processes of homogenisation, with their networks of nationalised
institutions,, were central to any process of incorporation in modern societies. In
myy critique of Noiriel's view, I emphasised the differentiation that has occurred
becausee of the pluralisation of contemporary societies. This caused me to
criticisee his Durkheimian thesis that full assimilation is the only possible
outcomee of the immigration process. I argued that Noiriel structurally
underestimatess the ability of liberal societies to organise a certain measure of
ethnicc and religious pluralism and to make allowance for people's agency in
choosingg certain (combinations of) identities. Yet I also found no reason to reject
hiss view entirely and instead adopt the notion that the state, let alone society, is
culturallyy neutral.
Therefore,, while in the previous section I distanced myself from Noiriel's
vieww of unified patterns of cultural value in French society, I would now like to
introduce,, agaitist the liberal assimilationists, a more modest version of Noiriel's
perspectivee that cultural homogenisation and the cultural hierarchies that
producee it do still play a role in contemporary societies. At many levels it is
simplyy not true that culture, and in particular nationalised majority culture,
44

This, at least, is the official expectation of the European Union and many MGOs that finance
ethnicc broadcasting for the Roma in Central and Eastern European countries. And it indeed
seemss to be the case if, tor example, we consider the success of the Roma Press Agency in
Kosice,, Slovakia, where I staved in the summers of 21)02 and 20(13 with journalist Huub van
Baar,, who is currently working on a dissertation on this topic.
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remainss within the borders of private and associational life.15 Culture
penetratess the public sphere in many ways: through the media, education,
requiredd language acquisition, daily experience of cultural hierarchies, and the
heritagee of earlier ethnically distributed power relations.1*1 The suggestion that
theree is little relation between the distribution of (state-)power and culture
shouldd therefore be rejected. The basic insight of pluralism is not that there are
minorities,minorities, but that there are majorities.17
Again,, acknowledging this difference does not necessarily lead to the view
thatt the preponderance of majority cultures leads to the inevitable full
assimilationn of immigrants. In the different societal fields, assimilation is not the
onlyy option; there is also cultural blending or even the disappearance of
'autochtonous'' habits altogether (see Bader 2003b; Zolberg 1997). Yet, even if
wee can say that the pluralisation of Western societies has led to a general
increasee in processes of mutual accommodation rather than in full assimilation,
wee have to add, in Aristide Zolberg's words, that
althoughh some deplore the 'give' by the hosts as leading to unmanageable
culturall diversity, such an outcome is very unlikely because the hosts retain
overwhelmingg advantages: incorporation is taking place on their turf, within
ann institutional framework which they control. Despite the critics'
lamentationss over the triumph of 'multiculturalism', the burden of change
andd adaptation remains squarely on the immigrants' shoulders (Zolberg
1997:: 151, his italics).

'"" Hero I just summarise the conclusions of the vast amount of research done in this area. For
thosee not convinced, I will return to the effect of the heritage of earlier ethnically and religiously
distributedd power relations in chapter three. Marcel Proust had some verv subtle insights into
thee continued force of these heritages while equal citizenship had already been realised.
]h]h
This has been a basic argument for many pluralists (see Bader 1998; Bauboeck 199a8;
Benhabibb 1996; Fraser 2001; Honig 2001; Kymlicka 1995; 2002; Shachar 2001; Williams 2000;
Youngg 1990; Zolberg 1997; for a summary of the basic arguments, see Kvmlicka 2001). It is
impossiblee to summarise the specificities of their arguments here, nor is this an extensive list of
thee many authors that have thematised the failure of the actual neutrality of the liberal state. I
justt give some indications of the focus of these authors, some of whose views I will discuss
moree extensively in what follows: Young, Fraser, Kvmlicka and Zolberg concentrate on
analysingg the vicissitudes of cultural hierarchies and the exclusion of the members of minorities
basedd on the suggestion of cultural neutrality. Williams concentrates on remedying the unequal
placee of minorities' voices in the liberal public realm. Bader, Shachar and Carens systematically
developp institutional options for pluralism. Honig, in a discussion with Michael Walzer,
emphasisess that state-neutralitv is not only a mvth in European countries with their long
historiess as nation-states, but also in America's immigrant culture.
;

"" Majorities in the sense of dominant groups. These do not have to be numerically dominant,
butt thev can, for example, be politically, medially or economically overrepresented or powerful.
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Thee penetration by culture of (semi-)public fields and institutions does not
dependd on a centralised context like that of France. In Britain, for example,
historianss and cultural scholars argue that at an institutional level, cultural
homogenisationn has become stronger rather than weaker since World War II.
Thee state can afford to be liberal because so much has already been
homogenisedd and because institutions penetrate into aspects of life that have
neverr been so controlled before. With the gradually increasing socio-economic
solidarityy with the nation-state, many aspects of life that were previously less
infiltratedd by the state became nationalised (Marshall 1968; summarised in
Kymlickaa 2002).
Wee also have to take into account that, even if the state could ensure equality
forr the members of minorities, it would still be uncertain whether this would
preventt strong pressures for cultural homogenisation in specific social fields
withinn national cultures. The liberal assimilationists' own analysis of the
differentiationn of societal fields should have led them to suspect that at least in
somee of these different fields and their related (sub-)cultures, structural
advantagess for the members of majorities and related pressures for
homogenisationn may still be found, even if they have largely been extinguished
inn others. The assimilatory pressures exercised at school during people's
adolescence,, as discussed in chapter one, provide a clear example. Even if
strategiess are available to the people concerned for 'escaping', modifying,
counteringg these pressures, or for turning them into advantages, and even if we
allall know these kinds of pressures, we are again dealing with matters of degree.
Thee construction of national histories plays a specific role in the nonneutralityy of the state and of public cultures. A 'polity is always conceived as a
transgenerationall community and this makes it imperative to interpret its
history',, and because of its historical depth, every polity, whether liberal or not,
willl always build on certain culturally-specific stories. Thu-. public cultures will
inevitablyy tend to 'exclude some groups (and especiall recent immigrants)
whoo have not shared this history' (Bauboeck 1998a: 45). J have already seen
thatt Noiriel sees the lack of openness of France's n, nal history to the
memoriess of immigration as one of the markers of the ass.
ationist republic.- i
tradition. |s s
"" Tlie state's historica! bias does not onlv concern immigrants, alt
makess achieving a place in public historv perhaps systematically di
histories'' is also difficult tor the members of minorities in ger
minoritiess that have suffered from exclusionary and assimilationis
example,, ior Jews and Roma it is sometimes still extremely difficult
histories).. With regard to the history of the Jews in France, for exa;
analysedd how difficult it was for them after the Second World War ;
publicc history as a group with a special historv ot suffering. Perh.
critiquess such as those of Noiriel and Birnbaum, French historv w
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Inn conclusion, there is little reason to think that the contemporary nation-state,
particularlyy when it refuses to reflect on its own failing neutrality, has entirely
overcomee its cultural hierarchies and the related pressures to assimilate. With
regardd to this insight, Joppke and Morawska's arguments are not entirely
consistent.. When arguing macro-sociologicallij, they suggest that the
differentiationn of lifestyles and social fields or systems has become so
overwhelming,, and that cultures have become so differentiated into separate
fields,, that no homogenisation in a more general sense (overarching these
separatee fields), is taking place any longer. When arguing political-tlworetically,
theyy argue that, in the liberal state, culture can be restricted to private and
associationall life, while the domain of the state, or of law and politics, can be
nearlyy culturally neutral. This implies that the limited public domain is at least
too some extent homogeneous: they admit that we have to share a minimal
politicall and linguistic culture, and they even suggest that people can be forced
too live by this. A little later, when arguing historically, they add a third, less
'liberal'' possibility in admitting that the contemporary state has only been able
too become so liberal because, since the end of World War II, it is 'usually
securelyy sitting on top of thoroughly nationalised societies' (Joppke and
Morawskaa 2003: 4). This inconsistency is telling: the more they motivate their
argumentt empirically or historically, the less the liberal presupposition of the
minimall penetration by culture of the public sphere seems a defendable
interpretationn of society. Contemporary pleas for multiculturalism take
preciselyy this observation of the non-neutrality of the nation-state as their
startingg point.

2.44 Democratic relational pluralism
Myy main problem with Joppke and Morawska's interpretation of
multiculturalismm is that, bv neglecting the problem of the non-neutrality of the
nation-state,, they overlook or even simply fail to address the basic problem that
multiculturalismm seeks to tackle. As we have seen, they think that
multiculturalismm depends on an overly territorial and mono-cultural conception
off culture, as if in our globalised world something like coherent 'communities'
couldd exist and as if the members of certain groups want to stick to their

moree open to minorities' memories and their roles in French society. However, this openness is
hinderedd bv the fact that minorities' memories are often debated quite separately from public
hitton/hitton/ (with regard to the problems faced bv the Roma, particularly in Central and Eastern
Europe,, see Kapralski 1997; Trumpener 1992; Van Baar 2006).
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'identities'' or 'cultures' quite independently from their position within the
largerr society (Joppke and Lukes 1999; Joppke and Morawska 2003).|M
II leave aside the question here to which extent this is a just interpretation of
alll earlier versions of multiculturalism or only or mainly of what I, in chapter
one,, called 'top-down differentialism'. However, recent versions of
multiculturalism,, Kymlicka's included, have left these immediate justifications
off pluralism or multiculturalism in terms of a communitarian defence of
'cultures'' behind. They justify special rights and/or special attention to the
opennesss of the public sphere for minorities' voices in a relational and dynamic
way,, with an eye on balancing power and achieving equality within nationstatess rather than with the aim of 'preserving' cultures. These versions of
multiculturalismm interpret it as a response to nation building and, hence, as a
responsee to the non-neutrality of the nation-state (Kvmlicka 2002).:i'
Thee central focus, then, lies not with an aesthetic or even moral defence of
culturall diversity, but rather with a criticism of the denial of the importance of
culturall hierarchies in the public sphere, and of the pressures to adapt to them.
Thee insight that these structural power inequalities cannot be remedied by
equall citizenship rights alone has been the central stake for differentialism since
Iriss Marion Young argued for differentiated citizenship in 1989. Young argued
thatt those groups that had experienced the 'epidermalizing of their world'
shouldd receive collective rights and were entitled to affirmative action.
Pluralismm was explicitly meant to fight 'racism, sexism, homophobia, ageism,
andd ableism' (Young 1990: 123, 130).
Suchh a view is founded on a concept of justice that reflects the fact that
formall neutrality hides from view the structural advantages of majorities. This
doess not mean that neutrality should not be striven for, only that we should
understandd it in a different way. With regard to political, legal and socioeconomicc opportunities, it should be understood in an 'inequality-sensitive,

"" ft reflects, for example, the Dutch adage about multiculturalism from the 1980s, which,
literallyy translated, reads: 'integration with the conservation of own identity' [integratie met
behoudd van eigen identiteit]. This definition leads to conservative understandings of
multiculturalism.. It assumes that pre-existing identities need to be conserved and that
everybodyy would want this. Interestingly, this definition leaves unclear whether we are
speakingg about the identity of individuals or of groups, by leaving out a qualifier of whose
'own'' identity we are talking about. Moreover, it does not distinguish between culture as a
conditionn for free choice and identity as the manifestation of this choice.
:

"" It is a rather unjust rhetorical gesture when Joppke and Morawska quote Carens's critique of
thee thinness of Kymlicka's justification for cultural rights for voluntary immigrants without
mentioningg that these points of criticism were a reason tor Carens to embark on a more pluralist
pathh than Kvmlicka's in 1995, instead of making him return to plain liberalism (Carens 2001); see
alsoo Bauboeck 1996). In his more recent work, Kvmlicka (2002) takes these criticisms into
account. .
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relational'' way: 'prohibiting moral particularism and precluding injustice: sex,
gender,, "race", "ethnicity", state-membership, and religion should not matter
whenn it comes to the distribution of resources and r e w a r d s ' (Bader 2003a: 267).
Wee should redefine the concept of neutrality so that it comes to mean 'relational
neutrality'' (267). This is not a requirement of which w e can presuppose that it
hass been realised by formal equality and neutrality; instead, it should be
deployedd as a normative concept that can make us sensitive to actual
inequalities. .
Withh regard to cultural and religious diversity and inequality, striving to
achievee neutrality in the sense of declaring differences irrelevant would deny
particularitiess that cannot be overcome and that need not be overcome either.
Instead,, w e should try to determine cultural fairness by trying to find balances
betweenn different particularities. This a r g u m e n t has been m a d e most
elaboratelyy by Joseph Carens w h e n he argues that ' e v e n h a n d e d n e s s ' instead of
aa 'hands-off' approach should determine conceptions of fairness in liberal
societies: :
Insteadd of trying to abstract from particularity, w e should embrace it, but in a
wayy that is fair to all different particularities. N o w being fair does not mean
thatt every cultural claim (...) will be given equal weight, but rather that each
willl be given appropriate weight u n d e r the circumstances and given a
commitmentt to equal respect for all. History matters, n u m b e r s matter, the
relativee importance of the claim to those w h o present it matters, and so d o
manyy other considerations (Carens 1997: 818; see also Carens 2000).
Adheringg to this definition of fairness implies a lot of work and debate, and w e
mayy be too lazy to try to achieve it, but as a moral n o r m it takes into account
thatt we d o not all start from equal positions in our societies. Moreover, such a
pluralismm justifies special rights not as exemptions from civil rights and liberal
values,, but as s u p p l e m e n t s to them.
Specificallyy to counter the possibility that special rights may result in a
restrictionn of the rights of minorities within minorities, multicultural policies
shouldd be realised within a —minimally defined —liberal framework. This
impliess that not all claims for minority rights are consistent with
multiculturalism,, but only those that '(a) protect the freedom of individuals
withinn the g r o u p ; and (b) promote relations of equalitv (non-dominance)
betweenn g r o u p s ' (Kymlicka 2002: 342). These conditions should lead to the
rejectionn of two kinds of claims being sold under the label of multiculturalism
whilee violating the principle that multiculturalism should realise more equality
insteadd of less. The first kind of claims that should be excluded are those that
restrictt the rights of individuals within groups, for example claims for a
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tolerancee of contested practices like female circumcision or the punishment of
apostasy.211 The second restriction regards those claims that fail to promote
relationss of equality between groups, such as, for example, the claims made bv
South-Africann white people wishing to protect their 'minority cultures' under
Apartheid. .
Iff we take into account that relational arguments are the central ones in
contemporaryy versions of multiculturalism, then what Brubaker calls
'differentialism'' is not a defence of a communitarian conservatism or an
enthusiasmm for cultural diversity at the expense of attention for equality, but
preciselyy a philosophy of how to respond to inequality. It concerns the fact that
'de-ethnicised'' citizenship reinforces existing power inequalities in many ways.
II propose to qualify the concept of pluralism discussed here as 'democratic
relationall pluralism'. I do so because in many discourses multiculturalism has
becomee entirely associated with the communitarian defence of relatively closedofff 'cultures' for their own sake. On that basis, it has lost a lot of its appeal as a
politicall philosophy of how to deal with cultural diversity. Democratic
relationall pluralism should be understood as a response to the power
inequalitiess between members of different cultural groups and also within
culturall groups.
Itt is precisely this version of pluralism in the name of a more equal
distributionn of power that is neglected by both Noiriel and the liberal
assimilationists,, and that is hardly ever considered in the French context in
general,, which has nearly always understood differentialism as a wish to
conservee certain traditions against their eradication by (capitalist, Western)
modernity.. This explains the ubiquitous use of the term comnuuiautarisme in
today'ss debates about pluralism and Inkitc in France (see chapter one; I will
returnn to this in chapter six).
Withh regard to ethno-religious groups specifically, I would like to anticipate
myy arguments to be made in the chapters on secularism bv explaining the
relevancee of relational arguments also just for iifidcrstandiiig the intercultural
dynamicss related to ethno-reiigious claims. This is relevant when we discuss
justificationss of multicultural policies with regard to uonwi groups, i.e. those
groupss whose ritualised practices, most often explicitly orthodox religious,
havee implications for their conception of law, as is the case with orthodox
Jewishh and Islamic groups (Shachar 2001). Nornoi groups may not feel entirely at
homee in a state like Joppke and Morawska's liberal state, because it does not
recognisee the extension into the public realm of their religious practices and

:!!
For examples of balancing acts of multicultural reasoning in relation to the position of
'minoritiess within minorities', see Verhaar (1994; 2004), Shachar (2001) and Bader (2003c; 2006).
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requestss their assimilation to liberal values by asking them to fully secularise
theirr conception of law.22
Requiringg such assimilation, Shachar signals, may drive these groups into a
moree rather than a less culturalist and defensive explanation of their claims: it
mayy lead to a 'religionisation of cultural claims' (Parekh 2000: 199) or to an
increasedd stubbornness in maintaining religious claims. In this view, the
sometimess quite reified self-identifications of nomoi groups are at least partly
thee effect of their position within the larger community and are thus not
thoughtt to have existed intact prior to joining this community. Shachar argues
thatt the processes of self-segregation ensuing from assimilationist pressures
mayy result in the internal repression of internal minorities.23 Therefore, it is not
certainn that a pressure to assimilate to liberal values will help prevent violence
againstt minorities within minorities.
Onlyy those who think that immigrants bring along their identities and
culturall values fully intact may want to argue that forcing them to adapt to
'our'' norms will encourage them to abolish internal inequalities. Things,
however,, are more complicated than this. Some forms of internal ineqLiality
mayy be inherited from cultural or religious values themselves, but others may
bee encouraged by (rather than overcome through) outside pressures to
assimilatee to mainstream culture; most probably, we are nearly always dealing
withh a mixture of both.24 If this is so, it is very important to try to organise ways
off mediating between the wishes of the nomoi groups and the larger society,
insteadd of simply arguing that their religious concept of law is wrong or
backward.. Relational pluralism, therefore, starts from an analysis of minorityformationn within the nation-state and does not take the cultural claims of
minoritiess as 'claims of cultures' in any absolute sense (see Shachar 2001; Bader

: ::
Precisely on this point the Stasi Committee advocates Franco-Judaism as a model tor
contemporaryy orthodox religious persons (see introduction and chapter six).
:
'' Such mechanisms and their complexities may also have played a role in the treatment of Uriel
Acostaa brought up in the introduction. Robert Menasse, writing about the way Acosta is
mistreatedd in Die Vertreibun$ uus tier Holle, adds another layer to this relationalitv when
narratingg the thoughts of Manasseh Ben Israel at witnessing Acosta's punishment. Menasse
imaginess Manasseh Ben Israel thinking that the rabbis punishing Acosta are re-enacting the
experiencess of previous generations of Jews under the Spanish Inquisition. Here, the
relationalitvv acquires further historical depth through layers of remembered experiences
(Menassee 2(101).
:44

This is particularly the case with regard to the treatment of women, leme van der Poel (1998)
hass explored these intercultural dynamics in relation to the 'politics' of women's bodies in an
interpretationn of Assia Djebar's novels about the position of women in Algeria under colonial
rulee (for layered interpretations of the claims and interpretations surrounding the headscarves,
seee Cole 199A; Boer 2004).
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2003b).^^ In such a complex analysis, liberal-democratic reasons lead us to be
carefull about imposing secularist requests on ethno-religious minorities. I
considerr this relational view of the emergence of religious claims of great
relevancee for an analysis of the confrontation in France between the defenders
off laïcité and the supposedly communitarian Islam that they encounter. 2h

Transnationalism Transnationalism
Withh regard to transnationalism, as with regard to multiculturalism, Joppke
andd Morawska pick an opponent that is too easily refutable. They offer strong
argumentss against a postnationalism that denies the relevance of nationality
andd citizenship. Their consistent emphasis on the importance of citizenship
representss a more realistic approach to immigration than the postnationalist
suggestionn that 'guest workers' and other people without passports derive
enoughh protection from human rights. Being a member of a specific state is
cruciall to migrants, and so is the possibility of becoming a member of one's
statee of residence.27 Those who can travel freely are the people whose passports
indicatee that they have the correct membership. The 'sans papiers' or 'illegals'
symbolisingg 'humanity' and 'personhood' encounter borders on every corner of
everyy street, if they are not stuck in a centre for asylum seekers at the border of
aa country.28 Therefore, the liberal assimilationists' enthusiasm for citizenship
;

"" In this sense, the relational view of multiculturalism is also connected to Jacob Levy's (2000)
'muiticulturalismm of tear', based on Judith Shklar's 'liberalism of tear'. A multiculturalism of
tearr is grounded in the reality of inter- and intra-ethnic evils and focvises on minimal goals such
ass trying to prevent interethnic civil wars, cruel practices within certain communities, and state
violencee against ethnic and religious minorities.
:
"" We do not have to restrict this insight into the dynamics of minority formation to what
happenss within democratic nation-states. We may, for example, look for the causes of women's
plightss in the Middle East in other places than religious tradition: it mav result at least partly
tromm the disempowerment and chaos resulting from the destruction of cultures and religions,
insteadd of solely from a deep-rooted religious (Islamic) heritage (see, for example, Mahmood
2004). .
:77
This is what Hannah Arendt (1979) foresaw for the stateless in 1948, when she argued for the
'rightt to have rights'. This view has been further explored bv, among others, Sevla Benhabib
andd Giorgio Agamben. Bader (1997; 2005b) explores this issue from an institutional point of
view. .
-"" Recently, Eduard Nazarski, the president of the Netherlands Foundation for Refugees
Vluchtfiilin^aiW'crkVluchtfiilin^aiW'crk Nederland, proposed speaking about 'asvlum ghettos' instead oi 'asvlum
centres'' (In Corduwener 2004). Hor anybody contesting the appropriateness of this term, please
tryy to visit the 'Uitzetcentrum' [expulsion centre] in Ter Apel, East-Groningen, close to the
Dutch-Germann border. The Dutch adjective 'troosteloos' [dreary, literally 'without consolation']
cann be fittingly applied to this expulsion centre, situated between a highway, a closed
penitentiaryy institution, and a B-road called the 'Nulweg' ['Road zero'].
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andd particularly for dual citizenship is a welcome antidote to the legacies of the
diversee European nationalisms. However, even though they acknowledge the
importancee of dual citizenship, the liberal assimilationists, by their wholesale
rejectionn of ethnic aspects of citizenship, downplay the ethnic identifications
thatt migrants may have with the countries in which they previously resided.
Nott all transnationalist views of immigration simply neglect the importance
off citizenship. The liberal assimilationists could have discussed transnationalist
proposalss that do not evade citizenship, but that instead develop differentiated
modelss of citizenship and options for extending it outside the nation-state
(Bauboeckk 1994; 1998a; 1998b; Bader 1999; 2005b; 2006a). These models explore
thee possibilities for a transnational concept of citizenship, while at the same
timee acknowledging that citizenship, in order to safeguard it from becoming
meaningless,, cannot lose its restrictions entirely. Such a transnationalism will
nott pit de-ethnicised, either territorial or republican conceptions of citizenship
againstt ethnic ones, or stay within the confines of the nation-state of residence.
Insteadd of replacing ethnic citizenship with de-ethnicised citizenship,
transnationalismm seeks to differentiate citizenship itself, acknowledging its
residential,, cultural (ethnic or national) and political (republican) aspects
(Bauboeckk 1998a).
Thesee aspects of citizenship have actually always been intertwined in various
wayss with European political thought and practice. We can see this if we very
brieflyy trace the intertwinement of the concepts of the citizen and the bourgeois
inn European political thought and if we understand that the focus on
citizenshipp as 'de-ethnicised' nation-state membership is the heritage of a
specificallyy modern conception of citizenship that could be pluralised in the age
off globalisation.24
Thee Aristotelian politacs actively participated in governing the polis, the
republic.. In the Roman Republic, too, participation in government was decisive
forr being defined as a civis. In the 'Constitutio Antoniana' (212 A.C.), conquered
peopless were for the first time admitted to the civitas. This implied a
simultaneouss process in which, on the one hand, the distance between citizen
andd non-citizen decreased (because being a civis was no longer reserved for
thosee actively involved in government), while, on the other hand, a gradual
convergencee of the citizen with the 'subject' in the sense of the 'subjected'
occurred. .
Thee word by which 'citizen' is translated in Germanic languages is related to
thee French bourgeois: 'Burger'. In the Middle Ages, this word denoted the
memberss of corporations formed by the inhabitants of the cities. The 'burgari'
244
In this brief genealogy of the concept of citizenship I draw on Bader 2006a. For a detailed
accountt of the transitions in the active and passive elements of the definitions of citizenship and
thee wavs in which thev have been debated in the twentieth century, see de Haan (1993).
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(oldd German) or burgware (old English) actively participated in government. In
thee Germanic countries, and also, for example, in Denmark, the 'participatory'
meaningg of citizenship long remained the central one, while in France and
Englandd the mixed terminology of citoycn (citizen) and bourgeois (English
'burgess')) testified to the early fusion of the 'active' and 'passive' meanings of
citizenship. .
InIn early modernity, the development of state absolutism caused the
immediatisationn of the relation between citizen and state at the expense of
intermediatee levels of association. The citizen became the subject of the state
andd the 'burger' became the bourgeois, operating in society but not involved in
shapingg general rules or laws. Eighteenth-century modern democrats like
Rousseauu and Kant protested the reduction of the citizen to the subject and
demandedd participation as free and equal citoyens, as authors of law in the state.
Yett they still did so within the framework of the immediate relation between
citizenn and state: Kant and Rousseau showed little interest in the Aristotelian
or,, in their view, medieval concept of the citizen, which was related to
privilegess and immunities, and hence, to inequality.
Thee democratic Revolutions went together, at first, with exclusions from
citizenshipp that had been inherited from the republican definition of citizenship,
suchh as the exclusion of women and slaves. These exclusions were only
graduallyy overcome, but ultimately nearly all residents were included in formal
definitionss of citizenship. Yet, as the overcoming of internal exclusions
proceededd
and
the internal
universalisation
of
citizenship
as
'Staatsburgerschap'' [literally 'state-citizenship'] succeeded, a rigidification of
thee nation-state's external boundaries occurred, which led to increased
exclusionn at these boundaries.
Thee modern nation-state turned out to be a 'jealous' state that wanted to see
alll the political energies of its subjects concentrated on itself. Moreover, it
excludedd the 'stranger' more strictly than was usual before. Internally, this
concentrationn on national boundaries resulted in the politics of assimilation,
andd externally, it gave rise to the introduction of the passport, state-organised
borderr controls, and the construction of the 'foreigner' (see Noiriel 2001).
Consequently,, the ambivalence of the process of immediatisation between
citizenn and nation-state lies in the way it on the one hand brings about
universalisationn and equality on a specific territory, but on the other hand
impliess a rigidification of state-borders and a neglect or distrust of associations
smallerr and bigger than the nation-state itself.,0

'"" In the nineteenth century, the borders of the nation-state were the only relevant borders.
Today,, we can see a similar process unfolding around the borders of Fortress Europe.
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Transnationalismm wants to return flexibility to this focus on national citizenship.
Itt does not want to do this by effacing ethnic, national, linguistic or other
boundariess simply because such boundaries would divide or separate people —
thiss is what some critics h a v e argued for in terms of 'postnationalism'. Instead,
transnationalismm argues for the recognition of boundaries at m a n y levels at
oncee and for their m u t u a l flexibilisation (see Bauboeck 1998a). Such
transnationalismm is based on a multi-level understanding of relational
pluralism.. It tries to build u p o n actual practices of power distribution,
pluralisationn and mediation, which have never been as ' d e a d ' as modernist
politicall theory declared them to be. Today, for example, pluralisation is taking
placee within the process of unifying the European countries into the EU, in
regionalisation,, and in internal pluralisation as multiculturalism, w h e n this is
understoodd in a non-reifying w a y that allows for multiple identifications and
duall or perhaps even triple citizenship. Thus, transnationalism focuses on the
graduall permeation of boundaries, in particular those of the nation-state, by 'remediating'' political relations while preserving the democratic achievements of
thee m o d e r n state, for example, by providing citizens with options for having a
voicee and for exiting (having the freedom to leave), as well as by providing a
reasonablee n u m b e r of aspirant citizens ('illegal' residents or 'metics') with the
optionn of entering.
Thee nineteenth-century concept of assimilation w a s crucially related to the
immediatisationn of the relation between citizen and nation-state I have just
brieflyy discussed. I will scrutinise this history more closely in the chapters to
follow,, but let us n o w return to the proposal for reintroducing a concept of
assimilationn in the present-day context.

2.55 Return to assimilation
PerformativePerformative

effects

Iff processes of cultural homogenisation are likely to be more complex and more
intrinsicc to incorporation in the contemporary nation-state than the liberal
assimilationistss suggest, what does a transformation of the concept of
assimilationn along the lines they propose lead to? Can policies based on such a
conceptt lead to the required result of countering exclusion and segregation?
Whatt are the unintended effects of the use of this contested concept? Here I
wantt to distinguish between the actual contents of the policies that are
advocatedd bv the e m p h a s i s on assimilation and citizenship, and the
performativee effect of m a k i n g even a 'slightlv' normative use of the concept of
assimilationn in debates about incorporation.
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Firstt of all, the kind of policies the liberal assimilationists actually argue for, are
foundedd on a reinforcement of the classical liberal model that tolerates and
recognisess difference as long as it stays outside the public sphere. The emphasis
onn assimilation leads us back to a version of liberalism that is less wary of the
usee of force than, for example, Rawis' political liberalism, and more self-assured
aboutt its potential to realise the religious and cultural neutrality of the state.
Moreover,, the emphasis on citizenship drives this liberalism in the direction of
aa republican version of it, specifically with regard to immigrants.
Itt is quite unlikely that such a brand of liberalism can provide us with the
answerss to the problems of exclusion and socio-economic inequality that the
liberall assimilationists are most concerned with. Purely de-ethnicised notions of
citizenshipp and a 'neutral' concept of assimilation will most likely not lead to
equality,, but rather to a perpetuation of inequalities, for they do not help to
analysee the causes of inequality at a sufficiently structural level. They exclude
thee consideration of cultural hierarchies and their concept of citizenship, which
remainss blind to difference, prevents a sufficiently in-depth analysis of socioeconomic,, political and legal inequalities, and also undermines effective policies
againstt such inequalities, most notably affirmative action (see Young 1990;
Baderr 1998). If we go back in the direction of a politics of redistribution alone,
wee will only revive the old competition between culture and economy, instead
off finally starting to analyse the relations between both. It should not be a
questionn of either/or but of aiming at both and of cleverly analysing how
culturall hierarchies and economic chances are entangled (see Fraser 2003).
Anotherr problem concerns the performative effects of reintroducing
assimilationn and a 'neutral' notion of citizenship. Mv primary concern here is
nott even that this may not have the desired results and will probably only lead
too a perpetuation of existing inequalities. Rather, it is that I suspect that their
reintroductionn in the context of 'fighting segregation' may actually enhance
thesee inequalities. Advocating assimilation and citizenship specifically for
immigrants,, even if we do so in a liberal version, may actually have
marginalisingg and even exclusionary effects.
Firstt of all, there is a certain risk that nationalist groups and political
movementss will deplov the scholarly use of the concept to legitimise a politics
off assimilation in a more literal sense. We cannot control the meanings of the
conceptss we use, particularly not the meanings of concepts with such painful
histories.. Making assimilation into a normative concept, we run the risk that the
largerr public will make links with earlier 'hegemonic assimilationist practices
thatt linguistic minorities, Jewish communities and Roma and Sinti, have had to
sufferr from' (Prodolliet 2003: 25). We not only risk stirring up these memories
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butt also legitimising the politics of those who seek a perpetuation or revival of
assimilationistt practices.'1
Whenn the liberal assimilahonists argue that we should shed the cultural
connotationss of assimilation and only use it in the sense of its 'structural'
understanding,, i.e. as 'the socio-economic equalization of life chances between
immigrantss and native populations' (Joppke and Morawska 2003: 6), we can ask
thee question why they would want to use the concept of assimilation at all,
sincee it is precisely this aspect of incorporation processes that has been
associatedd with 'integration' over the last twenty years. For this reason, the
sociall scientist Matteo Gianni has argued that Brubaker's new concept of
assimilationn only delivers a dubious new denominator for what is now
commonn practice in European countries under the heading of integration
(Giannii 2003: 20-21). Joppke and Morawska's argument as to why assimilation
iss preferable to integration is not very convincing here: they argue that
integrationn suggests an emphasis on unity that a formalised and disaggregated
conceptt of assimilation does not. However, both concepts are associated with
unityy and processes of unifying, and if we wanted to avoid that connotation we
couldd choose a concept with a less tainted history and abstain from
encumberingg it with normative expectations.
Forr these reasons, I sympathise with Gianni and Prodolliet's reluctance to
usee the concept of assimilation. However, I do not think that we should criticise
thee construction of a liberal concept of assimilation merely by proposing to
restrictt ourselves to using the concept of integration instead. The risk that
reintroducingg the concept of assimilation could legitimise assimilationism is not
thee only one. The other problem has been addressed before: assimilationism
cannott be entirely absent from liberal definitions of assimilation under the
conditionn of the non-neutrality of the nation-state; pressures for cultural
homogenisationn exist to a greater degree than the liberal assimilationists
acknowledge. .
Insteadd of rejecting the use of the concept altogether, I think we should
thereforee scrutinise in what sense the memories of assimilationism are not
altogetherr 'foreign' to contemporary processes of assimilation, even when these
aree called 'integration.' What we should problematise is the idea that we can
neatlyy distinguish between political citizenship and legitimate assimilation on
thee one hand, and ethnic citizenship and nationalist assimilation on the other.
Thee continuities and discontinuities between both concepts and both historical
formss of assimilation are precisely what can bring us to a more nuanced view of

"" See for example the ultimatum that the extreme right-wing Vlaams Blok directs at migrants in
Belgium:: adapt or depart.
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thee contemporary 'reality' of assimilation, which entails neither purelv
organicistt assimilationism nor purely liberal 'tree' assimilation.

Spillover Spillover
Suchh a problematisation of the abstract distinction between culturalist
assimilationismm and liberal assimilation finds an empirical motivation in the
factt that thev quite easily transform into each other. For example, in the
Netherlands,, some of the policies which initially seemed to fall under the
headingg of encouraging liberal assimilation or de-ethnicised citizenship, and
whichh are therefore mentioned by Joppke and Morawska (2003) as examples of
neww ways of dealing with incorporation, have by now been depreciated into
moree literally assimilationist ones. Indeed, we may question whether some of
thee new Dutch policies with regard to immigrants can be justified from a liberal
standpoint.. Some policies that could stimulate the development of mixed
identitiess are actively discouraged, such as, for example, special education in
thee mother tongue for young children, but also self-comprehension in terms of
hybridity,, shared identities, etc., for first-generation immigrants.32 This may not
onlyy impair people's choices to participate in two cultural surroundings and to
blendd them as they wish, but it is also highly questionable that it meets the
requirementss of Joppke and Morawska's new definition of assimilation, i.e. the
'equalizationn of life chances'. For example, with regard to suppressing lessons
inn the mother tongue, it is questionable that 'equalization' will be the result.33
Therefore,, some of the measures mav only contribute to exclusion and socioeconomicc marginalisation. Generally, when citizenship is specifically advocated
forr immigrants, they risk being burdened with the obligation of being (much)
betterr citizens than long-time residents, which clearly contradicts the equality
thatt is sought.34
Inn public debates, too, a new assimilationism has emerged that is more
clearlyy an old-style assimilationism than Joppke and Morawska report. In these
debates,, dominated by feminists and right-wing liberals, it has become habitual
;::
Consider, tor example, a remark that is often made not onlv bv the extreme right wing but
alsoo bv liberal politicians in the Netherlands, namelv that migrants should make a choice
betweenn their two countries and not keep travelling back and forth to their home countries.
511
A friend of mine, Jantien Smit, who is a primarv school teacher in Amsterdam, reported that
everyonee in the field knows that economic downsizing has led to the suppression of mother
tonguee lessons, even though these lessons tend to enhance migrants' children's participation in
education. .
44
Mcinv people have argued that the mandatory civics courses in the Netherlands, which are
endorsedd bv Joppke and Morawska, demand more trom immigrants than is ever asked ot longtimee resident citizens.
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too link emancipatory arguments with contemptuous treatment of Muslim
immigrants.^^ Many participants in the debates, like the feminist and former
Muslimm Ayaan Ilirsi Ali, insist on Susan Okin's liberal critique of
multiculturalism.. Yet Hirsi Ali's concerns about minorities within Muslim
minoritiess coincide and even overlap with a changed political climate with
regardd to immigration, particularly Muslim immigration. Right-wing talk of the
Netherlandss as 'the drain of Europe' (Euro-commissioner Bolkestein in 2000)
camee to be seen as legitimate by more and more people and Muslims were
increasinglyy described as possible or even probable members of a (future) 'fifth
column'' (Pirn Fortuyn) that ought to 'integrate' more seriously and that should
makee a clear decision on Dutch citizenship.36 Although 'assimilation' as a
normativee concept was not often mentioned, Paul Schnabel, the director of the
Sociaal-CultureelSociaal-Cultureel Planbureau [Social and Cultural Planning Office of the
Netherlands],, did advocate it in a booklet entitled The Multicultural Illusion; Plea
forfor Adaptation and Assimilation (1998). A quote from this booklet that is in no
needd of comment reads: 'Niemand wil Turkse opvoedingsmethoden in
Nederlandd introduceren en niemand staat te juichen bij de Marokkaanse visie
opp de vrouw' [Nobody wants to introduce Turkish methods of upbringing to
thee Netherlands and nobody applauds the Moroccan view of women] (Schnabel
1999:: 15, my translation). Some basic anti-essentialism may do some good in
thiss context.
Thee class aspect of the actual problems is usually only taken into account in
ann inadequate manner. In 2001, I took part in a conference on ethno-religious
pluralismm organised by Veit Bader. One of the Dutch attendants told the
participantss in a workshop that in the 1960s, guest workers from Morocco
usuallyy had low education levels. Those who could hardly speak French and
weree therefore not welcome in France —as the attendant literally said, 'we did
nott have first choice' —were welcomed into the Netherlands. It was suggested
thatt this was done not only because the better-educated Moroccans chose to go
too France but also because the lower-educated migrants were considered good
candidatess for the available jobs, which only required a little education. David
Hollinger,, an American historian of African-American history, commented as
follows:: 'so vou have created an ethnic underclass'.
'"" For example when Avaan Hirsi Ali argued in a large op-ed piece in the quality newspaper
NRCNRC Handchblad that the abuse of immigrant women with an Islamic background could be
attributedd to the 'culture' of these immigrants. She suggested that integration be perceived in
termss of a 'civilisation process'. According to her, 'the migrant' should realise that he finds
himselff at 'a certain level of development and can advance bv behaving according to the morals
andd values of the countrv of residence.' His 'pre-modem' culture with its 'sedimented religious
perceptions'' must be shaken off and he should voluntarily assimilate to the Dutch culture of
'deliberationn and negotiation' (Hirsi Ali 2002, mv translation).
"" Prins (2004) has written a precise reconstruction and rhetorical analysis of these debates.
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Justt like their defence of liberal assimilation conceals a return of
assimilationism,, the liberal assimilationists' suggestion that de-ethnicised
citizenshipp has actually come into existence conceals the return of nationalistic
andd nationalising tendencies in citizenship policies in many European
countries.. While before September 11, it was already a little idealistic to suggest
thatt dual citizenship had become less problematic and that the 'liberal state was
finallyy getting liberal,' it has increasingly become so afterwards. Dual
citizenshipp has become less popular after September 11, and countries where
thiss concept was being experimented with often abolished those policies. The
North-Atlanticc Lockean 'zone of trade' is penetrated by small Hobbesian zones
off war at its borders and inside it. Examples of acute assimilationism and
exclusionaryy mechanisms that portray or treat aliens as 'others' instead of as
negotiators,, abound.
AA general concern about the loyalty of Muslims has been at stake in many
Europeann countries from September 11 onwards. This is not unreasonable for
securityy reasons, but it does gradually lead to an imaginary of war; precisely the
kindd of imaginary that Joppke and Morawska suggest has waned. This merely
provess that the liberal state cannot keep its promises in the contemporary
historicall context.
Inn conclusion, we need a subtle concept of assimilation to analyse those
formss of assimilationism that cannot easily be uncovered as such precisely
becausee they are called liberal. When we refuse to speak about assimilation,
thesee tendencies are likely to remain unnoticed. In that sense, I support the use
off the concept of assimilation, only with a critical perspective in mind and
withoutt a 'normative charge'.

2.66 Ingredients for a critical concept of assimilation
Inn conclusion to the first two chapters, I want to argue that a critical concept oi
assimilationn has three main levels: a sociological, an (inter-)subjective and a
historicall one.
(1)) In relation to the non-neutrality of the nation-state and the need to
analysee the occurrence of processes of cultural homogenisation at a sociological
level,, we need to use assimilation in a more sober empirical sense than both
Noiriell and the liberal assimilationists propose. Thev turn it into a 'normatively
charged'' concept bv using it as the central concept for designating the direction
off incorporation policies in general. Instead of suggesting that we should
'forget'' about assimilation's older sense of cultural homogenisation and shift
awavv from it, we should stick to this older sense but strip it of its normative use.
Thatt way, it can be used as an empirical concept to try to grasp the degree of
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voluntarinesss or force actually occurring in processes of cultural
homogenisationn (Bader 1998).
Suchh a definition of the concept is not founded on the assumption that
assimilationn is necessarily undesirable; this depends, as Bauboeck (1998a) has
argued,, on the question of w h e t h e r it takes place voluntarily. This voluntariness
hass at least three conditions. It requires, first, that people are not pressured to
shedd cultural practices just because they are not those of the majority. Second,
thatt majorities abstain from denying the existence of cultural b o u n d a r i e s to
whichh the members of minorities mav be more sensitive. And third, an
opennesss on the part of majority populations to revising their o w n views of
theirr culture, a requirement to which I will soon return. The norm of
voluntarinesss is not unproblematic: as w e will see in the next chapters when
analysingg Proust's view of assimilation, the actual degrees of voluntariness and
involuntarinesss in processes of assimilation are difficult to distinguish. This
shouldd not only complicate our u n d e r s t a n d i n g of w h a t assimilation means, but
alsoo our normative view of w h a t legitimate policies of incorporation are. A
furtherr question should be whether w e should keep calling a process of
voluntaryy adaptation 'assimilation'.
Withh regard to assimilation's relation to exclusion and segregation, it is
furthermoree crucial to recognise that a concept of assimilation should not only
helpp to analyse the process as it a p p e a r s from the point of view of the person
thatt assimilates, but also as it a p p e a r s from that of the majority. It is crucial that
thee members of majorities recognise the person w h o assimilates as 'one of them'
inn order to achieve a legitimate form of assimilation. Therefore, we h a v e to
considerr the majorities' reactions if w e w a n t to distinguish a legitimate form of
assimilationn from one that immediately implies exclusion (Bauboeck 1998a).
Thee extreme case that should be avoided—and remembered, as I will argue
inn the following chapters —according to Bauboeck, is w h a t h e calls 'the
n i g h t m a r e '' of Jewish assimilation. This concerned assimilation as a 'double
bind'' that the Jews w e r e forced into: m a n y of them voluntarily assimilated in
orderr to be recognised as full citizens, but once they had d o n e so and had lost
m u c hh of their former identities and institutions, they w e r e nevertheless rejected
bvv m a n y of the old-time m e m b e r s of the national culture (Bauboeck 1998a: 4 2 ) . v
177

This development is represented, a little schematically but still in a moving wav, in Istvan
Szabó'ss movie Sunshine - Em Haiaii von Soiwcttsclwin (1999). The film narrates how, within four
generations,, the Jewish-Hungarian Sonnenschein family fully assimilates into the Hungarian
nationall culture bv first, around 1900, changing their name into the Hungarian (and Latin)
'Sors',, and subsequently, one generation later, shedding the traces of their religious belonging
bvv becoming liberal Catholics. Before World War II, they are unable to answer the growing
threatt of anti-Semitism and Nazism by departing from the land with which thev had identified
soo strongly and which thev had come to trust, notwithstanding the many confrontations with
anti-Semitismm that thev lived through. After the war, the only surviving son identifies with
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Forr Bauboeck, this is a reason to stress the necessity of preventing a mechanism
thatt could lead in such a direction, leading him to a r g u e that 'the state should
tiee its own h a n d s ' and accept anyone w h o w a n t s to assimilate and become a
m e m b e rr of the cultural majority (42).
(2)) What the liberal assimilationists systematically avoid analysing, aside
fromm their sociological complexities in the context of the nation-state's nonneutrality,, are the subjective aspects of processes of assimilation, in particular
thee d e e p psychological pressures exercised u p o n individuals that Noiriel
consideredd essential for the process of assimilation. C o m p a r e d to Noiriel, the
liberall assimilationists lack a sensitivity to experiences of cultural hierarchy,
suchh as experiences of social exclusion, of longing for respect, of adaptation out
off longing for respect, or of taking a distance because of an experienced lack of
respect.. They neglect both theories of recognition such as H o n n e t h ' s (2001a; b)
andd analyses of the imprint of cultural power on subjectivities, ranging from
Bourdieuu (1979) to Butler (1997).^ In the previous section, I argued, against
Noiriel,, that these experiences may have u n d e r g o n e changes d u e to the
pluralisationn of contemporary societies, particularly since struggles for
recognitionn have taken place as a result of all k i n d s of social m o v e m e n t s and
culturall organisations. Yet it is highly questionable to suggest that experiences
off cultural hierarchy have ceased to exist; as I already mentioned in chapter
one,, w h a t is at stake is a complicated interaction between cultural p o w e r and
agency. .
Thiss u n a w a r e n e s s of the subjective aspects of processes of cultural
homogenisationn m a y relate to the focus of the liberal assimilationists. Although
theyy d o address the topic at several disciplinary levels at once (macrosociologically,, political-theoretically, historically), they avoid a focus on
individuall experience. We have seen that Noiriel came to his view of the
psychologicall costs of the process of assimilation thanks to his interest in
individuall narratives and literary accounts of w h a t it means to be treated like
s o m e o n ee who does not (entirely) belong. The liberal assimilationists, however,
e v a d ee the perspective of the individual. Brubaker justifies this choice by writing
thatt a concentration on assimilation as a process at a subjective level is not
necessaryy any longer, because the relevance of assimilation as a 'conscious
activity'' (2001: 543) was d e p e n d e n t on the brand of assimilationism practised

assimilationn once more bv adhering to communism. Only after the communist deception does
hee start to rediscover his lewish background. This is when he changes his name back into
Sonnenschein. .
"" For all the differences between these scholars' theories of the wavs in which subjectivities are
structuredd by existing power relations, thev all clearlv debunk the liberal mvth that free choice
iss the result ot the liberalisation of societies. In the chapters on Proust, I will return to the
subtletiess of cultural power and our abilities to negotiate them.
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priorr to World War II. For contemporary historians and social scientists, he
writes,, assimilation is an 'emergent tendential property of social processes at an
aggregatee level, rather than something that happens (consciously or
unconsciously)) at the level of individual persons' (543). Its ideal type is the
contemporaryy legitimate concept of assimilation, which does not designate a
processs undergone by one person but by a multi-generational population, a
processs that can occur without any individual-level assimilation.>l
However,, it is at least plausible that assimilation at a subjective level,
consciouslyy but also unconsciously, has not been overcome entirely —if only
becausee of the fact that, as Noiriel argued, assimilation is a social process that
hass some specificities for migrants, but that, due to its link with modern
(educational)) institutions, also has more general characteristics that no one in
modernn society can escape from. Since Brubaker admits that assimilation as an
activityy at a subjective level can have tragic ambiguities and ambivalences, I
proposee we evaluate the usefulness of trying to learn more about these
ambivalences,, particularly as we cannot be sure that this process no longer
exists.. Brubaker mentions the ambivalences of Jewish assimilation in Europe
priorr to World War II as a specific example. I propose to scrutinise what the
memoryy of these ambivalences of assimilation could still teach us by discussing
thee work of Marcel Proust. An additional reason for analysing the occurrence of
assimilationn in his work is related to the last aspect of a critical concept of
assimilation,, which is the historical one.
(3)) The liberal assimilationists can deny the relevance of the old concept of
assimilationn for contemporary societies by constructing two analogous
conceptuall oppositions and then projecting them onto history. First, they create
ann opposition between what assimilation means in a culturally homogeneous
statee and what it means in a pluralised liberal state, and, second, an analogous
oppositionn between ethnic citizenship and de-ethnicised citizenship. They
projectt these abstract theoretical oppositions onto history by contrasting preWorldd War II assimilationism with the new liberal assimilation, and,
analogously,, pre-World War II ethnicised citizenship with contemporary deethnicisedd and dual citizenship.
II start from the thesis that it might be crucial to consider the memory of
Europe'ss assimilationist past and its vicissitudes more seriously if 'we' want to
actt differently this time around. In the construction of the abstract opposition of
de-ethnicisedd citizenship and ethnic, nationalist group-identifications that I
havee just tried to unravel, the narcissism of contemporary liberalism is
complementedd by a projection of its imagined perfection onto the counter!MM

The example of this, tor Brubaker (20(11), is the tact that the use of language can change within
aa few generations without anv person consciously choosing to stop speaking one language and
speakk only the language of the country of arrival.
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imagee of the culturally homogenous nation-state in the past. Both images deny
deepp inequalities and tensions inherent in actual, but perhaps even more in past
societies.. While the image of the contemporary liberal state denies cultural and
sociall conflicts by exaggerating its achievements in overcoming them, the mvth
off the homogeneous past denies them by simply forgetting them. If we only
thinkk of France's past, it is clear that homogenising policies have existed, but
homogeneityy has not. 'La ficvrc hexagonale' even drove pre-World War II France
intoo conflicts of dimensions that we can hardly imagine, if only because of the
amountt of deaths they caused.40 Both images should be nuanced, and this can
bee achieved by thwarting the neutral self-image of Europe in a confrontation
withh its own complex history of assimilation.
Particularlyy in Europe, such a pluralising turn in cultural memorv is crucial.
Joppkee and Morawska rightly signal that European countries have not defined
themselvess as multicultural in general, but only with regard to their minorities.
Butt they draw a very hasty and, in my view, inaccurate conclusion from this
observationn when they argue that this should lead to a reintroduction of
assimilation.. Instead, I think it is necessary for European countries to start
thinkingg about ways of extending multiculturalism to their majority cultures,
particularlyy in how they conceive of their respective histories. As Bauboeck has
argued,, 'multiculturalism has emphasized rights and autonomy, but sidesteppedd the more difficult task of changing established conceptions of
nationhoodd among native majority populations in such a way that immigrants
cann come to share common identities without having to fully assimilate' (2001:
10).. Particularly in Europe, with its assimilationist and simultaneously
exclusionistt histories, it is important to start remembering these histories, for it
mightt be a necessary condition for a pluralisation of European societies in
general. .
Inn the next two chapters, I want to contribute to such a programme of
memoriall self-reflection. I will do so by scrutinising the vicissitudes and
complexitiess of nineteenth-century assimilationist France as it was perceived
andd narrated by Marcel Proust. Through our reading of his work and its
contextualisationn in nineteenth-centurv France, we will be able to explore his
subtlee account of one of the most important European experiences with
assimilation.. The French Jews were not regarded as a minority in Republican

'"'" This is the title of a book bv the French historian Michel VVinock (1987) in which he analyses
sixx revolutionary and very violent moments in French history between 1886 and 1968, which is
preciselyy the period of which Joppke and Morawska claim that it was the hevdav of the
homogeneouss nation-state. In the Netherlands, the historians Leo Lucassen and VVim Willems
havee argued that the romantic projection of a homogeneous nation that would have existed
beforee immigration reveals the short-term memorv of contemporary alarmist view's of
immigration. .
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Francee and, during the nineteenth century, the members of this group for the
mostt part assimilated by their own wish and belief in the ideals of the Republic,
whichh had promised them precisely <a 'de-ethnicised' (and, for that matter, 'dereligionised')) and equal membership. This exploration may also help us to
nuancee the caricatural view of pre-World War II assimilationism. As I argued
before,, it is too easy to suggest that we have left behind its practical and moral
problems.. It is precisely the link between republican, universalist citizenship
andd assimilationism as it has existed in France that Joppke and Morawska fail to
addresss when they locate the causes of assimilationism exclusively within
explicitlyy ethnic definitions of citizenship.
Thee memory of the complex relation between assimilationism and republican
citizenshipp may help us to grasp what is necessary to find a via media between a
'rough'' concept of assimilation as a necessarily violent process of national
homogenisationn (whether of a republican or an ethnic brand) and an overly
idealisticc concept of assimilation that suggests there exists a natural balance
betweenn assimilation and multicuituralism in contemporary liberal societies.
Whatt is the relation between expectations with regard to assimilation and
mechanismss of exclusion and marginalisation? At the very least we have to get
aa better grasp on the gap between the promise of de-ethnicised citizenship and
thee practices with regard to the distribution of ethnic and religious power in the
reall world that it encounters. In Transit I and the next two chapters, I will try to
forgee an understanding of assimilation, exclusion and the dynamism between
thee two as it is explored in the work of Marcel Proust.
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Thee following two chapters are founded on the assumption that a critical
rethinkingg of Jewish assimilation in nineteenth-century France—or the process
whichh has been interpreted as such —is important for an assessment of the
morall legitimacy and practical wisdom of (re)introducing a liberalassimilationistt discourse in the European context. I will try to contribute to such
aa rethinking by scrutinising the ways in which assimilation's practical and
discursivee effects appear in Proust's oeuvre, and particularly in his novel A la
rechercherecherche du temps perdu [In Search of Lost Time], which was written between 1909
andd 1922.' This novel allots a central place to the position of the Jews in the
earlyy French Third Republic (1870-1940), often in relation to the Dreyfus Affair
(1894-1906).22 Several political philosophers, among them Hannah Arendt,
commentedd on Proust's oeuvre when they sought to understand the nineteenthcenturyy roots of what Walter Benjamin called the 'highly precarious structure of
assimilation'' of the French Jews (Adorno and Benjamin 1999 [1940]: 329), and
whatt Theodor Adorno, more radically and after Auschwitz, called the 'failed
[gescheiterte]] emancipation' of the European Jews (Adorno 1994 [1954]: 98).

11

Proust's oeuvre was written approximately between 1N90 and 1922. The first notes and
'cahiers'' for the Recherche are rewritings of his earlier work Ctmtre Sainte-Beuvc.
22
In this Affair, a Jewish captain in the French army was falsely accused of treasonous
connectionss with the Germans after the traumatising Franco-German War of 1870-71. I will later
providee a more detailed account of the Drevfus Affair.
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Byy commenting on Proust's representation of patterns of assimilation and on
somee of these earlier interpretations, I seek to obtain a clear and nuanced view
off the vicissitudes of the 'emancipation' project of the French Jews, particularly
withh regard to the exclusionary tendencies that they were confronted with in
thee context of the Dreyfus Affair. In relation to my critical notes on Morawska
andd Joppke's distinction between liberal and nationalist assimilation discussed
inn chapter two, I will first examine the relation between assimilationism and the
riskk of nevertheless being confronted with segregationist or exclusionary
tendencies,, and second, scrutinise how homogenising or liberal the pressures
actuallyy were at the time. What did these pressures imply for the relations
betweenn individuals, societal groups and the state, and for the opportunities for
individualss to perform both as members or participants in specific social groups
andd as citizens? Here it will turn out that the crucial problems were often
relatedd to the ways in which the 'secularisation' and modernisation of Judaism
hadd been motivated in Enlightenment discourses, and to the practical effects of
thesee discourses on intercultural relations, mainly among Catholics and Jews, in
thee course of the nineteenth century.

ReadingReading the novel in the context of memory
Tracingg the 'modern' origins of citizenship and its corollaries 'emancipation'
andd 'assimilation,' could make us aware of certain proclivities in the history of
thesee concepts that tend to be forgotten in sociological and political theoretical
discoursess on migration, and that may provide us with an important genealogy
too the contemporary debates on ethno-religious diversity. However, I will not
proceedd by drawing immediate historical analogies between assimilationism in
thee French Third Republic and contemporary debates on assimilation, or
betweenn contemporary liberal discussions of citizenship and the dominant
conceptt of republican citizenship in nineteenth-century France. The nineteenthcenturyy French concept of citizenship was a reflection of Jean-Jacques
Rousseau's,, based on an abstract divide between the particular (the private) and
thee genera] (the public), and, as such, was far less differentiated than today's
conceptss and practices of citizenship.
Insteadd of tracing immediate analogies, I would like to invite the reader to
testt out what I call the 'recognisability' of Proust's representation of experiences
off assimilation.3 I suggest that this recognisability embodies the qualities of a
Afterr previously publishing some of the following material as articles, it struck me several
timess that many readers, with very different backgrounds, academic and non-academic,
reportedd that they had imagined or sensed analogies with present-dav situations for
immigrants,, particularly Muslims.
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historicall metaphor. In a reflection on 'the abuses of memory' in the context of
thee memory of the Shoah, Tzvetan Todorov (1998) has pleaded for a
comparativee use of memory in which historical events are not read in a literal
way,, but, without denying the singularity of the event, in an exemplary,
metaphoricall way.4 One of the objectives of such a reading is to 'draw a lesson'
fromm the comparison. I would like to add to Todorov's proposal that reading
metaphoricallyy not just produces analogies from which we can draw a lesson
intellectually.. A metaphorical interpretation of historical events touches on
importantt moral-affective layers of our experience as well. Thus, it can modify
ourr insight in more significant, and perhaps more effective ways than mere
intellectuall argument.
Here,, a preliminary remark should be made. The affective layer in historical
metaphorr is especially attendant when we associate the Jews' pre-war
circumstancess with the contemporary circumstances of immigrants from other
backgrounds,, because of the moral charge present in any reference to the
experiencess of the European Jews and because of the exceptional cruelty and
systematicityy of anti-Semitism, which was particularly vigorous in Third
Republicc France.s I bring up the memory of Jewish assimilation in France not to
relativisee the particularity of Franco-Jewish history or to moralise contemporary
normativee views of immigration which 'dare' to mention assimilation as a
normativee option. Suggesting that assimilationism would inevitably lead to
finall exclusion or even extermination would be to suggest a structural causality
inn history and to neglect the many factors that produce its contingencies.
However,, I do think that we should dare to associate the history of French
nineteenth-centuryy assimilation with the contemporary resurgence of
assimilationn and strong concepts of integration as (latently) normative concepts,
44

Theories of cultural memory have emphasised that the structure of memory itself is
metaphorical;; we can never retrieve events in their singularity. Memory always involves a
complexx relation between personal experience, cultural representation, and shared histories. It
dependss on re-articulations and re-enactments, and its performative dimensions of transmission
andd testimony entangle it with present-day political interests. 'The mode of memory is recherche
ratherr than recuperation. The temporal status of any act of memory is always the present and
nott (...) the past itself, even though all memory in some ineradicable sense is dependant on
somee past event or experience' (Huvssen 1995: 3; see also Baronian, Besser and Jansen 2005).
"" For example in the works of the Edouard Drumont and Urbain Gohier, which remain
exceptionall in their systematic hatefulness towards the Jews and which we should distinguish
fromm contemporary xenophobic theories about Muslims —or Jews, for that matter (for analyses
off the work of Drumont, see Winock 1998; Birnbaum 1993). However, in a lecture to the Dutch
Societyy of Romanists on April 16, 2005, Esther Benbassa told the audience that a doctoral
studentt in her department, who recently wrote a thesis comparing contemporary critiques of
'Islam'' with these old-fashioned anti-Semitic theories, argues that there are in fact many
analogiess between the two, although the continuous association of the Jews with money forms
ann exception.
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and,, as we will see, also with certain aspects of secularism.
Whatt may make us less critical towards contemporary tendencies of
assimilationismm is a certain (quite understandable) focus, when it comes to
Jewishh history in Europe, on the Shoah and the subsequent projection of the
Shoahh back into the past, as if it constituted the unavoidable direction of this
history.. The nineteenth century, which produced the origins of the violence,
thenn seems far removed from today, because it produced horrors so awful that
wee cannot imagine anything similar occurring in contemporary Europe."
However,, focusing on the French nineteenth centurv itself, we may be able to
recognisee a lot more, both ideologically and affectively, than we would expect,
andd I think that we can learn important lessons from such a comparison.
Ronaldd Schechter (2003) has recently argued, specifically with regard to the
historiographyy of eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century France, that we
shouldd be careful about projecting the Shoah back onto European historv.
Borrowingg a term from the literary historian Michael Bernstein, Schechter
warnss against the 'teleological' presentation of Jewish history as one of 'victimsin-waiting'' (2003: 4). He argues that the position of 'the collective victim of past
crimes'' may lead to an 'imagined separation' that runs the 'risk of ghettoising
thee Jews' (2003: 260). However, I am not convinced that, as Schechter proposes,
wee could methodologically 'torget/shachoch' rather than 'remember/zakhor' the
Shoahh for the moment of our rereading of post-revolutionary Jewish history in
Francee in order to develop a less teleological interpretation (2003: 3). Such a
methodd of momentary forgetfulness—even if it were possible, which I d o u b t mayy lead to a reification of the Shoah and its isolation from the history (or
histories)) that preceded it. In this sense, it mirrors the overly singular use of
memoryy criticised by Todorov. Moreover, it leads to an isolation of the period
underr scrutiny. A different methodology, which I try to pursue, would be to
alloww ourselves to trace a repetitive experience when studying the nineteenthcenturyy French history of emancipation. In practically everything we read, we
sense,, on the one hand, the direction the future will take, but, on the other hand,
byy reading carefully, we can also trace the manv moments of contingency and
complexityy that make it impossible to imagine the Shoah as the single terrifying
tclostclos of this history. This may lead us to the thesis that it was a risk which
actualisedd itself because of specific circumstances, and that, consequently, we
mustt study the nineteenth centurv with this in mind.
"" On tin.' problematics of a moral pedagogy based on the 'lessons' of the Shoah, see Ido de Haan
(1498)) in an essay on Steven Spielberg's feature film Sdiimilcr't List. A decontextualised
pedagogyy of the Shoah mav cause us to neglect to analyse the processes that led to the lews'
exclusion,, and prevent us from becoming sensible to comparable risks in the present (see also
dee Haan 1997). Benbassa stressed the same point in the lecture mentioned in the previous
footnote. .
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Theree are good reasons for remembering the ambivalent history oï assimilation
particularlyy in the French context, because of the continuities in the ways in
whichh France has dealt with its minorities from the start of the Republic
onwards.. This continuity has been analysed by historians of Franco-Judaism
suchh as Birnbaum (1998) and Benbassa (2003), whose views I will discuss in the
coursee of the following chapters. They suggest, in different ways, that the
memoryy of the ambivalence of Franco-Judaism is crucial for an evaluation of
thee Republic's suggested neutrality, also in relation to present-day debates
aboutt neutrality in the context of Islam. The most important reason is that it
enabless us to bring to light how the causes of French anti-Semitism lay not
exclusivelyy in the right wing's refusal to accept the Republic, but also in the
historicalhistorical dynamics leading to fanaticism on the sides of both the Catholic Reaction and
thethe Republic. It makes it possible to understand that not only the explicitly antiSemiticc Catholic proponents of the restoration of the Christian state, but also the
putativelyy neutral republican state itself (or rather, the process of centralisation
judgedd necessary to achieve it), played a role in creating the 'highly precarious
structuree of assimilation' of the French Jews —and eventually, with all the
differencess between the diverse countries taken into account, also more
generallyy of the European Jews.
Thiss insight has been summarised, somewhat too radically and in a way that
willl be nuanced in the chapters to follow, by the French philosopher and
sociologistt Shmuel Trigano, when he wrote that
1'antisémitismee francais du XIXe siècle, puis du XXe siècle, a ses sources
(secretes)) dans la République du XVIIIe siècle, dans Ie mythe republican,
révolutionnaire,, dans Ie principe même de la Declaration des droits de
1'hommee et du citoyen; j'ajouterais: malgré soi (...) L'antisémitisme se salira
less mains, ce que jamais ne fit la République mais ce qu'elle rendit possible
abstraitementt et en principe (Trigano 1982, quoted from Birnbaum 1988: 47,
pagee reference to Trigano is missing in the quote).
[nineteenth-centuryy and, subsequently, twentieth-century French antiSemitismm has its (secret) sources in the eighteenth-century Republic, in the
republican,, revolutionary myth, in the principle of the Rights of Man and the
Citizenn itself; I would add: in spite of itself (...) Anti-Semitism got its hands
dirty,, something the Republic never did, but which it made possible in the
abstractt and in principle (mv translation).]
Followingg Schechter's criticism of a teleological reading of French-Jewish
history,, we might object to Trigano's interpretation. To argue that the Republic
containedd the sources —'abstraitement et en principe'—of twentieth-centurv
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anti-Semitism,, is quite a teleological interpretation. Schechter explicitly
mentionss Trigano, who considers the Jews of post-revolutionary France
'hostagess of the universal', as one of the representatives of the teleological
interpretationn of Jewish history (2003: 4). My hypothesis, to be explored in the
followingg chapters through reading Proust, is rather that the central problem
layy in the position that the Jews, as a minority, came to occupy within the
dynamicss of the struggle between the Republican and the Catholic Reaction in
thee course of the nineteenth and early twentieth century.
However,, analysing the ambivalence of Franco-Judaism nevertheless offers
ann important lever for a critique of the suggestion that a certain Islamophobia in
today'ss France is only a product of the nationalist extreme right wing, rather
thann also of the Republic itself. In this sense, I think Asad is correct in
suggestingg that 'the attempt to shift the entire question of "anti-Semitism" to
thee "social danger of Islamism" (...) has the comforting effect of diverting
attentionn away from the historical prejudice against Jews in the Republic and
awayy from the more general problem of unity in a modern secular state' (Asad
2004:: 3). In this context, the chapters on Proust are also a preparation for the
chapterss on laicite, where I will discuss the ways in which contemporary liberal
secularismm continues and redirects the problems of assimilation and FrancoJudaism. .

TheThe Proustian prism
AA specific reason for reading Proust's work, already brought up in the
introduction,, is that it helps us to acquire an insight into the subjective and
intersubjectivee ambivalences of assimilation, which may affect our evaluation of
itss political and moral merits at a convoluted level. The literary character of his
work,, and his deployment of intertextuality and metaphor in particular, makes
itit possible to study the complicated social and political effects of the 'ideal' of
assimilationn in a way that includes its effects on social imaginaries. Proust's
workk enables us to acquire an insight into multi-levelled effects of assimilation(ism)) in such a way that it does not remain strictly tied to the specificities of the
historicall situation it represents. I do not mean to suggest that we can abstract
anyy essential or transhistorical concept of experiencing assimilation from my
reading.. Yet, Proust's presentation of the discursive effects of assimilation's
societall and political promises may lead us to recognise aspects of assimilation
thatt are not entirely bound up with the specific historical situation of
nineteenth-centuryy France, and to develop a more critical attitude toward
present-dayy proposals for liberal assimilation.
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Thee Recherche is structured as a long first-person narrative by a protagonist who
iss identified as Marcel only twice within the novel's 3,000 pages. For the sake of
thee liveliness of my account of Proust's work, I will write 'Marcel' when
referringg to this protagonist at the moment of experience, and 'narrator' when
alludingg to him writing his memoires/memories. Please note, however, that the
usee of the name 'Marcel' does not implv that I read the novel as a first-person
narrative,, even a fictionalised one, by the author Marcel Proust. The novel
makess no attempt to give a realistic account of the life of a person, not even an
imaginedd one —it in fact follows an explicitly anti-realistic, perspectivist
poetics.77 'Marcel' is an extremely passive character entirely adapted to the
necessitiess of the Proustian procédé of memorial writing between sense
experiencee and reflection. This also makes it impossible to neatly distinguish
betweenn Marcel and the narrator. Moreover, though the narrator sometimes
interweavess essayistic, objectifying moments of reflection, which at first sight
appearr to halt the narrative, these essayistic moments are always imbricated in
aa certain narrative structure that places them in a social perspective (Descombes
1996).. In the chapters to follow, we will see that Proust constantly undermines
thesee 'theoretical' passages by introducing others that contradict them, and by
enclosingg them in narratives that reveal the social desires which give them their
diversee directions.8
Ass far as the relationship of the novel to history is concerned, here too the
narrativee and its requirements, rather than the wish to provide a historical
account,, determine the shape of the novel (Kristeva 1993; Hassine 1996). Proust
wass particularly fascinated by the structure of the fairy tale, which features
sociall reversal and sudden change instead of the presumed continuity and
causall structure of natural and positivistically understood historical 'reality'.
Thiss does not mean, however, that the novel's structure is a-political or ahistorical;; rather, Proust regularly suggests that historical reality, at certain
moments,, shares characteristics with the fairv tale. The novel mimics Proust's
philosophicall take on human history, which, against the realism and positivism
dominantt in the French nineteenth century, is sensitive to the contingencies and
discontinuitiess of history and society. This becomes particularly evident from
hiss reflections on the temporal structures of social change in the Dreyfus Affair.
Veryy briefly summarised, the Dreyfus Affair, crucial to Proust's view of
history,, unfolded as follows. In October 1894, Alfred Drevfus, a captain in the
Frenchh army, was accused of high treason; he was said to have procured
militaryy information for the Germans. His family was one of the many Jewish
AA poetics which had been developed by Proust himself in his Contre Saiiitc-lk'trcc, which
opposedd the French writer Sainte-Beuve's arguments for realism.
"" Miekc Bal (1997) has extensively and subtly studied the complicated movements and
standstillss of these desires.
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familiess that originated from Germany. They had lived on the border in Alsace
forr decades already, and then, after emancipation, gradually advanced socially
andd moved to Paris. From the beginning it was clear that the evidence on which
thee accusation of Dreyfus was based was unreliable, but it took five years for
Dreyfuss to be released from Devil's Island, where he was exiled and badly
maltreated.. Only after twelve years of struggle on the part of his family and an
increasingg number of so-called Drevfusards was his innocence finally
established,, in 1906.
Thee fact that Dreyfus was Jewish played an important role in the suspicions
castt upon him. Dreyfus himself was convinced of this from the moment he was
accused.. After the first interrogation, he was said to have cried out: 'My only
crimee is to have been born a Jew!' ([apocryphically?]9 quoted in Burns 1992:
123).. The anti-Semitic press, headed by Edouard Drumont, revealed Dreyfus's
Jewishh identity on November 1st, before any details about the precise
accusationn had become available. However, the role of anti-Semitism was never
acknowledgedd by the army and the government, and it was not made into an
aspectt of the struggle by his family and lawyers. This made it difficult to
addresss it, even after the Affair had grown into a major political row
throughoutt France. It also made it especially difficult to be a Dreyfusard when
onee was Jewish, as this invariably incurred the accusation that one was only a
Dreyfusardd because of group ties—an accusation that the army and government
wouldd never extend to themselves, for they always retained a pretence of strict
neutrality. .
Inn the context of the Dreyfus Affair, Proust often compares society to a
kaleidoscope,, both in his letters and in the Recherche. In reflecting on the Affair,
thee narrator writes that when Marcel was a toddler, no worldly salon
dominatedd by the aristocracy would ever have received a Republican, let alone
aa Jewish Republican. A few years later (at the time of his first communion), this
wass very different and Jews, who were identified with Republicans in general,
weree admitted into high society. But then, after the Dreyfus Affair started,
everythingg changed once more. The narrator writes:
Mais,, pareille aux kaleidoscopes qui tournent de temps en temps, la société
placee successivement de facon différente des elements qu'on avait crus
immuabless et compose une autre figure. Je n'avais pas encore fait ma
premièree communion, que des dames bien pensantes avaient la stupefaction
dee rencontrer en visite une Juive elegante. Ces dispositions nouvelles du
kaleidoscopee sont produites par ce qu'un philosophe appelerait un

"" I never encountered this phrase in French accounts of the Affair, and Burns is a little negligent
withh regard to his references in other places as well.
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changementt de critère. L'affaire Dreyfus en amena un nouveau, a une
époquee un peu postérieure a celle oü je commencais a aller chez Mme
Swann,, et le kaleidoscope renversa une fois de plus ses petits losanges
colorés.. Tout ce qui était juif passa en bas, füt-ce la dame élégante, et des
nationalistess obscurs montèrent prendre sa place (Proust 1989:1, 507-08).
[But,, like a kaleidoscope which is every now and then given a turn, society
arrangess successively in different orders elements which one would have
supposedd immutable, and composes a new pattern. Before I had made my
firstt Communion, right-minded ladies had had the stupefying experience of
meetingg an elegant Jewess while paying a social call. These new
arrangementss of the kaleidoscope are produced by what a philosopher
wouldd call a 'change of criterion'. The Dreyfus Affair brought about another,
att a period rather later than that in which I began to go to Mme Swann's, and
thee kaleidoscope once more reversed its coloured lozenges. Everything
Jewish,, even the elegant lady herself, went down, and various obscure
nationalistss rose to take its place (Proust 1996: II, 103).]
Thiss reflection is not just the fanciful interpretation of history by a novelist
concernedd with adapting historical reality to the needs of his creativity at the
expensee of 'realism', as some critics have suggested (Hassine 1996). Rather, it is
thee projection back into the novel of the experience of the contingency and fairy
tale-likee structure of certain historical moments, in opposition to a
positivisticallyy understood causal structure of history. In a letter from 1906,
whenn Dreyfus had finally been officially rehabilitated, Proust develops the
followingg reflection:
III est curieux de penser que pour une fois la vie—qui 1'est si peu—est
romanesque.. Hélas, depuis ces dix ans, nous avons eu tous dans nos vies
bienn des chagrins, bien des deceptions, bien des tortures. Et pour aucun de
nouss ne va sonner une heure oü nos chagrins seront changes en ivresses, nos
deceptionss en realisations inespérées, et nos tortures en triomphes délicieux.
Jee serai de plus en plus malade, les étres que j'ai perdus me manqueront de
pluss en plus, tout ce que j'avais pu rever de la vie me sera de plus en plus
inaccessible.. Mais pour Dreyfus et pour Picquart, il n'en est pas ainsi. La vie
aa été pour eux 'providentielle', a la faqon des contes de fees et des roman
feuilletons.. C'est que nos tristesses reposaient sur des vérités, des vérités
physiologiques,, des vérités humaines et sentimentales. Pour eux, les peines
reposaientt sur des erreurs. Bienheureux ceux qui sont victimes d'erreurs
judiciairess ou autres! Ce sont les seuls humains pour qui il v ait des
revanchess et des reparations! (Proust 1989: VI, 159, et note 3, quoted from
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Fraissee 1996: 331).
[Itt is strange to think that life, for once, even if onlv a little, is like a novel.
Alas,, during these ten years [of the Dreyfus Affair], all of us have known
plentyy of pains, deceptions, and tortures in our lives. And for none of us
theree will be an hour at which our pains will transform into jovful
drunkenness,, our deceptions into unexpected actualisations, and our tortures
intoo delicious triumphs. I will be more and more ill, I miss those I have lost
moree and more, and everything that I could have dreamt of in life will
becomee increasingly inaccessible. But for Dreyfus and for Picquart, it is not
likee that. Life has been 'providential' for them in the way fairv tales and
feuilletonn novels are. This is because our miseries are founded on truths, on
physiologicall truths, on human and sentimental truths. For them, the pains
weree founded on errors. How happy are the victims of juridical or other
errors.. They are the only ones for whom revenge and reparations are
possible!! (my translation)]
Thee fascination for the 'Romanesque' and its fairy tale structures, however,
needss a qualification. It does not at all imply a benign or naïve view of society
orr history, but rather the contrary. This insight has been incisively formulated
byy Malcolm Bowie, when he wrote that 'this novelist who places himself inside
aa subjectivity and on the margins of the political world is able to represent
politicss as a cruel dreamlike charade' (Bowie 1995: 132).'"
Inn my comments on the Recherche, I follow its fairy tale aspect by retelling the
storyy as if the characters portrayed actually existed and as if the novel gives an
accountt of their history. I do so on purpose. Permitting ourselves to follow the
narrativee and to interpret it somewhat over-realistically makes it possible to
combinee theoretical reflection with the immersion into the imaginative aspects
off historical experience to which Proust introduces his readers. We lose this
whenn we force our readings to constantly reflect our consciousness of the
novel'ss constructed character and of the 'differences' between theorv, historv
andd narrative.

"" For his exploration of the time structures of sudden change, reification, repetition and its
cruelties,, Proust was inspired bv the narrative structure of the Arabian Nights, in which the
sultan'ss compulsively and dailv repeated murder of his mistresses can onlv be ruptured by the
storiess of Shéherazade (see Van Leeuwen 2005). I will return to this aspect of cruelty in chapter
seven,, which traces Proust's rewriting of the fairv tale of the 'Red Shoes' in the context of
Swarm'ss experiences at the time of the Drevfus Affair.
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Quandd les systèmes philosophiques qui contiennent le plus de vérité sont
dictéss a leurs auteurs, en dernière analyse, par une raison de sentiment,
commentt supposer que, dans une simple affaire politique comme 1'affaire
Dreyfus,, des raisons de ce genre ne puissent, a 1'insu du raisonneur,
gouvernerr sa raison? (Proust 1989: II, 593)
[Whenn we find that the systems of philosophy which contain the most truths
weree dictated to their authors, in the last analysis, by reasons of sentiment,
howw are we to suppose that in a simple affair of politics like the Dreyfus
affairr reasons of that sort may not, unbeknown to the reasoner, have ruled
hiss reason? (Proust 1996: III, 340)]

3.11 A grandfather's hum
Inn the first volume of the Recherche, the first part of which is called Combray after
thee village where the protagonist's family has a country house and spends its
holidays,, the narrator tells us about his friendship as an adolescent with his
schoolmatee Alfred Bloch.1 In this chapter, I read the narrator's account of
Ass I explained in Transit I, I write 'Marcel' when referring to the protagonist at the moment of
experience,, and 'narrator' when alluding to the protagonist writing his memoires/memories.
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Bloch'ss visits to his family/ and contextualise it as a literary reflection on crucial
elementss in the process of Jewish assimilation in France.
Thee first thing we learn about the friendship between Marcel and Bloch is
thatt it is founded on long and high-flown discussions about their favourite
topic:: literature. The young Marcel raves about the enigmatic certainties that
Blochh holds about difficult aesthetic questions, such as, for example, his view
thatt poetry is all the more beautiful when it signifies less. However, after some
time,, there is not much time available for their discussions any longer, since
Blochh is not invited to the house again, although he was heartily received at
first.. In order to explain whv his family's attitude towards Bloch changed, the
narratorr first recounts how his grandfather usually displayed some peculiar
behaviourr upon receiving his friends. The grandfather in fact subscribed to the
theoryy that whenever Marcel wanted to bring home a friend,
c'étaitt toujours un juif, ce qui ne lui eüt pas déplu en principe — même son
amii Swann était d'origine juive — s'il n'avait trouvé que ce n'était pas
d'habitudee parmi les meilleurs que je le choisissais (1987: I, 90).
[thatt friend was invariably a Jew; to which he [the grandfather] would not
havee objected on principle —indeed his own friend Swann was of Jewish
extraction—hadd he not found that the Jews whom I chose as friends were not
usuallyy of the best type (1996: I, 107)].
Thee narrator does not explain what the grandfather found objectionable about
thesee friends, but we may learn something about his expectations and norms bv
scrutinisingg the short performance with which he confronts the visitor in front
off Marcel. The narrator describes how, whenever a new friend entered the
house,, the grandfather would nearly always strike up
'OO Dieu de nos Pères' de La Juive ou bien: 'Israel romps ta chaine', ne
chantantt que 1'air naturellement (Ti la lam ta lam, talim), mais j'avais peur
quee mon camarade ne le connut et ne rétablït les paroles (1987: I, 90).
['Ohh God of our fathers' from La Juive, or else 'Israel break thv chains',
singingg the tune alone, of course, to an "um-ti-tum-ti turn, tra-la", but I used
too be afraid that mv friend would recognise it and be able to reconstruct the
wordss (1996: I, 107).] :

::

Li juive (1 H3r>) was a popular opera at the time, composed bv Jacques Fromental Halevv to a
librettoo of Eugene Scribe, while the line 'Israel romps ta chaine' is from the opera Summon ct
DtililaDtilila (1877) by Camille Saint-Saens (L/i/imis CI' 1987).
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Bvv humming these tunes upon the visitor's entrance, the grandfather instantly
createss an atmosphere of 'hidden difference' around Jewishness, which is
simultaneouslyy shared by both Marcel and the guest. The words of the arias
themselvess make it even more justifiable that Marcel fears his guests
recognisingg them, as thev recall a Christian, medieval representation of the
Jews.. The remainder of the verse from La Juive goes as follows:
OO Dieu de nos Peres,
Toii qui nous éclaires,
Parmii nous descends!
OO Dieu de nos Peres,
Cachee nos mystères
AA 1'oeil des méchants. (Acte I, scène 1).
[OO God of our Fathers,
Thouu who illuminates us
Pleasee come down to us again!
Ohh God of our Fathers,
Hidee our mysteries
Fromm the eyes of the wicked men! (my translation)] :'
Thee verse clearly broaches a cultural memory of self-separation and enmity.
Thee prayer asks that the mysteries of the people of Israel be hidden from the
vieww of 'outsiders', the méchants, and the outsiders connoted in the opera are
mediaevall Christians. Humming precisely this aria from this opera adds several
layerss to the grandfather's performance, to the point of making it impossible to
distinguishh his intentions from the web of references that he brings up. 4 As a
firstt layer, the grandfather hums an aria intended for a Jewish voice, which
pointss to his fascination, even identification, with Jewish mystery. His
performancee recalls Julia Kristeva's (1989) explanation for the projection of our
ownn 'foreignness' to ourselves onto those we perceive as 'strangers'.
AA second, ironic layer is added upon considering that the story of the opera
portravss medieval Catholicism as the crueller faction in comparison with the

I have quoted these verses trom {Edition* GF 1987; I: 593). The last part of
quotedd trom (1996: II, 847), where these verses reappear.
44
leme van der Poel greatlv encouraged mv analysis of the laveredness ot
hums.. Edward Hughes (2004) has further explored the intertextual references
tracess them throughout the novel. For example, Proust refers to the 'hide our
againn when narrating the homosexual desires of Bloch's great-uncle \issim
874).. We will encounter Vlr. \issim Bernard in chapter four.

the translation is
the grandfather's
to the opera, and
mvsteries' phrase
Bernard (1996: II,
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Jews."" Deploying this story, set in a medieval Austrian setting, for an operalibrettoo after the French Revolution in Paris, might be interpreted as a portraval
off Christian cruelty toward the Jews which had been overcome after the
Revolution,, or even as a criticism of its heritage. Yet, even as the opera portrays
Christianss as the crueller and more hypocritical party, it revives stereotypes of
thee Jewrs as stubbornly different, as policing their daughters, and as unwilling to
'integrate'.. The grandfather hums precisely those arias in which this
stereotypicall portrayal, suggesting a Jewish mystery inspired by religious
belief,, is central.*1
Withh his performance, the grandfather creates an audible but non-discursive
andd non-public boundary between the house and the Jewish guest, which
contrastss with the professed openness of the house and the familv. This
opennesss is symbolised by the fact that, after all, Marcel's friends are welcomed
and,, if they recognise the tune, need not necessarily demonstrate that they do
so.. The openness is qualified from the beginning, however, by the fact that the
grandfatherr determines the rules of the game of entry. On the one hand, he
doess this by making it difficult for the friend who might indeed recognise the
tuness to react, and, on the other, by making it impossible for Marcel to
approachh this friend in an uncomplicated manner from then onwards.
Thee narrator goes on to tell that the grandfather would 'divine' (1996: I, 107)
immediatelyy when Marcel was talking about a Jewish friend, no matter whether
orr not this could be easily discerned from the name.

"" The opera is situated in early fifteenth-ccnturv Switzerland, which was then dominated bv the
Austrians.. It narrates a struggle around intermarriage between a Jewish father, called Kleazar,
hiss adopted daughter Rachelle, whom he saved as a baby, a Catholic King, and a Cardinal. The
(married)) king is in love with Rachelle and when this becomes public, severe laws threaten to
punishh both of them. Rachelle lets herself be convinced (by the king's wife) to declare that the
kingg is innocent. Rachelle and her father can avoid punishment bv converting, but thev refuse
too do so. When Rachelle is killed bv being thrown into a cauldron with burning oil, Eleazar first
tellss the Cardinal that Rachelle is his lost daughter, and then follows her into the cauldron.
"" The rest of' the verse from Samson ft Dalila, the other aria hummed bv the grandfather, brings
upp the same association of self-separation and distrust. It goes:
Israel!! Romps ta chaine
00 peuple, lève-toi! Viens assouvir ta haine!
11 ,e Seigneur est en moi!
OO toi, dieu de lumière.
Commee aux jours autrefois,
Exaucee ma prière
Ktt combats pour tes lois! (quoted from Editions Gt 1987: I: 393).
Itt associates Israel with a hatred that should be appeased. The last phrase in particular is
important,, lor it suggests that the cause of the hatred lies in the struggle to adhere to the
group'ss proper laws.
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Ett comment s'appelle-t-il ton ami qui vient ce soir?
Dumont,, grand-père.
Dumont?? Oh! Je me méfie.
Ett il chantait:
Archers,, faites bonne garde!
Veillezz sans trêve et sans bruit (1987:1, 90).
['Andd what's the name of this friend of yours who is coming this evening?'
'Dumont,, grand-papa.'
'Dumont!! Oh, I don't like the sound of that.' 7
Andd he would sing:
'Archers,, be on your guard
Watchh without rest, without sound' (1996: I, 107).]
Heree again, the atmosphere of méfiance and the fascination for uncovering
somethingg hidden is immediately connected with the entering friend. Once the
friendd has arrived and has been 'unmasked' by means of some clever questions,
thee grandfather, in order to demonstrate that there were no doubts left, would
startt to hum the air of
'Dee ce timide Israelite
Quoi!! Vous guidez ici les pas!'
(...)) ou encore
'Ouii je suis de la race élue' (1987:1, 90).
['What!! Do you hither guide the feet
Off this timid Israelite?'
(...)) or, perhaps, of
'Yes,, I am of the chosen race' (1996: I, 108).] s
Thiss last verse epitomises the old myth of the Jewish people as being 'chosen'.
Hummingg it on the occasion of a visit from a Jewish friend suggests that
modernn Jews may have inherited an underlving sense of distinction, or indeed,
superiority,, at least in religious matters, which nevertheless remains hidden
underr modernity's practices of admixture and equality. All the verses thus
"" The English translation is a little inadequate here. The French original savs 'Oh, je me métie',
whichh also means 'Oh, \ distrust that'.
ss
The first verses are trom the opéra comique jo>cph (1807), by Htienne-N'icolas Mehul which was
performedd in 1899 at the Opera in Paris (Editions GF 1987: I: 593). It is not clear to which opera
Proustt refers with the last phrase, the Plciadc edition tells us. This might suggest that Proust
himselff unconsciously invented this phrase, which, in a certain sense, summarises the others.
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imputee a self-chosen 'otherness' to the Jews, and the fact that thev are onlv
hummedd and not spoken makes it implausible that the visitor would choose to
overtlyy deny it. Whatever the guest would sav, he would always have to deny
somethingg that the grandfather already knew would never be admitted openly.
Thee narrator refers to the hums of the grandfather as 'petites manies' (1987: I,
91)) ['little eccentricities'] (1996: I, 108), but a more malign reading could suggest
thatt his subtle anti-Semitic performance is actually quite shrewdly planned. It
causess an unspeakable barrier between Marcel and his friend, and at the same
timee it involuntarily involves Marcel in a game with the friend, the rules of
whichh are determined by the grandfather. Playing this game will reveal
whetherr or not the visiting friend is 'of the best type'. To win the game, the
friendd first has to demonstrate that he is refined and French enough to
acknowledgee this high cultural product that fuses Jewish and French culture. In
thiss sense, if Marcel's hope that the friend will not recognise the tune is realised,
thiss friend will also partly have lost the game. In the eventuality that the friend
showss some sign of recognition, he would have to show that he is assimilated
enoughh to abstain from an explicit reaction based on an immediate
identificationn as a Jew, for such a reaction would shatter the unspoken rule that,
att least after having passed the threshold of a Catholic house, a Jew should
preferr to appear as a 'neutral' citizen of France.

3.22 Contextualising the performance
Withh his performance, the grandfather causes at least three persons to be
suspendedd in a cultural space that is neither public nor private, a space creating
aa 'cultural difference' that is sensible and undeniable, but that cannot possibly
bee made explicit. Let us now try to trace some of the political mechanisms that
playedd a role in the creation of such a specific cultural space.
Thee grandfather's malignity stands within a late nineteenth-century French
contextt in which Catholics and Republicans were extremely divided in their
struggless for centralised state power, the so-called guerres franco-franctiiscs,
whichh had been going on throughout the nineteenth century. They reached
theirr peak in the competition between (clerical/Jesuit) Catholics and anti-clerical
laïcistt Republicans after the installation of the Third Republic in 1870 (see
Birnbaumm 1998; 1988; Baubérot 2000). The struggles between a 'Catholicisme
intransigeant'' and anti-clerical laïcism resulted in a general 'haine des
minorités'' ['hatred of minorities'] (Baubérot 2000: 69).M Catholic traditionalists
"" See also Birnbaum (1W8), who dedicates a chapter to De Tocquevilie's analysis of the diverse
'hatreds'' (Catholic, Revolutionary) surrounding the advent of modernity in France. In the Third
Republic,, Freemasons, Jews and Protestants were all accused of anti-clericalism, in part rightly
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blamedd the Revolution on Jews, protestants, metics and free-masons, as these
groupss were considered to have ruined the 'cultural identity' of France as the
eldestt daughter of the Catholic Church. After the Dreyfus Affair, however, the
Jewss became the most visible minority and became the subsequent victims of an
increasinglyy anti-Semitic hate-press. We have already seen how common the
associationn of Jews with the Republic was at the time when we scrutinised
Proust'ss comparison of society to a kaleidoscope in Transit I.
II could suggest that the grandfather's performance merely reflects the
explicitt anti-Semitism of the Catholic Reaction. However, Proust presents the
familyy in which the scene takes place from within the realm of a hesitantly
acceptedd republicanism and moderately secular Catholicism. The narrator's
familyy belongs to the middle class, which has a quite conservative worldview,
butt is also too moderately bourgeois to be fiercely anti-republican or antiSemitic.. It conveys an atmosphere of hesitant inclusion rather than one of
explicitt exclusion. This is also clear from the grandfather's friendship with
Swann,, which is based on the fact that he is the family's neighbour in the village
off Combray and is not hampered by Swann's Jewish descent.1"
Thee family does criticise Swann, but this criticism is, at first sight, classrelated.. The family knows Swann as the son of Marcel's grandfather's best
friend,, a stockbroker. When they find out that Swann has friends among the
highestt ranks of France, they discuss this as something morally objectionable,
butt suggest that this is not because Swann is Jewish, but because he
transgressess the well-defined boundaries of his inherited class. The grand-aunt,
inn particular, does not like Swann's social mobility because she sees it as a proof
off snobbery: 'quelqu'un qui choisissait ses fréquentations en dehors de la caste
ouu il était né (...) subissait a ses yeux un facheux déclassement' (1987: I, 21)
['anyonee who chose his associates outside the caste in which he had been born
andd bred, (...) automatically lowered himself in her eyes'] (1996: I, 22). Such a
personn would leave his respectable position for that of adventurers, upstart
footmen,, and other social climbers. In reflecting on the family's mentality, the
narratorr writes that 'les bourgeois d'alors se faisaient de la société une idee un
peuu hindoue et la considéraient comme composée de castes fermées' (1987: I,
16)) ['middle class people in those days took what was almost a Hindu view of
society,, which they held to consist of sharply defined castes'] (1996: I: 16).
However,, it is not impossible that their reaction to Swann has something to do
withh his Jewish background after all: the family probably once felt it had been a
generouss gesture on their part to receive Swann ('despite' his being Jewish),
so.. Many Catholics, for example, were fired trom their public offices and relatively many
Freemasonss took their place (Bauberot 2000).
Thee family refers to Swann as 'Jewish' in Combray. Later in the novel the narrator writes that
Swannn had one Jewish grandfather, who was married to a Protestant (19%: IV, 79).
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andd older family members such as the grand-aunt may have resented Swann's
subsequentt ability to climb to ranks that they themselves could not have
reached. .
Ann explanation of the grandfather's performance in terms of purely
reactionaryy anti-Semitism fails to account for the specificity of the cultural space
createdd by it, a space in which there is intimate, private contact between the
memberss of 'cultural groups', while the sense of their different origins is not
somethingg that is explicitly talked about, even though it is palpably present 'in
thee air'. Exploring the further portrayal of this cultural space in Proust makes it
possiblee to uncover the specifically Proustian contribution to the insight into the
ambivalencee of Jewish assimilation.

TheThe Revolution's conditions of emancipation
Wee can understand the grandfather's 'little eccentricities' performed at the
thresholdd of the bourgeois family, which render Marcel's friends' welcome
conditionall on their ability and wish to play the grandfather's game, as a
literaryy exploration of the long-term effects of the conditions under which the
Jewss were given citizenship rights in 1791. From the late 1820s onwards, this
eventt has been called the 'emancipation' of the Jews.11 Recalling these
conditionss will clarify that, to obtain an 'exit visa from the ghetto', which
Heinrichh Heine thought required conversion in Germany, also had its price in
thee context of French republican modernity. Here, it did not require conversion
butt full secularisation (in the sense of the privatisation of religion) instead,
accompaniedd by a complete cultural and political identification with the Etatnation.. These requirements were only later summarised under the heading of
assimilation.12 2
[11

This term was borrowed from the movement for Catholic Emancipation in Britain (Schechter
2003:: 263, following Katz 1964).
!::
There is no systematic studv of the history of the concept of assimilation in nmeteenth-centurv
France.. The French historian Marie-France Piguet is planning to take up earlier work on this
history,, as she informed me via e-mail in the autumn of 2004. Assimilation as a social concept
camee to be used only gradually over the course of the nineteenth centurv, while concepts like
'fusion'' and 'amalgamation' were used more frequently at the beginning (see Birnbaum 1998;
Berkovitzz 1989). Schechter locates the first use of the word in its sociological meaning with
regardd to the Jews —referring to the ARTFL database of French literature —in the Journal of the
brotherss de Concourt. In 1878 thev recorded a conversation in which Ernest Renan offered 'a
wordyy dissertation (...) on the faculties of assimilation of the Judaic races' (Schechter 2003: 250).
Inn Proust's work we find the use of the term '(non) assimilés' ['(un-)assimilated'] in several
places,, and it was obviously quite common to use the term in the 1910s (1988: II, 98 [1996 II: 3681
andd (1988: III, 702) [1996: III, 472]). I will return to Proust's specific use of the concept in chapter
four. .
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Thee acquisition of citizenship rights was a major achievement in Franco-Jewish
history.. In the course of the nineteenth century, praise for overcoming ages of
exclusionn and religious persecution, or, at best, periods of being tolerated just
becausee Jews had proven to be economically useful or even indispensable, came
fromm many sides. A particularly eloquent Jewish person captured the feelings of
manyy by talking of 'these generous French to whom we owe the first example
off justice that the world has given to our unfortunate Nation. Yes, my children,
thiss is your fatherland, your Jerusalem, the land that God promised to our
ancestors'' (quoted from Burns 1992: 12).
However,, emancipation was also an ambivalent event, for it created new
problemss caused by the homogenising, assimilatory tendencies within
Revolutionaryy thinking and practices, particularly within Jacobinism. The
Revolutionn gradually developed a distrust of all privileges and particularisms,
whichh led to an attempt to not only do away with the absolutist monarchy and
thee privileges of the Catholic nobility, but with religious and regional
institutionss in general.13 In this sense, the Revolution inherited the unitarian
dreamm from the absolute monarchy, leading to the attempt to eliminate cultural
andd political diversity and to the 'immediatisation' of the relation between the
citizenn and the state.14 This tendency in the Revolution becomes very tangible,
forr example, in the project for a 'furious campaign of assimilation' (Birnbaum
2001:: 47) designed by the Revolutionary Abbé Henri-Baptiste Grégoire (17501831)) that tried to eliminate all patois and even accents:
Thee language of a great nation needs to be standardized so that all the
citizenss who compose it can communicate their thoughts without hindrance.
Thiss enterprise, which has not been fully achieved by any people, is worthv
off the French people, who centralise all branches of social organisation and
whoo must jealously consecrate as soon as possible, in a single and indivisible
republic,, the unique and invariable usage of the language of libertv (Grégoire
1788;; quoted from Birnbaum 2001: 48). ^

nn

The most extreme examples are from Robespierre's arsenal of the instalment of a new
calendarr and public holidays. The teaching of the principles of the Revolution as if thev were
neww religious, fundamental principles combined with Jacobinism. This practice was already
criticisedd by Condorcet and other more moderate thinkers just after the Revolution.
1++
See chapter two, section four.
'"" The Abbé wrote this in a text with the ambitious title: 'Rapport sur la nécessite et les movens
d'aneantirr les patois et d'universaliser 1'usage do la langue francaise' ['Report on the necessity
andd means of destroying the regional vernaculars and universalising the use ot the French
language'' (my translation)]. The French Britons sensed the heritage of this programme up until
thee attempt to destruct Breton within one generation during the 1950s (see chapter one).
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Grégoiree summarises two intimately intertwined layers of Revolutionary
thinkingg about how to make the Enlightenment 'work'. The first is an idealistic,
metaphysicall layer, explaining freedom as closely connected to unity and
uniformity,, and as opposed to difference, plurality or diversity. The second is
ann affective layer, which involves jealousy, anxiety, and the wish to control.
Thiss desire produces a phantasmagoria of a centralised and fully transparent
sociall organisation and communication."1 The French historian Mona Ozouf
clarifiess this tendency in the Revolution as follows:
Thee essence of Jacobinism lies in the impossibility of conceiving a divided
popularr will, the boundary between minority and majority, between the
publicc and private sphere. The world of Jacobinism is one (...) where one's
innermostt thoughts are themselves criminal. This ideal of perfect social and
psychologicall visibility is the basis of Jacobinism (Ozouf 1984: 83; quoted
fromm Birnbaum 2001: 64).
Thus,, the Jacobinic tendency in the Revolution not only implied the fantasy of
unifyingg the public sphere and its equalisation with the domain of the visible. It
alsoo implied, following Ozouf, the desire to extend control into the private
realm,, and even into subjectivity. The domain of visibility itself should be
extendedd to the psychological.17
InIn the nineteenth century the Jacobinic tendency in the Revolution was
alreadyy being criticised for reasons other than the wish to restore the Catholic
past.. Alexis de Tocqueville was one of the first to criticise the systematic
institutionall implications of the Jacobinic tendency in the Revolution when he
wrotee in 1836 that:
Revolutionn pronounced at the same time against royalty and against
provinciall institutions. Revolutionary hatred was directed indiscriminately
againstt all that had gone before, both the absolute power and those elements
whichh could temper its rigors (de Tocqueville 1836; quoted from Birnbaum
1998:48). .
Dee Tocqueville captures, first, a hugely important transition in the selfinterpretationn of the Revolutionaries. They did not just understand the

'' For a radical and somewhat over-svstematised interpretation of these la vers of Enlightenment
thought,, see Horkheimer and Adorno's (20(12) critique of Enlightenment, which thev developed
bvv drawing analogies between Kant's concept of freedom as a purely rational principle for
determiningg our actions, and the Marquis de Sade's ethics of pure control over sexuality.
Foucaultt (1976) marvellously analyses the diversifying and therefore contradictory discursive
effectss of this desire for control and unification.
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Revolutionn as the abolition of the absolute monarchy and the privileges of the
nobility.. They went one step further and understood these institutions as the
epitomee of the past, and then turned the Revolution against 'the past' in
generall —declaring the post-Revolutionary Republic 'modern'. De Tocqueville
alsoo captures the political consequences of this translation of a political hatred
againstt a Catholic distribution of power into a hatred of religion in general (in
thee sense of 'the past', of 'tradition'), when he writes that this hatred then
directedd itself also against those institutions that could have 'tempered the
rigours'' of centralised power, such as provincial or regional institutions, be they
religiouss ones or not.
Emancipationn occurred in this context of the Revolutionary unification of the
entiree French nation. Protestants and Jews were only gradually admitted to
citizenship.. The rich and quite assimilated Sephardic Jews from Southern
Francee were the first, in 1790, while the poorer and more traditional Alsatian
Askhenazim,, who had some autonomous legal-religious institutions and some
off whom usually spoke Judeo-German, only acquired citizenship rights in 1791,
afterr long debates in the Assembly. is
Thoughh the Revolution was shaped by the struggle with centralised
Catholicism,, the Revolutionaries' theories about the Jews seemed to epitomise
thee rage against diversity.19 In 1788, a competition was organised by the Royal
Societyy of Arts and Sciences of Metz (in Eastern France), which asked the
contributorss for essays on ways to 'make the Jews more useful and happier in
France'' (quoted from Birnbaum 2001: 46). Abbé Grégoire sent in his Essay on the
PhysicalPhysical Moral and Political Regeneration of the Jews (1788). Together with, among
others,, Mirabeau, Duport and the Count of Clermont-Tonnerre, he was among
thee great proponents of citizenship rights for the Jews, and a friend of Jewish
"" The name Bloch recalls this Ashkenazim background. 'Judeo-German' is one of the occidental
versionss of Yiddish (Schechter 2003: 13). Benbassa calls it 'tin idiome judeo-allemand transcrit
enn caractères hébraïques' ['a Judeo-German idiom transcribed in Hebrew characters'] (2000: 103,
mvv translation).
|MM
Some of the most rigorous theorists of the Revolution were verv preoccupied with the Jews,
thoughh only few Jews lived in France. Birnbaum interprets their symbolic place within
Revolutionaryy discourse as an echo of their earlier position: T h e symbolic place occupied bv
thee Jews in this forced rebirth of the French nation was linked with the place thev had occupied
severall centuries earlier, when their expulsion prefigured the imminent unification of Catholic
France.. This France, eldest daughter of the Church, had been unified and given its raison d'etre
bvv rejecting first its Jews, then its heretics and Protestants' (Birnbaum 2001: 47). Perhaps the fact
thatt the Jews were legally, religiously and linguistically 'different', instead of manifesting
differencee only with respect to one or two of these factors, partly determined the systematic
placee that the Jews occupied within the symbolism of assimilation. Schechter also mentions that
referringg to Jewish people as a 'nation within the nation', or variations of this view, had been
commonn for several decades before the Revolution, and that Jews were considered obstinate for
nott wanting to convert to Christianity (Schechter 2003).
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spokesmenn like Berr Isaac Berr. His arguments were not put forward in order to
excludee the Jews from citizenship, but to include them instead.20
InIn his essay, Grégoire analysed what constituted in his eyes the 'profound
morall deprivation' of the Jews. In order to overcome this deprivation, Grégoire
proposedd 'to melt them, so to speak, into the national mass, to the point of
makingg them citizens in the fullest sense of the term' (quoted from Birnbaum
2001:: 47).21
Duringg the debates in the Assembly, Grégoire gave arguments for citizenship
rightss which were based on his idea that the 'vices' of the Jews were caused by
theirr exclusion from citizenship and from the possession of land. 'C'est toujours
unn Etat dans 1'Etat, parce qu'il n'est jamais traite comme un fils de la patrie. (...)
Ett vous exigez qu'il aime une patrie? Donnez-lui en une!' ['The Jews always
formm a State within the State, because they are never treated as the sons of the
countryy (...) And you require them to love a country? Then give them one'].
Explainingg his point, Grégoire argued that the Jews' exclusion led to their being
'répanduu partout, et fixé nulle part' ['dispersed everywhere, home nowhere'], to
theirr having only an 'esprit de corps' instead of an 'esprit national'; to their not
beingg French in France, English in England, or Dutch in Holland. The
responsibilityy for their 'vices' is entirely lifted from them: 'Te comble de
1'inconséquencee serait de leur reprocher des crimes après les avoir forces de les
commettre'' ['the epitome of inconsistency would be to blame them for their
crimess after forcing them to commit them'] (quoted from Bernet 2004: 4, my
translations). .
Fromm Grégoire's arguments, we sense that he conflates the crimes imputed to
thee Jews with how he perceives their self-organisation: either as too strong or as
nott strong enough. On the one hand, he considers that they form a strong
separatee 'corps/body' (the State within the State), yet on the other hand, he
regardss them as being 'at home nowhere'. Arguing that the Jews themselves are
nott responsible for their 'vices' may seem a generous explanation, but its
consequencee is that no agency or responsibility is ascribed to the Jews until they
aree French citizens and, moreover, that the empirical justification of the
judgmentt about the Jews' 'vices' is not questioned in the first place. The
combinationn of these elements in Grégoire's reasoning are a crucial aspect of the

200

Some of the quotes 1 will discuss are repeated in everv history of the Jews in France and I
apologisee for choosing such almost clichés. However, I think that thev are relevant to our
discussionn because thev are practically absent from anv discourse on multiculturalism in the
contextt of immigration, which nearly always only deals with the twentieth centurv.
: ::
This Jacobin use of the concept of 'melting' is an important connotation of the concept of
'assimilation'.. The expression 'melting pot', which was used to denote the American
interpretationn of immigrant assimilation before the rise of multiculturalism and which is now
comingg back into fashion, is a reminder of this origin (see introduction and chapter six).
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patternss in early assimilationism that I would like us to recall: the association of
illegalityy and irresponsibility not with the content of people's actions, but with
thee level at which they associate themselves (also politically); and the
exaggeratedd imagery around these associations.
Grégoire'ss argument s for giving the Jews citizenship rights had
consequencess for his view of the future of their ethno-religious difference.
Firstly,, to achieve the aim of melting, their 'tudesco-ebraico jargon' should be
eliminated. 2 22 Another difficulty, according to Grégoire, was that 'leur religion
englobee tous les détails d e la vie, par des règlements que nos constitutions
politiquess n ' a d o p t e r o n t jamais' ['their religion encompasses all the details of life
byy means of rules that our political constitutions will never adopt'] (quoted
fromm Benbassa 2003: 136, m y translation). Grégoire explicitly m a k e s clear that a
choicee will have to be m a d e between either following Jewish religious rules and
lawss or political belonging (to France). Thus, the right to French citizenship for
thee Jews was linked to the idea that something else, namely that which was
consideredd Jewish particularism, had to be uprooted. 2 3
Nott all those w h o pleaded for Jewish citizenship held such extreme views
aboutt the new, exclusively national boundaries to be d r a w n . Options more
openn to pluralism had been considered durin g the Revolution: before De
Tocqueville,, Mirabeau had already criticised the Jacobinic rage against syndics
andd community structures, defending, to use Birnbaum's w o r d s , 'small private
societies'' (quoted from Lerner 2001). Some Revolutionaries had proposed a
modell that w a s more akin to the American Constitution. In December 1789,
duringg one of the debates in the Assemblee, Duport, one of the speakers
proposedd that the Jews should only do what the French State obliged them to
do,, but could retain their o w n laws as long as they did not contradict the French
ones: :
:

-- This is a reference to Judeo-German.
"'' Though a seli-confessed Revolutionary at the time he made these speeches and essavs, the
youngg Grégoire had been educated as a priest bv Jansenists. For more than a centurv before the
Revolution,, the Jansenists had proposed kinder treatment of the Jews, in preparation for their
conversionn (Hertzberg 1968: 9). Hertzberg extrapolates the position of the Jews in early
Revolutionaryy France into the twentieth-century future bv arguing that the Revolution showed
itss totalitarian face (albeit, in Jacob Talmon's words, a 'totalitarian democracy') in its dealing
withh the Jewish question. The Jacobinic attitude toward the Jews was epitomised bv
Robespierree when he proposed to 'restore them to happiness, bv restoring to them the dignity
off human beings and citizens' (quoted from Burns 1991: 11). emancipation meant protection bv
thee state and legal recognition, but it was also the result of a longstanding tradition in which the
Jewss had been depicted bv Catholics, philosopher, and even some Enlightened Jewish thinkers,
ass a vet to become dignified people, whose ethno-religious practices were problematic, if not
borderlinee criminal. The difference between emancipators and exclusionary thinkers at this
pointt was their answer to the question of whether the 'Jewish problem' should be blamed on
theirr circumstances or on their 'character'.
:
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Whatt if the Jews are faithful to their own laws? For France as a whole it
shouldd be enough that they accept their obligations under the civil code of
thee state. There are, certainly, prejudices against the Jews and they have their
ownn separatist tendencies, but the law can take no notice of either; it must
simplyy give them citizenship in return for their agreement to perform their
civicc duty (quoted from Hertzberg 1968: 364).
Theree were also contradictory Jewish voices. Some pleaded for the inclusion of
thee Jews at the expense of their own institutions, such as, for example, a group
addressingg the Assemblee Nationale during one of the debates about
emancipationn on 26 of August 1789:
Nouss demandons a être soumis comme tous les Francais, a la même
jurisprudence,, a la même police, aux mêmes tribunaux et nous renoncons en
consequence,, pour la chose publique et pour notre propre avantage, toujours
subordonnéé a 1'intérêt general, au privilege qui nous avait été accordé
d'avoirr des chefs particuliers tirés de notre sein et nommés par Ie
gouvernementt (quoted from Birnbaum 1988: 44).
[Wee want to be subjected to the same jurisprudence, the same police, the
samee tribunals as all French people and we consequently renounce, for the
publicc case and for our own advantage, which is always subordinated to the
generall interest, the privilege that had been accorded to us to have leaders
takenn from our midst and appointed by the government (my translation).]
Others,, however, like the Ashkenazim politician Isaac Cert Berr from Metz,
wantedd to keep some of the autonomous legal-religious structures intact (see
Hertzbergg 1968; Lerner 2001). Cerf Berr did not succeed in the end, partly
becausee he was accused by several lawyers of dissembling taxes for his personal
gainn and of behaving like a 'king'.24
Itt is difficult to evaluate whether pluralist options like those proposed bv
Duportt and Cerf Berr could have worked in France if only different choices had
beenn made at the time of the Revolution. Birnbaum does not present his critique
off the Jacobinic turn in the Revolution as a 'wrong choice':
44

Hertzberg presents these lawyers as basically anti-Jewish: 'The Alsatian enemies of the Jewish
communall bodies were not moved by a humane regard tor the masses of the Jews, who were
supposedlyy groaning under the oppressive yoke of their leaders. The purpose of men like Hell
andd Jacquot was to try to destroy the community structures in order to remove the prime
protectorr of the Jews' (Hert/berg 1%H: 227). Perhaps Hertzberg's judgment is one-sided, but we
mightt keep in mind that the problematisation of the function it\ 'minority elites' has one of its
originss in the context of the strong centralisation of the nation-state in Revolutionary France.
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Iff a more liberal interpretation like that of Mirabeau had been adopted bv the
revolutionaryy assemblies, the multiple cultures and traditions inherent in the
historyy of French society would perhaps have remained more alive. Such a
hypothesis,, however, is hardly compatible with the centralising tendencies
whichh have long emerged as the specific means of moving bevond a
particularlyy accentuated feudalism (Birnbaum 1989: 170; translation quoted
fromm Lerner 2001: 201).
Itt seems that Birnbaum chooses the rhetorical path of leaving undecided
whetherr we should criticise Jacobinism as a moral and institutional error, or
interprett its centralising tendencies as inevitable in the face of the heritage of
thee absolutist fetidalism preceding the Revolution; he even seems to think the
latterr option is more realistic. In any case, it seems advisable to rethink this
heritagee at a time of pluralisation and globalisation.
Duringg the debates in the Assemblee, some of the arguments for inclusion
clearlyy followed from a wish to control the population and 'civilise' it. This, like
thee arguments of those who wanted to expel the Jews, had much to do with
security,, but the tactics differed. It was a tactics not of exclusion, but of
inclusionn to the point of 'melting' —the concept used by Grégoire. The dynamics
off this process can be read from a famous remark made by one of the
discussantss in the final debate on citizenship rights, the count of ClermontTonnerre: :
(...)) il faut tout refuser aux juifs comme nation et tout accorder aux juifs
commee individus... il faut qu'ils ne fassent plus dans 1'Etat ni corps politique,
nii ordre; il faut qu'ils soient individuellement citovens... Il répugne qu'il v ait
danss 1'Etat une société de non-citovens et une nation dans la nation. (...) S'ils
nee veulent pas 1'etre qu'ils Ie disent et alors qu'on les bannisse (quoted in
Noiriell 1992: 278).
[(...)) We have to refuse the Jews everything as a nation and to give the Jews
everythingg as individuals ... they should no more constitute a political body
orr an order within the State; thev must be citizens individually (...) It is an
abhorrentt thought that within the State there would be a society of noncitizenss and a nation within the nation. (...) If they don't want to be this
[individuall citizens] they have to say it so that we can expel them (mv
translation).]] 2"

:
'' The quote is verv Famous, but usually only its beginning is cited, which refers to refusing Jews
everythingg as a nation and giving them everything as individual citizens. The alternative of
expulsionn is quoted less frequently.
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Clermont-Tonnerre'ss concept of a nation within the nation is a reference to
earlier,, similarly conceptualised fears of separate organisations bv Protestants
andd Jesuits.2*1 The count's argument is linked to the general process of
modernisationn and centralisation, and to the decreasing legitimacy and public
visibilityy of associations other than the state. Yet, as we have already noticed,
aroundd the time of the Revolution the Jews had been made into the epitome of
minoritiess in general. Consequently, the demands were most systematically
madee of them.
Iff we now recall Mona Ozouf's interpretation of Jacobinism as the wish to
unifyy the public sphere, at least within the domain of the visible, we can
understandd the significance of a proposal made by another speaker in the
debatee on citizenship, when he argued that: 'we have to begin by destroying all
thee humiliating signs which designate them as Jews, so that their garb, their
outwardd appearance, shows us that they are fellow citizens' (quoted from Burns
1992:: ll). 2 7 The speaker proposes to put an official end to the old practices of
forcedd distinction imposed on the Jews. For him, however, this also means that
theirr distinctive dress has to be generally abolished, and he fails to address the
complexityy of the actual practices of distinctive dress.
Forcedd distinction was common in many European countries before the
Revolution.. In France, the situation was complicated: forced distinction had
beenn imposed for a long time (since the Middle Ages) but the control of these
practicess had become less rigid over time.2s Rules were partly determined
:

"" Voltaire was the first to ascribe to the Jews a desire to form a 'state within the state' (Birnbaum
1988;; Katz 1972). Later on, Malesherbes, when commanded to do so by Louis XVI in 1787,
studiedd the position of the Jews in France, after having previously composed a report on the
Protestants.. He concluded that the Jews did not so much constitute a State within the State, but
ann imperium in imperils (Poliakov 1981: 64), and that they were in that sense comparable to the
Jesuits. .
:
"" I have not been able to trace the precise source of this quote and for that reason I cannot quote
itt in French. Burns is unclear about the source and merelv mentions that it was one of the
argumentss made during the debates about the accordance of citizenship rights to the Jews. I
neverr encountered the quote elsewhere. If it were not for this somewhat uncertain origin, the
quotee would seem to epitomise the Revolutionary origins of the ban on headscarves in public
placess because of their being 'conspicuous signs' of politico-religious belonging. Exchange
'Jews'' for 'Muslims' and the phrase might appear as a quote from those present-dav neoRcpublicanss strongly opposing the scarf, to be discussed in chapter six. For a daring
comparisonn of Jacobinic sources and the remarks of contemporary French politicians such as
Nicolass Sarkozy and Jacques Chirac in their attitude towards Muslims, see Benbassa (2003),
whoo wittily calls her chapters: 'Napoléon version Sarkozv' and 'Le president Chirac en nouvel
abbéé Grégoire'. The source of the interpretation of religious dress as a possible sign of nonbelongingg hails from the Jacobinic equation of the public sphere with the visible and its
interpretationn of religious expression as an indication with regard to citizenship (see also Asad
2004). .
:
"" Forced distinction had been invented bv king Saint-Louis (1226-1270).
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locally:: in the seventeenth centurv, for example, the Jews from Metz were
forcedd to wear yellow capes for a certain time, but this practice gradually
disappeared.. However, because up until the Revolution Jews in Metz were not
allowedd to copv non-Jewish fashions, most of them dressed in black coats
knownn as 'manteaux juifs'. Only towards the end of the eighteenth century,
memberss of the elite gradually took over majority habits and started to wear
wigss and shave off their beards. Yet some aspects of the Jews' distinctive dress
weree not forced by the majority but prescribed by religion, such as, for example,
thee beards and the wearing of a 'couvre-chef' for the men. Not all Jews wanted
too give up these distinctive marks, and religious authorities in particular
protestedd against their gradual disappearance {Benbassa 2000: 103).
Thee speaker in the Assemblee does not take this ambivalence into account
andd interprets the Jews' particular dress only in terms of their humiliating
significationsignification in the eyes of the majority. By suggesting that only the wearing of
modernn dress could prove they were fellow-citizens, he seems to create room for
suspicionn of their solidarity if they stick to their religious dress. Moreover, it is
thee elite 'we' who have to destroy the signs covering 'their' bodies —which decentress the internal dynamics between the diverse groups within the Jewish
communityy that had already led to the partial disappearance of religious dress.
Itt turns the struggle about dress once again into an issue of minority-majority
relations.. This proposal anticipates the present-day Republic's thesis that it has
thee right to determine the meaning of the dress of its citizens.
Argumentss for inclusion such as those discussed above, highlight the
ambivalencess of the accordance of citizenship rights. Just below the surface was
aa fear that the Jews might not want to belong entirely, a fear of treason, of a loss
off control, or, in Grégoire's terms, of jealousy. The desire to neutralise this fear
iss discernible in manv arguments for inclusion. In summary, the result of
emancipationn —as conceived by the Revolutionaries —should be that Judaism,
whichh had been allowed to exist in the open only for a few centuries after the
heritagee of marranisme had been overcome, would eliminate the traces of what
appearedd to be its 'national' aspects, which were equalised with what was
visible.2"" In the next chapter, I will further scrutinise how this process came to
bee understood in the course of the nineteenth century as the transformation of
Judaismm from a 'nation' into a privatised, secularised, 'pure' 'religion', by the
abolishmentt of the connection between Judaism and its particularising law,

-"" The heritage of marrcuiitnw had onlv been overcome graduallv not long before the Revolution.
Forr example, it was onlv trom 1686 onwards that Jewish people refrained from presenting their
new-bornss for baptism, and even in 1753 some Jewish marriages were still being registered at
parishess (see Hertzberg 1968: 25; Schechter 2003).
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languagee and cultural practices (Birnbaum 1998; Benbassa 2003).;,u But let us
firstt return to Marcel, Alfred and the grandfather.

BackBack to the grandfather
Proust'ss oeuvre was written more than a century after these events took place.
Yett the 'rough' form of Jacobinic distrust of Jewish particularity had a strong
echoo after 1870-71, when the fear of treason had been encouraged once again by
thee Franco-German war. After the loss of this war, the nationalist meaning of
Grégoire'ss desire to eliminate the 'tudesco-ebraico jargon' was once again in the
air.MM I interpret the grandfather's humming about the need to be on guard
whenn a Jew enters the house while he is officially welcomed at the same time, as
ann echo of Clermont's argument that the Jews are welcome, but that the nation
withinn the nation will not be accepted. The specific cultural space that Bloch
encounterss at his arrival in the family, of being visibly welcome on the one
hand,, and of being audibly distrusted and 'othered' on the other, is a reflection
off the fact that Bloch enters as a citizen, but has to prove first that he has no
'trace'' of difference around him that could be judged incompatible with this
citizenship:: a proof of his full allegiance to Frenchness will have to be provided,
andd also one of the acceptance of inherited hierarchies about who sets the rules
off the game.
Thee irony of the situation is that the one who sets the rule of the game
imputess the 'difference' to Bloch before he has had time to denv it, and Bloch
willl therefore not be able to 'prove' anything. This is the short circuit in the
promisee of assimilation, which Bauman (1988) considers central with regard to
assimilationn as 'individual adaptation to the social order' in the nineteenthcenturyy context of nation-state formation.32 I return to Bauman's view in the
nextt chapter. Let us now first turn to the question of how Bloch carries out the
assignmentt to assimilate.

1,11
Asad (1993) demonstrates more generally that the concept of religion as we know it today
onlyy emerged in the nineteenth century.
"' Misread by Burns as 'judesco-ebraico', which misses Grégoire's association of the Alsatian
Jewss with Germany (Burns 1992: 11). One of the aspects that made Dreyfus extra suspicious in
thee eyes of the anti-Semites was the fact that his family stemmed from Alsace.
'":: In chapter two, ! have explained that the liberal assimilationists (and Bauman himself in 1988)
assumee that individual assimilation has lost this ambivalence because the cultural
homogenisationn accompanying the processes of nation-state formation has been overcome in
postmodernn times. I contest this claim. The ambivalence may not have vanished entirely and it
hass to be remembered at a time when we risk producing similar effects.
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3.33 Bloch's reply: 'Sir, I am absolutely incapable of telling you whether it has
rained' '
Whatt about the reaction of the others w h o participate in the cultural space that
iss created, or rather, m a d e explicit, by the grandfather —most notably Marcel
andd Bloch, but also the rest of Marcel's family? First of all, w h a t about Bloch?
Willl Bloch prove able a n d willing to boldly transgress the b o u n d a r y of this
Catholicc household, something that Swann's family h a d obviously d o n e a
generationn before?
Wee read n o report of w h a t actually h a p p e n e d w h e n the grandfather
h u m m e dd his arias on Bloch's first visit to the family, but the narrator does speak
off various of Bloch's visits in immediate connection with the passage o n his
h u m m i n gg grandfather. And it t u r n s out that not only the grandfather, b u t the
wholee family dislikes Bloch. During one of Bloch's visits, w h e n Marcel's father
amicablyy asks him w h y h e is wet and whether it has been raining, Bloch replies:
Monsieur,, je ne puis a b s o l u m e n t v o u s dire s'il a plu. Je vis si résolument en
dehorss des contingences physiques q u e m e s sens ne prennent pas la peine de
melesnotifier(1987:I,91). .
[Sir,, I am absolutely incapable of telling you whether it has rained. I live so
resolutelyy apart from physical contingencies that m y senses no longer trouble
too inform m e of them (1996:1, 108).]
Wee may interpret this reaction as a subtle reply to the grandfather: if one does
nott sense physical contingencies, one also does not (have to) hear or h a v e to
reactt to h u m m i n g grandfathers. Moreover, such a person lives in the
independentt realm of the conceptual, of that which has continued its existence
withoutt fear or shame for a long time already. The family does not interpret
Bloch'ss insensibility to contingencies in these terms, however. The father's
judgementt is clear, for he says to Marcel: 'il ne peut m ê m e pas m e dire le t e m p s
qu'ill fait! (...) C'est un imbecile' (1987: I, 91) ['he couldn't even tell m e w h a t the
weatherr was like. (...) H e ' s an imbecile' (1996:1, 108)].
Thee father's fascination with Bloch's reply about the weather is demonstrated
byy the fact that the whole scene is repeated once again, as if Bloch has to be
remindedd once more of the possibility of being touched or at least m a d e to feel
uneasy-- But after the father's second question about the weather, the y o u n g
ma nn strikes back, a d d i n g an irritating aestheticist sociology to his earlier
'insensitivity': :
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Jee ne me laisse jamais influencer par les perturbations de 1'atmosphère ni par
less divisions conventionelles du temps. (...) J'ignore [1'usage] de ces
instrumentss (...) pernicieux et d'ailleurs platement bourgeois, la montre et la
parapluiee (1987:1,91).
[II never allow myself to be influenced in the smallest degree either by
atmosphericc disturbances or by the arbitrary divisions of what is known as
time.. (...) I know nothing about those (...) pernicious and moreover flatly
bourgeoiss implements, the umbrella and the watch (1996:1, 109).]
Blochh will react in similar ways many times throughout the novel. He at least
partlyy consciously dis-identifies with the kind of 'acceptable friend' the family
andd others want him to be, by producing 'unadapted' behaviour. He does want
too be admitted to society, but at least to some extent on his own terms. I am not
suree that we can interpret his irritating, unsubtle remarks as social mistakes
[gaffes][gaffes] stemming from the fact that this nouveau venu simply does not know
howw to behave. The narrator often suggests this —also later in the novel —and
distinguishess himself from Bloch on this point. Kristeva follows the narrator
here,, although she does 'defend' Bloch as a parvenu activist.33 Yet if Bloch is
partlyy deliberate in choosing to make his gaffes, are they still gaffes? After all,
Blochh will not become a poet, but a playwright, and a convinced and strong
Dreyfusard.. The narrator's judgements, then, should not be taken too seriously
here. .
Voluntarilyy unprotected from meteorological disturbances by rejecting the
umbrellaa and trusting that these disturbances will not hurt him, Bloch declares
thee world of appearances to be only relevant to bourgeois society and identifies
withh something higher, though this may be a little airy. With his simultaneous
rejectionn of the watch he also takes a distance from the body disciplined by
modernn techniques of time control. He seems to identify as a romantic young
mann announcing Bergsonian metaphysics, but Bloch's ideal of transcending
contingenciess can also be read as an ironic, absurdly consequent identification
withh the neo-Kantian, Republican, la'icist philosophy of morality.34 Scrutinising
thiss connection can teach us more about the ambivalence of assimilation, insofar
^^ Kristeva generously identifies with him bv writing that Bloch, the nouveau venu, would
probablyy have studied something like linguistics or psychoanalysis were he closer to our times
(ass Kristeva, who came from Bulgaria to Paris as a student, did herself) (Kristeva 1994: 55).
uu
Proust himself had been influenced by the neo-Kantian professor of philosophy Alphonse
Darlu,, whose lessons he described quite realistically in his earlier novel jean Saiiteuil. M. Beulier,
Jean'ss teacher at the lycée Henry IV, in many respects resembles Darlu. Quite conceivably, the
portraitt of Bloch and Marcel as adolescent friends is partially based on Vlarcel Proust's own
friendship,, at the lycée Condorcet, with Daniel Halévy, Robert Dreyfus and Jacques Bizet.
Halévyy was the grandson of the composer whose arias the grandfather hums (see Tadié 1996).
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ass it was produced bv the way the Jews were identified with one of the 'poles'
off the dichotomous relationship between reason and contingencies (whether
theyy be natural or historical), established in neo-Kantianism.
Neo-Kantiann Republicanism, which influenced Proust, advocated a free
rationall moral judgement 'untainted' by the prejudices caused by contingencies
inn the sense of religious beliefs and traditional moralities. It proposed
understandingg 'tradition' as a past from which we have to escape into
modernityy by stepping 'outside' and determining 'ourselves' after freeing
ourselvess from the shackles of (religious) tradition.;,s This implied that we can
determinee morality and law not by transforming habits and institutions handed
downn from the past, but by judging 'purely' on the basis of reason.
Suchh a view of morality was not appreciated by right-wing conservatives
suchh as Maurice Barrès, who stressed the 'rootedness' of morality, the weight of
thee past, and the value of the Catholic nation. Yet the conservatives did not
deconstructt the Republican divide between reason and tradition; they even
enhancedd it by using a strictly naturalistic and deterministic conception of race,
whichh came to replace more dynamic and historical views of tradition and
belonging.. For example, in his description of the philosophy lessons at public
schools,, Barrès writes that the professor would 'hausser ces enfants admiratifs
au-dessuss des passions de leur race, jusqu'a la raison, jusqu'a 1'humanité' ['lift
thosee admiring children above the passions of their race, toward reason, toward
humanity']] (quoted from Tadié 1996: 152, my translation).3" The Republican
1SS
In the neo-Kantian view, this does not imply the overcoming of religion, but rather its
interiorisation,, and with it the purification of religion from its specificities, from religious
practicess (see also chapter five).
""'' As we will see in chapter five, the heritage of a strict opposition between
tradition/determinationn on the one hand, and reason/self-determination on the other, appears to
underliee many contemporary intransigent la'icist standpoints within public debates about
particularityy in France. When someone takes a distance from rationalism and recognises the
weightt and significance of the religious past or the embodied character of morality, he or she
mavv expect to be accused of defending commwiaularisme or even racism, or of undermining the
Republic'ss neutrality. The heritage of the neo-Kantian divide between reason and
nature/religion/traditionn has also been inherited by both structuralist and constructivist
sociologyy when they abstractly distinguish between structure and agency. We can trace it in
discoursess of assimilation such as Nioiriel's (see chapter one). In chapter six, we will see that
bothh Kant and Durkheim held views more complicated than the distinction between reason and
'race'' suggests.

Itt is impossible to further unravel the complexities of the earlv twentieth century use of the
conceptt of 'race' at this point. But it returns quite frequently in Proust, so it is useful to give
somee basic information on its historical use. The concept derives from the Latin 'ratio' (order of
things,, category, species; hence, ironically, it has the same root as 'reason'). From 1512 onwards,
itt appears in France. Three meanings of the concept were used at the end of the nineteenth
centuryy without being neatly distinguished. The first links race with family, but it does so
mainlyy in relation to noble families whose descent determines their (high) social position: '(a)
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assignmentt to transcend 'the passions' linking one both to the past and to a
specificc group, either biologically or historically, was thus summarised as
transcendingg one's 'race'. The result, according to Barrès, was in the end not
moralityy but 'uprootedness', which was one of the major charges laid against
Republicanss in general and against the Jews in particular.' 7
Whenn Bloch suggests that time and space are irrelevant to him, he identifies
withh the Republic's universalistic culture and turns it into a joke bv
exaggeratingg its validity as a weapon against racialisation. For, in a climate of
strictt divides, doing what the Republic asked from you led to new aversions;
nott only on the part of the explicit Reaction, but also on the part of the quite
moderatee Catholic bourgeoisie. Why do Marcel's parents not like Bloch?
Preciselyy because of the fact that Bloch, by not subscribing to a more
continuous,, habitual form of morality, might not be able to offer Marcel the
certaintyy of a stable friendship:
Maiss ils savaient d'instinct ou par experience que (...) le respect des
obligationss morales, la fidélité aux amis, 1'exécution d'une oeuvre,
1'observancee d'un régime, ont un fondement plus sur dans des habitudes
azvuglesazvugles que dans ces transports momentanés, ardents et stériles (1987: I, 912)-- l
[(...)) they knew, either instinctively or from experience, that (...) regard for
morall obligations, loyalty to friends, patience in finishing our work,
obediencee to a rule of life, have a surer foundation in habits solidly formed and
blindlyblindly followed than in these momentary transports, ardent but sterile (1996: I,
109).] ]

family,, considered in terms of the continuation of generations and the continuitv of its
characteristicss (only said of prominent families, reigning families, etc.); (b) ascendancy, lineage,
origin;; (c) line of descent, children, posterity'. The second, biological meaning, has been used
fromm 1648 onwards: 'Ethnic group which differentiates itself from others by an ensemble of
hereditaryy physical characteristics (skin colour, shape of the head ...) representing the
variationss within the species'. The third meaning is derived from the biological one and started
too be deployed in the nineteenth century. It metaphorises the biological meaning into a cultural
one:: 'natural group of men that have similar characteristics (physical, psychological, social,
linguisticc or cultural) originating in a shared past' (summary and quotes from the article 'race'
inn l.c Grand Robert 1983: VII, 989-91, my translations.),
Barress also denounces the power of the State when criticising republican education. In Lc>
dcracinc<dcracinc< [The Uprooted], he writes that 'L'universite est un puissant instrument d'Iïtat pour
formerr des cerveaux (...). Dans les lvcées, on est républicain' ['The university is a powerful State
instrumentt for forming minds (...). In the public schools, one is republican'] (quoted from Tadie
1996:: 152).
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Whatt Bloch understands as an identification with the world of ideas and deep
sentimentss is understood by the parents, instead, as a sign of a lack of solidly
formedd habits, and as a tendency to be transported by emotions. As good
conservativee bourgeois, they prefer the combined traditional-modern values of
habitt and self-discipline to Bloch's metaphysics. 38 They may even find him a
littlee 'uprooted'.
Butt here Bloch is caught in a double bind which he cannot transcend. As far
ass he has consciously shed 'solidly-formed habits' or refused to develop them,
hee may at least partly have done so because he identified with the Republican
ideall of transcending one's origins —and because he needed an alternative to
umbrellass and watches. But it is also possible that Bloch conceals certain habits
becausee they might make it possible to identify him as a Jew instead of as a
'neutral'' citizen. Whatever he does, he will not be liked by the family, for they
applyy more 'universal' standards to him than they do to themselves. In
summary,, rejection could be expected not only of explicit anti-Semites, but also,
ass we learn from the reaction of Marcel's family to Bloch, of those who did want
too include the Jews, but who required them to fully assimilate and secularise on
thee one hand, and judged that they had no solid 'habits' on the other. What they
weree forgetting is that they themselves had only recently assimilated and
secularised,, and in much more modest ways.
Att this point it is worthwhile reflecting again on the specific position in
whichh Bloch is introduced in the novel, namely at the threshold of the house of
hiss friend's family. Proust has often been 'accused' of being only interested in
societyy and private situations, and not in politics. Yet it is precisely here, at the
thresholdd of the 'private' life of the majority, that problems arise for the one
whoo assimilates. These problems appear within civil society in general and pass
intoo politics. We will see that it is only on the basis of the contestable idea of a
strongg boundary between the social and the political that we can allow
ourselvess to believe that they do not interfere with each other.

3.44 Representing Bloch
Andd Marcel? Or the narrator? Or Proust? What about their role in this
somewhatt caricatural portrait of Bloch? Does it make sense to interpret the
novell as slightly anti-Semitic or at least steeped in assimilationism, as
stereotypingg Jews that were squeezed between the many requirements imposed

1ss

Analogous to Edmund Burke's critique of the French Revolution.
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uponn them?34 In what sense can we see Proust's novel as a valid testimony to
thee experience of assimilation? Without falling back on biographism, reflecting
onn the relationship between the different stages in Proust's work and some
aspectss of his life might be illuminating here. It has been established quite
thoroughlyy how some of the major experiences of his life bled into his oeuvre —
inn complicated ways and without making use of any 'literal translation' (see for
examplee Brun 1988; Kristeva 1994).
Proust'ss parents formed a mixed couple: his mother was Jewish, his father
wass a Catholic. His mother was born Jeanne Weil, and she married Adrien
Proustt in 1870. Although mixed marriages were rare at the time, this was less so
withinn the context of the rich bourgeois elite to which she belonged, and which
hadd been secularised to a large extent. She encountered no obstacles to her
marriagee to Adrien Proust and although she did not want to convert herself,
shee did not actively practice the Jewish religion and consented to baptising her
children.. Her father had been the last generation to actively practice the Jewish
religion,, and in a very modest manner only: Nathé Weil observed the grand
religiouss holidays and went to temple on Yom Kippur, but this was the only
timee in the year that he did so (Tadié 1996: 45).40
ww

As is suggested, for example, by the novelist Henci Raczymow, in his Bloom ct Block (see
Schultee Nordholt 2002). Raczymow 'extracts' Bloch from the Recherche (and Bloom from Ulysses)
andd places them at the end of the twentieth century.
400
It was the milieu also of Mme Straus, one of Proust's models for Mme de Guermantes. She
wass born Généviève Halévy, daughter of Fromental Halévv, the composer of the opera La ]uive.
Shee was the mother of Proust's friend Jacques Bizet and the aunt of his other friend Daniel
Halévv.. She famously answered the question of whv she did not convert to Christianity bv
saying:: 'J'ai trop peu de religion pour en changer' ['I do not have enough religion to change it']
(quotedd in Marrus 1971: 61, my translation). Although, for Mme Straus, secularisation had
transformedd into a 'natural' secular feeling, there had been some historical events that may have
precipitatedd the process of the family's secularisation. Elie Halévv, the father of the composer
andd grandfather to Généviève, had come to France from a village in Bavaria after the
Declarationn of Human Rights and the establishment of citizenship rights for the Jews. He was
confrontedd with the combined homogenising power of the State and the Catholic majority
culturee when he wanted to register his new-bom daughter at the Mairie de Pans in 1813. In the
followingg letter, he complained about what happened there:
'Paris,, le 10 aout 1813
AA Messieurs les membres du Consistoire central,
'Messieurs, ,
III y a un mois lors de la naissance de ma dernière fille, m'étant présenté a la mairie du 7e
arrondissementt afin de la faire porter sur le registre de 1'état civil, un des employes de cette
administrationn refusa de I'inscrire sous le nom de Sara, parce que ce nom ne se trouve pas dans
lee calendrier. J'objectai vainement, qu'en ma qualité d'israélite, je n'étais pas soumis a
reconnaitree des saintes et que 1'Ancien Testament devait être pour mon culte ce que la légende
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Forr Proust, his mother's Jewish background constituted a complicated social
andd psychological issue in face of the historical situation of the Third Republic
andd the Dreyfus Affair. He was involved in the Dreyfus Affair himself, in that
hee was one of the first to start a petition for colonel Picquart, who had defended
Drevfus.. Since Proust did not live in Jewish surroundings but among the elite,
whichh was mainly fully secular or Catholic, he was often confronted with
openlyy professed anti-Semitism. In 1896, he wrote a letter to his anti-Dreyfusard
friendd Robert de Montesquiou, to explain why, at a party, he had not replied to
aa question about Jews in the context of the Dreyfus Affair:
C'estt pour cette raison tres simple: si je suis catholique comme mon père et
monn frère, par contre, ma mere est juive. Vous comprenez que c'est une
raisonn assez forte pour que je m'abstienne de ce genre de discussions
{Corrcspondancc{Corrcspondancc II, 66; quoted from Fraisse 1996: 318).

estt pour le culte catholique: 1'on persista et je me vis contraint de remplacer It? nom de Sara par
celuii de Mélanie. J'ignores s'il existe une loi qui autorise ce re fus, ou si c'est par un exces de zèle
mall entendu qu'on s'est oppose a 1'admission d'un nom qui se trouve dans le Pentateuque.
Commee tout ce qui a rapport a la religion est du ressort de votre ministère, j'ai cru nécessaire,
Messieurs,, de vous en donner connaissance, afin que vous daigniez faire ce que vous crovez
convenablee dans cette occurrence. J'ai 1'honneur d'etre avec le plus profond respect, Messieurs,
votree tres humble et tres obéissant serviteur.
Éliee H a l é w '
(quotedd in Loyrette 1996: 54).
['Paris,, 10 August 1813
Too the gentlemen members of the Consistoire cental,
Gentlemen, ,
Itt was a month ago, just after the birth of mv voungest daughter, when 1 presented mvself at the
townn hall of the seventh arrondissement in order to register her with the civil state, that one of
thee employees ol this administration refused to register her under the name Sara, because this
namee is not found on the calendar. I objected in vain that because I am an Israelite, I am not
obligedd to recognise saints, and that the Old Testament should be for mv religion what la
'légende'' is for the Catholic one: but the officer insisted and I found mvself forced to replace the
namee of Sara bv that of Melanie. I do not know whether there is a law which authorises this
refusall or whether it was bv an excess of misunderstood zealousness that the town hall
employeess were opposed to registering a name which is in the Torah. Because everything
pertainingg to religion falls under your ministrv, I have considered it necessary, gentlemen, to
informm vou of this so that vou can take whatever action vou consider appropriate in this
situation.. I have the honour to be, most respectfully, gentlemen, vour very humble and
vervobeisantt servant,
Eliee Halevy'
(mvv translation).]
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[Itt is for this verv simple reason: while I am Catholic like my father and m v
brother,, my mother, on the contrary, is Jewish. You understand that this is
quitee a strong reason for m e to abstain from these kinds of discussions (my
translation).] ]
P r o u s t ' ss explanation makes clear to w h a t extent having a Jewish background
w a ss a private matter which one did not share with Catholic friends until an
emergencyy m a d e it necessary to speak out about it. It also makes clear what
' g e n r ee d e discussions' this must have been, if one had to appeal to a loyalty to
one'ss mother's religious origins in order to be exempted from pronouncing a
judgement. 4 1 1
Althoughh loyalty to the Republic, while remaining religiously Jewish, had
p r o v e nn sufficient for inclusion in larger society, this was not the case, Proust
suggests,, with respect to inclusion in culturally d o m i n a n t high society.
Admissionn there required strong forms of assimilation and great skill in
h a n d l i n gg humiliation and prejudice. In the Proustian world w e constantly
encounterr characters, often Catholic aristocrats, w h o are, for instance,
convincedd that a Jew cannot also be French. 42 Although this point of view was
heldd only by reactionaries a m o n g the French, it obviously entered Proust's
experiencee with quite some force, as w e witness from another letter, written in
19155 during World War I. O n e evening, Proust was addressed by a foreign
guestt at a party. Proust recounts that he h a d been very moved by this guests'
admirationn for France, which he had expressed by saving ' v o u s avez chassé les
Allemands,, vous les avez forces, etc.' ['you chased away the Germans, you
defeatedd them, etc.']. On the one hand, Proust had been embarrassed bv this
' v o u s '' since he himself was not fighting, but, on the other hand, 'je sentais que
celaa voulait dire que j'étais Francais, et c'était justement ce qui faisait m o n
emotion'' ['I felt that this meant that I w a s French, and it was precisely this
whichh produced mv emotion'] (Corrcspondmicc XIV, 175; quoted from Fraisse
1996:: 323, my translation).

411
Later, in 1905, when the anti-Semitic newspaper La libtr parole wrote that Proust was one
amongg a certain group of Jews who had criticised the anti-Drevfusard Maurice Barres, Proust
wrotee to his friend Robert Drevfus: 'Pour rectifier il aurait fallu dire que je n'étais pas juif et je
nee le voulais pas' [To rectitv, it would have been necessary to sav that I am not a Jew and I did
nott want to do that'] (Corre$pondancc V, 180-81, quoted from Fraisse 1996: 322, mv translation).
, ::
Por example, the baron de Charlus, at a certain moment tells Marcel while talking about
Bloch:: 'Vous n'avez pas tort, si vous voulez vous instruire, (...) d'avoir parmi vos amis quelques
etrangers'' ['It is not a bad idea, if vou wish to learn about hie, ... to have a few foreigners
amongg vour friends]. Marcel answers that Bloch is French: 'Ah! Dit M. de Charlus, j'avais cru
qu'ill était juif' |'lndeed', said M. de Charlus, 'I took him to be a lew'] (1988, II: 384) (1996: HI,
.130]. .
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TheThe impact of the Dreyfus Affair
Thee Dreyfus Affair confronted the French (and particularly the Jews) with the
politicall actuality of group identity—specifically in the eyes of those who
belongedd to other groups —at a time when many had expected that group
identitiess and identifications had become unimportant outside of the private
sphere.. We can trace Proust's early reflections on the relation between
belongingg and political judgement in a passage from Jean Santeuil, Proust's first
projectt for a novel. This novel was written in a more realistic, more
documentaryy style than the Recherche. A narrator relates a third person
narrativee about a boy called Jean, who, like Proust himself, grows up in upperclasss Paris and attends one of the famous public schools. Jean's parents are
Catholic,, but politically they are rather on the Republican and Dreyfusard side.
jeanjean Santeuil contains quite a few accounts of the court cases during the Affair,
whichh Proust himself attended regularly. They contain minute descriptions of
thee appearances of those who were called as witnesses, such as, for example,
generall Picquart, who risked his own career and eventually ruined it by
maintainingg that Dreyfus was innocent. The passage to be discussed forms part
off a section called 'La vérité et les opinions' ['(The) truth and (the) opinions'].
Thee passage is anticipated by the narrator's account of one of the court
sessions.. In this session, a scientist is asked for his opinion on whether the
handwritingg of the famous bordereau, the piece of paper on which Dreyfus was
suggestedd to have written the information he transmitted to the Germans, could
actuallyy have been that of Dreyfus. Against the judgement of all the military
expertss and at considerable risk to his career, the scientist testifies that the
handwritingg cannot possibly be that of Dreyfus. His testimony greatly
impressess Jean. After recording Jean's thoughts, the narrator goes on to praise
thee judgement of the Scientist in general, who transcends his sympathies and
simplyy tells the 'truth' because he knows it. The episode ends as follows:
Ett si e'est le nom d'un illustre avocat monarchiste et chrétien qu'on lit dans la
listee de protestations de 1'Aurorc, 1'émotion qu'on éprouve est plus grande
encore,, en sentant a tout eet écart ce que e'est que la vérité. Et e'est aussi un
plaisirr tres grand que de voir une certaine hardiesse et licence en de tels
espritss qui légitiment d'un mot les opinions que nous aurions voulu avoir et
quee nous avions repoussées, car dans notre effort de sincérité perpétuelle (je
parlee pour des natures comme Jean) nous n'osons pas nous fier a notre
opinionn et nous nous rangeons a 1'opinion qui nous est le moins favorable.
Et,, juif, nous comprenons 1'antisémitisme, et partisan de Dreyfus, nous
comprenonss le jury d'avoir condamné Zola et les pouvoirs publics de flétrir
less Scheurer-Kestner, Aussi est-ce une violente et agréable secousse dans
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notree esprit oü se trouve désormais joyeusement installée en haut rang telle
idééé chassée et humiliée pour n'avoir pas assez de respect pour notre propre
sentiment,, quand nous lisons une lettre de M. Boutroux que l'antisémitisme
estt abominable, que les juifs sont autant que les Chretiens (...) (Proust 1971:
651). .
[Iff among the signatories of the protest in L'Aurore we see the name of an
illustriouss advocate, who is known to be a monarchist and a Christian, the
emotionn we feel is the more intense, because by reason of this deviation in his
behaviour,, we are made to see what truth really is. It is a pleasure too —and a
veryy great pleasure —to find ourselves confronted bv a certain form of
courage,, a certain air of intellectual freedom, in such men who by a word can
justifyy opinions which we ourselves should have liked to express, but have
rejectedd because, in our constant effort to be sincere (I am talking now of
naturess like Jean's) we feel that we ought not to rely on our own opinions
andd range ourselves on the side of those whose opinions are the least
favourablee to our own attitude. If we happen to be Jews, we make a point of
tryingg to understand the anti-Semite point of view: if believers in Dreyfus,
wee try to see precisely why it was that the jury found against Zola, and the
civill authorities cast a slur on the good name of the Scheurer-Kestner. It
comess to us therefore as a pleasurable shock to be able to enthrone
henceforwardd an idea previously expelled and humiliated because we lacked
respectt for what we genuinely felt, when we read a letter written by
Monsieurr Boutroux in which he states that anti-Semitism is abominable, and
thatt Jews are just as good as Christians (...) (Proust 1985: 352-53).]43
Thiss passage is not about a scientist 'transcending' opinion by means of
knowledge,, but about an advocate contradicting the received opinion within his
partyy with another opinion, owing to his courage and intellectual freedom. The
narratorr at first explains Mr. Boutroux' step in terms of the classical distinction
betweenn independent judgement and received opinion or prejudice. Yet the
passagee also problematises the metaphysical idea that we can reach the truth by
transcendingg opinion and by sincerely judging from a neutral position.
Understandingg intellectual freedom in this way can push us in the direction of
notnot supporting truth: this is what happens to Jean himself, and the narrator
identifiess with him in his reflections on the 'us' attempting to reach a neutral
positionn from where wre can judge impartially.
Proustt himself goes out of his wav to avoid being possibly accused of
partiality.. In solidarity with his Jewish mother, he invents a Catholic boy trying
'' L 'Aiirorc was the newspaper in which the writer Hmile Zola published his famous './'accuse*, in which
hee publicly asserted Dreyfus's innocence.
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too find a neutral standpoint, who is then focalised by a narrator contemplating
neutralityy in general, in order to address the most painful issues surrounding
belonging.. In addition to inventing these two intermediaries, the narrator
dressess up as a casual example that which we might consider the central
problemm that is being addressed: the fear of being accused of partiality upon
defendingg Dreyfus as a Jew; the necessity of presenting oneself as 'neutral'; and,
lastly,, perhaps, the partial interiorisation of the anti-Semitic judgement that
followss the attempt to be sincere and to judge the two parties alike: 'we'
reproduce,, within ourselves, the majority's judgement about Dreyfus; 'our'
multidirectionall mind humiliates and disrespects our feelings, just like the antiSemitess disrespect the Jews, and we become dependent on the judgement of an
authoritativee person like Mr. Boutroux.
Thee awkwardness of this position can be sensed from the physical relief that
ensuess when someone from outside breaks the ban and tells the truth. The
passagee thus uncovers the distinction between neutrality and truthfulness: truth
iss not dependent on 'our' neutral position but on constellations of facts, and we
willl have to initiate conflict or a debate in order to have it recognised.
Thee Recherche can be read as an exploration of the complicated field between
independentt judgement and partial, received opinion. The narrator (and
Marcel)) are always bodily and historically involved in their judgements, which,
att least partly, depend on their position in the social field. The narrator may
sometimess emulate the objective perspective of the 'scientist', but the novel
suggestss that this is usually impossible with regard to political and social
judgement.. Through its narrative structure, all views are always put into
perspectivee by means of specific viewpoints which change over time.44
Thiss general perspectivist tendency of the Recherche is conveyed to the reader
byy means of a reflection on Marcel's family's one-sided view of Swann as a
neighbourr and son of a stockbroker rather than as the classy, worldly man that
hee also is:
Maiss même aux point de vue des plus insignifantes choses de la vie, nous ne
sommess pas un tout matériellement constitute, identique pour tout Ie monde,
(...);; notre personnalité sociale est une creation de la pensee des autres.
Mêmee 1'acte si simple que nous appelons 'voir une personne que nous
connaissons',, est en partie un acte intellectuel (1987: I, 18-19).
[Butt then, even in the most insignificant details of our dailv life, none of us
cann be said to constitute a material whole, which is identical for everyone,

uu

Descombes (1996) has extensively elaborated on this theme bv linking Proust's perspectivism
withh Wittgenstein's concept of language games.
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(...);; our social personality is a creation of the thoughts of other people. Even
thee simple act which we describe as 'seeing someone we know' is to some
extentt an intellectual process (1996:1, 20).]
Byy 'intellectual' process, the narrator appears to mean a process that contains
elementss of interpretation, of social meaning. This principle thoroughly
individualisess experience; every individual experiences everv other individual
inn a different way than does a third individual. Moreover, everv individual
experiencess every other individual in a way that is different from the way in
whichh she experienced this individual in the past. The constructive work
implicatedd in our perception of other people is crucial to Proust's novel.
Throughoutt it, we are confronted with Marcel's constructions of characters at
certainn specific moments, based on memories, expectations, fantasies, lies, and
withh the ways in which these constructions are subsequently transformed over
thee course of his experiences, while they are being remembered by the narrator.
Theree is no final revelation of truth: the narrator alwavs remains implied in his
socialisedd habits with regard to perceiving others. We can also detect this
perspectivismm in the portrait of Bloch. He is introduced into the situation the
grandfatherr has created; from this point onwards Marcel clearly perceives his
friendd with his grandfather's and father's judgements 'in mind', as we can read,
forr example, in his explanation of why his parents disapprove of Bloch being
hiss friend.

'Il'Il les recevait dn reste tres bien' ['He received them well overall']
Yett perspectivism also knows degrees, depending on who tries to know whom,
andd in which context. We can trace a deeper layer of complexity within the
portraitt of Jewish characters by noting the writer's own choices about what
shouldd be published in the novel and what should be protected from being
madee public, perhaps because it was too harsh, too mythical, or too painful. The
changess Proust made to his first versions are sometimes breathtaking,
specificallyy when they concern the relation between Catholics and Jews. The
passagee on Bloch exists in an earlier version where the visiting friend is not yet
identifiedd as Bloch, who did not exist as a character at the time. Instead, Swann
iss the one who is confronted by the grand-uncle's (instead of the grand-father's)
noww explicit anti-Semitism: 4"
411

I have nut copied the entire quote, which is full of corrections, additions and erasures, nor do I
quotee a third existing version. Compare Brim (1988) for the entire quote and an example of the
'critiquee genetique' of the Proustian novel, which analvses the transitions between different
versions.. Kristeva (IW4) restates the major findings of the 'critique genetique'.
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M.. Swann quoique b e a u c o u p plus jeune que lui était le meilleur ami de m o n
grandd oncle. Et c'est assez bizarre p o u r plusieurs raisons dont 1'une était q u e
M.. Swann était juif et que mon grand oncle n'aimait pas les juifs. C'était chez
luii u n e d e ces petites faiblesses, de ces préjugés absurdes comm e il y en chez
less natures les plus droits, les plus fermes pour le bien. Cette sorte
d'antipathiee d'ailleurs légere, était u n peu aggravée de ce que prétendait
m o nn grand oncle, chaque fois que n o u s n o u s liions avec un de nos c a m a r a d e s
pluss qu'avec les autres et que n o u s 1'amenions diner a la maison c'était
toujourss un juif. Il les recevait du reste tres bien mais ne cessait de fredonner
:: « O Dieu de nos Peres » de la Juive q u e p o u r entamer « Israel, r o m p s ta
chaine!! » d e Samson et Dalila, ne chantant q u e 1'air naturellement <(ti la lam,
tarnn ta lam, ta lam ta lam, ta lam, talam, talim talilalam, tim talam) (...) Mais
q u a n dd 1'israelite présent était M. S w a n n il ne se gênait pas pour chanter
franchementt ces airs et prononcer distinctement les mots du livret, sachant
bienn q u e M. Swann ne s'en fachait pas et il disait : « Avec Swann ce n'est pas
laa peine de supprimer les paroles, il connaït tout mon répertoire. » « Oui
n'est-cee pas Swann » et Swann répondait en riant « Oui et je ne vous en veux
pas.. Et plus gravement: Vous a p p r e n d r e z u n jour que tout ce que v o u s
respectezz et dont vous croyez les juifs généralement d é p o u r v u s , la
générosité,, la charité, la solidarité, le p a r d o n des injures sont précisément d e s
v e r t u ss juives par excellence. » Et m o n grand oncle devait 1'apprendre en
effet.. (...) L'ignorance ou n o u s étions d e 1'« elegance » de Swann tenait
é v i d e m m e n tt en partie a la delicatesse et a la discretion de son caractère; mais
aussii a ce que la bourgeoisie franchise d'alors—et peut-être encore
d'aujourd'huii se faisait de la société u n e idee qui ne différait pas b e a u c o u p
d ee la conception hindoue, et la considérait c o m m e composée de castes
ferméess (...) Le père de Swann étant associé d'agent de change (le fait qu'il
futt juif n'entrait pas en ligne de compte, parce qu'il ne fréquentait q u e des
catholiques,, et cela donnait tout au plus envie aux femmes curieuses d e lui
d e m a n d e rr s'il était forcé de manger a certains jours de la chair d'enfant
chrétien,, question que leurs maris avec quelque mauvaise h u m e u r les
déconseillaientt de poser) (...) (Cahier 8 [N.A. Fr. 16 648], quoted from Brun
1988:118-19,123). .

M.. Swann, although muc h younger than m y grand-uncle, was my g r a n d uncle'ss best friend. This was bizarre for several reasons, one of which w a s
thatt M. Swann was Jewish and that m y grand-uncle did not like Jews. This
w a ss one of those small weaknesses or absurd prejudices in him as exist even
inn the natures of the most righteous persons, those w h o are firmest in their
servicee to the good. This sort of antipathy, which by the way was only slight,
w a ss a little aggravated by my grand-uncle's claim that every time we [Marcel
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andd his brother, YJ] connected ourselves strongly with one of our friends
moree than with others and brought this friend to our house for dinner, it was
alwayss a Jew. He received them well overall, but never stopped humming 'O
Godd of our Fathers' from La Juive, changing to 'Israel, break thy chains' from
Samsonn and Delilah, humming only the melody of course (ti la lam, tarn ta
lam,, ta lam ta lam, ta lam, talam talim talilalam, tim talam) (...) But when the
Israelitee visiting us was M. Swann, he did not hesitate to sing these airs
openlyy and to distinctly pronounce the words of the libretto, knowing very
welll that M. Swann would not get angry, saying that: 'With Swann it is no
usee leaving out the words, he knows my entire repertoire.' 'Yes, isn't that so,
Swann',, and Swann would answer with a laugh: 'Yes and I do not blame you
forr it.' And more seriously: 'You will learn one day that everything you
respectt and of which you consider the Jews to be deprived, such as
generosity,, charity, solidarity, and the forgiveness of sins are precisely Jewish
virtuess par excellence.' And my grand-uncle would indeed learn this. (...)
Ourr ignorance of Swann's 'elegance' was indeed partly dependent on the
delicacyy and discretion of his character; but also on the way the French
bourgeoisiee of the time —and perhaps still today—had a notion of society
thatt did not differ much from the Hindu conception, considering it as
composedd of closed castes (...) Swann's father was an associate banker (the
factt that he was Jewish was not considered relevant because he only
frequentedd Catholics, and at most it incited curious wives to ask him
whetherr on certain days he was forced to eat the flesh of a Christian child, a
questionn their husbands, with somewhat of a bad temper, advised them not
too ask) (...) (my translation).]
Thiss early version is ruder and less literary than the one eventually published.
Thee 'nous' probably refers to Proust's brother, who was later 'written out' of the
novel.. Swann explicitly contradicts the grand-uncle's negative opinion on the
Jewss and claims Christian values for them, which makes the conflict explicit
andd thus misses the ways in which the published version renders its
unspeakabilityy palpable. This early version also makes more apparent than the
publishedd one why the family had no problems with Swann's Jewish
background;; namely because Swann's father already 'ne fréquentait que des
Catholiques'' ['only frequented Catholics'].4'1 The supposition that certain
4,11

It was in the act of rewriting this passage that Bloch was created. Julia Kristeva believes that
separatingg Bloch from Swann ('sorti d'une cuisse de Swann' ['emerged from Swann's thigh'])
hadd the function, for Proust, of creating, on the one hand, in Swann, 'un alter ego positif' fa
positivee alter ego'], while, on the other hand, 'Bloch se charge des aspects negatifs du judaïsme,
nonn sans conserver quelques complicities et affinités avec le narrateur, issu qu'il est d'une
variantee initiale de Swann' ['Bloch takes on the negative aspects of Judaism, though not without
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curiouss wives were tempted to ask Swann whether he was forced, at any time,
too eat the flesh of a Christian child, reveals Proust's early experience of antiSemitismm as something deeply hidden within privatised Christian cultural
memory.. The husbands, less secluded within private spheres, know that these
mythss should not escape from the boundary of the Catholic home. This passage
tiess the narrator's reflections on the family's very limited knowledge about
Swann'ss social position to their limited knowledge of Jewish private life in
general,, which caused them to remain bound to myths that they knew were
foolishh but nevertheless found fascinating. Yet it does so in a very loose
manner,, without considering the possibility that their lack of knowledge about
Swannn could be associated with this general ignorance; instead, as we saw in
thee beginning of the chapter, the narrator blames it on the 'Hindu' caste
prejudice. .
Inn his reading of the changes made by Proust, Bernard Brun (1988) interprets
thee transition from brouillotis [draft-versions] to public versions that are partly
brouillagesbrouillages [radio interference], as the result of mixed motives, impossible to
unravel.. On the one hand, Proust is led by a wish to adapt his story to the
narrativee structure he projected, which should demonstrate that we only have
perspectivall knowledge of our social surroundings. Therefore, he eliminates
thosee elements of the story that determine the backgrounds of his characters too
clearlyy from the beginning, such as, for example, a clear, objectifying
determinationn of 'who Swann was'. On the other hand, the operations are also
ledd by a wish to hide the most painful and incomprehensible associations
aroundd anti-Semitism and racialised desire from the public.
Brunn might have added a reflection on the question of why the perspectivist
poetics,, which entirely contradicts the familv's expectation of fixed social
places,, is explicitly introduced for the first time when Swann enters the familial
territory.. After all, the reader has received a much more detailed and coloured
picturee of the family than of Swann, in spite of remaining perspectival. Perhaps

retainingg some complexities and affinities with the narrator, born as he is from an initial version
off Swann'] (Kristeva 1994: 54). However, Proust may have had other reasons for creating two
Jewishh characters instead of a single one. He mav have created Bloch's character because he
neededd to formalise and narrate the historical problems of assimilation that he encountered and
thatt varied across different generations and classes. Bloch does not function as a negative
portravall of 'Judaism' in general, but as a portraval of the 'coïncé' (trapped) position in which
thosee Jews that had not yet assimilated as fully as Swann had, found themselves. As we will see
inn chapter seven, Swann will only get into trouble after the Dreyfus Affair, when he starts
identifyingg himself as a Jew. In addition, as we will see in the next chapter, Proust needed Bloch
forr his portraval of the structures of judgement exhibited bv (some) members of the Catholic
majorityy and bv (some) assimilated Jews towards those who were less assimilated.
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wee may suggest that, by emphasising the family's perspectival knowledge of
Swannn as they keep speculating on his identity, Proust explores the ways in
whichh Judaism, which had become more or less private and invisible in the
nineteenthh century, experienced a second life in a semi-public memorial space
withoutt being admitted in a more explicit sense. The Republic guaranteed equal
entryy into the public sphere for Jews, but only as neutral citizens; it produced
fulll inequality at the point of their equal visibility as private persons ami as the
producerss of a specific culture. Instead of leading to actual immateriality at the
publicc level, this lead to speculation. Hence, while Proust's perspectivism is a
generall narrative procedure, Swann (and Bloch) will always remain less
graspablee than the other characters because the novel reflects the structure of
assimilation.. The entire cultural space is Catholic-secular, and Swann and Bloch
onlyy appear in the context of their confrontation with it. This not only ensures
thatt thev will be scrutinised according to how well they have adapted, but also
thatt this lack of visibility is projected onto their behaviour as demonstrating a
propensityy for incomprehensibility and 'excessive' social mobility. In the next
chapter,, I analyse Proust's metaphorical style as an ambivalent reflection and
partiall critique of this exclusion of Jewish culture from the public sphere at a
discursivee level.
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44
Stuckk in a Revolving Door:
Religion,, Cultural Memory
andd Politics

Introduction n
Inn this chapter, I propose to read Proust's metaphorical style as an exploration
off the changing relationship between religion and culture once it has been
suggestedd that a group's ethno-religious traditions should become private in
thee course of a process of secularisation. More precisely, I propose that Proust's
metaphorss can be read as a specific problematisation of the idea that we can
transformm an ethno-religious culture into a religion in such a wav that it can be
relegatedd to a putatively 'private' sphere. In this context, I read Proustian
metaphorr as a further exploration of the semi-public, semi-private cultural
realmm of unspeakable 'otherness' introduced in chapter three. I argue that this
realmm is itself produced by the attempt to establish a strict separation of private
andd public, of religion and politics, that is to say, by a secularist interpretation
off modernity. This cultural realm hosts a specific kind of ethno-religious
differencee in which othering and secrecv, shame and the objective cultural
memoryy of religious and cultural difference, intermingle and sometimes clash.
Myy interpretation will take shape as we follow our friends, Marcel and Bloch,
inn their confrontation with their new friend, the Marquis Robert de Saint-Loupen-Bray.. Saint-Loup onlv features in the second volume of the Recherche,
entitledd A Vombre des jeunes filles en flairs [Within a Budding Grove]. Marcel and
Blochh meet Saint-Loup for the first time in Balbec, the small, luxurious
Normandyy seaside resort where thev spend their summer holidays. In section
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one,, I address Marcel's perceptions of Bloch and his family in Balbec. Here, I
elaboratee in greater detail on the nineteenth-century concept of assimilation as
secularisationn by discussing Theodore Reinach's 1901 definition of assimilation.
Ass a second step, I address Esther Benbassa's, Hannah Arendt's, and Zygmunt
Bauman'ss analyses of the paradoxes of assimilation, while reading Proust's
metaphoricall style as a powerful reflection and original critique of these
paradoxes.. Proust's style demonstrates the cultural effects of the habitual
conceptuall network in nineteenth-century liberal-Republican thought that
connects,, on the one hand, politics, the French nation, and the public, and, on
thee other, religion, other "nations" —in particular the Jewish one —and privacy.
InIn section three, I extend my reading bevond the specificities of Jewish
assimilationn and concentrate on reading Proustian metaphor as a
problematisationn of the secular Republic's basic premise of realising equality by
relegatingg social belonging to a sphere separate from politics. I propose to read
Proust'ss metaphors as carriers of a cultural memory of hierarchy and power
distributionn over diverse societal groups and of this cultural memory's agency
inn the present; as literary devices that recall layers of identities and their
interwovenness,, cutting through the Republican divide between politics on the
onee hand, and religious and social belonging on the other.
Analysingg metaphors when we want to learn something about assimilation
andd secularisation compels us to develop a sociological concept of metaphor
thatt is unusual in the existing literature, which mostly occupies itself with
inquiriess into the rhetorical and metaphysical functions of metaphor,
particularlyy when dealing with the Recherche.1 Roland Barthes, however, has
proposedd a reading of Proustian metaphor in sociological terms. For him,
Proust'ss novel presents an exploration of social mobility, with metaphor
functioningg as the vehicle for exploring this characteristic of modern society.
Barthess first suggests that there exists a grammar of modern societal life, the
essentiall formal characteristic of which is reversal:
Unee permutation incessante anime, bouleverse Ie jeu social (1'oeuvre de
Proustt est beaucoup plus sociologique qu'on ne dit : elle décrit avec
exactitudee la grammaire de la promotion, de la mobilité des classes), au point
quee la mondanité peut se définir par une forme : Ie renversement (des
situations,, des opinions, des valuers, des sentiments, des langages (Barthes
19800 [1971]: 37).

!!

Sec for example Deleuze (1%4) and Genette (1966; 1972). I return to the 'metaphysics' of
metaphorr in chapter seven.
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[AA ceaseless permutation animates, shatters the social interplay (Proust's
workk is much more sociological than people say: it describes the g r a m m a r of
sociall advancement, of social mobility, in an exact manner), u p to the point
thatt society life can be defined by a form: reversal (of situations, opinions,
values,, feelings, languages) (mv translation).]
Thiss reversal, Barthes argues, is figured through m e t a p h o r in the Proustian
novel.. In his elaboration of this idea, Barthes o p p o s e s Proust's syntax of modern
societall life to a classical social syntax. In Proust's universe, characters are able
too radically change roles. They can, for example, be vulgar one m o m e n t and
mostt distinguished the next, without being the one in truth and the other only
inn appearance. Barthes takes the princess Sherbatoff as an example: she is a
Russiann princess, w h o at one time a p p e a r s to Marcel as a brothel keeper. In
classicall syntax, such as the moralistic one represented by the famous French
writerr La Rochefoucauld (1613-1680), the princess w o u l d be 'deciphered' as
'nothingg b u t ' a brothel keeper (Barthes 1980 [1971]: 35-36). Proust replaces this
syntaxx of 'nothing but' by a 'concomitant syntax' in which the w o m a n can be
bothh a princess and a brothel keeper. This n e w syntax should be called
'metaphorical',, Barthes suggests, because metaphor, notwithstanding the longstandingg tradition of rhetorics, indicates a work of language without any
'vectorisation:: it passes from one term to another in a circular and infinite w a y '
(38). .
Barthes'ss interpretation of m e t a p h o r stresses the relaxing of fixed semiotic
categoriess in Proust's modern universe, b u t it neglects a different aspect of this
universe'ss mobility, which is also explored through metaphors, this time m o r e
vectorised.. I propose to read the Proustian m e t a p h o r as an attempt to
configuree —to localise at a textual level, and with it, to situate in a culture that
cann be shared and is public —the heritage of class distinctions, of social and
religiouss belonging. Thus, we will read Proust's metaphorical style as an
explorationn of the complex relationship between public inequality and
difference.. Specifically, the metaphors bring to light the w a y s in which g r o u p
belonging,, though officially only privately relevant, in many complex w a y s
saturatess the different layers of a public, shared culture: as visible traces, as
culturall practices, as ways to organise specific g r o u p s , as shared cultural
memories,, as persistent prejudices, as shared hopes and expectations, and as
somethingg transformative as well.
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4.11 Picturesque rather than pleasing in Balbec
Thee second part of the Recherche narrates the adolescent Marcel's holidays in
Balbec.. There, he befriends Robert de Saint-Loup, nephew of Combray's
Duchesss of Guermantes. Marcel has admired the Duchess from his early youth
andd when the opportunity to meet Saint-Loup presents itself in Balbec, he is
veryy eager to gain his friendship. This turns out to be more difficult than
befriendingg Bloch: at first sight, Saint-Loup appears arrogant and
unapproachable.. Yet once Saint-Loup shows an interest in becoming his friend,
Marcell starts to admire him practically without reserve. Saint-Loup will remain
Marcel'ss best friend until his untimely death on a battlefield during World War
I.. The narrator ascribes to Saint-Loup a nearly absolute 'sincérité' and
'désintéressement',, which is also reflected in the fact that Saint-Loup, as a
nobleman,, is a Republican. According to the narrator, Saint-Loup's inability to
findd satisfaction in egocentric sentiments such as love makes him capable of
truee friendship, unlike Marcel (and Bloch) (1988: II, 416). In sum, Saint-Loup is
exactlyy the kind of friend Marcel's parents would have wished for him.
Nott long after their first acquaintance, Marcel discovers that Robert, mixing
curiosityy with his Republican ideals, wants to get to know people that Marcel's
parents,, following the 'sociological theories of Combray/ would never expect
himm to be interested in (1988: II, 367). Immediately after this remark, the
narratorr writes how one day, sitting on the beach with Saint-Loup, they hear
thee following words coming from a tent not far from their own:
Onn ne peut faire deux pas sans en rencontrer (...). Je ne suis pas par principe
hostilee a la nationalité juive, mais ici il y a pléthore. On n'entend que: Dis
done,, Apraham, chai fu Chakop. On se croirait Rue d'Aboukir (1988: II, 97).
[Youu can't go a yard without meeting them (...). I am not irremediably
hostilee to the Jewish race, but here there is a plethora of them. You hear
nothingg but, 'I thay, Apraham, I've chust theen Chacop.' You would think
youu were in the Rue d'Aboukir (1996: II, 367).] 2
Too Marcel's astonishment, it turns out that the person speaking is 'his old friend
Bloch'' (1996: II, 367). We may explain Bloch's remark as self-irony, but we have
too acknowledge that he also distinguishes himself from the 'plethora' as a more
assimilatedd person by imitating a Yiddish accent which he himself does not
have.. The next astonishment follows when Saint-Loup tells Marcel that he has

::

Rue d'Aboukir is a street in Mcnilmontant in Paris which has housed immigrants tor more
thann two centuries, including Jews in the nineteenth centurv and Muslims todav.
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mett Bloch at the concours general, and that he would like to be introduced to
him. .
Itt turns out Bloch is not the only one to have problems with the Jewish
presencee in Balbec, for Marcel himself 'was not particularly anxious that Bloch
shouldd come to the hotel' (367). This is because Marcel includes Bloch in the
undesirablee 'plethora'. He notes that Bloch is not alone but with his sisters,
who,, in turn, have 'innumerable relatives and friends' staying in Balbec (367).
Thus,, in Marcel's eves, the category of 'other Jews' from whom Bloch
distinguishess himself includes Bloch, and they all form part of a single group
connectedd through private links of family or friendship. The narrator then
providess the following comment on this group:
Orr cette colonic juive était plus pittoresque qu'agréable. Il en était de Balbec
commee de certains pavs, la Russie ou la Roumanie, oü les cours de
géographiee nous enseignent que la population Israelite n'v jouit point de la
mêmee faveur et n'y est pas parvenue au même degré d'assimilation qu'a
Pariss par exemple. Toujours ensemble, sans mélange d'aucun autre element,
quandd les cousines et les oncles de Bloch, ou leurs coreligionnaires males ou
femelless se rendaient au Casino, les unes pour Ie «bal», les autres bifurquant
verss Ie baccara, ils formaient un cortege homogene en soi et entièrement
dissemblablee des gens qui les regardaient passer et les retrouvaient la tous
less ans sans échanger un salut avec eux, que ce fut la société des Cambremer,
Iee clan du premier président, ou des grands et petits bourgeois, ou même de
simpless grainetiers de Paris, dont les filles, belles, fières, moqueuses et
francaisess comme les statues de Reims, n'auraient pas voulu se mêler a cette
hordee de fillasses mal élevées, poussant Ie souci des modes de «bains de
mer»» jusqu'a toujours avoir 1'air de revenir de pécher la crevette ou d'etre en
trainn de danser Ie tango. Quant aux hommes, malgré 1'éclat des smokings et
dess souliers vernis, 1'exagération de leur type faisait penser a ces recherches
ditess «intelligentes» des peintres qui ayant a illustrer les Evangiles ou les
MilleMille et Une Nuits, pensent au pays oü la scène se passé et donnent a saint
Pierree ou a Ali-Baba précisément la figure qu'avait Ie plus gros «ponte» de
Balbecc (1988: II, 98).
[Noww this Jewish colony was more picturesque than pleasing. Balbec was in
thiss respect like such countries as Russia or Romania, where the geography
bookss teach us that the Jewish population does not enjoy the same esteem
andd has not reached the same stage of assimilation as, for instance, in Paris.
Alwayss together, with no admixture of any other element, when the cousins
andd uncles of Bloch or their co-religionists male or female repaired to the
Casino,, the ladies to dance, the gentlemen branching off towards the
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baccarat-tables,, thev formed a solid troop, homogeneous within itself, and
utterlyy dissimilar to the people who watched them go by and found them
theree again every year without ever exchanging a word or a greeting,
whetherr these were the Cambremer set, or the senior judge's little group,
professionall or 'business' people, or even simple cornhandlers from Paris,
wrhosee daughters, handsome, proud, mocking and French as the statues at
Rheims,, would not care to mix with that horde of ill-bred sluts who carried
theirr zeal for 'seaside fashions' so far as to be always apparently on their way
homee from shrimping or out to dance the tango. As for the men, despite the
brilliancee of their dinner-jackets and patent-leather shoes, the exaggeration of
theirr type made one think of the so-called 'bright ideas' of those painters
who,, having to illustrate the Gospels or the Arabian Nights, consider the
countryy in which the scenes are laid, and give to St Peter or to Ali-Baba the
identicall features of the heaviest 'punter' at the Balbec tables (1996: II, 36768).] ]
Thiss passage raises a number of questions and I will proceed slowly; rather than
readingg it in terms of a typically nineteenth-century example of anti-Semitism, I
proposee to read it as an exploration of the effects of assimilationism in the
contextt of a cultural memory of difference. An introductory question could be
whyy being 'picturesque' and being 'pleasing' are opposed by the narrator as
qualifierss of what is perceived as a 'Jewish colony'. Why is this colony
picturesque?? Because the appearance of the Jews gives rise to visual abstraction
andd unity, to clear contours and colours. The women are dressed fashionably
andd perhaps a little indecentlv, as the narrator's allusions to swimming and
dancingg suggest, while the men wear brilliant clothes and seem to be
'exaggerated'' underneath them. Thus, the 'colony' is qualified as picturesque
becausee it stands out. This is linked to its not being pleasing: it appears as a
veryy (or even overly) big group of not-us. The images used to designate the
Jewss in Balbec shift from 'plethora' to 'colonv', to 'the cousins and uncles of
Blochh or their coreligionists', to a 'solid troop, homogeneous within itself'. The
suggestionn that there are very many Jews is linked to the perception that thev
aree indistinguishable and members of a single family. This family quality
derivess from the impression that there is no 'admixture of any other element'.
Here,, in a space of shared leisure, the Jews are suddenly perceived as a
familv,, an etlmos, instead of the 'public individuals' whose Jewishness was
officiallyy declared irrelevant to their public functioning. The passage suggests
thatt for all their access to French society, the Jews live completely separated
fromm the other French in their private time; and this separation itself stimulates
thee perception of them as a unified group. This recalls Jakob Katz' view that
sociall emancipation remained
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aa far cry from the vision that had sustained Jews when they first started to
leavee behind the boundaries of their traditional societv (...) Jews, even in
countriess where they had obtained political freedom, were economically
advanced,, and assimilated culturally, remained separate, even conspicuously
soo (Katz 1973: 201-02 quoted from Bauman 1988: 55).
Andd while the narrator perceives the Jews as a united family, he divides the
French,, by contrast, into classes and professions, ranging from nobility (les
Cambremer)) to the judge's little group, to professional or 'business' people, and
finallyy to the petty bourgeois (simple cornhandlers).
Thee metaphors used should make us aware that there is something peculiar
aboutt this perception. Underlining the differences between the groups, the
metaphorss contrast greatly with what the narrator actually sees. Why do the
Jewss stand out? What the narrator sees is that they dress fashionably. The girls
aree qualified as 'ill-bred sluts' because they show a certain zeal for doing what
iss hip: dancing or shrimping. They are colourful and picturesque, whereas the
daughterss of the Christian bourgeoisie are statuesque ('like the statues in
Rheims')) and probably quite prim and prissy. This fashionable appearance is
thenn ingeniously associated, through metaphor, with what makes these 'coreligionists'' into an ethnically and religiously separate group: not the fact that
theyy share a religious culture—on the contrary, reference to a shared religious
practicee is conspicuously absent—but a metaphorical association of their
modernn appearance, firstly, with what the geography books teach us about the
livess of ghettoised Russian and Rumanian Jews, and secondly, with classical
religiouss narratives from the Orient.
Thee narrator establishes these associations in a perfectly circular way: from
thee brilliance of the baccarat players we make a detour to the Orient as a
geographicall place, then to the mythical Orient of the origins of Christianitv
andd Islam, onlv to return to the (Jewish) model for these cultural memories
foundd at the baccarat table. The narrator recalls the pervasiveness of these
associationss by seeking the cause for his own in the stereotypes used bv
popularr painters. Thus, the Jews' modern appearance is itself associated with
religiouss origins and with their unity as a group. What is missing is a reference
too social differentiations within the group, such as those with regard to class or
professionn that the narrator makes with regard to the other French/'
Thee narrator judges that his perception of the Jews in Balbec is produced by
theirr 'stage of assimilation'. An indication of the irony and selfcontradictorinesss of this analvsis follows immediately, when he writes that
Balbecc is like Russia and unlike Paris—even though they all come from Paris.

•'' Except for the important gender distinction, to which I will return.
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Butt while the narrator associates the Jews in Balbec with Russia and Romania,
Bloch,, bv contrast, links the group to the Rue d'Aboukir in Paris.4 This
distinctionn subtly indicates that neither Marcel nor the narrator knows much
aboutt actual Jewish lite in Paris, except for that of the long-time resident elite.
II propose that we now address Theodore Reinach's definition of assimilation
inn order to get a better grasp on the precise setting in which the narrator's view
shouldd be understood —not in order to merely localise and contextualise the
passage,, but in order to enable us to understand the memorial agency of similar
notionss of assimilation at the beginning of the twenty-first century.

TheodoreTheodore Reinach's definition of assimilation
Inn order to grasp how the process of assimilation was generally understood in
Proust'ss environment, we mav follow the view of the Jewish French historian
Reinach,, one of the early historians of Judaism (Benbassa 2000). His older
brotherr Joseph Reinach was among the most important Dreyfusards. Proust
referss to Joseph Reinach several times in the Recherche (1996:: III, 276, 283; in
1996:: IV, 169, he visits Mme Verdurin's salon). Theodore Reinach was the
librariann in a library often visited by Proust (Tadié 1996 I: 688). In his history of
thee Jews, Reinach proposed the following transformation of Jewish identity
afterr emancipation, which he called 'assimilation':
44

The difference between Marcel's and Bloch's comparison proves the closeness of the narrator
too Marcel. His voice does not represent Proust's, which is at least, if perhaps unconsciouslv,
dividedd between the narrator's, Marcel's and Bloch's. For this reason, 1 have difficulties with a
characterisationn of this passage like Malcolm Bowie's, who writes that 'it would be
unsatisfactorvv to sav of such writing simplv that it represents one voice in a polyphony of
voicess in the book as a whole, and that its venom is amplv neutralised bv the narrator's
svmpatheticc accounts elsewhere of Bloch and his familv, and of the beleaguered Jewish
communityy at large. The extremity of this writing deserves to be heard, and its searing
aggressionn felt, before the problem of its presence in Proust's book is 'solved' (Bowie 1998: 144).
Afterr this, Bowie provides a relativist interpretation of the function of anti-Semitism in the
narrative:: 'One value system is used to expose another to ridicule, but the relation is a reversible
one:: the instrument of ridicule mav become its object as the satirical text presses manicallv
ahead.. One of the hallmarks of the Proustian political vision is to be found in this extreme
instability,, in this resistance to all principles of social order and continuity. And this instability
iss jealously protected bv Proust's text, even if this means giving room from time to time to
reprehensiblee views' (1998: 148). In contrast with this interpretation, I think that it is vital to
analyse,, perhaps even almost dissect, literary voices and not ascribe them to an 'author' and his
orr her intentions (see Bal 1998). The embedding of reprehensible views is too significant to be
justt one 'voice' among others that hold each other in a sort of balance. Rather, following
Proust'ss own account of the embodiment ot political judgment, we could argue that because ot
thee ubiquity of assimilationism, the passage has to be interpreted in its own inconsistencies as a
critiquee of the assimilationism it professes at the explicit level.
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Laa Revolution franchise ouvre une ère nouvelle dans 1'histoire du Judaïsme,
commee dans celle de 1'Europe occidentale. A 1'antique notion de 1'Etat de
droitt divin et historique, fondé sur des distinctions de caste et de race, elle
substituee celle de 1'Etat purement humain et laïque, oü 1'on ne demande
comptee aux hommes ni du sang qui coule dans leurs veines, ni de leurs
croyancess intimes, ni de leur maniere d'adorer Dieu, mais oü tous les
citoyenss ont les mêmes droits, a la condition de remplir les mêmes devoirs.
Laa consequence de ce principe, c'est, d'une part, que les juifs, comme les
catholiques,, les protestants, les mahométans, les libres penseurs, doivent
jouirr dans un Etat civilisé, sans aucune restriction, de tous les droits civils et
politiques;; c'est, d'autre part, que les juifs, dès qu'ils ont cessé d'etre traites
enn parias, doivent s'identifier, de coeur et de fait, avec les nations qui les ont
adoptés,, renoncer aux pratiques, aux aspirations, aux particularités de
costumee ou de langage qui tendraient a les isoler de leurs concitoyens, en un
mot,, cesser d'etre une nation dispersée, pour ne plus se considérer que
commee une confession religieuse (...). Uemancipation et 1'assimilation des
Israelitess restent un ideal, aux trois quarts realise dans certaines contrées, a
moitiéé dans d'autres, et qui ailleurs peut encore sembler une lointaine utopie
(Reinachh 1901 [1884]: 305-06).
[Thee French Revolution heralded a new era in the history of Judaism, as well
ass in that of Western Europe. For the old notion of the State of divine and
historicall right, founded on distinctions of caste and race, the Revolution
substitutedd that of the purely human and secular State, where one does not
makee people accountable of the blood that flows through their veins, not of
theirr intimate beliefs, not of their way of adoring God, but where all citizens
havee the same rights, on the condition that they fulfil the same obligations.
Thee consequence of this principle is that, on the one hand, the Jews, like the
Catholics,, the Protestants, the Muslims, and the freethinkers, can partake
withinn a civilised State, without any restriction, of all civil and political
rights;; and that, on the other hand, the Jews, after they have ceased to be
treatedd as pariahs, must identify themselves, in heart and in fact, with the
nationss which have accepted them, renounce the practices, the aspirations,
thee peculiarities of costume or language which would tend to isolate them
fromm their fellow citizens, in a word cease to be a dispersed nation, and
henceforthh consider themselves onlv a religious denomination (...). The
emancipationemancipation and assimilation of the Israelites remains an ideal, realised by
three-quarterss in certain parts, bv half in others, and which elsewhere still
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remainss a faraway Utopia (Translation partly quoted from Marrus 1971: 92,
partlyy mv own).] "
Reinach'ss view reflects a great trust in emancipation when he writes of the
nationss that have 'accepted' the Jews, where thev were first treated as 'pariahs'.
Thee crucial point in his understanding of the meaning of emancipation for
Judaismm is that he thinks that, in return for their participation as citizens,
Judaismm can and should be transformed from a specific 'dispersed nation' into
'aa religious denomination'. This is what he understands by assimilation.
Followingg this interpretation, assimilation does not imply the loss of all
tracess of particularity: Reinach envisions the possibility of Judaism as a
particularr religious denomination which has 'merely' shed all its non-religious
traces.. Emancipation no longer implies an implicit rejection of particularity, as
hadd been the case in Enlightenment philosophies and under Jacobinism." The
neww option is based on the assumption that we can separate a private religious
domain,, governed by a specifically Jewish ethical-moral-religious concept of the
Good,, from a religiously neutral political and public sphere. But what does this
particularityy entail? What precisely remains of a 'dispersed nation' when it
ss

Reinach's definition of assimilation occupies a somewhat mythical status in histories of the
Jewss in France. Usually, only the part ranging from 'the Jews, since thev have ceased' to
'religiouss denomination' is quoted. 1 copied this part of the translation from Marrus (1971: 92);
thee rest is my own. Zygmunt Bauman copies the phrase from Marrus, but he misreads
'dispersed'' for 'despised' (Bauman 1988: 57; see section 2). Birnbaum ascribes the passage to H.
Prague,, editor of the Archives Israelites, but this is an error (see Birnbaum 1988: 47).
"" The necessity of separating religion from (linguistic, visible and/or juridical) culture had been
proposedd in relation to the Jews from Spinoza and Voltaire onward. This separation had started
too be realised in France after the Revolution. At the time of the Revolution, Berr Isaac Berr and
otherss advocated the citizenship rights to their coreligionists bv assuring them that the French
Statee would protect religious Judaism (see also chapter three). In early Enlightenment thought,
itt had often been suggested that Judaism, Catholicism and Protestantism represented different
'stages'' in the development of religion toward a universal religion which, in the end, would
implyy the discovery of universal moral laws and a 'natural religion'. Spinoza, among others,
alsoo argued that Judaism was a more ritualistic and exterior religion than the 'already' more
universalistt (Protestant) Christianity and therefore less proximate to such a universal religion.
Thiss view was inherited bv Enlightenment thinkers, and in particular by Kant, who suggested
thatt Protestantism was the last, perhaps necessary, stage before religion could become a 'purely'
interiorised,, universal moral religion that would leave all naturalistic particularising practices
behindd (see for example Kal 2000). Reinach's idea that Judaism could subsist as an equally valid
religiouss denomination next to others departs from the notion that one universal, naturalised
religionn should result from the Enlightenment. Hence, from the point of view of earlier
Enlightenmentt conceptions of the future of Judaism, Reinach's view' represents pruyrc-s in its
pluralism,, and in its assignment of a place for (particular) religions within modernity. However,
hiss view of assimilation as secularisation does not depart from the idea that religions have to
shedd particularising practices as much as possible and move toward their interiorisation
(privatisation)) and universalisation (see mv introduction).
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becomess 'just' a religion? And what does it mean when we conceive of public
tracess of religion as 'national' traces?
Reinach'ss definition of assimilation requires full identification with the
Frenchh nation-state at a public, civil level on the part of the Jews. To stop being
aa 'dispersed nation' means to stop identifying in any way with a 'national'
groupp other than the French.7 For Reinach, this implies that Jews should avoid
givingg any sign of belonging to a different 'group', because this will be
associatedd with belonging to a different nation.*
Here,, one senses the lack of mediating concepts that would prevent the
conflationn of the 'visible', the 'particular', and the 'national'. It is the discursive
functionn of the use of concepts of culture and ethnicity to provide a network for
thee appearance of (religious) difference. Without these concepts, all forms of
communall belonging are encompassed by the single term 'nation', which leads
too competition between the Jewish and the French nation in the sphere of the
visible.. Religion is relegated to a realm which can only be the negative of the
visible.. It needs to remain outside the visible, and all its specific practices and
particularitiess are in fact associated with self-isolation. The demand to 'departicularise'' religion, then, brings Reinach's definition close to the myth of
interiority:: a myth developed as an understanding of Protestantism as a belief
orr even as a pure experience without the need for a Church or any other
institutionall organisation, in line with the Enlightenment concept of secularism
thatt I discussed in the introduction.
Beforee returning to the passage from Proust, I will contrast Reinach's concept
off assimilation with the findings of recent historical research into actual
nineteenth-centuryy French Judaism. Our understanding of the problematic of
assimilationn will be enhanced when we see that it functioned, also in the
nineteenthh century, as a normative ideal, instead of representing a historical
reality. .

77

This transition was indicated bv the distinction between 'Juifs' and 'Israelites'.
"" This recalls the quote analysed in chapter three, in which one of the speakers in the national
assemblyy proposed to 'begin bv destroying all the humiliating signs which designate them as
Jews,, so that their garb, their outward appearance, shows us that they are fellow citizens'
(quotedd from Burns 1992: 11).
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BriefBrief historical critique of the use of the concept of assimilation
Thee French historian Esther Benbassa insists that the understanding of
assimilationn as privatisation does not grasp what actually occurred in the
nineteenthh century. She strongly emphasises that assimilation in the sense of a
'fusion'' and 'amalgamation' of the Jews with the French citizenry, which
Reinachh translates as the deculturalisation of Judaism and its transformation
intoo a pure religion, is a myth far removed from the reality of nineteenthcenturyy France.
Insteadd of the privatisation of religion, what took place was an étatisation of
religion;; religion was brought under the control of the state and institutionalised
(Benbassaa 2000)." Within the confines of this institutionalisation, Judaism
officiallyy developed into a recognised minority religion over the course of the
nineteenthh century. Jews were generally able to gain access to French society
withoutt having to renounce their religion. During the Second Empire,
synagoguess were built and members of the Jewish community could obtain
highh posts in French society while remaining religiously active.10

44
Napoléon institutionalised four official religions. For Judaism, in 1806-07, he founded the
Grandd Sanhedrin, the first official Jewish Court after the Diaspora, later changed into the
'Consistoire'.. In the nineteenth century, this gesture was interpreted by Jews and progressive
Gentiless in the redemptionist terms thev also deployed with regard to citizenship rights.
However,, the same ambivalences play a role here: Benbassa describes the controlling,
repressivee aspects to which this institution was subjected from the beginning (2000: 138-140).
Shee quotes Napoléon, who uses the same terminology as the regenerators: 'il v aurait de la
faiblessee a chasser les Juifs; [il vaut mieux qu'il y aura de la force a les corriger' fit would be
weakk to chase the Jews away; it would be better to use force to correct them'! (quoted in
Benbassaa 2000: 140). Ironically, fifteen years after the Revolution, this institutionalisation of
Judaismm realised a similar kind of centralised representation by a state-appointed religious elite
thatt some of the Jewish representatives had asked to have abolished at the time of the
Revolutionn (see chapter three). Benbassa argues that the creation of such a state-appointed and
centralisedd elite is implicit in French minoritv politics and recognisable in today's policies
concerningg Muslims. An important difference according to her, however, is that while the
Consistoiress consisted partly of a secular elite of non-practicing but also non-assimilated
businesss people, the contemporary Muslim elites empowered by the secular state are mostly
composedd of conservative religious persons (Benbassa 2003: 53; for a differentiated view of
.Muslimm organisations today, see Bowen 2004). The Napoleonic institutionalisation and official
'recognition'' of Judaism by the state was abolished together with that of the other three
recognisedd religions as a result of the introduction of the state's official laïcitc in 1905 (Bauberot
2000).. I will explain this in more detail in chapter five.
:
"" A good example is Adolphe Cremieux, who was a witness at the marriage of Proust's parents.
Hee served as minister of Justice in the Second Republic and, in 1870, managed to extend the
citizenshipp rights of Jews to those living in Algeria.
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However,, Benbassa argues, while Jewish particularism was tolerated by the
Frenchh State because Judaism was officially 'purely' a religion, this did not
mean,, in practice, that all 'cultural' or 'communal' aspects of Judaism
reminiscentt of a Jewish people —'a savoir d'une culture et d'une identité
collectivess dépassant le cadre des rites et crovances religieuses [that is to sav a
collectivee culture and identity that surpasses the frame of rites and religious
beliefs]] (Benbassa 2003: 66, my translation) —disappeared. A subtle indication of
resistancee to the full religionisation of Judaism was the way many Jews insisted
onn referring to themselves as 'Juifs' instead of as 'israélites' (Benbassa 2003:
67)."" A significant detail is also that a Jewish hospital was founded in Paris
duringg the Second Empire (Benbassa 2000). Another collective trait of Judaism,
forr example, was the fact that, even though intermarriage was quite frequent in
thee small Parisian elite Proust formed part of, the large majority of Jews did not
intermarry.. It would be difficult to establish whether this was the result of
segregationn by the majority, of a personal choice, or of something in between. [ Lastly,, many French Jews expressed solidarity with Jewish immigrants in
Francee and with those living in other European countries. Reinach himself
wrotee one of the first histories of Judaism in Europe and even though, as we
havee seen, he professed full assimilation, his work breathes a solidarity with the
Jewishh people in Europe everywhere, and he writes from the perspective of a
strongg concern with emerging nationalisms and anti-Semitism around the time
off the Dreyfus Affair.

AnticipatingAnticipating the future of assimilation
Benbassaa argues that we should interpret the process of incorporating the
Frenchh Jews after emancipation as not terribly distinct from contemporary
integrationn (Benbassa 2000: 12, 194), and that we should no longer call it
assimilation.111 Contrary to this last proposal, I suggest we go the opposite way
111
'Dans 'Juif', I'affiliation a un peuple et le religieux se confondent, mais toujours a 1'intérieur
dee la citoyenneté francaise' [In the word 'few' the affiliation to a community and to the religious
merge,, hut always within the French citizenry] (Benbassa 2003: 67, mv translation).
i ::
The question of whether the representatives of the Jews would consent to intermarriage was
thee central question directed at the rabbis upon the formation of the Grand Sanhedrin (Benbassa
2000). .
;
'' Benbassa sounds a critical note about the use of the concept of assimilation in discussing the
historyy of the French Jews when she writes: 'Cette insistance sur 1'assimilation supposée des
Juifss francais ne devait-elle pas quelque chose a la vision des ideologues et des historiographies
sionistes,, pour qui la vie en diaspora mene inéluctablement a l'effacement de l'identité juive?'
['Didd this insistence on the supposed assimilation of French Jews not owe something to the
visionn of the Zionist ideologues and historiographers, for whom life in the diaspora inevitably
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andd analyse the ways in which contemporary concepts and policies of
integrationn are reminiscent of assimilation, but assimilation understood
specificallyy as the expectation that all cultural, visible aspects of religion will
disappear.. As an assignment, assimilation was an actuality in the nineteenth
centuryy and I think it continues to determine secularist expectations with
regardd to ethno-religious groups.
Thee assignment of assimilation had great effects at the level of the social
imaginaryy and with regard to the perceived legitimacy of ethno-religious
institutions.. Even though, as a religion, Judaism may have been respected and
institutionalised,, the idea that all traits of peoplehood had to disappear
invalidatedd all the 'older' aspects of Judaism which 'still' marked it as a
particularr culture. It is precisely this mechanism which I think should be
analysed,, because its memory can teach us much about today's expectations
withh regard to 'religion' in a liberal society, if only as an asymptote. To
anticipatee my further argument in Transit II, such a definition of assimilation
cann reveal to us the forgotten, assimilationist element of contemporary concepts
off 'integration' and liberal assimilation. Such assimilationism does not imply a
repressionn of religion 'itself', but represents an attempt to actively encourage
thee fading away of publicly visible cultural and practical aspects of religion.
Thiss points to the contemporary use of the concepts of secularism or laïcité, to be
discussedd in chapters five and six. What will be most important to analyse is
whatt it means to delegitimise the visibility of a religion when its invisibility is
neitherr practically realised nor could be realised, for reasons to be examined
later.14 4

ledd to the effacement of Jewish identity?' (my translation)] (Benbassa 2003: 12). I think she is
beingg a little too severe here on those who think that assimilation is an important (and
potentiallyy very exclusionary) normative concept relevant to nineteenth-century French
Judaism.. If not at a concrete level, it was so at an ideological one, and it determined, to a large
extent,, interpretations of public traces of Judaism and their construction through ascription (see
below).. Benbassa also does not address the problem which Birnbaum, in the footsteps of
Tocqueville,, makes explicit as a critique of Franco-Judaism: 'Aux Etats-Unis par example, pays
aa État faible et oil les formes multiples d'auto-organisation de la vie collective ont toujours etc
tress denses grace a 1'instauration tres précoce d'une democratie politique aux fondements
essentiellementt pluralistes, la vie associative propre aux juifs n'a jamais fait probléme car ellc
estt semblable a celle de toutes les autres communautés; mieux encore, elle est tout aussi
legitime'' fin the United States, for example, a country with a weak State where multiple forms
off the auto-organisation of collective life have always been very dense thanks to the early
installationn of a political democracy which, in its foundation, was essentially pluralistic, the
communityy life specific to the Jews has never caused any problems because it is similar to that
off the other communities; even better, it is also equally legitimate' (my translation)] (Birnbaum
1988:: 18-19).
144
As 1 already mentioned, Benbassa (2003) reads the history of Jewish assimilation in the
nineteenthh century and the 'integration' of Islam in contemporary France in a stereoscopic
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Reinach'ss liberal-Republican interpretation of the future of Judaism still
containss the essential problem of liberal secularist views. In the first place, these
viewss advocate a liberal integration that safeguards a 'free' private realm, yet
theyy also p r o d u c e the suggestion that it is illegitimate to form an ethnoreligiouss or even a religious association that is visible in the public sphere.
Thus,, separating religion from culture in the strong sense that Reinach suggests
producess a delegitimisation of religious practices that involve contact with
otherr citizens; even walking from one's house to the synagogue with a kippah,
orr with a scarf from h o m e to school, may irritate those intent on interpreting
thiss as a sign of isolation. And even if some people m a y wish to assimilate to
thee extent required by Reinach, it invalidates the standpoint of those w h o
conceivee of their religion in different, more practical or more orthodox ways, as
welll as the practices and habits of those only lately arrived, w h o have simplv
nott yet been able (or willing) to shed all of their traditional cultural practices.
AA framework of expected assimilation suggests that religion should become
private,, with the particularising cultural heritage fading away within a few
generations.. I d o not want to suggest that this process is of itself
reprehensible. 1 ^^ Rather, w e should address the oblique result of assimilation as
aa fixed expectation. Assimilationism, also in its liberal version, produces the
Othernesss it fears by relegating difference to a private realm, not recognising
thatt it is impossible to realise this fully, and tending to distrust those traces and
constructionss of belonging it itself produces. We have already seen this in our
interpretationn of the Proustian passage about the holidaymakers in Balbec (and
inn chapter three), but w e can n o w outline some further ramifications of this
understanding. .

BackBack to Balbec
Iff we n o w return to the passage from Proust, w e can bring u p something that
a d d ss to our u n d e r s t a n d i n g of the unintended effects of expectations about
assimilation.. We have seen that the narrator projects the association with
biblicall origins onto the modern, secular outfits w o r n by the Jews in Balbec.
Althoughh the narrator perceives no cultural practices distinguishing the Jews

manner,, drawing very precise analogies. I delay a further comparison until the following
chapters. .
:
"" In chapter two, I already argued that it is not reprehensible as such, but that we have to
recognisee that a neutral public sphere into which one could insert oneself as a neutral citizen
doess not actually exist. History will always produce majorities and long-time residing cultures
withh advantages in terms of visibility and representation, and we have to find wavs to make
subtlee provisions for remedying the ensuing inequalities.
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fromm the others, the metaphors he produces 'fill in' this absence bv, first, an
associationn with religious origins and second, book knowledge about Eastern
Europeann ghettoised Jews. Thus, a reified image of the Balbec Jews as 'copies' of
thee two stereotypical 'originals' is inescapably linked to their modern
appearance.. Clearly, the presentation of the Jews as a group is a fantasy, a
fantasyy that exists independently of the actual communalitv of lower-class and
less-assimilatedd Jews described by Benbassa, with which Bloch is but the
narratorr is not familiar.
Thee relevance of this web of associations for our scrutiny of the relation
betweenn religion and culture in a process of secularisation becomes apparent
whenn we read it in terms of Jan Assmann's ideal-typical distinction between
'communicative'' and 'cultural' memory (1999). Communicative memory is the
memoryy transmitted across three to four generations through mainly oral
communicationn - but also through folk tales, journalism, pictures (and,
increasingly,, through photographs and films). These three to four generations
sharee some of their memories and together, Assmann reminds us, form a
saeculum,saeculum, as the Romans called it (1999: 50). Cultural memory, on the other
hand,, is a memory of origins that has been processed into reified, ritualised
objectivations.. According to Assmann, cultural memory is usually understood
ass memory derived from 'ancient' times. By means of 'institutionalised
mnemotechnics',, a mythologisation through which memory acquires normative
andd formative power, it establishes mythical backgrounds to official religions.
Hence,, while communicative memory is linked to the secular, cultural memory
iss connected to the sacred.
Onn the basis of the Proustian passage, we may suggest that the distinction
betweenn communicative memory and cultural memory can also play a role in
thee dynamics of intercultural perception. The passage suggests that a reified,
mythicall image of Jewishness tends to replace precisely those practices of
culturall difference which the assimilants have been told to make invisible. The
factt that the Jews of Balbec do not in any particular sense distinguish
themselvess from the other guests does not help them to overcome their
isolation,, since the absence of visible culturally distinctive practices leads to an
absencee of a shared communicative memory of (the very limited) differences
thesee practices might actually entail, while leading observers to 'fill in' their
inevitablee idea of Jewishness with reified images from an age-old cultural
memoryy of religious difference."1
'hh I only endorse Assmann's definition of cultural memory as mvth here because it helps to
clarifyy this specific Proustian metaphor. In the rest of this book, I follow the track of those critics
whoo use 'cultural memory' in order to distinguish it from collective memory, precisely because
mediationn produces a pluralisation and interpretability that frees memory from representing an
un-refractedd collectivity or past, and links it to the present. See, tor example, Mieke Bal, who
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Thee metaphors used by the narrator suggest that Jewishness as a visible culture
linkedd to certain practices is absent, also in his imagination, but that this does
nott lead to a forgetfulness about the Jewish background of the guests in Balbec.
Instead,, this background is imposed on the Jews in the form of a reified cultural
memoryy in Assmann's sense, not by the group itself, but bv those perceiving
them.. We do not know about each other's religious or cultural practices, but we
doo have stereotypical ideas about each other's religions. The replacement of a
communicativee memory of religious practice by these 'originary' religious
referencess explains how modern difference turns into myth.17 These
associationss are only imaginary, but they do form part of an inescapable public
culturee that transmits intercultural memories of religion as mythical.
II will now consider the political consequences of the different wavs of
constructingg otherness analysed in this section, by turning to Hannah Arendt's
readingg of Proust's work in the context of the Dreyfus Affair.

4.22 Hannah Arendt reads Proust; projection and construction
Inn Tlie Origins of Totalitarianism, Arendt draws out the political consequences
fromm Proust's presentation of the modern construction of difference: she posits
thatt modernity itself produced Christian anti-Semitism's transformation into
racism.. Following a similar definition of assimilation to Reinach, and presenting
Proustt as her witness, she thinks that Judaism as a distinct collective life with
sociallyy objective distinguishing marks of affiliation, such as its adherence to a
specificc religion, language, law, and nationality, had been abolished at the time
definess 'cultural memorization as an activity occurring in the present, in which the past is
continuouslyy modified and redescribed even as it continues to shape the future' (Bal 1999: vii,
seee also Transit I).
177
One of the wavs Proust deals with this reiheation is bv pushing reified images to the ironic
pointt of their total imbrication and mixture. Let us consider, for example, Bloch's translation of
Jewishnesss from a dvnamic cultural-religious practice into a reference to a reified religious
'origin'' in his explanation of his own sentimentality. Bloch ascribes this sentimentality to his
Jewishh background, which the narrator immediately extends into an association with the origins
off Christianity. At a certain point, when discussing Marcel's sickly condition, Bloch says to
Marcel:: 'You cannot imagine mv grief when I think of you', Bloch went on. 'Actually, 1 suppose
it'ss a rather Jewish side of my nature coming out', he added ironically, contracting his pupils as
thoughh measuring out under the microscope an infinitesimal quantity of 'Jewish blood', as a
Frenchh noble might (but never would) have said who among his exclusively Christian ancestry
neverthelesss numbered Samuel Bernard, or further back still, the Blessed Virgin from whom, it
iss said, the Levy family claim descent. 'I rather like', he continued, 'to take into account the
elementt of mv feelings (slight though it is) which may be ascribed to my Jewish origin' (1988: II,
377).. This mixes Christian and Jewish origins without turning one into the origin of the other.
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off the Dreyfus Affair, and that religion had been relegated to an ever smaller
private,, even subjective, realm. However, contrary to the idea that assimilation
impliess 'dejudaïsation', Arendt contends that assimilation's 'result was that [the
Jews']] private lives, their decisions and sentiments, became the verv centre of
theirr "Jewishness"' (Arendt 1979 [1948]: 84). This resulted in the naturalisation
off Judaism into Jewishness, implying its definition in terms of character, race,
andd innate qualities.
Amongg the supposed innate qualities of Jewishness, especially after the start
off the Dreyfus Affair, was 'traitorousness' (86). Arendt thinks that it was from a
fascinationn with 'vice' that high society began to be interested in the Jews;
hence,, the Jews were admitted to society not despite the fact that they were
associatedd with Dreyfus, but precisely because of this. Arendt motivates this
argumentt by using the example of Bloch's social ascendance at the time of the
Dreyfuss Affair.
Whilee there was no longer any objective difference between Jews and
Gentiles,, Proust demonstrated, in Arendt's view, how Jewishness became a trait
off a purely constructed, 'different' identity. She suggests that while equality
wass established in the political realm, distinction became ever more important
inn the social realm once the 'bourgeois' took over from the 'citoyen'. Hence, she
suggestss that there existed an intricate link between political equality and
citizenshipp on the one hand, and the emergence of social inequality, expressed
inn naturalistic terms as a difference between races, on the other.
Onn the basis of my previous analysis of Proust's representation of the
paradoxess of assimilation, I would suggest that certain aspects should be
interpretedd a little differently from Arendt. Her interpretation is overly
dialectical,, exaggerating the subjectivation of Judaism in Proust's work.
Elementss of self-construction, ascription, and a (dynamic) heritage of objective
differencee are all inextricably intertwined in the novel. This is precisely what
analysingg the Proustian metaphors enables us to see. Also, Bloch's social
ascendancee does not occur because of a fascination with vice or, more
particularly,, traitorousness. The narrator provides a different, less awkward
explanation.. Bloch's ascendance (which, by the way, does not go very far in the
beginningg because he is teased and disrespected by many other characters) is
possiblee only because he was from 'the lowest rung of the social ladder' and
'mightt go unnoticed' (1996: III, 214), whereas more well-known, classy Jews
suchh as Swann are gradually excluded from society as a result of the Dreyfus
Affairr (see chapter seven).
Arendtt takes the concept of assimilation as a historical instead of a normative
one,, and therefore sees remaining aspects of Judaism only as pure
constructionss —thinking that a Judaism with objectively distinctive cultural
practicess had vanished, she forgets, at the very least, the class differentiations.
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Thiss does not mean, however, that her interpretation does not remain acute in
itss problematisation of the relation between political equality and the
productionn of difference or group thinking. She rightly evokes the words of
Saint-Loup,, who complains about the people forming 'a tribe, a religious order,
aa chapel' amidst the Republican context of official political non-belonging: 'La
questionn n'est pas, comme pour Hamlet d'etre ou ne pas être, mais d'en être ou
dee ne pas en être' (1988: III, 410) ['The question is not, as for Hamlet, to be or
nott to be, but to belong or not to belong (1932: II, 299).]'1S
Withh her analysis of Jewishness as a social construction effected by
modernity,, Arendt adds a layer of understanding which escapes the Republican
Saint-Loup,, namely that there is an intrinsic relation between political equality
andd social distinction. However, I think we should consider this relation in a
differentt constellation, understanding it not as the collapse of the citoyen into
thee bourgeois, of the Republican principle of public equality into one of private
distinction,, but rather as a by-product of this principle itself. Political equality
understoodd as public 'sameness' produces inequality.
Wee can understand this when we turn to the Dreyfus Affair as Proust
exploress it in the following passage. (We have to diverge a little from our three
friendss here and introduce some other characters.) The passage explains why
thee love of the Princesse de Guermantes for the Baron de Charlus puts into
perspectivee the Dreyfusism of her very French husband, the Prince de
Guermantes.. At a certain point during the Affair, this Prince, an anti-Semite by
principle—whoo had only accepted Swann as his friend because he imagined
Swannn was the grandson of the Catholic Due de Berry, Swann's Protestant
grandmother'ss lover, rather than the grandson of the Jewish man she had
marriedd (1996: IV, 79)—becomes convinced of Dreyfus' innocence (see chapter
seven).. Because of the credibility of his standpoint—as a convinced anti-Semite
andd Christian French aristocrat with deep roots in French soil —his view is a
threatt to those still convinced, for pragmatic or other reasons, of Dreyfus' guilt.
However,, what aids these anti-Dreyfusards is that the Prince's closest affiliates,
namelyy his wife, the Princesse de Guermantes, and his cousin, the Baron de
Charlus,, both have a peculiarity. The Princesse comes from an aristocratic
Bavariann background and the Baron is a homosexual, a practice he gradually,
overr the course of the novel, ceases to hide, but which is still surrounded with
tabooss in larger society- These particularities give rise to the suspicion that the
twoo do not fully belong to the French nation but to separate groups or
communities.. The following quote gives us the opportunity to scrutinise the
finerr aspects of this suspicion:
'"" This translation is drawn trom the previous English translation, since the relevant pages are
missingg in the 1981 edition (Remembrance of Things Past, New York: Random House, 1932,
quotedd from Hassine 1996: 122).
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Ett Ie dreyfusisme du prince avait beau ne pas lui avoir été suggéré par sa
femmee et n'avoir pas de rapports avec les moeurs du baron, l'antidrevfusard
philosophephilosophe concluait: 'Vous voyez bien! C'est peut-être de la meilleure foi du
mondee que Ie prince de Guermantes est dreyfusiste. L'influence étrangère a
puu s'exercer sur lui d'une facon occulte. C'est Ie mode Ie plus grave. Mais un
bonn conseil. Chaque fois que vous trouverez un dreyfusard, grattez un peu.
Vouss ne trouverez pas bien loin Ie ghetto, 1'étranger, 1'inversion ou la
wagnéromanie.'' Et lachement on cessait la conversation, car il aurait fallu
avouerr que la princesse était une wagnérienne passionnée (1988: III, 1390).
[(...)) And in spite of the fact that the Prince's Dreyfusism had not been
promptedd by his wife and had no connection with the Baron's sexual
proclivities,, the philosophical anti-Dreyfusard would conclude: 'there, you see!
Thee Prince de Guermantes may be Dreyfusist in the best of good faith; but
foreignn influence may have been brought to bear on him by occult means.
That'ss the most dangerous way. But let me give you a piece of advice.
Wheneverr you come across a Dreyfusard, just scratch a bit. Not far
underneathh you'll find the ghetto, foreign blood, inversion or
Wagneromania.'' And cravenly the subject would be dropped, for it had to be
admittedd that the princess was a passionate Wagnerian (1996: IV, 623, my
italics).] ]
Lett us address the metaphor of scratching here. Scratching the surface is
necessaryy with everyone who has a particularity, no matter of which kind.
Thesee particularities are perceived as absolutely deterministic. The Prince's
belieff imposes itself 'by occult means'. The required separation of political
judgmentt from belonging leads to the perception of divergence as something
archaic.. This underlines the acuity of Arendt's interpretation, for it is indeed
innerr nature that is made into a determinant of the Prince's judgment. By
scratching,, as we always suspected, we find a member of another nation or
anotherr clan. The delegitimisation of visiblv different practices and
backgroundss leads to the suspicion, on the part of anyone seeking to denounce
aa politically divergent opinion, that something is being covered up instead of
replaced,, hidden instead of removed. In short, replacing a 'different' belonging
withh citizenship, rather than combining the two from the beginning, leads to a
fascinationn with 'otherness' instead of its disappearance.
Underr the regime of assimilation, both foreignness and homosexuality have
too be turned into secrets, into the business of 'isolated individuals', as Walter
Benjaminn once suggested (see chapter seven). Paradoxically, although
Jewishnesss and homosexuality are abstractly conceptualised as 'private', they
onlyy exist if they are shared. Thus, to a certain extent, thev have to be made
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public.. This means that the assignment of assimilation can never be fulfilled.
Wee have seen that Arendt explains the fact that Jews came to be associated with
treacherousnesss as a result of the Dreyfus Affair and of a social fascination with
thee Jews, who were seen as a 'race of traitors'. Yet Proust suggests that the
damagee had been done long before. It is not a strange social fascination for vice
thatt leads to the suspicion of treason, but citoycnnctc itself, in as far as it
delegitimisess other identifications. The suspicion arose from assimiiationism
itself,, with its focus on destroying any appearance of otherness.14

4.33 'The Christians at the surface'; class, gender and ethnicity
Blochh (...) supportait comme au fond des mers les incalculables pressions
quee faisaient peser sur lui non seulement les chrétiens de la surface, mais les
couchess superposées des castes juives supérieures a la sienne, chacun
accablantt de son mépris celle qui lui était immédiatement inférieure (1988: II,
103). .
[Blochh (...) had to support, as on the floor of the ocean, the incalculable
pressuress imposed on him not only by the Christians at the surface but by all
thee intervening layers of Jewish castes superior to his own, each of them
crushingg with its contempt the one that was immediately beneath it (1996: II,
374).]] 2l1
Thee assimilation-induced shame of one's own unreformed identity was
displacedd at the embarrassment felt at the sight of the close kin's otherness.
Everr renewed embarrassment did not allow the shame to die out, but it
deflectedd the most painful assimilatory pressures and indefinitely postponed
thee moment of truth (Bauman 1998: 326).
Wee have to add one more layer to our analysis of the problematic of
assimilation.. According to the above quotes from the Recherche and from
Zvgmuntt Bauman, the always-impending possibility of the gesture of
scratchingg led to a powerful internal dynamics among the assimilating Jews,
uu

For an interpretation of contemporary 'conspiracy theories' referring to Arendt's and Proust's
interpretationn of 'belonging' in modernity, see Kitlinski, Leszkowicz and Locker (1999).
-'' Annelise Schulto Nordholt has pointed to the irony in Henri Raczymov's Bloom ct Bloch, in
whichh Bloch is lifted out of Proust's novel and transported to the end of the twentieth century,
wheree he complains about the invasion of the (then less esteemed) immigrant Sephardic Jews
onn the beach of Cabourg. Bloch has not frequented this beach since the Sephardim occupied it
andd he views it as 'un autre monde, méconnaissable' ['another world, unrecognisable']
(Raczymovv 1993: 31, quoted in Schulte Nordholt 2002: 372).
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whoo were pushed to differentiate themselves from those who were more easily
distinguishablee as 'others'. I will trace this mechanism through the narrative
aboutt our three friends in Balbec, making use of Bauman's analysis of the
paradoxess of assimilation as it emerges at the intersection of class and (ascribed)
ethnicity,, while adding a gender perspective to his analysis.
Nott long after our three friends meet on the beach and the narrator reflects
onn the Jews in Balbec, he comes up with the following explanation for the Jews'
segregation: :
Blochh me présenta ses soeurs, auxquelles il fermait le bee avec la dernière
brusqueriee et qui riaient aux eclats des moindres boutades de leur frère, leur
admirationn et leur idole. De sorte qu'il est probable que ce milieu devait
renfermerr comme tout autre, peut-être plus que tout autre, beaucoup
d'agréments,, de qualités et de vertus. Mais pour les éprouver, il eut fallu v
pénétrer.. Or, il ne plaisait pas, le sentait, voyait la la preuve d'un
antisemitismee contre lequel il faisait front en une phalange compacte et close
oüü personne d'ailleurs ne songeait a se frayer un chemin (1988: II, 99).
[Blochh introduced his sisters, who, though he silenced their chatter with the
utmostt rudeness, screamed with laughter at the mildest sallies of this brother
whoo was their blindly worshipped idol. Although it is probable that this set
off people contained, like every other, perhaps more than any other, plenty of
attractions,, qualities and virtues, in order to experience these one would first
havee had to penetrate it. But it was not popular, it sensed this, and saw there
thee mark of an anti-Semitism to which it presented a bold front in a compact
andd closed phalanx into which, as it happened, no one dreamed of trying to
forcee his way (1996: II, 368).]
Thiss reflection sheds a perspectivising light on the narrator's earlier
observations.. Again, Proust uses the technique of circular reasoning to
representt assimilationist expectations. At first, the narrator admits that he does
nott know any members of the group as individuals, from personal experience.
Thenn he retreats, adding a second cause for the group's homogeneity that is
locatedd in the outside world: Jewish homogeneity is a reaction to, and serves as
aa protection against, the anti-Semitism of the surroundings. The narrator's
assimilationistt mistake lies in the fact that he does not write that the Jews sense
thee anti-Semitism surrounding them, but instead translates their experience of
beingg excluded into the 'real' cause of their exclusion, which is that thev are a
closedd group. Thus, he presents the act of isolation on the part of the Jews
themselvess as the ultimate reason for their exclusion: the Jews appear as an
unpleasant,, closed-off group and this causes others to react to them with
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hostility.. This hostility then leads the jews to segregate themselves even further
too protect themselves from the anti-Semitism produced bv their original
isolation. .
Thee English translation fails to bring out a couple of clues pointing to the fact
thatt the narrator does not really know anything about the Jews. He links this to
Bloch'ss behaviour: although Bloch presents his sisters to Marcel, he
immediatelyy makes them shut up. At this point, in the French text, we read: 'de
sortee qu'il est probable que', suggesting that the narrator's speculation on the
group'ss unknown virtues results from the fact that Bloch keeps them away from
non-familyy males. From Bloch's action, the narrator makes a subtle transition to
thee general remark that 'this set of people' may have many virtues. Only from
theree he goes on to explain that 'one' would not have wished to 'penetrate' or
'forcee one's way into the group' anyway. Hence, he suggests an interaction
between,, on the one hand, their isolation as a group because they fear antiSemitismm and, on the other, the imaginary of aggression and penetration,
suggestingg that the only imaginable way to break the group's solidity would be
violence.. We could interpret this as a reminder of certain not so pleasant,
mythicall roots for majorities' interests in intermarriage. This helps to explain
Bloch'ss possessive behaviour towards his sisters not as a matter of group
protectionn alone, but also as a reaction to aggression towards the group as a
whole. .

DiningDining at Bloch's
Att this point, it emerges that Saint-Loup does wish to penetrate the 'group', and
hee and Marcel accept an invitation to dine with Bloch's family. At the dinner,
wee witness a wise en abyme of intra-cultural shame about the lingering traces of
Jewishh culture. While Saint-Loup and Marcel discuss the people they know and
thee salons they frequent —a discussion during which, the narrator suggests, it is
quitee obvious to them that a Jewish family like Bloch's will not have been
admittedd to the highest circles—the two friends are highly aware of the family's
Jewishness.. The narrator partakes of this shame and condescends to the familv,
portrayingg them as yearning for recognition to the point of humiliating
themselves. .
Alll this occurs while some family members try not to identify as Jewish.
Whenn Nissim Bernard says of the writer Bergotte that he makes one think of
'Schlemihl',, the narrator traces the father's irritation about this remark to the
factt that the epithet made one think of the 'dialecte mi-allemand, mi-juif' (1988:
II,, 132) ['half-German, half-Jewish dialect' (1996: II, 408]. Although the father
lovess this way of talking 'dans 1'intimité' (132) ['in the familv circle' (408)], he
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findss it 'vulgaire et déplacé devant des étrangers' (132) ['vulgar and out of place
inn front of strangers' (408)]. Later on, Nissim Bernard murmurs a phrase of
whichh Marcel only understands 'quand les Méschorès sont la' (133) ['when the
Meschoress are in the room' (409)]. In the Bible, Meschores stands for the
'servantt of God' and the Bloch family uses the term to talk about their servants.
Thee father, the narrator again explains, loves this expression, as it reminds him
off the double particularity of being both masters and Jews, and because neither
Christianss nor the servants are able to understand it. However, when this
referencee to difference is made publicly, in the presence of Marcel and SaintLoup,, Bloch turns 'very red' and his father reacts furiously to the
'embarrassment'' caused by Bernard, suggesting that the great-uncle would be
thee first 'a lécher les pieds' (133) ['to lick the boots' (410)] of Bergotte.
Onlyy Bloch's sisters continue to laugh. Thev not onlv laugh at the
condescendingg jokes of their brother, who calls them 'chiennes' [literallv:
'bitches']] in front of Saint-Loup and Marcel, but also at the spectacle of father
andd son red with shame and anger at the great-uncle (1988: II, 133). It is clear
thatt the sisters are outside the circle of social pressure—excluded from social
participationn and full agency in the larger society —yet they seem to be the only
oness to grasp the irony of the situation, which gives them, in a sense,
exceptionall moral force in comparison to all others. Here again, the narrator's
voice,, suggesting that they are just naive, is unreliable: let us not forget that
onlyy just before he had described the same type of girls as 'ill-bred sluts'.
Thee narrator suggests that while outsiders may perceive the Jews as a unified
group,, even as a family, within the group there exists an important hierarchy. It
iss important to notice here that this hierarchy is not determined by class alone.
Thosee occupying the highest ranks have relatively deep roots in central France.
Itt is the great-uncle who understands least of these combined assimilationistclasss pressures and who falls victim to the disrespect of all. Bloch and his father
aree mainly judged by the narrator, who projects his judgment, partially, onto
Saint-Loup.. The latter is considered, on the one hand, to be afraid of
underestimatingg his 'adversary' (the Bloch family) and, on the other hand, to be
alll the more fascinated by Nissim Bernard as the great-uncle demonstrates his
obsessivee social falsifications (1988: II, 134).
Yett why does this internal hierarchy become so prominent; even more
prominent,, perhaps, than the general hierarchy between classes? Bauman offers
thee following explanation. He interprets the rise of modern anti-Semitism in
linee with Arendt's reading of Proust, insofar as he, too, suggests that the
overcomingg of the religious and national boundaries between Jews and gentiles
inn post-Revolutionary France did not lead to actual assimilation, but rather to
thee development of new principles of segregation, with the introduction of the
categoryy of race as its most exclusionary form. But, instead of blaming this
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developmentt on bourgeois societv's drive to social distinction and holding up
againstt it the ideal of a Republic of citizens, he ascribes it to the more general
social-anthropologicall process accompanying the modern project of the nationstate,, which led to boundaries being drawn and blurred, as well as to the
specificc forms these processes took in relation to Jewish assimilation in
Europeann countries.
Forr Bauman, then, the strategy of assimilation in the sense of 'individual
adaptationn to the social order' (1988: 65) was a failure not because the idea of
amalgamationn itself was flawed, but because the strategy resulted in different
outcomess from the ones promised. While those individuals who had embarked
uponn the path of assimilation and who had shed most references to Judaic
religionn and culture, especially the use of Yiddish, did not expect to remain
'other'' in the eyes of many members of the majority, they discovered that this
wass indeed the case in many respects. The very possibility of social mobility
resultedd not in being welcomed and blending in, but was instead perceived, at
leastt by some, as a 'Judaification' of specific social fields such as science, high
culture,, and the free professions. It was cause for resentment.21 This resulted in
aa society where a principle of segregation remained intact, even though full
acculturationn had taken place. Political and legal emancipation led, in Katz'
words,, to 'a semi-neutral society', 'where the inferior status of the Jews was
ignoredd by conscious effort rather than eliminated by actual equality' (Katz
1972:: 201, quoted in Bauman 1988: 55).
Hence,, once the Jews had done everything on their side to level the
boundaries,, they discovered that new ones had been drawn by the members of
majorities,, precisely as a result of the fact that the old ones had been blurred.
Thiss meant that the 'rules' of the game established at the outset of the
emancipationn process were being changed by members of the majority while
thee game was still going on, resulting in an exclusion that was no longer based
onn objective criteria but on subjective, purely differentiating ones. This is why
Baumann argues that 'without control over the rules, it was impossible to win'
: ||

To mention an example from the German context, we can see this in Heidegger when we
considerr the apt phrase he used in a letter from 2 October 1929 to a high official in the ministry
off education discovered in 1989: 'Es geht urn die unabschiebbare Besmnung darauf, dass wir
vorr der Wahl stehen, unserem deutschen Ceistesleben wieder echte bodenstandige Krafte und
Erzieherr zuzufiihren oder es der wachsenden Verjudung im weiteren und engeren Sinne
auszuliefern'' (quoted in Safranski 1994: 299) [The matter concerns no less than an urgent
recognitionn that we are confronted with a choice —either we will replenish our German spiritual
lifee with genuine native forces and educators or we will once and for all surrender it to the
growingg Judaisation in a broader and narrower sense (translation quoted from Elsbeth Ettinger
1993:: 36-37)]. That is a good private reason for a philosophy of Entschlossenheit. With
Verjudungg 'in the broader sense', he probably meant in inlcllectuali*, and targets critical
modernistt thinking, and 'in the narrower sense', he targets the Jews in person.
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(1988:: 56). We have explored this mechanism in chapter three when analysing
Marcel'ss grandfather's humming upon Bloch's arrival.
Thee continuing rejection of the Jews by the majority led to a mechanism
producingg an internal hierarchy and control. The elusiveness of the goal of
beingg accepted as 'one of us' by the members of the majoritv was usually not
thoughtt to result from the impossibility of individual adaptation to a set of
ruless imposed and reinterpreted by a majority. This insight was kept at bay by
thee idea that the fault lay with those less assimilated. For this reason, the
pressuress on individuals to assimilate on the conditions of the majority —which
weree impossible to satisfy —led minority elites to insist that their less
assimilatedd members would adapt and leave behind the remainders of their
distinctiveness.. Often, this caused hierarchical distinctions to be drawn between
thosee persons of Jewish descent who had been born in countries where they had
alreadyy acquired citizenship rights, and those immigrants, usually from the
East,, who had been living in much more rigidly separated religious
communities. 222 Consider a final quote from Bauman:
Thee host majority is extremely difficult to satisfy. It would be quick to point
outt that the ostensibly assimilated citizen of Jewish origin wears a mask too
thinn to be trusted; that, when scratched, the mask readily reveals the
unprepossessingg likeness of the uncivilised being the assimilants swore to
havee left behind. By far the most expedient way to divert the hosts'

: ::
This mechanism had been in place since shortly after emancipation. In 1841, Michel Berr
wrotee that 'what must be obtained for the Jewish population is assimilation, the complete fusion
off this population into the bosom of the population of the country' (Report de la Société de
Metz,, Archive* Israelite* de France 2 1841: 240, quoted from Berkovitz 1989: 110). Berr, who was a
prominentt Jewish leader from Nancy, writes this in the context of his refusal to accept that only
aa few Jewish persons, namely members of the elite, had integrated into French society.
However,, he does not argue primarily for a greater openness on the part of French society, but
wantss the Jews themselves to change: he writes that all the 'customs' and 'traces of the deep
separation'' from the past of the Jewish proletariat should be rejected, so that the 'class apart'
madee up by the Jewish proletariat will cease to exist. Berr internalises the view of the jews
originallyy coined by the Enlightenment thinkers who turned the Jews into a standard imaginary
objectt of their emancipatory discourse. Another aspect of Berr's thought also makes clear that a
divisionn among Jews existed. He does not write about the Jews in general, as had been done so
extensivelyy at the time of the Revolution, but already makes the distinction between the
'integrated'' Jews from the elite and the proletarian class which should still combat the traces of
separation,, their alienation and 'repulsions'. Translated into today's terminology, we might sav
thatt Berr conceives of part of the Jewish population as an 'ethnic underclass' to which he does
nott belong. He goes along, albeit in careful and sympathetic terms, with the idea that there is an
inherentt link between the Jews' problems as a class and the fact that their ethnic background is
different;; consequently, their problems as members of a class are not addressed in those terms,
butt in terms of their ethnicity.
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suspicionss was to compete in casting aspersions on one's own discredited
pastt (Bauman 1988: 57; my italics).
Heree we see the return of the gesture of scratching. The relation between, on the
onee hand, the majority's distrust and low esteem of Jewish identity lurking
beneathh the official equality of citizenship, and, on the other, the internal
pressuress to assimilate as quickly as possible, becomes clearer. When the
majorityy retains the assumption that people have to assimilate before being
worthyy of respect, equality, and their own associations, and when it continues
too associate a minority's religious and cultural practices with a lack of
'integration',, not because of their content but because of their sheer existence as
particularisingg practices, then the process of assimilation will always lead to
hierarchiess and disrespect, first of all between majorities and minorities and
second,, within minorities themselves. And, as we can surmise in what perhaps
seemss a precocious move here but of which other examples may be imagined,
womenn usually are not the ones who profit from these types of pressures. Also,
itt does not seem likely to me that a moral theory of recognition would be able to
remedyy any of the deeply anchored structures of assimilation laid bare here. At
best,, it can morally de-legitimise them. What we need instead are institutional
optionss and a thorough revision of majorities' expectations around citizenship.

4.44 'A consubstantial malaise of republican society'23
II will now proceed to explore Proust's representation of the social imaginaries
thatt efface the boundaries between political equality and social distinction in a
moree general sense, related to the ways in which Noiriel explained the process
off 'national assimilation', or homogenisation, that we discussed in chapter one.
Heree again, I will focus on Proust's specific ways of deploying metaphor to
scrutinisee the cultural, public memory of hierarchy and its effects on political
judgment.. For this, I concentrate on the relation between Marcel and SaintLoup,, studying how the metaphors that figure their relation dislocate the old
classs hierarchies between the bourgeoisie and the nobility. Bloch, however, will
alsoo reappear.
Elishevaa Rosen has argued that the Proustian salons were the places where
thee meanings of the social relations between nobility and bourgeoisie, and
hence,, between Catholic and Republican elites, were renegotiated. In the
decadess between 1870 and 1918, the salons were dedicated to maintaining the

:

'' An earlier version of this section was published as an article under the title 'Stuck in a
Revolvingg Door'. (Jansen 20(12; reprinted in Jansen 2003b).
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nobility'ss inherited social distinction, but in actuality thev turned out to be
placess where everyone could change positions; where bourgeois women could
turnn into princesses, as happens to the at first very bourgeois Mme Verdurin,
who,, at the end of Proust's long novel, turns into the 'Princesse de Guermantes'.
Rosenn argues that, by studying the social mechanisms of salon culture, Proust
uncoverss the mechanisms of snobbery, i.e. the logic of social distinction:
(...)) Ie snobisme fait écran et masque un malaise consubstantiel a la société
républicaine,, celui des difficultés qu'elle éprouve a s'accomoder d'un passé
qu'ellee renie et adule tout a la fois. Dans 1'idéologie républicaine a vocation
démocratique,, il n'y a aucune place pour un fantasme hiérachique hérité
précisémentt de 1'Ancien Régime (Rosen 1995: 79).
[snobberyy sereens and masks a consubstantial malaise of republican society,
thatt of the difficulties it experiences in accommodating itself to a past which
itt renounces and worships at the same time. In the republican ideology with
aa vocation to democracy, there is no room for a hierarchical phantasm
inheritedd precisely from the Ancien Régime (my translation).]
Wee have already seen that Proust's use of metaphor is an important literary
devicee for him to uncover cultural memories in diverse shapes. Now, I will try
too show how Proust can make us aware that not only 'les noblesses vivent de
leurr mémoire' ['the nobilities live by their memory'] (Marc Bloch, quoted in
Brelott 1994: 347), but that this memory is also shared by others and that it
suggestss a sort of afterlife for power in the cultural imaginary. Here again we
willl see that the metaphors are not quite as egalitarian and without
vectorisationn as Barthes suggested (see my introduction to this chapter).

SharingSharing a carriage on a foggy night
Thee passage I want to discuss starts with the sudden appearance of Saint-Loup
inn Marcel's room, some time after the episode in Balbec. He invites Marcel to
dinee in a café where he often goes, and Marcel accepts. We have seen that
Marcell greatlv admires Saint-Loup, and the naivete of his admiration is
confirmedd by the following anecdote.
Francoise,, Marcel's family's servant, initially has some doubts about SaintLoupp because he is a Republican. She cannot understand this of an aristocrat
who,, in her eyes, should love rural Catholic France and be a Royalist like her
(1996:: II, 415). She only forgives Saint-Loup his Republicanism when she
concludess from her observations of how brusquely he treats his coachman, that
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hee is only hypothetically a Republican. To her, his behaviour proves that he
scornss the people after all (as he should, in her mind).
However,, when Marcel reproaches him for his treatment of the coachman,
Saint-Loupp answers that getting angry with the coachman means treating him
ass an equal, whereas it would be to follow the detestable habits of the
aristocracyy to treat a servant with egards, while at the same time considering
himm as irreparably belonging to a different class. Marcel takes Saint-Loup's
argumentt seriously and connects his attitude of moral purity, which is linked to
Saint-Loup'ss dismissal of his aristocratic status, precisely to his nobility:
sometimess his 'pensee démêlait en Saint-Loup un être plus general que luimême,, le "noble" (...)' (1988: II, 96) ['mind distinguished in Saint-Loup a
personalityy more generalised than his own, that of the "nobleman" (...)' (1996:
II,, 365)]. In these moments, Marcel discovers this 'être antérieur, séculaire, eet
aristocratee que Robert aspirait justement a ne pas être' (96) ['pre-existent, this
immemoriall being, this aristocrat who was precisely what Robert aspired not to
be'' (365)].
Inn the passage to be discussed here, the narrator recounts Marcel and SaintLoup'ss journey to the café, as well as the dinner itself. Marcel's perception of
Saint-Loupp and the judgments he infers from it, differ greatly in each situation.
Thee contrast between his judgments is expressed by the metaphors and
comparisonss employed: Marcel compares Saint-Loup to contrasting comparants,
andd through these comparisons Saint-Loup appears in such different lights that
hee nearly undergoes a metamorphosis.
Marcell and Saint-Loup travel to the café in a carriage. Because outside there
loomss a terrible fog, they are completely isolated for some time. Inside the
carriage,, Marcel is confronted with an unexpected statement by Saint-Loup.
Marcell knows Saint-Loup as an honest person who would never betray
somebodyy or gossip, but all of a sudden Saint-Loup begins to talk about Bloch.
'Tuu sais, j'ai raconté a Bloch, me dit Saint-Loup, que tu ne 1'aimais pas du
toutt tant que ca, que tu lui trouvais des vulgarités. Voila comme je suis,
j'aimee les situations tranchées' (...). J'étais stupéfait. (...) sa figure était
stigmatiséee pendant qu'il me disait ces paroles vulgaires par une affreuse
sinuositéé que je ne lui ai vu qu'une fois ou deux dans la vie, et qui, suivant
d'abordd a peu prés le milieu de la figure, une fois arrivée aux lèvres les
tordait,, leur donnait une expression hideuse de bassesse, presque de
bestialitéé toute passagere et sans doute ancestrale. Il devait y avoir dans ces
moments-laa (...) éclipse partielle de son propore moi, par le passage sur lui
dee la personnalité d'un aïeul qui s'y reflétait (1988: II, 693).
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['Youu know,' Saint-Loup suddenly said to me, 'I told Bloch that vou didn't
likee him all that much, that you found him rather vulgar at times. I'm like
that,, you see, I like clear-cut situations' {...). I was astounded. (...) his face
wass seared, while he uttered these vulgar words, bv a frightful sinuositv
whichh I saw on it once or twice only in all the time I knew him, and which,
beginningg by running more or less down the middle of his face, when it came
too his lips twisted them, gave them a hideous expression of baseness, almost
off bestiality, quite transitory and no doubt inherited. There must have been
att such moments (...) a partial eclipse of his true self bv the passage across it
off the personality of some ancestor reflecting itself upon him (1996: III, 46061).] ]
Thiss passage establishes a radical opposition between Saint-Loup and Marcel in
severall regards. At the very moment Saint-Loup states that his words about
Blochh reveal him 'as he is', Marcel has the impression that Saint-Loup's identity
iss being taken away from him: Saint-Loup's face is violently torn apart and a
naturall ancestor takes his place.
Metaphorr is the site of this contrast. It is important to note the difference
betweenn the 'clear-cut' aspect by which Saint-Loup identifies himself and the
sinuosity,, searing, and twisting of his face perceived by Marcel. 'Clear-cut' is a
particularlyy happv translation of the French tranchccs. It recalls Descartes's
'jugementss clairs et distincts'. By his own words, Saint-Loup identifies himself
ass a representative of Enlightened French rationalism, while Marcel discerns the
oppositee in his face, namely raw and transitory forms. Extending this
interpretationn further, one might sav that Saint-Loup identifies himself as a
representativee of modern French civilisation at the very moment Marcel sees
naturenature shining through his manners. The fact that Saint-Loup is of noble descent
iss relevant in this context: while Saint-Loup identifies himself as a descendant of
modernity,, Marcel associates him with natural heredity and pre-modernity. In
whatt follows, the narrator plavs on these divergent associations.

'Meanwhile'Meanwhile I looked at Robert and my thoughts ran as follows'
Inn the dinner episode itself, Marcel's view of Saint-Loup is directed by that of
thee people surrounding him: the other guests, the proprietor of the café, and the
servants.. The narrator introduces their arrival at the café with a description of
thee habitual clientele, which is divided into two groups: the company of Bloch
andd his friends (Drevfusard intellectuals who often have a Jewish background),
andd a party of young noblemen, who look down on Drevfus and consider the
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Dreyfusardss traitors.24
Thiss introductory account of the separation between the two groups of
visitorss refers back to Saint-Loup's words about Bloch in the carriage, giving
themm an extra dimension that makes them exceed the vicissitudes of a
relationshipp between three friends. By calling Bloch 'vulgar' and excluding him
fromm the friendship between himself and Marcel, Saint-Loup stresses a class
divisionn that probably contains not only economic and social aspects, but also
ann important political one: Saint-Loup sees himself as the representative of the
Republic,, but excludes the Drevfusard Bloch. The importance of this judgment
iss stressed by the narrator, for he mirrors it immediately in his description of
Saint-Loup'ss words, which he, too, calls 'vulgar'. In doing so, the narrator
placess Saint-Loup at the same level as Bloch, judging him by a criterion that
wass perhaps only conceivable in the enclosed private space of the carriage.
Uponn arriving at the public space of the café, Marcel enters first, because
Saint-Loupp has to tell the driver of the carriage when he is to come back. While
enteringg the café, Marcel gets stuck in the revolving doors. The proprietor
witnessess Marcel's clumsiness, and this teaches him not only a personal but also
aa sociological fact about this 'incoimu qui ne savait pas se dégager des volants
dee verre' (1988: II, 695) ['stranger incapable of disengaging himself from the
rotatingg sheets of glass'] (1996: III, 463). This 'marque flagrante d'ignorance'
(695)) ['flagrant sign of ignorance' (463)] leads the proprietor of the café to frown
ass if he were an examiner who plans not to utter the formula 'digitus est entrnre'
(463).. The footnote in the Pléiade edition informs us that this formula was used
byy Molière in his play Le malade imaginaire, which parodies university rituals.
Thee reference to this comedy places Marcel's mistake in the context of having to
knoww how to behave in a surrounding according to hierarchical and ritualised
behaviourall patterns.
Onn top of Marcel's first demonstration that he does not belong to the habitual
clientelee of the café, he ends up taking a seat in 'the wrong room'. The café is
dividedd into two parts: a big room and a smaller one. The smaller room is
reservedd for the aristocrats, and when Marcel takes a seat there he is instantlv
removedd by the proprietor to be seated in the big room, occupied by the
Dreyfusards.. To make matters worse, he is seated on a bench opposite 'la porte
réservéee aux Hébreux qui non tournante celle-la, s'ouvrant et se fermant a
chaquee instant m'envovait un froid horrible' (695) ['the door reserved for the
Hebrewss which, since it did not revolve, opened and closed every other minute
andd kept me in a horrible draught' (464)].
Stilll waiting for Saint-Loup, Marcel feels humiliated and excluded from both
groups.. Between these groups, because thev braved the fog, there reigned 'une
244

For a historical analysis of the aristocracy's attitude towards Dreyfus, see Brelot (1994).
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familiaritéé dont j'étais seul exclu, et a laquelle devait ressembler celle qui
régnaitt dans 1'arche de Noé' (700) [a familiarity from which I alone was
excludedd and which was not unlike the spirit that must have prevailed in
Noah'ss Ark' (470)]. Then Saint-Loup arrives. He is an esteemed client and the
proprietorr immediately caters to all his wishes. Saint-Loup saves Marcel from
furtherr humiliation, and from catching a cold, by complaining about Marcel's
badd seat and about the open door. Saint-Loup furiouslv addresses the
proprietor,, who puts the blame for the open door on his staff: 'Je leur dis
toujourss de la tenir fermée' (700) ['I am always telling them to keep it shut'
(470)].. The proprietor, of course, immediately starts to behave in an entirely
differentt manner towards Marcel.
Followingg this carnivalesque scene, the narrator recounts Marcel's thoughts
afterr Saint-Loup has saved him. He introduces this passage as follows:
'Cependantt je regardais Robert et je songeais a ceci' (702) ['Meanwhile I looked
att Robert, and my thoughts ran as follows' (471)]. By means of this introduction,
thee narrator draws the reader's attention to the object of Marcel's gaze, SaintLoup.. Marcel's thoughts, however, only arrive at his friend after taking a detour
viaa the Dreyfusards. Rendering his thoughts at this moment, the narrator does
nott refer to the Dreyfus Affair itself, but writes that there were in this café 'bien
dess étrangers, intellectuels' (702) [plenty of foreigners, intellectuals (471)], who
excitedd laughter by 'leur cape prétentieuse, leurs cravates 1830 et bien plus
encoree leurs mouvements maladroits' (702) ['their pretentious capes, their 1830
tiess and by the clumsiness of their movements' (471)], a clumsiness which thev
evenn actively demonstrated in order to show that they did not care that thev
weree being laughed at.
Thee narrator adds that these intellectuals were disliked, 'les Juifs
principalement,, les Juifs non assimilés bien attendu, il ne saurait être question
dess autres (702) [the Jews among them principally, the unassimilated Jews, that
iss to say, for with the other kind we are not concerned' (471)] bv people 'qui ne
peuventt souffrir un aspect étrange, ioufoque' [who could not endure any
oddityy or eccentricity of appearance (471)]. He gives the example of his future
girlfriendd Albertine's dislike of Bloch. The narrator himself adds that, though
'(ilss avaient) les cheveux trop longs, Ie nez et les veux trop grands, des gestes
théatrauxx et saccadés' (471) ['their hairs were too long, their noses and eves
weree too big, their gestures abrupt and theatrical' (472), they were men of real
intellectuall and moral worth and also of a profound sensibility. At this point,
thee reader mav well ask whether Marcel's clumsv entree to the café also
demonstratedd his affiliation with Bloch.
Thee rest of the passage traces the interplay between Marcel's perception of
andd his thoughts about cultural difference. The narrator goes on to compare 'la
religiositéé superficielle' (702) ['superficial religiosity' (472)] of Saint-Loup's
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motherr and other aristocrats to the 'générosité de coeur, une largeur d'esprit,
unee sincérité (702) ['warmth of heart, the breadth of mind, and the sincerity'
(472)]] of many Jewish parents he knows. Suddenly, by way of this social
contrast,, the narrator is back with Saint-Loup, this time in his thoughts. He
contrastss Saint-Loup with his parents, ascribing to him 'la plus charmante
ouverturee d'esprit et de coeur' (702) ['the most charming openness of mind and
heart'' (472)]. This time, however, this openness is not contrasted with physical
appearance,, as in the case of the Drevfusards. Quite the contrary,
quandd ces qualités-la se trouvent chez un pur Francais, qu'il soit de
1'aristocratiee ou du peuple, elles fleurissent avec une grace que 1'étranger, si
estimablee soit-il, ne nous offre pas (702).
[wheneverr these qualities are found in a man who is purely French, whether
hee belongs to the aristocracy or the people, they flower (...) with a grace
whichh the foreigner, however estimable he mav be, does not present to us
(472).] ]
Throughoutt the entire paragraph, the narrator continues to write in the general
mode,, as if the thoughts he developed while looking at Saint-Loup represented
generall knowledge rather than being dependent on the situation. The quote
below,, with which the narrator concludes his argument, further develops this
confusionn between general judgment and specifically located perception:
Less qualités intellectuelles et morales, certes les autres les possèdent aussi, et
s'ill faut d'abord traverser ce qui déplaït et ce qui choque et ce qui fait sourire,
elless ne sont pas moins précieuses. Mais c'est tout de même une jolie chose et
quii est peut-être exclusivement franchise, que ce qui est beau au jugement de
1'équité,, ce qui vaut selon 1'esprit et le coeur soit d'abord charmant aux veux,
coloree avec grace, ciselé avec justesses, realise aussi dans sa matière et dans
saa forme la perfection inférieure. Je regardais Saint-Loup, et je me disais que
c'estt une jolie chose quand il n'y a pas de disgrace physique pour servir de
vestibulee aux graces intérieures, et que les ailes du nez sont délïcates et d'un
dessinn parfait comme celles des petits papillons qui se posent sur les fleurs
dess prairies autour de Combray ; et que le vrai opus francigenum, dont le
secrett n'a pas été perdu depuis le Xllle siècle, et qui ne périrait pas avec nos
églises,, ce ne sont pas tant les anges de pierre de Saint-André-des-Champs
quee les petits Francais, nobles, bourgeois ou paysans, au visage sculpté avec
cettee delicatesse et cette franchise restées aussi traditionnelles qu'au porche
fameuxx mais encore créatrices (702-03).
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[Off these intellectual and moral qualitites others undoubtedly have their
share,, and, if we have first to overcome what repels us (and what shocks us,
YJ)) and what makes us smile, they remain no less precious. But it is all the
samee a pleasant thing, and one which is perhaps exclusively French, that
whatt is fine in all equity of judgment, what is admirable to the mind and
heart,, should be first of all attractive to the eyes, pleasingly coloured,
consummatelyy chiselled, should express as well in substance as in form an
innerr perfection. I looked at Saint-Loup, and I said to myself that it is a thing
too be glad of when there is no lack of physical grace to serve as vestibule to
thee graces within, and when the curves of the nostrils are as delicate and as
perfectlyy designed as the wings of the little butterflies that hover over the
fieldd flowers round Combray; and that the true opus francigcnum, the secret of
whichh was not lost in the thirteenth century, and would not perish with our
churches,, consists not so much in the stone angels of Saint-André des
Champss as in the young sons of France, noble, bourgeois or peasant, whose
facess are carved with that delicacy and boldness which have remained as
traditionall as on the famous porch, but are creative still (473).]
Thiss time, Saint-Loup's face appears more 'clear-cut' than it did in the carriage.
Thee narrator suggests that it is 'perfectly designed', even though he restricts
himselff to describing the curves of Saint-Loup's nostrils. This aesthetic
judgmentt echoes the 'pleasingly coloured, consummately chiselled' of the
previouss sentence, which contains no details and appears to be suspended
betweenn a general reflection on 'Frenchness' and an aesthetic judgment of SaintLoup. .
Thiss suspension is important for our understanding of cultural memory as a
drivingg force of our intercultural imagination. The sentence just recalled sums
upp the stream of thoughts about the differences between Jewish intellectuals
andd 'purely French' men. It is only after his general statements distinguishing
thee harmony between substance and form as an exclusively French quality, that
thee narrator writes: T looked at Saint-Loup, and I said to myself (...)'. With
thesee words, the narrator leaves the general mode and suggests that he will
noww represent what he was thinking at that precise moment in reaction to what
hee actually saw of Saint-Loup. The foregrounding of the act of focalisation (I
lookedd ... and ...) introduces a narrativity into the passage that suggests the
transitionn from general to specific.
However,, although the narrator writes that Marcel looked at Saint-Loup,
Marcell repeats to himself what he had said in general terms before: that it is a
beautifull thing when one's physical grace represents one's inner grace. The
readerr may want to ask how carefully Marcel looked and at what precise
momentt he began talking to himself. The narrator makes only one concrete
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referencee to Saint-Loup's body and this immediately draws him away from the
classicall image of harmony between (the whole) body and the soul, since it
focusess on such a small detail: he poetically evokes Saint-Loup's 'curves of the
nostrilss [that are] as delicate as the wings of the little butterflies in Combray'.
Whyy do the nostrils remind him of the butterflies in Combray? Perhaps the
curvess refer to a culturally pre-formed image of Saint-Loup connecting him to
hiss aunt, the Duchesse de Guermantes. The latter, as we have seen, owns a large
andd beautiful castle in Combray and is bound up with Marcel's childhood
there.. This connotation gives the praise for Saint-Loup's beauty, expressed
throughh his nostrils, an ironic aspect, for the first and only time Marcel looked
carefullyy at Saint-Loup's aunt, as recounted in Combray, he also focused on her
nose,, perceiving it as big with a button on it. There is little reason to think, as
Vincentt Descombes seems to do, that butterflies, for the narrator, evoke a
'sensationn detached from any terrestrial ambition' (1987: 226). Rather, the
passagee shows that even the slightest perceptual details can be infused with
imaginativee social meaning.
Thee final part of the sentence in the passage under discussion no longer
referss exclusively to Saint-Loup. It includes all of France's young sons, whether
noble,, bourgeois, or peasants. Saint-Loup is made to represent not only his own
class,, but France, or rather, the opus francigenum. A note in the Pléiade edition
showss us the irony of Proust's use of this term: it was used in a nationalist
nineteenth-centuryy discussion on the origins of Gothic art, called opus
francigenum,francigenum, during the Middle Ages. It had first been claimed by German
historianss as German art, but in the course of the nineteenth century it was
ascribedd to France, as French historians claimed the Franks as France's
ancestors.. This irony is further reinforced by the evocation of the stone angels of
St.. André des Champs. In Combray, in an elaborate description of these stone
angels,, the narrator states that they expressed the French nation as Francoise
wouldd see it: in a sentimental, slightly naive way. The narrator recounts how
Francoisee would speak of Saint-Louis (King Louis XI) as if she knew him
personally,, and adds that she did this especially to stress how much less
'righteous'' Marcel's bourgeois grandparents were than Saint-Louis (1996: I,
180).. Could there be a connection between Marcel's Saint-Loup and Franchise's
Saint-Louis?-3 3
Saint-Loupp has now come to represent France. However, it would be wrong
too contend that Marcel sees Saint-Loup as an allegory of France. Marcel does
nott look at Saint-Loup first to then conclude that he resembles the image of
:
"" Saint-Loup, the inheritor, in his habitus, of the aristocracy and, in his explicit political stance,
off the Revolution, reminds the narrator of Saint-Louis, who, ironically, was the zealous king
whoo first forced the Jews to wear distinguishing marks on their clothing (see Benbassa 2000 and
chapterr three).
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Francee represented by the sculptures of St. André des Champs. Rather, and
conversely,, this image of France seems to determine how Saint-Loup is seen bv
Marcel.. The textual play with general statements and suggestive, yet never
clearlyy developed perceptions, illustrates the subtle interplay, through
metaphor,, of perception and cultural memory. Cultural memorv determines
whichh associations come to Marcel's mind in the moment he looks at SaintLoup.. Its importance is expressed by the screen of metaphors which these
associationss raise between him and Saint-Loup. This is how the Guermantes
familyy works for the bourgeois 'soif de distinction' [thirst for distinction] which
cannott be quenched by republican ideology: 'fétichisé, il est semblable a un
écran,, sur lequel se projette 1'imaginaire social' ['fetishised, it resembles a screen
onn which the social imaginary projects itself] (Rosen 1995: 78, my translation).
Thee abundance of different images and metaphors suggests the need to revise
thee comparison of Saint-Loup to the fixed, long-lasting sculptures from the
thirteenthh century. The rest of the passage emphasizes his fugacity by making
hiss sculptural image move and by the accelerated speed with which
comparisonss between Saint-Loup and different images of fast movement
replacee each other: the narrator invokes, for example, a steeplechaser, an
acrobatt and a knight. Here, the narrator refers to heredity, as he did earlier in
thee carriage, but this time to fit Saint-Loup both into his image of the aristocracy
andand into his image of the morally autonomous modern individual:
Telless étaient les qualités, toutes essentielles a 1'aristocratie, qui derrière ce
corpss non pas opaque et obscur comme eüt été Ie mien, mais significatif et
limpide,, transparaissaient comme a travers une oeuvre d'art la puissance
industrieuse,, efficiënte qui 1'a créée, et rendaient les mouvements de cette
coursee légere que Robert avait déroulée Ie long du mur, intelligibles et
charmantss ainsi que ceux de cavaliers sculptés sur une frise (...) Et je savais
bienn aussi que ce n'était pas qu'une oeuvre d'art que j'admirais en ce jeune
cavalierr déroulant Ie long du mur la frise de sa course ; [mais aussi] un choix
quee 1'on ne peut faire que dans les hauteurs de 1'intelligence, avec cette
libertéé souveraine dont les mouvements de Robert étaient l'image et dans
laquellee se realise la parfaite amitié (1988: II, 707-08).
[(...)) such were the quintessentially aristocratie qualities that shone through
thee husk of this body (...) and rendered the movements of that light-footed
coursee which Robert had pursued along the wall as intelligible and charming
ass those of horsemen on a marble frieze. (...) And I was well aware, too, that
itt was not merely a work of art that I was admiring in this young man
unfoldingg along the wall the frieze of his flving course; (...) [but also] a
choicee that can be made only in the loftiest places of the mind, with that
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sovereignn liberty of which Robert's movements were the image and the
symboll and in which perfect friendship is enshrined (1996: III, 478-79).]
Withh this development, Robert comes to represent the opposite of what he had
representedd in the carriage. He appears to have lost the natural heaviness of the
sculpture,, moving close to the self-description which had so shocked Marcel:
'that'ss how I am, 1 like clear-cut situations'. Now the frieze is unfolded and the
youngg man is flying, flattened like a movie star. Could the repetition of this
image,, which first forces Saint-Loup into a standstill by turning him into a
marblee frieze and then makes this frieze move and unfold, indicate Marcel's
awarenesss of the projected quality of this image of Saint-Loup?
Inn conclusion, Proust's metaphoric style can be read as a subtle critique of the
dividee between politics and society in the 'Two Frances' that had come into
existencee in the Third Republic. It provides a literarv form for exploring the
simultaneouss increase of possibilities for social mobility and the lasting heritage
off social distinction. We have been able to trace how, although the struggle for
universall citizenship should have resulted in the irrelevance of 'backgrounds'
or,, in the terms of the time, 'race', it actually produced, for a long time, the
contrary:: a secrecy surrounding belonging and a violence perpetrated on the
basiss of a semi-public memory of difference.
Thiss exploration of semi-public cultural memory also teaches us that
'modernity'' may seek to overcome the divisions and privileges produced by the
traditionall links between religion and power, but that, to achieve this, it will
havee to deal with the heritage of this distribution of power more intensively
thann simply by driving it into a private sphere. Proust invented a literary way
too subtly critique liberal/republican conceptualisations of the divide between
privatee and public. The dimension added bv the Recherche is to show that it is
nott the attitude of the majority alone, but also the basic demands of citizenship
itself,, which cause problems when we refuse to take into account the role of
historicallyy and culturally transmitted inequalities in those differences we
perceivee as 'merely religious'. This leads me to suggest that we should now
makee the transition to considering secularism and laïcité in detail.
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LaïcitéLaïcité 1905 - Laïcité 2005 *

Myy holistic strategy, characteristic of pragmatism (...) is to reinterpret every
(...)) dualism as a momentarily convenient blocking-out of regions along a
spectrum,, rather than as a recognition of an ontological, or methodological,
orr epistemological divide (Rorty 1990 [1985]: 84).
Laa laïcité crée du religieux en en faisant une categorie a part, que 1'on doit
isolerr et circonscrire. Elle renforce les identités religieuses au lieu de les
laisserr se fondre dans des pratiques et des identités plus diversifies (Roy
2005:: 167). [Laïcité creates the religious by turning it into a separate category,
whichh has to be isolated and circumscribed. It reinforces religious identities
insteadd of letting them dissolve into more diversified practices and identities
(myy translation).]
Thee fact that citizens inhabit several public spheres that overlap and extend
laterallyy and do not coincide with national boundaries produces difficulties
forr the modern secular state {Asad 2004: 4).

!!

An earlier and shorter version of Transit II and the next two chapters will appear in Jansen
(2006). .
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'Faut'Faut y aller mollo avec Lala'
Whilee in November 1989 people from all over the world were talking about the
falll of the Berlin Wall and the future of the countries in Eastern Europe, French
dinner-tablee conversations were more fascinated by the question of whether
threee Muslim girls from Creil (a Parisian suburb) had been rightly removed
fromm school after they had refused to remove their headscarves in class (Kepel
19966 [1994]). By 2004, this fascination with the scarf had resulted, in France, in a
reaffirmationn of the French version of secularism, laïcité, and in a law
prohibitingg the wearing of 'signes religieux ostensibles' ['conspicuous religious
signs']] in public schools for both pupils and teachers. By 2005, such 'signs' had
alsoo been problematised in hospitals.2
Anyonee who has witnessed a debate about the fundamental principles of
societyy end up in a quarrel about whether or not your ears and forehead should
bee 'open to the public' when you wear a bandana to school3, could hardly
defendd this law with dry eyes. For most of us, these tears would come from
laughing,, but for some they result from crying. Lala, for example, finds it very
difficultt to come to school without a scarf fully covering her hair and ears.
'Avecc Lala, c'est compliqué, faut y aller mollo avec Lala, [car] je me demande si
ellee n'est pas manipulée' ['With Lala, it's complicated, we have to be careful
withh her, for I ask myself if she hasn't been manipulated'], says the headmaster.
Haven'tt we all to some degree? The headmaster suggests that Lala has been
pressuredd by radical Islamist organisations. 4 The girl herself says that she fears
God.. To me, the authority of God seems hardly more legitimate than that of
thesee organisations, especially not when dogmaticists declare themselves God's
interpreters.. What is essential, however, is that this girl threatened to quit
schooll in the year of her final exam.

22

The law was adopted in response to ongoing conflicts about the wearing of headscarves in
publicc schools, but it prohibits all 'conspicuous religious signs', including 'large crosses' and
kippahs.. I translate 'ostensible' with 'conspicuous' following Asad (2004).
11
We can witness the way in which the director of a large public school in a bcmUeue just north of
Pariss 'succeeds' in 'mettre fin aux discussions interminables' ['putting an end to the
interminablee discussions'] (see Latour 2004) about the scarf in the wonderful documentary 'The
headmasterr and the headscarf', a BBC documentary made about the days before and during the
'rentree''rentree' to school in September 2004. The girls attending this school are allowed to come in with
aa bandana —an exceptionally tolerant policy compared to other schools — but their ears and
foreheadd have to remain visible, because it is obviously precisely around the ears that a
bandanaa can mysteriously transfigure into a 'conspicuous religious sign'. The documentary
showss the headmaster and other teachers 'checking' the girls upon their arrival at school.
44
Tn what follows, I use 'Islamism' and 'Islamist' (adjective) as translations of the French
'islamisme'' and 'islamiste'. In France, these concepts are frequently used to designate radical
politicall Islam.
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Inn chapters five and six, I try to understand secularism's role in the increasing
riskk of deepening cultural conflict around the Muslim presence in France —and
too some extent, in Europe (see introduction). 1 will critically analyse some of the
wayss in which the modern secular liberal state deals with ethno-religious
diversityy and subsequently try to offer some possibilities for thinking about
alternatives.. I will argue that we should be clear, on the one hand, about
secularism'ss ambiguities and its underlying heritage of assimilationism, and, on
thee other, about its own role in producing specific forms of religion. This does
nott mean that we have to reject secularism entirely, but it does imply that we
shouldd refine our conception of it and assign it a more modest and balanced
placee among other political values.
II will concentrate once again on France here. Many international critics of the
laww banning the 'conspicuous religious signs' have interpreted this law as a sort
off 'coming out' of the French, finallv restoring the heritage of the Jacobinic and
hardlyy liberal Republic, which had lurked for years below the surface of the
debatess about the scarf. Thus, they saw the law as an exception to secular
liberalism,, rather than as one of its excesses. Within France, the law has often
beenn criticised as a relapse from a pacified form of laïcité into its precursor, the
so-calledd laïcité de combat.'' Here, too, its critics have explained the law as an
unacceptablee digression from or misinterpretation of the defensible, even
cruciall principle of secularism and/or laïcité.
Inn the course of these two chapters, I will suggest that the discourse of laïcité
itselff is problematic, and not only the headscarf law that has been so disputably
derivedd from it, and moreover, that this discourse reveals certain tendencies in
thee interpretation of ethno-religious diversity that we also encounter in other
formss of secularism. These are related to an uncritical attitude toward some of
liberalism'ss basic conceptual oppositions, as inherited from sociological and
philosophicall modernism. My suggestion will be that underlying the normative
politicall philosophical discourse on laïcité and, more generally, on secular
liberalism,, is a semi-sociological, semi-normative concept of secularisation
whichh merits criticism for its unreflected modernist heritage.
"" French views were more diverse than the overwhelming majority for the law in parliament
suggested.. Many well-known French intellectuals and scholars, such as Monique Canto-Sperber
andd Paul Ricoeur, Bruno La tour, Htienne Balibar, Jean-Luc Niancv, Jean-Pierre Tevanian, and
Gerardd Moiriel, opposed the law. Christian Joppkc, whose concept of liberal assimilation I
discussedd in chapter two, also heavilv opposed the law. He did so on the basis of the argument
thatt it was not at all necessary within a liberal form of secularism and that the law implied a
relapsee into laïcitv Je combat. The basic arguments for and against forbidding the headscarf at
schooll have been dealt with in manv places (see, for example, Carens 2000; Garens, Bauboeck
andd Weil 2004; Tevanian 2004; Asad 2004). I will brieflv summarise the central arguments
againstt the law in chapter six in mv reading of the Stasi Report, but the main goal of these
chapterss is to analyse and criticise the underlying concept of hiicitc.
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First,, I would like to make one introductory remark about the reasons for
translatingg la'icitc with 'secularism'. This is a little strange, because the English
conceptt identifies itself as a doctrine, whereas the French term suggests the
existencee of an actual 'laïquc' situation. By translating la'icitc with 'secularism' I
nott only follow a standard translation practice, but I also think it is correct to
emphasisee the normative aspects of la'icitc. A first moment of confusion in the
Frenchh debates might have been produced by the form of the concept of la'icitc
itself:: it makes it possible to suggest that the la'icitc of the state indicates a reality
insteadd of something which is, at least partially, a value or norm. This may have
encouragedd the notion that the state was religiously neutral 'before religion
wentt public again', which in turn led to an undertone in public debates about
thee state's neutrality 'before the Muslims came'. Birnbaum (1998) is nearlv the
onlyy one to mention that the whole affaire du foulard started because analogies
weree drawn between Jewish and Islamic religious practices when a struggle
occurredd about some Jewish children who did not want to attend school on
Saturdays. .
Thee suggestion that laicitc indicates an actual situation instead of just one
possiblee doctrine, is related to the genealogy of the term. The introduction of
laicitclaicitc needs to be placed in the history of the secularisation of the French state
overr the course of a centuries-long struggle with the Catholic Church. The
conceptt of la'icitc was first used in the 1870s, just like its counterparts la'iciscr
(verb),, laicisation (the action and its result), and la'icisme (the doctrine) (Lc Petit
Robert).Robert). Only the adjective laïquc, derived from the Greek laos (people), is much
olderr (1487) and means, 'that which does not form part of the clergy' (see also
Nancyy 2004).h The grammatical equivalent of laicitc, 'sccularitc', is not
recognisedd as a word. As we will see in what follows, it is no coincidence that
thee combatant hypostatic nouns of the more neutral adjective gained
prominencee during the struggle of the Third Republic to finally rid itself of the
Catholicc heritage and of the Pope's and (part of) the aristocracy's shared
aspirationss to overturn the results of the Revolution.
Lett us now return to our problematisation of the modernist heritage in la'icitc.
'Nouss n'avons jamais été modernes' ['we have never been modern(s)'], goes the
byy now famous dictum of Bruno Latour. But of course we have been modernists
andd I think we do not recognise and criticise the heritage of philosophical
modernismm as thoroughly as we could, especially when dealing with ethno-

"" This meaning is close to that of seculier. Seculier denotes that 'which belongs to the >icclc'. The
firstt meaning of wi uliiui in Latin is 'century'. This is related to the temporal order, the 'mtvuic'
[world],, which is the second meaning of saeciilum in Latin, as opposed to the religious, atomporall order (see introduction). Lc Pclil Robert lists the derivations of hiiqiu- and seculier
severall times as svnonvms.
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religiouss diversity. Although this became particularly visible in the law on the
'conspicuouss religious signs', it is actually a more general feature of secularism.
II will specify what I mean by 'modernism' in the context of secularism in the
coursee of my argument, but I will introduce it here by returning to the
nineteenth-centuryy concept of assimilation as I studied it in the previous two
chapters.. Let us briefly recall the way in which the historian Theodore Reinach
(19011 [1884]) understood the process of Jewish assimilation. For him,
assimilationn implied a somewhat linear process in which the ethno-religious
heritagee of Judaism would be turned into a privatised 'religion' that would
functionn much like a denomination (see chapter four). He thought that in this
process,, all visible public traces distinguishing the Jews from the other French
shouldd be eliminated, because these traces might be interpreted as signs that the
Jewss belonged to another 'nation'.
Theodoree Reinach's brother Salomon envisaged the future of Franco-Judaism
inn a similar way, and one of his formulations is particularly significant for what
II wish to argue in the following. In 1900, in an article entitled 'The interior
emancipationn of Judaism', which was mainly directed against Jewish
orthodoxy,, Salomon Reinach declared that 'ritualism' was an increasing burden
forr Judaism in the modern world, leading to the Jews' isolation. 'The true
religion',, he wrote, was 'an affair of sentiment, not of practices' (Reinach 1900,
quotedd from Marrus 1971: 60). Arendt gave the geschichtsphilosophische
translationn of this concept in her interpretation that 'objective' Judaism
transformedd into 'subjective' Jewishness —which she did not see as a norm but
ass an accomplished reality, at least in fin de siècle Paris (see chapter four).
Thee fact that Theodore Reinach wrote about the necessity of shedding the
'national'' traits of Judaism in order to be accepted among the European nations,
recallss a nocud between national politics, religion and ethnicity or 'peoplehood',
ass it was perceived in the nineteenth century. This nocud reveals to us the
intimatee link between assimilation and secularisation, between cultural
homogenisationn and the privatisation of religion. Public elements of religion
weree interpreted as remaining traces of ethnicity that should be eliminated. This
wass the case because the nation-state was a 'jealous' state: all political energies
andd affects should be concentrated at the nation-state level, and they were not
too be divided by the existence of attachments and loyalties to other groups.
(Suspected)) diasporic loyalties to members of the same, non-territorially
concentratedd ethnic group, in particular, led to systematic distrust. This
argumentt was legitimised by the interpretation of citizenship (nation-state
membership)) as a fundamentally different level of human self-government
fromm all others: while the other levels were increasingly seen as the illegitimate
assembliess of particularities, 'ethnicisms', privileges etc., national citizenship
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wass considered to represent the general, even universal side of human selforganisation. .
Lett me explain why I consider this nineteenth-centurv concept of
assimilationn as an asymptote of contemporary expectations. On the one hand,
fulll assimilation is no longer a 'real' expectation. The transformation of ethnoreligiouss belonging into a modern, individualised and invisible belief is no
longerr projected as a condition or even as a desirable result of inclusion. Today,
normativee standpoints on ethno-religious diversity have nuanced the conflation
off the concepts of nationality, visibility, publicity and 'practice' that we
discernedd in the views of Theodore and Salomon Reinach. Even if these
conceptss sometimes overlap in contemporary debates, it is no longer common
too suggest that the public visibility of certain religious practices can be
immediatelyy associated with a different 'nationality'— or with nationalism or
separatismm in its footsteps. Nor will attachments to 'other' groups automatically
bee associated with treason or double loyalties.7 There is a larger acceptance of
multiplee cultural identifications or loyalties in multicultural polities, and the
interpretationss of certain practices have diversified and are less immediately
insertedd into the scheme of a homogeneous nation in which we are either
insiderss (as citizens) or outsiders.
Onn the other hand, although full assimilation is no longer the projected endgoall of processes of incorporation, the direction of our expectations surrounding
secularisationn still remains at least comparable to the assimilationist one, which
iss why I consider it as asymptotic with regard to our contemporary one.
Specificallyy with regard to religion, we still tend to polarise its modern form as
aa personal, individual belief or experience, or, in its philosophical, Kantian
translation,, as a noumenal source for (a secular) morality, and its traditional (or
orthodox)) form as practice and ritual. The latter remains associated with premodernity,, or, as we will see in the course of the next chapters, is interpreted as
thee manifest sign of post- or anti-modernity.
Wee can trace the 'modernist' aspect of these contemporary expectations,
whichh I think merits criticism, in the wavs in which the relations between the
twoo 'poles' are presented. In secularist discourses, the poles keep returning as
either/orr dichotomies. With regard to time, they are presented as shifts instead
off as gradual transformations. Sometimes, these poles are essentialised and
assumedd at a normative level, and sometimes they even seem to determine
whatt sociologists and other intellectuals can perceive.

rr

Although this has perhaps become less evident for Muslims in today's Europe. Thev often
seemm to have to prove that thev do not consent to 'self-chosen' segregation or even terrorism.
Thiss is partlv evident in regular questionings, identity checks etc., but it is also something more
hiddenn that has crept into our collective mindset in the aftermath of September 11, 2001.
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II will comment on the unreflected heritage of the dichotomous, abstract
conceptuall frames in order to understand, in different constellations, the
relationshipss between religion and culture, but also, relatedlv, in lateral and
complexx ways, the relationship between private and public, sentiment and
practice,, modernity and tradition, modern religion and orthodox religion,
historyy and memory, polity and society, citizen and bourgeois (or, to speak with
Hegel,, citizen and 'Meusch'), or, most generally speaking, the relationship
betweenn the general and the particular. In liberal secularist discourses, the
dichotomouss relationship between these concepts keeps being taken for granted
(too different degrees), and I want to take up the challenge of looking for
mediations,, for possibilities to reconcile or deconstruct them, to see their
entanglement,, and to achieve an insight into the possibilities of a permeation of
politicss and social belonging at different levels.
Exploringg these patterns of bifurcation in the French discourse on lakitc may
helpp us to achieve a better understanding of the problems addressed in the last
twoo quotes heading this Transit II. On the one hand, there is the problem
addressedd by Olivier Roy. He suggests that secularism not only serves to
'contain'' religion, as it projects to do, but that it may also play a role in
producingg it. We will explore in more detail why this may not always lead to
thee most happy and relaxed forms of religion. On the other hand, there is the
relatedd problem summarised by Asad. He suggests that secularism might lead
uss to focus on the wrong problem, with unhappy, racialising effects: it may lead
too the systematic distrust of specific levels of human organisation that will
inevitablyy emerge in our globalising world, instead of focusing on the
problematicc doctrines and practices of certain people who organise themselves
onn this level.8
Althoughh I do not pretend to be able to present an account of a better
understandingg of the possible relations between political participation and
sociall belonging, I wish to trv to contribute to developing such an
understandingg by returning, in chapter seven, to Proust's narrative of the
vicissitudess of belonging and assimilation in the Recherche. I hope to be able to
tracee an alternative narrative of the complexities of belonging in a situation of
'tensee intercultural' exchange. This narrative, in which I will concentrate on the
rolee of cultural memory, may help to outline the prospect for a relational
pluralismm based on the complexities of belonging rather than on an assumed
abstractt relationship between citizenship and social relationships. On the basis
off the complexities of our political, cultural and religious solidarities and
inequalities,, and without presupposing secularism's desirabilitv or even its

"" In the chapters on Proust I studied the particular effects of this mechanism for Franco-Judaism.
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generall meaning, we may try to imagine institutional opportunities more likely
too be conducive to 'parity of participation' and pluriform democracy."

Forr the concept of 'parity of participation', see Fraser (2001; 2003) and chapter six.
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Onn ne tuera pas 1'esprit chrétien en fermant les écoles chrétiennes, et s'il doit
(...)) mourir, il mourra même sous une theocratie (Proust [Correspondance
1903]:: III, 386).
[Thee Christian spirit will not be destroyed if we close the Christian schools,
andd if it is inclined to die (...), it will do so even under theocratic rule (mv
translation).] ]

Inn this chapter, I trace the historical vicissitudes and particularities of laïcité in
relationn to the more general concept of liberal secularism. To do so, I first briefly
returnn to my discussion of secularism within liberalism in political philosophy,
focusingg specifically on the relevant elements for the comparison with laïcité
thatt follows. Subsequently, I analyse four political cartoons from the time of the
installationn of the separation between Church and State in 1905, and I scrutinise
thee ways in which the relation between reason and religion appears in the work
off scholars and politicians such as Ferdinand Buisson and Emile Durkheim,
whoo were dealing with religion and education around the time of the
introductionn of laïcité as a principle of the French state.
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5.11 Laïcité and secular liberalism
Fromm the wars of religion on the European continent onwards, liberal political
philosopherss such as Locke and Mill saw secularism, in the sense of the mutual
neutralisationn of religion and the state, as pivotal to the peaceful organisation of
society.. While the state should become religiously neutral, religion, at the same
time,, should retreat into a separate sphere, which later on developed, more
generally,, into the so-called 'private sphere'. Thus, the liberal view of the state
didd not require, as the Christian (Catholic) state had once done, religious
homogenisationn to the point of forced conversion, nor did it keep different
religiouss groups separated, as for example the Ottoman Empire had done. It
'only'' required ethnic homogenisation through a process of gradual
nationalisation,, while creating a special sphere for religion.
Ass we have seen in the introduction and the previous two chapters, in the
coursee of the development of Enlightenment thinking, philosophers
increasinglyy came to believe that the liberal political philosophy of the
separationn of Church and State required religion's transformation into a
'modern',, interiorised religion as a private belief, and its separation from
'traditional'' ethno-cultural practices, such as, for example, linguistic and
juridicall ones. Thus, secularism increasingly seemed to require a certain kind of
secularisation.. And while in the early Enlightenment secularism could go
togetherr with a profound and publicly professed belief, as was the case, for
example,, with John Locke, thinkers of the later Enlightenment such as Voltaire
andd Kant, and also a nineteenth-century liberal like John Stuart Mill,
increasinglyy suggested that religion should at least be transformed into private
belief,, if not vanish altogether to be replaced by or transformed into reason.
Thus,, secularism led to the increasing institutional separation of religion
fromm other aspects of culture, and to a view of religious belonging as
membershipp of an association on the basis of a personal belief and a personal
choice.. The crucial question is whether such 'secularisation' is perhaps not as
universallyy applicable a process as we might imagine. As several scholars have
suggestedd and as we will consider more extensively in the course of this
chapter,, the specific solution of secularism only arose in the specific
constellationn oi post-Reformation Europe, and its effectiveness and feasibility
mayy therefore be dependent on the question of whether we are presently
dealingg with comparable historical constellations (Asad 1993; 2003; Bader
2006b;; Seligman 2005).'

11

This relativity of the concepts ot the 'secular' and, rolate-dlv, ot 'religion', has long been
undertheorisedd in philosophy. See Asad's Genealogies ot Religion' (1993), one of the earliest
contributionss to the topic.
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Thee American scholar Adam Seligman, in a recent paper presented at a
conferencee on laïcité in Paris, stated the problem eloquently, although perhaps a
littlee provocatively and in need of some qualification:
II would in fact claim that secularism is a very particular moment in the
Christiann process of negotiation of its own tradition —as was the Protestant
Reformationn and as is the phenomenon of Christian fundamentalism. (...)
Thatt a particular moment of this negotiation in Christianity is understood in
termss of secularism has much to do with the privileging of belief over
practice,, of faith over works and of Innerlichkeit over external practice that
hass been part of Christianity from its origins (as evinced in its rejection of
Jewishh Law and its unique allegorical way of reading and interpreting
scripture)) and which received particular emphasis during the Protestant
Reformationn of the 16th century. (...) The consequent use —I would say,
misuse,, of this term —to characterise other civilisational endeavours, the
Jewish,, the Islamic, the Hindu, etc. is simply the spoils of war as it were: a
consequencee of the power differentials between the Christian, Jewish,
Islamic,, Indian and Chinese civilisations (Seligman 2005: 1).
Withh this in mind, let us now turn to the specificity of the French concept of
laïcité. laïcité.

Laïcité'ss specificity
LaïcitéLaïcité is a legacy of the struggle by the French Republic to gain political
independencee from the Catholic Church, a struggle which already began during
thee Revolution, but which was only definitively decided in 1905 when the great
republicann law institutionalised the separation of Church and State. This law
hadd been prepared by republicans from the time of the installation of the Third
Republicc in 1870, after the defeat of France in the Franco-Prussian War. In 1870,
thee Second Empire was replaced by the Third Republic, which was faced with a
defeatedd and extremely divided country, not only because of the war, but also
becausee of the ongoing struggle between 'les deux France'. The first France was
thee pre-revolutionary 'eldest daughter' of the Catholic Church. After the
Revolution,, it was claimed (and constructed) by traditionalists and
counterrevolutionariess as the real, authentic France; the romantic Catholic
'tradition'' that would have been passed on to new generations had it not been
soo rudely destroyed by the Revolution (Birnbaum 1998). The other France was
thee post-Revolutionary 'État-nation', the political nation founded during the
Revolution.. As the negative of the first France, which received its rulers from
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Godd (the king) and, most frustratingly, partly from Rome (the Jesuits
dominatingg education), the new, modern France constructed itself as an
autonomouss self-constituting political nation.2
LaïcitéLaïcité is not a fully positivist French Enlightenment concept aimed against
religionn in general, as public opinion sometimes has it. Instead, it guarantees
thee freedom of every individual to have a religion or not to have one, to change
thiss religion, or to have a different religion from everyone else. The 9 December
19055 law separating State and Church, which forms the basis for the centrality
off laïcité in French society, has two central articles:
Articlee 1: 'La République assure la liberté de conscience. Elle garantit le libre
exercicee des cultes sous les seules restrictions édictées ci-après dans 1'intérêt
dee 1'ordre public'. Article 2: 'La République ne reconnait, ne salarie ni ne
subventionnee aucun culte (...)' (quoted from Pena-Ruiz 2003: 276).
[Firstt article: 'The Republic ensures the freedom of conscience. It guarantees
thee free exercise of religions with some reservations owing to the safeguard
off "public order".' Second article: 'The Republic does neither recognise, nor
payy nor subsidise any religion (...)' (translation quoted from Baubérot 1998:
117).] ]
Thus,, in its original juridical formulation, the State does not support any
religion—eitherr financially or as far as content is concerned —yet at the same
timee laïcité is explicitly concerned with defining religious freedom. In this
respect,, it is quite different from Jacobinic Republicanism, where universal
citizenshipp was supposed to replace particular religious attachments altogether.
Laïcité,Laïcité, instead, requires the fundamental separation of Church and State and
thee explicit assignment of a proper domain to both. It only opposes religion in
ass far as it is identified as a producer of law, not in as far as it is a source of
morality,, belief, and meaningful experiences. Therefore, in its most general
sense,, laïcité is a liberal concept: religion is not recognised but the freedom of
consciencee is guaranteed (see also, for example, Laborde 2002)." The difference
::

Please note that the use of 'nation' in this context differs significantly from the internationally
mostt common one, where nation and ethnic origin are closely linked. The political nation has
beenn understood bv Ernest Renan as the result of a 'daily plebiscite', which makes it the
oppositee of 'ethnic' origin. Yet both concepts of nation have their own nationalisms. For a more
detailedd analysis of the struggle between the 'two Frances' and its effects on the relationships
betweenn different societal groups, see the previous two chapters.
~~ It would be useful to compare the concept of recognition in the French tradition with the wavs
inn which it is used in contemporary multicultural theories. The Republic only abolished the
systemm of 'recognised' religions in 1905, when the Concordat —the product of Napoleon's
compromisee between Republicanism and Catholicism —was definitively pushed aside in favour
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betweenn laïcitc and other kinds of liberal secularism is a matter of degree: the
Frenchh law from 1905 separates Church and State more rigorously than is the
casee in countries like Britain, Germany or Denmark (see introduction).
Too a certain degree, laïcitc contrasts with forms of liberal secularism that take
thee concept of tolerance as the central one to deal with diversity. These forms
occurredd in those countries wrhere the divides between various Protestant
denominationss and Catholicism had already produced a division of political
powerr before modernity's advent. This division had already partly dethroned
thee Catholic Church in the only hesitatingly Enlightening Europe of before the
Frenchh Revolution. This process had produced various national churches in
distinctionn from a monistic Catholicism. In the Protestant countries, therefore, it
wass easier to produce a division of power without radically separating the
religiouss domain from the worldly domain. This meant that the religions of
minoritiess could be more easilv tolerated within the public sphere (Gauchet
1998).44 This public coexistence of several religions may have played a role in
preventingg the conflation of 'state' and 'public sphere' that seems to play a role
inn France (and Turkey), where it is suggested that 'the public sphere' is a realm
thatt should symbolise, even express, the neutrality of the state.
Yett even in France, as we already saw in chapters one and two,
contemporaryy political practices, like those in other Western countries, create
amplee space for religious pluralism, as well as encouraging the exercise of
religiouss freedom. To give just one small example, contrary to what the law
fromm 1905 prescribes and what received opinion thinks is still in practice, the
Frenchh state does finance private religious schools and religious associations. It
hass also been recognised that the French state, against its ideology of the strict
independencee of State and religion, has a long tradition of the 'gcsthm' of
[governmentall dealing with] religion.' This not only implies its accommodation
withinn the public sphere, but also, more strongly, its centralisation and at least
partiall control by the state.''

off a stronger Republic. Hence, in principle, in the French discussion we are talking about a legal
definitionn of recognition. The recognition which has been dominant in multiculturalism
concerns,, in the first place, the intersubjective structure of respect and is based on the Hegelian
conceptt of 'Anerkennung'. It concerns, for example in Charles Taylor's and Axel Honneth's
conceptions,, a structure of experiences of personal and intersubjective value. In such theories,
recognitionn does not necessarily imply a competition between religion and politics.
44
Compared with Republican France, Protestant countries in general may be seen as less
radicallyy separationist. Yet radical Protestantism (Calvinism), for example, was more
separationistt than Lutheranism, so that within Protestantism, too, it is a matter of degree.
'' For recent examples, see A sad (2004), Rov (2005), Bowen (2005) and Benbassa (2003).
"" This was also the case in the colonial context, where the doctrine of la'icilc was not always
applied,, and often accompanied by strong state interventions in religious matters (see Achi
2004;; Webb 2005; Maussen 2006).
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InIn France, an early division of power betuven religions did not take place, and
thee modern conception of citizenship adopted by the Republicans squarely
opposedd the heritage of the absolute monarchy. During the struggle between
'les'les deux France' in the Third Republic, Republicans needed to develop an
ideologyy that could replace or at least complement Catholic morality and that
wouldd spread the ideal of secular citizenship across the country. Due in
particularr to the introduction, in the course of the nineteenth century, of the
suffragesuffrage universe!, public schooling became crucial to preventing the people from
votingg for an authoritarian (Catholic) regime. As the famous Republican
Buisson,, one of the great proponents of public education, aptly stated in 1899:
Deuxx conditions sont nécessaires pour mettre sur pieds une république; 1'une
facile:: lui dormer une constitution républicaine; 1'autre difficile: lui donner un
peuplee de républicains (Buisson 1899: 30).
[Twoo conditions must be fulfilled to help a Republic on its feet; one is easy:
youu have to provide it with a republican constitution; the other is difficult:
youu have to provide it with a people of republicans (my translation).] 7
Buissonn made clear that Republicanism required more than merely a juridically
definedd secularity; it needed a pedagogy to institutionalise a culture of
Republicanism// The perception of this need gave an extra dimension to lakité,
whichh persists in its contemporary understandings where the concern is not so
muchh the freedom of conscience and the disestablishment of religion, but rather
aa 'communitarian concern for civic unity', which tends to try to 'substitute
democraticc civic loyalty for religious and traditional allegiances' (Laborde 2002:
170-71). .

PublicPublic education
Public,, secular education was the most central institution called upon to help
createe the required 'people of Republicans'. Most of the laws passed in
preparationn for the law of 1905 concerned education (Baubérot 1993: 116). In

"" The neo-Kantian pedagogue Buisson was director of primary education from 1879-96 and
editedd the Dictioimairc de Pédagogie et d'histruction primaire, which Gerard Raulet calls the 'bible
off republican educators at all levels in the Third Republic' (1999: lfS).
ss
Schooling had been discussed from the Revolution onwards, most famously bv Condorcet. In
thee Third Republic, however, it became one of the focal points of government, particularly in
relationn to the dangers produced by the (male) suffrage tmtver<ii and bv the possibility of
uproarss such as the Commune (Baubérot 2000).
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orderr to increase our grip on the symbolic aspects of the struggle around public
educationn and its links to a general discourse concentrated on the advent of
modernity,, I would like to discuss four political drawings from the time of the
separationn law. These drawings can help clarify why tracing the genealogy of
laicitélaicité is so important for putting into perspective its position in the current
contextt of ethno-religious diversity. The first drawing is a didactical one,
perhapss not incidentally made in 1905 (see figure 1).

Figuree 1. 'La declaration des droits de I'homme et du citoyen' (Charles Fournigault, 1905)
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Inn Fournigault's drawing, we see 'once upon a time' (autrefois) opposed to
'today'' (aujourd'hui), and, parallel to this, pre-Revolutionary Catholic icons
suchh as the castle, serfdom, and the 'commune' or the village as a precursor to
'community',, opposed to the Republican institutions of school and the vote,
whichh stand for modern 'society'- The transition from the pre-modern 'once' to
modernity'ss 'today' takes place through the teaching of The Declaration of the
Rightss of Man and the Citizen. Please note the strong symbolic opposition
betweenn religious belonging and citizenship. Public school is presented as a
cruciall institution for the transition from a 'natural' provincial situation of
communall social hierarchy to a 'civilised' urban democracy figured, for
example,, through the orderly partitioned windows. These windows act as
mediatorss of a modern, mathematical view of the natural world 'outside' and, if
wee push the interpretation a little, function as symbols for the equality and
(moral)) freedom of all individual citizens.
Thee cartoons reproduced below could be read as ironic answers to the
didacticc efforts of those like Fournigault. These cartoons, drawn by the famous
politicall cartoonists Roubille, Jossot, and Grandjouan, were published in the
critical,, anarcho-syndicalist magazine L'Assiette au beurre (see figures 2, 3 and 4).
'Choose,, you're free' suggests that the transition from pre-modern to modern
timess also meant, for some, the replacement of one unitary system for another.

Figuree 2. 'Choisis, tu es libre' I'Choose, you're free'] (Auguste Roubille 1904)
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Roubille'ss cartoon suggests that the struggle between Church and State was a
strugglee about the centre of (pedagogical) power. It deconstructs the opposition
betweenn Catholic belonging and traditionalism on the one hand, and the
freedomm associated with modern citizenship on the other. It is either catholicité
orr catholaïcité, as Idicité was famously dubbed by Edgar Morin, and there is little
freedomm for the pupils on both sides of the spectrum. 9 The two teachers
depictedd are women and this is not accidental. The first great laic educational
law,, from August 1879, obliged every department in France to have a women's
teacherr training college. Jules Ferry, the minister of education, argued that
Catholicismm upheld its influence through women, positing that 'women must
belongbelong to Science (and not) to the Church' (quoted from Baubérot 1998: 108). The
smokingg factory chimneys in the background of the cartoon suggest that
underneathh the superficial difference between public and private schools is
foundd the same inescapable 'capitalist hell' (Langlois 1996: 109).

L'Assiettee au Beurre

Figuree 3. 'Respect' (Gustave-Henri Jossot 1907)

Thee 'Declaration' and 'Respect' contain some of the key concepts from the
discoursee of multiculturalism (see figure 1 and 3). The occurrence of 'respect'

"" In Rawlsian terms, Catholaïcité suggests in one nice pun that laïcité, like religion, entails a
comprehensivee doctrine. We will have to figure out where exactly contemporary laïcité spills
overr into such comprehensiveness while claiming to be neutral.
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andd 'commune' is particularly striking.10 It is as though the slogans of those
formss of pluralism that seek to overcome the neglect of difference and
inequalityy in formal conceptions of liberal citizenship that I discussed in chapter
two,, were anticipated in France in such a way that, as a cultural memory, they
appearr to imply a return to a pre-modern traditionalism linked to predemocraticc social structures. Thus, these forms of pluralism seem themselves to
implyy inequality.
'Thee Declaration' and 'Choose, you're free' also share a specific conception of
history,, where societal change takes place by going either radically backward or
forward.. Not the gradual mediation between group belonging and formal
citizenshipp is the direction of modern society, but sudden change through
revolutionaryy steps; what is implied is that only such change can move
inherentlyy immobile systems. We can only fall back into pre-modern, i.e.
communall social structures, or be dragged in the direction of the inescapable
'capitalistt hell', or else perhaps in the direction of a second Revolution
promisingg an entirely new form of community. Because of this revolution-based
conceptionn of history, it is difficult for memory, tradition, community, and
religionn to be interwoven with modernity, freedom and democratic politics.
Myy first point of concern about the transposition of the frame of laïcité onto
thee contemporary questions surrounding the presence of Islam in France can be
anticipatedd here. What we cannot responsibly do is transform the imaginary
structuree of the struggle between Church and State into an abstract opposition
betweenn politics and religion, and then translate it into a concern about the role
off 'political religion' in contemporary society. This, however, appears to be
preciselyy what happens in the discourse of laïcité (see also Roy 2005).

5.22 A philosophical laïcité or une laïcité interiorisée

n

Thee kernel of the Republican concept of laïcité was formed by the idea that a
universall morality of citizenship and freedom could be compatible with
inheritedd religious moralities. Kant's concept of a 'thin' universal morality
providedd the Republicans at the end of the nineteenth century with the
universal,, public morality of freedom with which they wanted to complement
particularr religious moralities.12 The next cartoon reminds us of the enormous
"" As is the notion of 'recognition' in the text of the 1905 law. See footnote above.
•'<•'< I borrow the term 'une laïcité interiorisée' from Claude Nicolet (1994).
i;;
The following analysis is inspired by Raulet's (1999) excellent discussion of neo-Kantian
debatess about morality, and of Durkheim's answer to the Kantian antinomy of morality, i quote
Durkheim'ss lessons from Raulet (1999: 24-27). The page numbers given refer to those listed by
Raulett when he quotes from Durkheim's L'cducation morale; the translations are my own.
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forcee of (neo-)Kantian thought in the development of the official secular
philosophiess of pedagogy at the turn of the nineteenth century (see figure 4).

Figuree 4. 'Toujours les idoles' I'Idols forever'] (Jules-Félix Grandjouan 1904)

Inn this cartoon, Victor Hugo, the hero of nineteenth-century anti-clerical
pedagogy,, is carried around accompanied by idols from both the Republican
andd the Catholic side: Jeanne d'Arc, Kantian morality, duty and the moral law,
immortall principles. Buisson formulated his ideal of a laïcité interiorisée (Nicolet
1994:: 263) as follows:
Enseignezz a 1'enfant qu'il y bien des manières de croire en Dieu et de servir
Dieu,, mais qu'il n'y a qu'une sur laquelle tout Ie monde soit d'accord, c'est
1'obéissancee aux lois de la conscience et aux lois de la raison.
[Too teach the child that there are indeed many ways of believing in God and
servingg God, but that there is but a single one on which all the world agrees
andd that is obedience to the laws of conscience and the laws of reason.]
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Buissonn follows the liberal definition of laïcité in suggesting that there exists a
strictt separation between religious moralities and the single moral law of
reason,, and that all religious moralities are compatible with this moral law,
because,, in the interpretation of Maurice Agulhon, it was considered not the
resultt of a totalised conception of the world, but the 'common denominator of
alll cultures' (Agulhon 1981: 157, quoted from Raulet 1999: 31). Laïcité was not
consideredd anti-religious because the universal humanist morality was deemed
too merge with Christian morality, or at least to be compatible with it on the
basiss of a common denominator.
However,, it did not escape attention that this interiorised, Kantian 'side' of
laïcité,laïcité, for all its universalism, followed a rather Protestant teleology in the way
itit conceived of the historical development of the relation between morality and
religiouss belief. For this reason, the introduction of laïcité has also been
interpretedd as a 'Protestantisation' of French political structures, advocated in
thee Third Republic by particularly those philosophers and pedagogues
influencedd by the neo-Kantianism dominant at Republican universities and in
governmentall circles (see Agulhon 1981; Baubérot 2000; Raulet 1999; Birnbaum
1998).I33 For Raulet, in Agulhon's footsteps, this is a reason to suggest that laïque
moralityy could only conceive of itself as a complement to, instead of a
competitorr of Christian morality, because it 'en constituait une variante plus ou
moinss sécularisée, c'est-a-dire "Protestantisée", et a 1'extrême, "kantianisée"
['constitutess a more or less secularised, that is to say "Protestantised", and
ultimatelyy "Kantianised" variety of it' (my translation)] (Raulet 1999: 32). The
teleologicall progress from the Reformation to the Enlightenment to the
Republic,, Raulet suggests, obsessed as it was by the 'free' citizen, might not
havee been as easily compatible with other religious moralities, particularly not
because,, in the end, the Republic hoped for a communauté affective united
aroundd Republican values (Raulet 1999: 36).
Att this point I want to make a remark which might be elucidating when
tracingg secularism's genealogy as a 'Whiggish' or at least Protestant concept
thatt tends to overestimate inferiority and neglect or even disrespect religious
practice.. Tracing this genealogy should not lead us to the suggestion that for
examplee Islam and Judaism (and also Catholicism) are essentially more
particularistt (and less 'free') religions than Protestantism, and thus less
compatiblee with modernity. Rather, we might consider that the strong
distinctionn between inferiority and law, between 'sentiment' and 'practice', or
betweenn 'universal(isable), liberal' and 'orthodox' religion, is itself a product of
aa modernist secularism that urgently needs to be deconstructed.
nn

Raulet (1999) suggests that the popularity of Kant may have been caused partly by the idea
thatt the Prussian ethics of duty, which was conflated with Kant's philosophy of transcendental
morality,, had led the Germans to their victory in the Franco-Prussian war.
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Wee cannot take it for granted that some religions are essentially less compatible
withh or even supportive of minimal universalisable values than others.
However,, this question should be made less dependent on the question of
whetherr these religions tend towards 'interiorisation': it rather depends on the
historicall processes in which they are involved and on the choices made by
believerss themselves. For example, Muslim feminists have stressed the minimal
andd egalitarian morality available within Islam (see Mir-Hosseini 2004).
Thee Jewish Enlightenment took off in early modernity and, as we have seen
withh Uriel Acosta and Spinoza, at certain points progressed radically (see
introduction).. But it is perhaps not superfluous to remind ourselves that it was
preciselyy in a debate with Moses Mendelssohn that Kant argued, in Religion
withinwithin the Limits of Reason Alone, that the 'Joch ausserer Observanzen' ['yoke of
exteriorr observances'] (Kant 1990 [1793]: 185) to which the Jews submitted
themselvess in his eyes, had better be overcome. Mendelssohn held a less
assimilationistt view, arguing that Enlightenment could be reconciled with
particularr religious practices. Moreover, he already saw that this is also the case
withh regard to other religions that do not strictly separate a 'pure', moral or at
leastt private concept of religion from religious practices. Mendelssohn argued
thatt universal morality is not only compatible with Jewish moral law, but with
thee religious practices of many peoples, and thus he refused to go along with
thee Kantian 'either-or' suggestion about the meaning of Enlightenment.14
Thiss does not mean that the 'liberalisation' or 'modernisation' of religion
withinn a European context is unproblematic. To my mind, the most important
problemm lies in the political context, i.e. the power relations that their members
aree also involved in, and in the opinions all of us hold about what
'liberalisation'' should actually entail. I hope to have shown in chapters three
andd four that the ambiguities of 'emancipation' and 'secularisation', which
playedd a complicated role at the time of the Dreyfus Affair, were at least partly
duee to the minority status of the Jews and to the dynamics of the particular
conceptt of 'universalisation' in the French nineteenth-century Republic, which
concentratedd on rendering religious practices invisible. Therefore, the
ambivalencee of (liberal) secularism should be analysed within a framework that
alsoo considers hidden assimilationism with regard to the ethno-religious
144

In Mendelssohn's eighteenth-century German: 'Nach den Begriffen des wahren Judentums
sindd alle Bewohner der Erde zur Glückseligkeit berufen und die Mittel derselben so
ausgebreitett als die Menschen selbst, so milde ausgespendet als die Mittel, sich des Hungers
undd anderer Naturbedürfnisse zu ervvehren!' [According to the notions of true Judaism, all
inhabitantss of the earth have been called to happiness and the means to achieve it are as
extendedd as human beings themselves, as leniently distributed as the means to ward off hunger
andd other natural needs! (my translation)] (Mendelssohn 1989 [1783]: 412). Mendelssohn's
optionn was quite different from Franco-Judaism or from the universalist Enlightenment that the
Stasii committee proposes and that secularists tend to engage in implicitly.
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heritagee of minorities. I have suggested that for the Jews the lai'cisation of
religionn led, at the very least, to highly ambivalent social positions, and that this
wass related to the fact that the 'particular' side of Judaism was more or less
forgottenn in the ideology of assimilation, though not in society. It is precisely
thiss problematic which threatens to return with Islam if we do not remember it.
InIn this sense, our assessment of the history of la'icism should not only deal with
thee law of 1905 or with the laws on public education that preceded it, but with
thee Dreyfus Affair as well.

Durkheim'sDurkheim's Kant
AA starting point for a subtle critical reply from 'within' the tradition of laicitc
carr already be found in Emile Durkheim's rethinking of Kantian morality.
Durkheimm was the first Republican professor of pedagogy at the Sorbonne, but
hee was also the first to deconstruct the opposition between rational and
religiouss morality, detranscendentalising the secular idols from Grandjouan's
cartoonn about Victor Hugo in the process. Durkheim thought that Republican
moralityy could not be entirely derived from an imagined, ideal or universal, but
ultimatelyy non-existing Reason. Therefore, he translated Kant's idea that
Reasonn produces the moral law into the idea that the law is the product of a
collectivee labour. In doing so, he subtly transformed Kant's antinomy of
moralityy into a sociological view of humanity.
Inn Kant's view, morality on the one hand implies that the law should be
producedd by reason. In this sense, the law is given to the subject rather than
constitutedd by it: it implies a certain kind of heteronomy, an 'Achtung fur das
Gfsetz'.Gfsetz'. On the other hand, morality implies that the subject gives itself the law:
itt implies autonomy. In his explanation of Kant's antinomy, Durkheim
translatess it into a slightly different one. As far as the autonomy pole of the
antinomyy is concerned, Durkheim stays close to Kant: we cannot think that 'la
volontéé puisse être pleinement morale quand elle n'est pas autonome, quand
ellee subit passivement une loi dont eile n'est pas elle-même législatrice' ['the
willl can be fully moral when it is not autonomous, when it passively receives a
laww of which it is not itself the legislator' (my translation)] (Raulet 1999: 123).
Butt Durkheim's explanation of the heteronomy pole of the antinomy marks a
distancee from Kant. According to Durkheim, heteronomy means that 'la regie
moralee est oeuvre collective, nous la recevons beaucoup plus que nous ne la
faisons'' ['the moral rule is the product of a collective, we receive it much more
thann that we make it' (my translation)] (123). What precedes the subject for
Duikheimm is not pure reason but the collective, and with this argument
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Durkheimm makes the Kantian concept of morality, oxymoronically,
'sociologicallyy transcendental'.
Forr Durkheim, it was important that Kantianism, as Protestantism, supposed
thee translation of the heritage of religious, transcendent morality into moral
principles: :
Avecc Ie protestantisme, 1'autonomie de la morale s'accuse encore, par cela
seull que la part du culte proprement dit diminue. Les fonctions morales de la
divinitéé deviennent son unique raison d'etre; c'est 1'unique argument allégué
pourr démontrer son existence. (...) Il faut aller chercher, au sein même des
conceptionss religieuses, les réalités morales qui y sont comme perdues et
dissimulées;; il faut les dégager, trouver en quoi elles consistent, determiner
leurr nature propre, et 1'exprimer en un langage rationnel. Il faut, en un mot,
découvrirr les substituts rationnels de ces notions religieuses qui, pendant si
longtemps,, ont servi de véhicule aux idees morales les plus essentielles. (...)
Ill faut découvrir ces forces morales que les hommes, jusqu'a présent, n'ont
appriss a se représenter que sous la forme d'allégories religieuses (Raulet
1999:8,10). .
[Withh Protestantism, the autonomy of morality becomes even more apparent,
iff only because the part of the cult in the narrow sense is diminished. The
morall functions of the divine become its only reason for being; this is the sole
argumentt invoked to prove its existence. (...) We must look, at the very heart
off religious conceptions, for moral realities which appear there as if lost and
dissimulated;; we must free them, find out what they consist of, determine
theirr proper nature, and express them in a rational language. We must, in a
word,, discover the rational substitutes for these religious notions which, for
soo long, have served as vehicles for the most essential moral ideas. (...) We
mustt discover these moral forces which man, until the present, has not learnt
too represent to himself except in the form of religious allegories (my
translation).] ]
Durkheimm considers the heritage from the religious past as an indispensable
reservoirr of moral forces. Autonomy does not mean that we reject the religious
heritagee or that we rise above it in order to evaluate it critically from an
Archimedeann point of view. It is simply not clear what will be found there.
Perhapss nothing, or, most probably, at least partly religion or tradition again,
Durkheimm suggests. What we need, rather, is a rational translation of the
concretelyy developed historical moral forces that religions have carried with
them.. This preliminary deconstruction of lakitc by Durkheim teaches us that its
moral-philosophicall basis is more complex than some of the contemporary
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claimss about public schooling to be studied here suggest.1? In what follows and
inn chapter six, I will try to verify whether and in which wavs this complication
off the relation between belonging and freedom (or, in (neo-)Kantian terms,
betweenn religion and reason) appears in contemporary discussions about laïcité.

PublicPublic schooling and laïcité — with a brief return to Proust
Wee encounter the modernist dichotomies between belonging and freedom,
traditionn and modernity, communal belonging and citizenship, in
contemporaryy neo-Republican explanations of the function of the public school
inn terms of laïcité. The neo-republican philosopher Catherine Kintzler, who was
onee of the first to sign a petition, in 1989, against the wearing of the headscarf in
schools,, recently restated the republican idea of the public school. She defines it
ass a place which pupils attend not as consumers or in order to enjoy their rights,
butt in order to 's'autoconstituer comme sujet' ['constitute oneself as a subject']
(Kintzlerr 2003: 63). According to her, this means that pupils get the
opportunity—butt are also obliged —to distance themselves from all prerational,, social, and religious forms of belonging. Pupils should be encouraged
too critically evaluate all kinds of worldviews without already having made a
decisionn about their membership of any particular one. Freedom can only be the
resultt of 'schooling':
Toutee 1'argumentation revient a dire que les élèves presents a 1'ecole ne sont
pass des libertés constituées (comme c'est Ie cas des citovens dans 1'espace
civil),, mais des libertés en voie de constitution et que 1'école est une
institutionn productrice de la liberté (Kintzler 2003: 64).

"" In tact, Kant himself alreadv did this. Ironically, the great philosopher of autonomy referred
too veiling in order to make clear how 'transcendental' the sources of our moral sense are and
howw irrelevant this transcendence is: 'The veiled goddess before whom we of both parties bend
ourr knees is the moral law in us, in its inviolable majesty [das moralische Gesetz in tins, in seiner
unverletzlicltenunverletzliclten Majesteit]. We do indeed perceive her voice and also understand verv well her
commandd [Gci'o/]. But when we are listening, we are in doubt whether it comes from man, from
thee perfected power of his own reason \atis der Machtrollkoinmenlwit seiner eigetien Vcnmnft], or
whetherr it comes trom an other, whose essence is unknown to us and speaks to man through
this,, his own reason. At bottom we would perhaps do better to rise above and thus spare
ourselvess research into this matter; since such research is onlv speculative [bloss syekulath'] and
sincee what obliges us (objectively) to act remains ahvavs the same, one may place one or the
otherr principle down as a foundation' (Kant in Fenves 1983: 71, quoted from De Vries 1*W:
375). .
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[Thee whole argument boils down to the idea that the students present in the
schooll are not constituted liberties (as is the case with citizens in the public
space),, but liberties that are in the process of being constituted, and that the
schooll is an institution that produces freedom (my translation).]
Thee Stasi committee gave a similar definition of what la'icité should entail in the
contextt of public schooling. As we will study in more detail later on, it presents
thee transition from appurtenance [belonging] to autoconstitution as something
quitee unproblematic that we can decide on when we pass the threshold of the
school.. In the process, the committee also adds the making of the 'citoyen':
AA 1'école de la République sont accueillis non de simples usagers, mais des
élèvess destines a devenir des citoyens éclairés. [...L'école] doit favoriser une
misee a distance par rapport au monde reel pour en permettre 1'apprentissage
(Stasii 2003: 4.2.2.1).
[Att the school of the Republic are welcomed not simply users, but pupils
destinedd to become enlightened citizens. [...The school] must encourage a
distancingg from the real world to permit this being learnt (my translation).]
Thiss requirement of a mise a distance from the 'real world' is crucial to
understandingg what contemporary laïcism actually requires from people feeling
attachedd to a specific religion. What does it mean that we have to take a
distancee from the 'real world' upon entering our schools? A certain distance
willl be taken by everyone, won't it? Do we really breed 'enlightened citizens' bv
askingg people to remove and suspend the symbols and practices related to the
wayss in which they are attached to the 'real' world? Isn't the Stasi committee's
proposall a direct reference to the kind of transcendental, Archimedean moral
pointt of view which the neo-Kantians politicised, but which Durkheim already
convincinglyy deconstructed?
Inn the following chapter, in which I read the Stasi Report in detail, I elaborate
onn the hypothesis that the prohibition of religious signs in public schools is at
leastt partly the result of a wish to reaffirm the laïcist foundations of public
schoolingg in the struggle with a religion, namely Islam, which is perceived to be
ass threatening as clerical Catholicism once was. An indication of this might be
thatt the discussion about religious signs (or emblcmes) in schools is as old as
laïcismm itself and has surfaced particularly at times of confrontation between the
Republicc and clerical or militant Catholicism. First, in the 1880's, in discussions
aboutt the confiscation of old school buildings bv the state and about whether all
thee reminders of their Catholic origins, such as the crosses on the walls, ought
too be destroyed. And afterwards, in 1937, when the minister of 'instruction
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publique'' [education] of the Front Populaire, Jean Zay, prohibited the crosses
wornn by scouts and the insignia of the 'Jeunesse étudiante chrétienne'." 1
Thee question of whether religious signs should be allowed in public places
hass also divided secular minds from the beginning. For example, Buisson
himselff took a moderate position and thought that turning the law which
orderedd the Imcisation of schools into a 'croisade iconoclaste' [iconoclastic
crusade]] against religious signs in school buildings might have the wrong
effect.. Therefore, addressing the prefects, he advises: 'vous vous rappelerez
toujourss que Ie gouvernement, plein de confiance dans Ie bon sens public, a la
pretention,, tout en faisant respecter la loi, de la faire comprendre et de la faire
aimer'' ['you should always remember that the government, full of confidence in
thee public's good sense, even as it seeks to make the people respect the law, also
claimss to make the people understand and love the law' (my translation)]
(Buissonn 1888: 1473, quoted from Raulet 1999; 22).
II would like to briefly turn to Proust's moderate voice here. In a letter to his
friendd Georges de Lauris, he explains, in 1903, his problems with Emile
Combes'' proposal for a law definitively separating Church and State, which
wass the precursor to the law of 1905.17 Proust establishes some important
connectionss between the Dreyfus Affair and the struggles surrounding this law.
Hiss remarks are about education:
Ett vous pensez que les Ecoles libres apprennent a leurs élèves a détester les
francs-maqonss et les Juifs (...). Et il est vrai que, depuis quelques années,
danss un monde sorti de ces écoles on ne recoit plus de Juifs, ce qui nous est
égall en soi, mais ce qui est Ie signe de eet état d'esprit dangereux ou a grandi
1'Affaire,, etc. Mais je vous dirai qu'a Illiers, petite commune ou mon père
présidaitt avant-hier la Distribution des Prix, depuis les lois de Ferrv on
n'invitee plus le Cure a la Distribution des Prix. On habitue les élèves a
considérerr ceux qui le fréquentent comme des gens a ne pas voir, et de ce
cóté-la,, tout autant que de 1'autre, on travaille a faire deux France
(Corrcsptmdmice(Corrcsptmdmice III, 382).
'•"'•" Zav did so hv appealing to 1'ordrc public and not to laïcitc, as the French sociologist Hmile
Poulatt recalls in a critical commentary on the headscarf law in Lc Monde. Monde. Zav did not prohibit
thee Catholic signs because thev were religious, but because thev were associated with the fascist
orr at least the nationalist and right-wing side of militant Catholicism in the thirties (Poulat
2(103).. Poulat's most beautiful and accurate commentary on the headscarf/toüi/r debate: Tout ce
debatt souffre d'une perte de mémoire' ['This entire debate suffers from a loss of memory' (my
translation)].. Poulat also observed, in the same interview, that laïcitc has replaced 'modernity' as
aa fashionable concept but that the content is comparable.
Thiss law was proposed in 1903 by the anti-clerical party and it implied the expulsion of
religiouss orders from France's territory, as well as the withdrawal of all state support lor the
maintenancee ot these buildings, which would lead to their predictable dilapidation.
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[Andd you think that the 'Ecoles libres' (religious schools, Catholic schools in
practice,, YJ) teach their pupils to detest the freemasons and the jews (...). It is
truee that, for some years now, in the world that comes out of these schools
onee no longer receives Jews, which does not matter to us in itself, but which
signalss that dangerous spiritual attitude from which the Affair, etc. grew. But
II tell you that in Illiers [the model for Combray, YJ], the small community
wheree my father presided over the distribution of prizes the day before
yesterday,, one has not invited the priest to the distribution of prizes since the
lawss of Ferry [the education laws from 1880 which prepared the full
secularisationn of education, YJ] came into effect. They habituate the pupils to
considerr those who visit the priest as people that they should avoid, and in
thiss respect, just like those on the opposite side, we are working to create two
Francess (my translation).]
Thiss sharp and, in my view, acute observation has little to do with 'antisecularism'' or 'anti-modernism', but rather stems from a concern for mutual
respectt and societal peace, and from the conviction that the responsibility for
societall divisions is something we all share. Proust's remark might be read as
ann anticipation of Olivier Roy's recent ironic comment on contemporary
laicism:: 'Comme si la vieille structure conflictuelle était inherente a 1'identité
franchisee et que seul changeait 1'acteur religieux' [as if the old conflictual
structuree were inherent to French identity and only the religious actor would be
different]] (Roy 2005: 42, my translation).
Whilee reflecting on the fact that Waldeck Rouseau, one of the politicians who
preparedd the anti-clerical Loi Combes, followed Catholic rituals on his
deathbed,, Proust wrote that 'c'est tres utile de montrer a 1'humanité que la
religionn et la politique n'ont rien a voir ensemble et qu'on peut être severe au
clergéé et pieux tout de même' ['it is very useful to show humanity that religion
andd politics have nothing to do with each other and that one can be severe with
thee clergy and pious at the same time' (my translation)] (Proust 1970-1993: IV,
213,, quoted in Fraisse 1996). Birnbaum (1998) reminds us that Mitterand
followedd Catholic rituals, and flags were flown at half-mast all over France after
thee death of the Pope. Sometimes, as Connolly writes, there is just no other
optionn apart from 'gritted teeth tolerance' (2004: 69).
Inn conclusion, I would like to make a similar argument to the one I made in
chapterr two when criticising Morawska and Joppke's abstract distinction
betweenn nineteenth-century nationalist conceptions of citizenship and today's
'de-ethnicisedd citizenship'. In the same vein, I think that we cannot suggest that
laïcitélaïcité de combat was ubiquitous among Republicans in the early twentieth
centuryy and that present-dav liberal laïcité is entirely different, having lost its
ethnicisingg and assimilationist particularities. This is a projection of partiality
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andd wrongness onto the past. The problem is rather the ongoing suggestion that
neutralityy has (nearly) been achieved and that 'parties' or 'communities' have
beenn transcended at the level of the nation-state. The most important distinction
iss that between moderate voices and less moderate voices, between more selfreflexivee ones and less self-reflexive ones.
Byy the affirmation of the laïcist foundations of public schooling, religion in
generall is once again brought into competition with a modernist conception of
subjectivity.. A reflection on this modernist self-understanding is imperative. If
wee do not question the frame of laïcité and its counterpart, communautarisme, we
riskk referring our analyses of the problematic place of Islam in contemporary
Francee back to an isolated and overly general cause: political religion or identity
politicss in general as the presupposed underlying cause of violence. Instead, we
shouldd analyse the constellation of this violence, its social context and the place
off religion within it, without predetermining causalities on the basis of a
modernistt philosophical heritage. And here it may not be superfluous to recall
thatt we are dealing with the religion of a minority with a largely postcolonial
andd postmigration background, and with issues of socio-economic
marginalisationn or exclusion. Let us now turn to reading the Stasi Report in
detail. .
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Auu demeurant, ce n'est pas la jeune fille qui est exclue, mais le voile (PenaRuizz 2003: 112) [Moreover, it is not the girl who is excluded, but the scarf (mv
translation)],1 1
Inn this chapter, I first examine some passages from the 'Stasi Report' (2003) that
impartedd to the French government the crucial recommendation to issue a law
prohibitingg the wearing of conspicuous religious signs in public schools. The
reportt provides a lengthy analysis of the actuality of laïcité by a commission
composedd of prominent French philosophers, jurists, sociologists, historians
andd pedagogues, led by the Christian-democratic politician Bernard Stasi. : The
finall recommendation to the government forms only a small part of this
document,, which has redefined laïcité in several regards.
Secondly,, in light of my reading of this report, I will also explore some
motivess in the recent French debates about secularism and religion in the 'age
off identities', by analysing passages in the work of Gilles Kepel, Alain Touraine
andd Marcel Gauchet. Thirdly, I provide a comment on the recent work of
Olivierr Roy, the French sociologist of religion who recently provided severe
criticismm of the use of the frame of laïcité to deal with the return of 'the
Henrii Pena-Ruiz was a momber of the Stasi committee,
Stasi committee members to be quoted are Jean Bauberot, Gilles Kepel, Alain Touraine and
Henrii Pena-Ruiz. Onlv Baubérot voted against the law.

::
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religious',, and of Islam in particular, in the public sphere. By analysing Roy's
u n d e r s t a n d i n gg of the relation between culture and religion in a globalised
Islam,, I demonstrate that the pattern of laïcité returns in Roy's ow n analysis and
thatt w e require a deeper critique, one that addresses the modernist heritage in
ourr thinking about secularisation. I argue that in order to develop an alternative
framee w e need, first, to pay systematic attention to the distribution of power
andd to minority-majority relations and, second, to critically rethink the relation
b e t w e e nn religion and culture in the sociological concept of secularisation that
underliess the political-philosophical concept of laïcité.

6.11 Le rapport sans mediation: reading the Stasi report
Thee Stasi report contains a redefinition of laïcité. It w a s commissioned in July
20033 by the President of the Republic in the midst of ongoing conflicts about
girlss w h o came to school wearing headscarves. 1 These conflicts provided the
majorr motive for the report, but other struggles accompanying those about the
headscarvess were at least as important. Mentioned in the report are, among
others,, refusals by Muslim w o m e n to be treated by male doctors, refusals by
Muslimm pupils to participate in physical education, refusals to acknowledge the
authorityy of female teachers by Muslim pupils or their parents, refusals by
Muslimm pupils to attend classes on the holocaust, the general rise of antiSemitism,, the increase of group-thinking at schools in general, and the
pressuress b r o u g h t to bear on mainly y o u n g people, girls in particular, to define
themselvess as m e m b e r s of a 'different' community. 4
Thee Stasi committee seeks to answer these challenges bv rethinking the
compatibilityy of laïcité and pluralism, as well as its limits. The explicit aim of the
committee'ss redefinition of laïcité is that it should p r o v i d e a common ground on
whichh to live in diversity, not a denunciation of diversity itself in the n a m e of a
Jacobinicc heritage. When superficially read, the Stasi report is one of the most
pluralistt d o c u m e n t s ever produced in French official circles. With regard to
education,, for example, the committee proposes several pluralist changes. It
11

In particular, a lot of media attention was devoted in the early summer of 2003 to the case of
twoo daughters of an atheist Jewish father in Aubervilliers, Paris, who had presented themselves
att school with scarves, had refused to take them off and were sent home from school. The
father,, a lawyer with the anti-discrimination organisation V1RAP, did not like the decision of the
girlss but he still defended their right to wear the scarf.
44
Although the Stasi Report does not mention II September 2001, a tear of terror and the
generallyy acknowledged possibility that, with its large Muslim population, France, too, could
oncee more fall victim to a terrorist assault (after members of the Algerian CIA exploded three
metroo bombs in Paris in IW3, causing eight deaths and two hundred injuries), probably also
inspiredd the French government to rethink the merits of la'icitc.
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statess that more attention should be paid to immigrants' histories, to colonial
historyy in particular, and to 'the religious fact'.5 The committee explicitly
distancess itself from laïcitc de combat [combatant laïcism] (Stasi 2003: 2.3). Quite
symbolically,, the concluding words of the report are '(...) Ie pluralisme, la
diversité'' [pluralism, diversity] (2003: Conclusion). These two concepts occur
throughoutt the report.
However,, there is a sign of a quite extensive memory gap in the Stasi
committee'ss understanding of the complexities of secularism. Although the
committeee distances itself from the old laïcitc de combat, it sees no problem in
recyclingg old Republican lieux communs. It revives the 'melting pot' as a viable
metaphorr for society, arguing that'(...) la force de notre identité culturelle peut
renforcerr Ie creitset de 1'intégration' ['(...) the force of our cultural identity can
reinforcee the tticltitig pot of integration'] (Stasi 2003: 35). Without mentioning
assimilationn explicitly, the committee refers to it implicitly, now associating it
withh 'integration'.
Furthermore,, the committee proposes that contemporary Islam and other
religionss with juridical and public aspects should take Franco-Judaism as a
model: :
L'histoiree rappelle 1'effort demandé dans Ie passé aux cultes pour s'adapter
auu cadre laïque. (...) la loi religieuse juive a fait 1'objet de diverses
adaptationss a partir du Concordat pour accommoder ses préceptes religieux
aa la loi civile (...); ce «franco-judaïsme» a permis de concilier morale juive et
loii civile (Stasi 2003: 16).
[Historyy reminds us of the effort required in the past from religions to adapt
themselvess to the secular frame (...) from the time of the Concordat, Jewish
religiouss law has been the object of various adaptations designed to

^^ As Benbassa (2003), Balibar (2004), Roy (2005), Bowen (2005) and others have suggested,
proposalss like these are pluralist, but thev also stand in a tradition of the 'gcstion' of religion bv
thee state through its nationalisation. For example, the committee proposes founding a national
universityy for Islamic studies, and one of its particularly interesting proposals is to change the
officiall teaching of HLCO (tnseignement des langues et cultures d'origine) into the teaching of
'languess vivantes' [living languages]. The teaching of official Arabic, organised bv Koranic
schoolss with iiften foreign teachers, would be replaced bv courses in the maternal languages of
thee immigrants: for example, Berber and Kurdish. Some have suggested that this also serves the
purposee of 're-ethnicising' a globalising Islam (Rov 2005). The committee also proposes a
genuinelyy multicultural measure with regard to holidays: it wants to recognise Yom Kippur
andd Aïd-al-Kebir, the most important Jewish and Islamic feasts, as French holidays. However,
thiss proposal was not only multicultural but also quite Republican: these davs would be feasts
inn France in general. This proved too idealistic: the proposal was the first to be rejected in the
politicall arena, officially for practical reasons (there was no money tor it).
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accommodatee its religious precepts to the civil law (...); this 'franco-judaism'
hass allowed a reconciliation between Jewish morals and civil law.]

Inn chapters three, four and five, I have addressed the ambivalences
accompanyingg 'Franco-Judaism' in nineteenth- and earlv twrentieth-centurv
France.. I will not restate the major findings here again, but I hope to have
demonstratedd sufficiently that these ambivalences should have brought the
committeee to take a more distant stance towards preciselv this history (see
chapterss three, four, five and also Birnbaum 1998; Benbassa 2003).
InIn my view, in proposing the prohibition of 'conspicuous religious signs', the
committeee not only creates an exception to its multicultural attitude, but also
revealss how deeply problematic ethno-religious pluralism remains in French
society,, at least among republican intellectuals. The committee explains its
decisionn as follows. It does not oppose pluralism, but it does resist a
communautarismccommunautarismc intent on drawing legal or political boundaries between ethn
orr religious groups within France, as well as the practicing of a 'prosélytisme
agressif'' [aggressive proselytism] (Stasi 2003: 1.2.3). Today, therefore, in
additionn to indicating the neutrality of the state and the separation between
churchh and state, la'icitc also implies 'la defense de la liberté de conscience
individuellee contre tout prosélytisme' ['the defense of individual freedom of
consciencee against all proselytism'] (1.2.2). Here, rather than a bipolar relation
betweenn state and individual, a triangular relation between individual,
communityy and state is at stake. We are dealing not only with the protection of
thee freedom of individual consciousness from intrusion by the state, but at the
samee time with the protection of the freedom of conscience—by the state —from
aa 'devoir d'appartenance' ['duty to belong'] (4.1.2.2). This duty to belong is
imposedd upon individuals bv those communities that want to keep their
memberss from merging into the melting pot of general individual citizenship.
Headscarvess have become the symbol of this struggle.
Thee result of the dutv to belong is that Muslim girls living in the (ghettoised)
banlicucs,banlicucs, where communautarismc is strongest, are under severe pressure to
wearr the headscarf. The committee reports that it has been particularly sensitive
too the 'cri de détresse' ['cry of distress'] of girls forced to wear headscarves, of
whichh the many teachers interviewed by the committee contended that they
formedd the 'silent majority' (4.2.2.1). If these girls do not wear the scarf, they
payy the price of being harassed, socially excluded, even sexually assaulted, and
off being considered putcs, infidclcs or impudiqucs. Some girls had to be
interviewedd behind closed doors because it would have been dangerous for
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themm to speak of their experiences in public.6 The most acute formulation of this
concernn is a phrase from the Stasi report which states that the headscarf now
providess these girls, paradoxically, with the very protection that the Republic
shouldd provide (3.3.2.1.).
Thiss new constellation of the relation between individual, state and
community,, has convinced some of those known as 'new secularists', who for
yearss opposed the laïcité de combat and promoted a moderate multiculturalism,
too endorse the new law on laïcité, including the prohibition of the scarf in public
schools.. To the surprise of many, for example, Alain Touraine, who had always
opposedd the prohibition of the scarf and who had defended interpretations of it
ass a bricolage of the new from the old, came out in support of the new law. In an
explanationn of his change of mind, he said that lie had not changed but that
Francee had, and that, to his great dismay, it had become a communautavian
country.. Whereas at first the scarves could be interpreted as symbols of
hybridityy and cultural negotiation, as signs of an integration that preserved the
agencyy of the migrants themselves, now Touraine concluded that the girls and
organisationss defending the scarf were proposing, in the same bargain, an
undesirablee communautarisme (Touraine 2003).7

AboutAbout problems and their appropriate solutions: secularism or democracy?
AA few questions should be answered here about diagnosis and treatment. If we
aree particularly concerned with violence perpetrated against women, or at least
withh the strong communitarian pressures put on them in the name of specific
religiouss claims and communities, should our answer take the form of a general
prohibitionn of 'conspicuous' religious signs at schools? Why not concentrate on
providingg Muslim women with as many possibilities for participation in the

66

One of the signatories of the petition against the headscarf organised by the fashion magazine
ElleElle (and published in Lc Monde on 9 December 2003) was Samira Belli], who, in L'enfcr des
toimiantes,toimiantes, wrote a moving account of her escape from a ghetto where women, particularly
thosee dressed in a western style and non-veiled, were assaulted on a daily basis ('Elk' s'engage:
Notree appel a Monsieur Jacques Chirac, Président de la République').
77
According to this reasoning, the scarf has become the sign of a segregationist communautarisme
orr of political Islam, which are frequently used as synonyms. The scarf is no longer seen as an
aspectt of a possibly private Islamic belief, and interpretations less dependent on the publicprivatee divide are not taken into account. The Stasi Committee's interpretation of the scarf did
nott emerge overnight. In 1989, just after the first headscarf affair, the Conseil d'Etat ruled that the
proselytisingg attitudes accompanying the wearing of the scarf were prohibited, but that, in
principle,, the scarf was no more than a private expression of religious belief. Therefore, it had to
bee tolerated in schools. At the time, only certain neo-republicans perceived the scarf as a threat,
whilee others defended it as a symbol of a modernising Islam.
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largerr society as possible, instead of putting this participation at risk when they
wearr a headscarf?* Why not concentrate on issues of ghettoisation, economic
exclusion,, and the inability of the educational system to deliver inclusion for
everyone?? What if the scarf's political aspects could be interpreted, at least
partly,, as quite legitimate symbols of the right of groups to publicly contest the
State? ?
Doess a scarf mean the same in Iran as in France? Since when have we been so
certainn that the scarf's standard religious meaning as a sign of women's
modestyy —which is not that sympathetic to feminist thought—is the meaning of
thee scarf in general? Aren't there mixed motives for acting in complex cultural
situationss that invest the scarf, like all other objects in human interaction, with a
polysemyy that cannot be denied by 'official' religious interpretations? By
recognisingg the orthodox religious interpretation of the scarf as its 'official state
meaning',, the Stasi committee, in my view, has only added to its politicisation
andd to rigidifying its meaning—and I very much doubt that this enhances the
freedomm of the girls in question. 9 In sum, why is the idea of a religion that
transgressess the boundaries of what is considered 'public', or, more generally,
thee idea of communautarisme itself, perceived as so problematic that even its
harmlesss symbols, like scarves, kippahs, or 'large crosses', have to be prohibited
att schools?10
KK

Just as a brief indication of other possibilities: Theorising about participation, we could, for
example,, elaborate on a combination of 'real exit options' and 'parity of participation'. Bader
(2005)) explores the conditions of 'real exit options' for dealing with questions regarding
minoritiess within minorities, and 1 return to this in mv conclusion. Fraser (2001; 2003)
introducess the normative frame of 'parity of participation'. This requires that members from
differentt groups can all function as full partners in social interaction; there needs to be 'status
equality'' (2001: 24). The most important point for us here is that taking parity of participation as
aa frame for dealing with questions around cultural diversity implies that we do not have to
evaluatee cultural practices substantially, in terms of 'recognising' identities, but can still
evaluatee them with regard to the question of whether and in which ways they promote the
equall participation of all, also within minorities.
"" In line with Nicolas Sarkozy's question to the Al-Azhar University about the religious duty to
wearr a scarf, to which the university replied that it was not an absolute duty (this,
unsurprisingly,, did not convince many wearers of headscarves). For a witty commentary on
Sarkozy'ss move, see Benbassa (2003; I discussed her position in chapter three).
1,11
A more perverse proposal is to prohibit only the headscarves and not other 'conspicuous'
religiouss signs. This solution has been suggested by some right-wing Dutch and German
politicians,, who want to accept crosses and kippahs as religious signs, while rejecting the
headscarff as a sign of violent political religion and the submission of women. This proposal
doess not address the real underlying problems any more than the French law does. The
advantagee of dealing with the specific problem of radical Islam is outweighed by the fact that
thiss would be a plainly discriminatory measure against a large group of citizens, which would
becomee generally and systematically associated with terror, radicalism, and women's
oppression. .
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Heree I think we have to refer back to the modernist heritage in laïcité, which not
onlyy tends to problematise a 'duty to belong', but all kinds of belonging to
ethno-religiouss or diasporic 'communities' other than the nation-state. Such
attachmentss are perceived as competing with citizenship and therefore as
problematic,, as traditionalist, and as something that should be overcome. When
itt squarely returns to a concern with the appearance of religion in public places,
thee committee sometimes simply forgets that its primary concern was with the
devoirdevoir d'appartenance of the oppressed girls. This is apparent, for example, when
thee report states that the difficulty with the legal translation of the principle of
laïcitélaïcité is the tension between its 'deux poles nullement incompatibles mais
potentiellementt contradictoires' [two poles that are not incompatible but
potentiallyy contradictory] of religious freedom and the neutrality of the secular
statee (Stasi 2003: 2.2.3). The committee's slippage into the old problematic might
explainn wrhy, when the problem concerns girls being forced to wear the signs of
belongingg to a community, the solution is thought to lie in the prohibition of
headscarvess in schools.
Thee opposition to an unspecified communautarisme that lurks behind the
prohibitionn of religious insignia makes concessions to religious and cultural
expressionss with extensions into the public realm difficult. To my mind, this
resultss from a generalised fear that violence hides behind all public religious
claims.. However, the reasons for the actual violence probably should be
localisedd much more specifically in a heritage of merging religious claims with
anti-coloniall ones in the period of decolonisation, as well as in the incapacity to
findd strategies for pacification in that ongoing postcolonial context, which has
becomee even more complex because of its merging with processes of socialeconomicc exclusion. This thesis has been put forward by, among others, Olivier
Royy (2002).
Thee heritage of old laïcité's problematically abstract distinction between
freedomm and belonging becomes more apparent when we analyse in detail the
Stasii committee's general normative standpoint on the desirable relation
betweenn laïcité and communautarisme. We have already noted that the committee
distancess itself from the classical Republican political philosophical tradition,
whichh defended the unity of the corps politique [political body] and perceived
differencee as 'threatening'. This does not mean, however, that pluralism and
diversityy are advocated. The report is reluctant to actively endorse diversity. It
deployss passive constructions or indefinite pronouns like 'certains' [some
people]: :
Aujourd'huii la diversité est parfois presentee sous un jour positif; le respect
dess droits culturels est revendiqué par certains qui les considèrent comme un
aspectt essentiel de leur identité. Conserver culture, crovance, mémoire —
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réellee ou imaginée —apparaït comme une forme de protection tout en
participantt a un monde mouvant d'échanges (Stasi 2003: 1.2.4.).
[Today,, diversity is sometimes presented in a positive vein; respect for
culturall rights is claimed by some who consider them an essential aspect of
theirr identitv. To preserve culture, belief, and memory —real or imaginary —
appearss as a form of protection while participating in a changing, moving
world.] ]
Withh this explanation, which actively endorses neither cultural rights nor the
conservationn of culture, memory, or belief, the committee makes clear how
reluctantt it is to accept diversity, but also how conservatively it interprets the
possiblee claims of culture. By not distinguishing in this crucial phrase between
claimss for cultural rights and those for the 'conservation of culture, belief,
memory',, it also makes clear that little distinction is being made between the
variouss possible multicultural claims. Talking about 'conservation' does not
takee the relational aspects of these claims into account. The way, for example,
theyy may be part of a negotiational process designed to increase minority
powerr positions. Nor does the committee consider the transformative aspects of
thesee claims, which may aim not at conservation but at transformation
undertakenn at a non-assimilationist pace."
Whatt is also missing from the committee's analysis, and what is perhaps
moree crucial here, is a reflection on the possibility that conservative claims may
bee developed when an assimilationist dynamics encourages a 'reactive
cuituralism'' on the part of orthodox groups. 1 have addressed this suggestion in
chapterr two, when discussing Ayelet Shachar's view of the relational origins of
multiculturall claims. Instead, in the analysis of the Stasi committee, we
encounterr a strong, nearly immediate link between 'communitarian sentiment'
andd identity political rigidities:
Nierr la force du sentiment communautaire serait vain. Mais 1'exacerbation de
I'identitéé culturelle [ne saurait] s'ériger en fanatisme de la difference,
porteusee d'oppression et d'exclusion (Stasi 2003: 1.2.4).
[Too deny the force of communitarian sentiment would be in vain. But the
exacerbationn of cultural identitv [should not] establish itself into a fanaticism
off difference, bearer of oppression and exclusion.]

Thiss last aspect has been addressed bv Bauboeck (2001a) in a reflection on multiculturalism as
j nn answer to the lives of 'minorities in transition'.
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Diversityy is only accepted a rcculous, because it is inevitable. It is perceived as
somethingg to be tolerated, but the perceived danger is immediately noted: the
'exacerbation'' of cultural identity should not turn into fanaticism. Again,
diversityy is seen to turn into violence almost immediately/ through the assertion
thatt it should not lead to 'fanaticism, oppression and exclusion', as if this were
too be expected. The next sentence of the report, quoted below, is designed to
specifyy what underlies the tendency of diversity towards fanaticism: it states
thatt 'chacun doit pouvoir, dans une société laïque, prendre distance par rapport
aa la tradition' ['in a secular society, everyone should be able to distance him- or
herselff from his or her tradition']. This does not at all imply a
reniementt de soi, mais un mouvement individuel de liberté permettant de se
définirr par rapport a ses references culturelles ou spirituelles sans y être
assujettii (Stasi 2003: 1.2.4).
[deniall of self, but an individual movement of freedom, permitting the
individuall to define him- or herself with regard to his or her cultural of
spirituall references without being subjected to them.]
Thiss phrase recalls the modernist dichotomous distinction between, on the one
hand,, tradition and belonging, connoted here by assujcttissement, and, on the
other,, individual freedom. It does so not because of the interpretation of
freedomm it proposes, but because of what it suggests the 'others' think, do and
want. .
Ass a specification of what is necessary to avoid fanaticism, such a generalised
normm as to how the individual should relate him- or herself to cultural or
religiouss 'references' should be rejected; it simplifies matters of belief, since it is
questionablee whether there is an either/or relation between distancing oneself
fromm one's 'references' and being, in a certain sense, also subjected bv them.12
Bothh for religious and non-religious individuals, elements of autonomv and
heteronomy,, of being defined by (a fragmented but partially transcendent)
culturall background and bv oneself, are alwavs entangled and interdependent.
Thee ideological turn of the debate lies in the way we conceive of 'modern'
Frenchh people as being able to distance themselves from their cultural
backgroundss 'rationally', while their 'others' are perceived, to a certain extent,
;::

The phrase repeats the freedom of conscience, hut this time as an assignment bv the state!
Perhapss it spills over into a thick concept of 'liberal' individual autonomv that is incompatible
withh recent moderate liberal views of the 'reasonable pluralism of the good lite'. In his late
work,, Rawls (1999) rejected the universalisabilitv of the concept of autonomv as self-reflection,
callingg it a form of (western, liberal) parochialism. In anv case, fanaticism is not intrinsically
linkedd to profound religious beliefs.
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ass unable to reflect on their spiritual references. Normative views of society
shouldd concentrate on the social and political conditions of freedom rather than
onn indicating how individuals should organise their own 'individual
movementss of freedom'.
Itt may not be superfluous here to bring to mind the critiques that have been
madee of the liberal concept of 'autonomy' in the tradition of British
multiculturalism.. I would like to take as a brief example Bhiku Parekh's
analysiss of the work of John Stewart Mill, one of the great liberal theorists of the
nineteenthh century, who was also involved in the administration of India.
Accordingg to Parekh, the core of Mill's philosophical theory was formed by the
ideaa that man had been made to develop autonomously, on the grounds of
individuall choice. Only a self-determining person having 'character' or
'individuality'' could improve her- or himself and develop a 'striving and goaheadd character' (Mill 1912 [1855]: 125, quoted in Parekh 1994: 86). This kind oi
individualityy would help to create a progressive society because it made
personss creative, critical and active.
Milll projected these personal qualities on peoples: he thought that only
Europeann societies had been improved by 'free and equal discussion'. He
observedd that 'the whole East', indeed, the 'greater part of the world', had
'properlyy speaking, no history because the despotism of custom is complete'
(Milll 1912: 128, quoted in Parekh 1994: 88). Thus, liberalism began to define
Europee in contrast to colonial societies, unifying itself into 'the other of its
other'.. It forgot about Europe's internal plurality and became 'obsessively antitraditional,, anti-custom, anti-conformity, anti-community' (Parekh 1994: 93).
Thee presupposed lack of shared values by liberal and non-liberal peoples also
impliedd that cross-cultural dialogue would not be enough to bring about
change.. Mill saw no objection to rigorous policies of assimilation, which were
explainedd and justified bv means of educational metaphors. Precisely this,
Parekhh remarks, made it difficult for liberals to acknowledge and regulate the
usee of force.
Inn the reasoning of the Stasi committee, we encounter the heritage of the
binariess analysed by Parekh. Not directly, but 'asymptotically': not as explicit
normss or judgements, but as a conceptual heritage that is insufficiently reflected
andd that perpetuates modernist dichotomies (whether in a 'secularist' or a
'liberal'' guise) in trying to find answers to today's problems surrounding the
placee of Islam in societv and politics. Even if we would recognise a certain onesidednesss in the way in which Parekh presents Mill's work, it may help us to
understandd how a debate on individual autonomy and collectivity may have
culminatedd in such binarv oppositions as 'these are our values and these are
vours',, 'we are the secularists and vou are the ciwimunautaristes', or, vice versa,
'wee are the avumunautaristes and vou are the secularists'. In particular, it mav
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makee us sensible to the need for cross-cultural dialogue rather than a use of
forcee that also includes the introduction of specific laws.
II think we should try to definitively overcome this secularist, modernist
elementt in liberalism. A crucial turn for thinking away from it has been
developedd by Bader, who argues for the 'priority of democracy' over secularism
(1999;; 2006b). Criticising secularism has to lead neither to generalised
interpretationss of reason as 'violence', as has happened in the tradition of
Criticall Theory, nor to a romanticisation of communitarian religion. Rather, we
shouldd change our perspective by changing the norms for what we consider
validd and just arguments and behaviours. Instead of sticking to a secularism
thatt is crucially intent upon drawing lines of validity around the question of
whetherr arguments and behaviours are either 'religious' and 'affective' or
'rational'' and 'autonomous', we should rid ourselves of this focus.
Iff we turn away from privileging arguments based on the claims of a
'neutral,, rational' truth related to secular reason, we might come to see that a
(minimal)) liberal norm of freedom of conscience for all, and a (minimal)
democraticc norm of voice for all, bear within themselves enough 'universality'
too be able to do without the layer of secularism. 'Voice' in particular is crucial
here:: democracy implies that all should have an equal voice, not only those who
(appearr to) 'know' the (scientific) truth and who have learnt to argue their
pointss rationally, but perhaps even more those whose voices we tend not to
hearr because they have little access to the resources of knowledge and to the
media.133 Or, to put it concisely, 'not only popes and ayatollahs have to learn
thatt they cannot be king and that, if there is to be a sovereign at all, it has to be
thee vox populi' (Bader 2006b: 90); also Western secular elites should learn that
'errorr has the same rights as truth' (90). Here, the question becomes whether the
liberall and democratic moments in the modern state can do without the secular
layer.. Here I agree with Bader, who argues that the contemporary liberaldemocraticc state, with its institutional provisions against theocracy and against
thee presupposed risk of a 'tribalisation' of society, does not need the secular
layerr that was crucial in early modernity for Hobbes, Spinoza, and Acosta.14 At
least,, we do not have to stress it. In today's European societies, it would be
betterr to focus on the question of whether arguments and behaviours violate
liberall and democratic norms, and to declare it irrelevant whether these

:11
For a meticulous study and critique of the temptation of 'sophocracv' in the history of
philosophyy from Plato via Kant to Habermas, see Swierstra (1998).
144
A brief list of the terms French intellectuals have invented to discuss the threats posed bv
commuttautarismr.commuttautarismr. 'libanisation', 'tribalisation', 'cantonisation', 'ottomanisation'. The Stasi
committeee refers to the presupposed 'tribalisation' of the Netherlands, as noticed bv the
'chercheur'' |researcher] Herman Philipse (Stasi 2003: 2.3). For a lucid and sober comparison of
thee debates on the headscarves in the Netherlands and in France, see Verhaar 2004.
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argumentss and behaviours have religious or non-religious sources. I return to
thiss proposal in mv conclusion.

6.22 Postmodern identity politics
Theree is one more element in the reasoning of the committee that needs to be
discussedd here. It concerns the precise idea of what comprises a 'political
religion':: is it distinguished from 'public religion' or from a religion that
encompassess cultural practices visible in the public realm? I will relate my
questionss here to some fragments from the French debates on secularism.
Thee Stasi committee does not explain what exactly it means that the scarf is
consideredd to be a 'conspicuous religious sign' and not just a 'normal' religious
sign,, however visible or invisible it may be. It does suggest that the reason for
thiss is that the scarf is not seen as an element of an ethno-religious heritage
passedd on between the generations, but rather as an 'anti-modern' construction.
Thiss interpretation emerges, for example, in the committee's claim that the scarf
wass affirmed in the Muslim world as a new tradition in the 1970s with the
emergencee of radical political-religious movements, and that the scarf appeared
inn French schools only from the end of the 1980s onwards. 15 While the
committeee on the one hand professes the need for individuals to distance
themselvess from tradition, on the other hand it does not interpret the headscarf
ass the product of traditional religion, but rather of postmodern identity politics.
Withh Islamism, we are not talking about the capacity to distance oneself from
one'ss tradition, but about the will to do so. In the next part of this chapter, I try
too put my finger on how French sociological and politico-philosophical
discoursee intellectually 'surrounds' this interpretation of the scarf, bv
discussingg a few propositions that are in my eves significant for this discourse.

"" The Stasi committee forgets to mention that secularist and repressive centralist regimes in the
Islamicc world, such as, for example, in Turkev, Tunisia and Iran, prohibited the scarf (in public
placess or even generally) before the rise of Islamism. Under communism in the Islamic world,
thee state's patronising attitude towards dress sometimes became ridiculous: in Afghanistan, at
thee beginning of the 1980s children were not onlv prohibited from wearing scarves, but were
alsoo forced to wear red trousers when going to school! Orhan Paniuk's novel Smw gives a
marvellouss insight into the vicissitudes of the scarf in contemporary Turkev.
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GillesGilles Kepel

Kepel,, one of the members of the Stasi committee and a specialist in 'urban
Islam',, has made observations about the constructedness of contemporary
'communautarian''communautarian' Islam several times. Already in 1993, talking about Islamism
inn the French banlieues, he stated:
Cee sont des tribus qui établissent leurs frontières communautaires autour de
projetss et non pas autour de ce a quoi on assimile d'ordinaire la tribu, c'est-adiree 1'appartenance commune héritée, qu'elle soit ethnique, raciale ou autre
(Kepell 1993: 78, quoted from Raulet 1999: 100).
[Theyy are tribes that establish their communitarian borders around projects
andd not around what we usually consider to be tribal, namely inherited
collectivee belonging, whether this be ethnic, racial or other (my
translation).]1" "
Byy calling them 'tribes', Kepel interprets the 'communitarian claims' vindicated
byy Islamists as those of the most 'premodern', immediate kind of cultural group
we,, modern sociologists, have been able to 'document'. Yet Kepel shifts the
directionn of the 'tribe' on the axis of time. His tribe is not related to the past at
all,all, but to the future. Hence, communitarian claims are not interpreted as
followingg from the wish to preserve or reaffirm certain habits and practices that
immigrantss may remember. Their claims are only 'projects' directed towards
thee future. From within such an interpretative framework, the wish to wear a
headscarff indeed has to be seen not as a symbol of premodernity, but rather as a
reflexive,, 'conspicuous' and demonstrative sign of distinction, perhaps even of
anti-westernn and (hyper-)modern identity politics.17 Thus, prohibiting the
headscarff in public places does not imply a denial of the principle of freedom of
religion,, for the wish to wear one does not follow from a belief 'preceding' the
entryy of the individual into the new polity. Instead, it is a symbol of the kind of
participationn the new citizen chooses: she (or the 'he' behind her) positions
lhh

Raulet (1999) concludes from Kepel's analysis that what is proposed bv the Islamists is the
'spectree d'une collection de collectivités qui, sous Ie prétexte de faire reconnaïtre leurs
differences,, ne miiitent hnalement que pour leur ghettoïsation' ['the spectre of a collection of
collectivitiess which, under the pretext of making their differences known, finally do not
campaignn for anything but their ghettoisation' (my translation)] (1999: 101). This kind of
jumpingg to conclusions leads republican argumentation astrav, even in Raulet, who is such a
goodd critic of Republican philosophical history. What if some Islamists had long since gotten
usedd to thinking of themselves in similar terms?
: ::

For a deeply critical reflection on this essential turn in the interpretation of the scarf, see Asad
(2004). .
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herselff as a negative, separatist citizen who deliberately appeals to (religious)
immediacyy only because this works in Western societies.
Kepel'ss interpretation is an example of the projection of old Revolutionary
dichotomiess between past and future, absolute rule and freedom, onto Muslim
claims.. It 'others' them out of a more modest modernity by simultaneously
ascribingg to them the wish to establish tribal ties (the most immediate ones in
termss of belonging) and the wish to fully break with the past (the most
immediatee in terms of a revolutionary new start). Even if these claims were all
structuredd in this way, we might still ask if they were inherited from modernist
secularism'ss dichotomies and the ways these dichotomies were spread across
thee Muslim world.18

AlainAlain Touraine
Alainn Touraine also served on the Stasi committee. We have already mentioned
thatt he was among the proponents of a new, moderate laïcité compatible with
moderate,, liberal multiculturalism, but that he endorsed the law banning
religiouss signs because France had become, in his view, 'a communitarian
country',, a state of affairs he blamed on the radically segregationist claims of
lss
Arguably, for example, Sayyid Qutb's work shows the traces of the modernist dichotomies we
aree discussing here (Leezenberg 2003). But most Muslim claims, even fundamentalist ones, are
moree complex than Kepel suggests. The following quote is from a speech by Amar Lasfar, the
thenn rector of the Lille mosque, which is connected with the Union des Organisations Islamiques de
FranceFrance (UOIF). The UOIF gained in popularity over the course of the headscarf affairs. In 1997,
Lasfarr was part of the advising committee to Jean-Pierre Chevènement, the minister of Interior
Affairs:: 'La loi franchise ne reconnait pas la communauté, settlement la citoyenneté. Dans
1'islam,, la notion de citovenneté n'existe pas, mais la notion de communauté est tres importante
carr reconnaïtre une communauté c'est reconnaïtre les lois qui la régissent. Nous travailions a ce
quee la notion de communauté soit reconnue par la République. Alors nous pourrons constituer
unee communauté islamique appuyée sur les lois que nous avons en commun avec la
République,, et ensuite appliquer nos propres lois a notre communauté. II y a les lois que nous
avonss en commun et celles qui nous différencient' ['French law does not recognise the notion of
community,, but only the notion of citizenship. In Islam, citizenship does not exist, while
communityy is very important because recognising a community means recognising its laws. We
aree trying to have the notion of community recognised by the Republic. Then we will be able to
constitutee an Islamic community that is based on the laws we have in common with the
Republicc and to subsequently apply our own laws to our community. There are laws that we
havee in common and laws that make us different from each other'] (Lasfar gave this speech at
thee Alliance régionale du Nord, Amiens, 9 October 1997; quoted from Kaltenbach and Tribalat
2002:: 245, my translation). Hven if Lasfar makes a very strong —and, let this be clear, in my view
unhappyy —claim that essentialises both citizenship and Islam, it still has an eye for overlaps and
seemss to stem from a deeply conservative interpretation of Islam rather than from a wish to
constructt a new, 'purely religious' and deculturalised Islam from scratch.
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Islamistt groups. Let us now consider a brief comment he made in 1990 on the
emergencee of communautarisme.^ In his analysis of riots in Vaulx-en-Velin, a
suburbb of Lyon, which had been described as the 'intifada of the cites' bv French
media,, he wrote that 'national societies are becoming dislocated' by an
Etonnantt mouvement de démodernisation. Nous avions appris a définir les
êtress humains par ce qu'ils faisaient et non plus par ce qu'ils étaient ; nous
suivonss aujourd'hui un chemin inverse et de tous cotés se torment des
acteurss définis par ce qu'ils sont. Le champs social et politique se decompose
ett il ne reste plus, face a face, que 1'économie internationalisée et des
communautéss définies par leur être particulier, a la fois par leurs traditions
propress et par 1'acceptation ou le rejet don't elles sont 1'objet (Touraine 1990:
8). .
[astonishingg movement of démodernisation: we had learnt to define human
beingss by what they did, instead of what they were; nowadays we follow the
reversee route and on all sides agents are being formed defined by what they
are.. The social and political sphere is breaking up and the individual is faced
withh the internationalised economy and communities defined by their
specificc nature, both by their own traditions and by their acceptance or
rejectionn by others (Touraine 1990, quoted from Kepel 1996 [1994]: 207-08).]
Tourainee also argues that the great challenge for society would be to defy this
dislocation,, where the central conflict is not between 'exploiters' and 'exploited'
anymore,, but between 'insiders' and 'outsiders' (208). About this quote, I
merelyy wish to note that Touraine's argument is based on the fundamental
modernistt oppositions associated with the concept of modernity- He suggests
thatt modernity meant that we defined humans by what they do and not by
whatt they are. He makes a strong distinction between determining who people
aree based on their 'being', based on the ways in which their lives are
determinedd by their particular histories, and the modern way of defining who
peoplee are on the basis of their deeds, their actions, and the products of their
agency.20 0
"" Touraine in Liberation, 15 October 1990.
'' Touraine's use of the concept of démodernisation has on even stronger moral implication
becausee he quotes the (famous) way in which Vladimir Jankelévitch understood anti-Semitism.
Touraine,, however, turns it around. In 1942, Jankelévitch had written that fascist anti-Semitism
meantt that: 'pour la première fois peut-être des hommes sont traqués officiellement non pas
pourr ce qu'ils font, mais pour ce qu'ils sont; ils expient leur 'être' et non leur 'avoir' (...) Ceci
donnee tout son sens au mythe immemorial du peuple maudit (...). ['perhaps for the first time
peoplee are being officially persecuted not for what thev do, but for what thev are; thev atone for
theirr 'being' and not their 'doing' (...) This gives full meaning to the immemorial mvth of the
:
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Touraine'ss analysis once again constitutes a manifestation of an imaginary
dichotomyy between autonomy and heteronomy. Autonomy is reserved for
somee levels of human organisation, such as the individual and the state, while
heteronomyy seems inextricablv linked to other levels, such as the global and the
ethnic.. Mediations between these levels and possibilities for distinguishing
moree of them are hardly taken into account. Modernity is associated with the
existencee of a social and political sphere within the nation-state that enables
peoplee to freely decide on their own laws. This brings Touraine to suggest that
politicall self-determination will be lost through the combined movements of
globalisationn and communalisation. Both lead to 'demodernisation', and
modernityy will be replaced by a determination by the 'other'. Thus,
globalisationn and communautarisation imply a challenge to political selfdeterminationn through a potential transfer of power to the laws of a nondemocraticallyy organised world economy and to the laws —or even the
(constructed)) customs and moralities—of communities. There seems to be no
possibility,, in this view, of politicising precisely those levels that are ethnicised
inn the standard modernist view, and to particularise those levels that are
consideredd ideally political, democratic, or 'de-ethnicised', to return to Joppke
andd Morawska's favourite phrase (see chapter two).

MarcelMarcel Gauchet

Marcell Gauchet did not form part of the Stasi committee. In his La Religion dans
lala democratie: Parcours de la laïcité [Religion in Democracy] (1998), he analyses the
emergencee of communautarisme in France. Regularly referring to the work of
Charless Taylor and José Casanova on recognition and public religion, Gauchet
iss one of the French philosophers who is most reluctant to reject
communautarismecommunautarisme in general. He also interprets public religion in a larg
contextt than that of the presence of Islam in France, namely in the context of
whatt he calls the 'age of identities'. Yet I trace a similarly problematic
conceptualisationn of contemporary religion going public in his work as in that
off the Stasi Committee.
Gauchett interprets public religion in the context of what he calls 'the age of
identities',, the (postmodern) era in which beliefs have turned into identities. In
thiss new age, according to Gauchet, the individual has started to live her beliefs
bothh inwardly, as an experience, and outwardly, in how she places herself in
"cursedd people'"] (quoted from Taguieff 1987: 25, mv translation). Neither is overly critical
aboutt the modern, absolute distinction between being and doing, but the quote from
Jankélévitchh at least suggests that the strong distinction itself might also be a product of
modernity. .
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thee public sphere. Let us now look at the way in which Gauchet presents the
historicall development of modernity into the 'age of identities'.
Accordingg to Gauchet, the emergence of 'identity' transforms the related
conceptss of subjectivity and citizenship that had been dominant in western
societyy from the end of the eighteenth century onwards. Being a 'self',
accordingg to Gauchet, no longer implies trying to become a moral 'subject' in
thee sense of someone who acts with a moral law in mind. In modernity,
'personall identity' meant becoming 'me' in the sense of transcending my own
pointt of view in order to ascend to the one supposed to be valid from a
universall point of view. However, these ideals of 'individuality, subjectivity,
humanity'' (Gauchet 1998: 123), inherited from the Enlightenment, have been
surmountedd in the age of identities. We can no longer become 'selves' by
freeingg ourselves from what determines us and by giving ourselves the law—by
becomingg autonomous —as in the Kantian understanding of Enlightenment.
Instead,, the new identities 'nous font basculer aux antipodes de cette identitéla'' ['make us turn to the antipodes of that [old] identity' (my translation)] (123).
Stilll following Gauchet, there is a systematic shift away from universal
citizenship.. In order to be a citizen, we no longer have to break free from what
determiness us, from our 'natural', i.e. traditional, surroundings; instead, we
bringg what determines us into the arena of self-definition. What one belongs to
andd what one inherits, one's sexual orientation, being a woman, having Arab
parents,, is what one has to join together subjectively. We even make these
determinationss into the main elements of our self-definition. 'Le vrai moi est
celuii qui emerge de 1'appropriation subjective de 1'objectivité sociale' [The real
mee is the one that emerges from the subjective appropriation of social
objectivity'' (124, my translation)].
Inn his analysis of the transformation of modernity into the age of identities,
Gauchett suggests that citizenship at one time implied autonomously exercised
subjectivity.. This view is a clear example of Republican nostalgia, for such
subjectivityy never existed; indeed, the suggestion that it did or should has led to
manyy illusions and played a role in producing the exaggerated imagtnaries of
'difference'' that we studied in Proust. Talking of 'basculement' [turning into,
topplingg over] suggests, moreover, that the transformation of modernity into
thee age of identities did not occur gradually but suddenly. The choice of this
imagee is profoundly indebted to dialectical interpretations of Enlightenment in
linee with an understanding of the French Revolution as a radical break with the
past.. It is the result at the projection of a simplified Kantian scheme on a
complicatedd history (see also chapters three and four).
Summarising,, the interpretations of Kepel, Touraine and Gauchet have in
commonn that they all seek to overcome the old orientalist stereotypes of the
East,, which associate Islam with premodern backwardness. Yet an equally over213 3
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systematisedd figure of thought keeps returning as a pattern of interpretation: a
conceptuall framework that closely connects the relation between tradition,
modernityy and the 'age of identities', or between 'immediacy'/ 'subjectivity' and
'construction',, with radical change, dialectical turning points and epochal
breaks.. In sum, with an imaginary inherited from modernist interpretations of
thee Enlightenment and the French Revolution.
Suchh frames make it possible to construct, essentialised and abstracted from
eachh other, concepts such as tradition and modernity. Yet when we first
separatee past, present and future, or, analogously, tradition, modernity and the
agee of (constructed) identities, to then project these separated categories back
ontoo people's attempts to find mediations between freedom and belonging, we
aree projecting simplified philosophical figures onto actual developments that
aree much more complex and entangled. Returning to these inherited
frameworkss cannot serve as a useful basis for normative views, subsumed
underr the heading of laïcité, about how we should live together in society.
Thee binary opposition of laïcité and communautarisme depends on the
historicallyy abstract representation of the relationships between tradition,
modernityy and postmodernity, or, in other terms, between appartcnancc
[belonging],, citizenship and identity politics. This representation to some extent
seemss to determine the perception of Islam in France. It is being reproduced on
thee side of both republicans and Islamist groups. While Republican France
keepss returning, in tropes and concepts, as the representative of modernity,
Islamm is figured as an ingenious and potentially threatening mixture of
premodernityy and hyper- or postmodernity, as a combination of reified
culturalismm and globalised political religion.
Thiss division, even when subtly argued, between a modern "us" and a nonmodernn "them"—or, vice versa, between an Islamic non-modern "us" and a
"modern"" them —encourages the polarisation between, on the one hand, the
majorityy of the French, and, on the other, ethno-religious minorities, in
particularr Muslim ones but also others. For this reason, it is important to
understandd that laïcité is not, as its proponents suggest, merelv the morally
justifiedd anti-discriminatory answer to the communitarian Islamist claims.
Rather,, it stands in a complicated causal relation to it. I will trace this relation
furtherr by studying the view of Olivier Roy. This will also allow me to return to
thee concepts of religion and culture that the debate started with.
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6.3.. Olivier Roy's laïcité and globalised Islam
Inn this final section, I present some notes on Olivier Roy's increasingly
authoritativee view of a globalising Islam, which he developed most recently in
GlobalisedGlobalised Islam (2004 [2002]) and La lakité face a I'islam (2005). I argue that the
dichotomouss conception of belonging and freedom which I discerned in the
discoursee of laïcité also a p p e a r s in Roy's sociological analysis of contemporary
Islam,, though he is as critical of the frame of laïcité as of multiculturalism.
Accordingg to Roy, both laïcité and multiculturalism assume the existence of
Islamistt 'communities' or contribute to their formation. H e considers laïcité the
ideologyy of a republic 'obsessed with the religious' and 'fascinated by the
monarchy'' (2005: 63). Laïcité frames the claims of an Islam that wishes to
becomee visible in the public sphere in terms of a contest for political power,
thuss translating social religious identities into political ones. In doing so, laïcité
enhancess the formation of religious identities linked with political contestations,
insteadd of facilitating their merging with more diverse identifications and
practices.. Multiculturalism, on the other hand, links Islam to migrants' cultures
off origin and tends to grant power to conservative elites supposedly
representingg entire ethno-religious groups. For Roy, however, these elites at
mostt represent the purely religious neo-communities of those w h o explicitly
declaree themselves their ' m e m b e r s ' .
Underlyingg Roy's critique of contemporary normative philosophies of
integrationn is a sociological analysis of contemporary Islam, particularly of the
'public'' Islam that is challenging the diverse European secularisms. Roy argues
thatt this public Islam is not a traditional Islam inherited from migrants' cultures
off origin. Rather, it forms part of a wider 'retour du rcligieux' [return of the
religious]] in a globalising world, also apparent in, for example, Christianity and
H i n d u i s m .. In the case of Islam, the emergence of such a 'neo-fundamentalism'
(salafismc)(salafismc) has become politicised because of the history of the Middle East, but
thiss does not prevent Islam from taking part in a dynamics of globalisation and
secularisationn just like other religions. This is particularly the case in the West,
w h e r ee Islam has become a minoritarian religion and has thus been brough t to
recognisee a secular realm 'outside' religion. Moreover, in the globalised neofundamentalistt Islam, all ties to specific cultures (and states) are deliberately cut
inn the search for a ' p u r e ' , universal religious community, the Urn mail.21 Second-

::

This is why Roy docs not use the term 'political Islam' for 'Islamisme'. 'Political Islam' was
introducedd as a better name tor the movement which is often called Islamic Fundamentalism,
becausee the latter term is linked to Protestantism and to the reading of theological texts in
purelyy theological and not political terms. According to some, fundamentalism is a frequently
usedd misnomer suggesting the desire for a return to an authentic religion and neglecting the
factt that Islamism and other current religiously inspired movements are modern and thus far
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andd third-generation migrants, in particular, may feel attracted to neo-Islam,
becausee they can use it as an 'apology' for the 'deculturation' and
'uprootedness'' that have resulted, for some, from migration (Roy 2005: 128).
Globall Islam is thus linked to the individualisation processes demanded
fromm individuals living in the West in general. New global media such as the
Internett fit this new, deterritorialised religion perfectly. Being a Muslim, like
beingg a believer of other religions, has become a matter of choice, and those
whoo choose to make it a crucial element of their identities should be considered
bornborn again Muslims rather than Muslims in any cultural (ethnic) sense.
Royy considers the results of both the frames of laïcité and multiculturalism
disastrous.. Laïcité squeezes this neo-religion into the old frame of a religion
aspiringg to state power, when the level of the state is precisely not relevant to
thiss Islam. The emphasis on laïcité creates fears of an Islamic communautarismc in
majorities—analogouss to those anxieties in the nineteenth century about the
classesclasses danger euses —when, in actuality, these 'communities' hardly exist (Roy
2005:: 146). Only very weak forms occur and these develop at the level of
neighbourhoodss or in even weaker, more imaginary forms at the global level.
Not,, however, at the level of the nation-state. Moreover, lakists tend to create a
dividee between 'good' (liberal and secular) and 'bad' (fundamentalist) Muslims,
thuss excluding from dialogue those that should be included (and gérés [dealt
with]). .
Multiculturalism,, on the other hand, addresses conservative elites as
representativess of pre-defined ethno-religious groups. These elites can acquire
politicall power over non-believers and over those who consider themselves
secularr Muslims by claiming the right to protect these ethno-religiously defined
communitiess from assimilatory pressures. Policies based on a better
understandingg of neo-fundamentalist Islam would avoid creating or imagining
moree extensive communities than there actually are. They would exclude no
religiouss groups from dialogue and would not interfere with other people's
dogmas,, while at the same time never considering the spokesmen of religious
groupss as the representatives of entire ethno-religious communities.22
tromm retrograde or reactive. Rov, bv contrast, distinguishes between political Islam, which was
prevalentt in the 1970s and 1980s and concentrated on the creation of an Islamic state, and what
hee calls 'neo-fundamentalism' or 'salafisme', which is not aimed at the state but at purifying
Islamm from all cultural or ethnic relations in order to internationalise and even globalise it.
: ::
Roy's criticism of the reified use oi the concept of culture within multiculturalism is familiar
fromm the debates within multiculturalist discourse itself. Constructivists have made their
critiquee of the reified concept of culture into their program for multieulturaiism's redefinition or
evenn rejection (see for example Baumann 1996). Some critics have analvsed the links between
constructivistt concepts of culture and a return to classic liberalism (see for example Asad 1993;
Baderr 2001; Modood 1998). These political theorists do not defend reified concepts of culture
butt maintain that cultures, like all other things in the world, transform, change, are performed,
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Althoughh Roy's criticism of the frames of laïcité and of a top-down conservative
multiculturalismm is welcome, I have some problems with his interrelated use of
thee concepts of culture, multiculturalism and secularisation in his understanding
off globalised Islam, which he deems necessary in order to be able to present his
critique.. First of all, with regard to the concept of culture, talking of the
'deculturalisation'' of second-generation immigrants and endorsing the
theoreticall possibility of a strict separation of religion from (ethnic) culture
assumess an essentialist notion of culture that links it to an ethnic particularity
andd immediate belonging, which members of the second generation lose or can
evenn actively reject. But what about the relation of neo-Islam to a more general
conceptt of culture that encompasses practices, beliefs, ways of doing, seeing
andd thinking, as well as ways of negotiating with the members of majorities and
thee 'making' of culture in the process? I will return to this question after
addressingg my second, related concern. By not distancing himself clearly from
thee neo-fundamentalist concept of Islam's 'deculturalisation' into a pure
religion,, even deploying it in his own conceptual scheme, Roy assumes a
problematicc understanding of secularisation as well. He (and the neofundamentalists)) seem to follow the modernist understanding of secularisation
ass the radical individualisation of religion, leading to religion's complete break
withh tradition and ethnic belonging. In short, with the strong opposition
betweenn (ethnic) culture and (individualised) religion, we seem to reencounter
inn Roy's sociological notion of secularisation the dichotomy between belonging
andd freedom that I criticised in the discourse of laïcité.
Thee suggestion that a 'deculturalisation' of religion is possible, is based on
thee 'strong theory of secularisation' inherited from modernist philosophy and
Durkheimiann sociology- Historically, as we have seen, this notion of
secularisationn is linked to the interpretation of Protestantism as an
individualisedd 'religion of the heart' that severs itself from the culte, from
tradition,, and from institutions. We came across this notion of secularisation
whenn discussing Durkheim's pedagogy, where he suggested the full autonomy
off morality from the 'culte' in Protestantism. Roy's endorsement of a similarly
strongg version of secularisation overlooks the many criticisms that have been
madee of the modernist concept of secularisation as privatisation and
individualisation,, even in the context of Protestantism. In chapter five, we have
seenn that Durkheim himself already voiced such a criticism.
InIn contemporary philosophies of religion critical of secularism, the retour du
religieiixreligieiix not only designates a changed state of affairs in society, but in theory as
etc.,, but an.' nevertheless not entirely ephemeral, negative, or irrelevant to political discourse. In
theirr view, cultures should be allowed, it people desire this, to have a critical potential and
weight. .
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well.. The retour du religieux in theory corrects earlier theories of secularisation,
whichh Rov seems to endorse and which he projects onto contemporary neoIslam.. For example, a systematic critique of 'individualised', modern religion as
separatedd from cultural practices, has been made via Wittgenstein's philosophy
off meaning. Wittgenstein rejects the possibility of (Cartesian) subjectivities by
refutingg the possibility of a 'private language' and by arguing that meaningmakingg is an inevitably social, cultural practice, a matter of linguistic
GepflogeiiheitenGepflogeiiheiten [customs] (1984 [1952]: 344). This is also the case with religio
meaningg making.23
Suchh a critique could lead to the view that all three versions of the modernist
secularisationn thesis should be deconstructed, whether they refer to the
privatisationn of religion, to its individualisation (the two are often conflated), or
too the separation of religion from politics. Tn reply to the first interpretation, we
mayy suggest that believers may recognise that their beliefs and practices are
contingentt and, in Rov's words, 'minoritarian', but this does not mean that they
willl (or have to) privatise their religion. Second, religion may individualise to a
certainn extent, but never to the point of becoming purely subjective or
'deculturalised'' —this is my main point contra Roy. Third, organised religions
mayy develop as public religions while at the same time being 'modern' in the
sensee of being open to democracy: it is a mistake to conflate public religion with
religion'ss monopolistic political pretensions.24
Roy'ss interpretation of neo-Islam is not only problematic theoretically, but
alsoo politically: it draws boundaries between an Islam inextricably linked to
quitee immovable 'cultures of origin' on the one hand, and a supposedly
deculturalised,, deterritorialised 'neo-Islam' as the 'Jsïam des jeiuies' on the other.
Furthermore,, it links images of a (dangerous) 'deculturalisation' and
'uprootedness'' to voung Muslims in an overly systematic way.23 By
:
'' Such a critique of modernity's conceptualisations of religion has been developed bv Charles
Taylorr (1995; 2003). He deconstructs William James's subjectivist concept of religious
experience.. I am aware that mv argument for the intrinsically practical, cultural sides of religion
iss insufficiently elaborated here. I will return to this in chapter seven on metaphor and memory
inn the Rcchcrclw and in mv upcoming argument on the need to frame questions around ethnoreligiouss diversity not only in relation to 'laicitc' with its emphasis on religion, but also in
relationn to culture.
2i2i
See Bader (2006b).
:
"" The concept of 'uprootedness' in particular is rooted in the right-wing tradition. We
encounteredd it in chapter three when discussing Maurice Barrès's view of the Republic. We
cannott just forget about this genealogy (see chapter three). Here, I would like to remind the
readerr of my interpretation of Bloch's situation at the threshold of Marcel's family. In mv
interpretation,, a double bind came to light which entrapped him: in the family's moderately
secularisedd Catholic world, he was perceived as '(a little bit too) ethnically Jewish' and '(a little
bitt too) modern and uprooted' at the same time. This was the result, specifically, of the tact that
inn its own judgment, Marcel's family oscillated between republican and ethno-religious
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concentratingg on Islam as neo-religion, Roy fails to address the difficult knots
linkingg contemporary Islam with questions concerning ethnicity, poverty, and
globall politics, although he does mention these factors often, and recognises
theirr importance. Understanding neo-Islam as a fully secularised,
individualisedd religion presses it into a frame that is as old as the frame of laïcite
soo criticised by Roy. This frame, moreover, is based on the same modernist
dividess between belonging and freedom, autonomy and heteronomy, and
privatee and public inherited from the nineteenth century.

BackBack to culture
Insteadd of assuming the 'deculturalisation' of religion in modernity, we should
rethinkk the relation between religion and culture. I would like to suggest that a
sophisticatedd notion of culture can play a mediating role, linking the emergence
off globalised Islam to the particular cultures with which it interacts. I do not
meann culture in the sense of a reified copy of the (past) culture of origins, but
culturee as a nodal point linking (in this case) religious experience and practice
too memories, power positions and the experiences constructed by others in the
present.. To substantiate this, before returning to the headscarf issue, I would
likee to briefly discuss Bonnie Honig's definition of culture, as proposed in her
reactionn to Susan Okin's famous thesis that multiculturalism is bad for women:
'Culture'' is a wav of life, a rich and time-worn grammar of human activity, a
sett of diverse and often conflicting narratives whereby communal
(mis)understandings,, roles, and responsibilities are negotiated. As such,
'culture'' is a living, breathing svstem for the distribution and enactment of
agencv,, power, and privilege among its members and beyond. Rarely are
thosee privileges distributed along a single axis of difference such that, for
example,, all men are more powerful than all women. Race, class, locality,
lineagee all accord measures of privilege or stigma to their bearers. However,
evenn those who are least empowered in a certain setting have some measure
off agencv in that setting and their agency is bound up with (though not
determinedd by) the cultures, institutions, and practices that gave rise to it
(Honigg 1999: 39).

conceptss and experiences of belonging: believing in universal citizenship and the requirement
too give up ones ethnic identifications on the one hand, while remaining firmly attached to
habitualitvv on the other. Thus, the 'stranger' is judged according to the letter of the concept of
neutrality,, while the family's own habitual practices remain unperceived.
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Thiss definition has the advantage that it is packed with contrasting elements. To
mvv mind, it grasps what culture can mean once we put aside both its
essentialistt definition in terms of 'original belonging' and the anti-essentialist or
constructivistt attempt to empty out the concept of culture to the point of
denyingg its relevance. Honig's definition grasps the complexity and
pervasivenesss of culture. It inextricably links belonging and freedom or,
analogously,, structure (system) and agency. What might have been added is a
notee on the relational, negotiational and ironic elements of culture as it is made
byy different individuals and groups occupying different power positions.
Anotherr amendment should address the way Honig's definition (implicitly)
separatess culture from practices, a separation that is an unnecessary legacy of
secularism.2'11 Culture thus defined is relevant to contemporary discussions
aboutt Islam in relation to secularism in at least two ways, to be discussed in
whatt follows.
Wee need to conceive of a systematic link between Islam and culture if we
wishh to analyse the position of Muslims in France not only in terms of their selfdefinitionn but also taking into account the ways in which they are positioned
andd made into ethnic others by the members of the cultural majorities. There is
aa subtext of ethnic othering and xenophobia linked to Islam that is difficult to
addresss if we stay within the discourses that focus exclusively on Islam as
religion.. Let us not forget that the first headscarf affairs coincided with
Mariannee wearing a hi jab or tchador in political cartoons (Birnbaum 1998).
Ethnicc othering is not the exclusive domain of the Front National, but also
penetratess the laïcité frame. Most strikingly, this was demonstrated by the fact
that,, the day before the Stasi Committee presented its report, Le Monde
publishedd a petition signed by many famous French feminists claiming to
defendd the rights of women:
Lee voile Islamique nous renvoie toutes, musulmanes et non-musulmanes, a
unee discrimination envers la femme qui est intolerable. Toute complaisance a
eett égard serait pergue par chaque femme de ce pays comme une atteinte
personnellee a sa dignité et a sa liberie (Petition Elle 2003; my italics).

:hh

Emphasising the implicit practica! and plural sides of both culture and religion (even it
religionn is to an extent considered explicitly 'secular' by believers themselves), does not imply a
lackk of insight into the performative, constructed aspects of culture and religion. I would resist
thee suggestion that considering religion as cultural practice will lead to a post-modern (or
naive)) defence of orthodox religion or even of a constructed neo-orthodox religionism or
traditionalism.. These responses again depend on the modernist view of religion that separates
religionn not onlv from politics but from public appearance and ethnicity as well. (Here we find
thee analogy, in the debates around secularism, oi the debate concerning the implications of
constructivismm for the concept of culture (see Bader 2001; Baumann 2001).
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[Thee Islamic veil pushes all of us, Muslims and non-Muslims alike, towards
ann intolerable discrimination against women. All complacency in this regard
willl be perceived by every woman of this country as a personal attack on her
dignityy and freedom (my translation, my italics).]
Wee need to link Islam and culture (in the sense of ethnic culture but not in the
sensee of inherited ethnicity) theoretically so that we can analyse and criticise the
mechanismm of exclusion that betrays itself here: 'if you do not think like us, you
doo not belong to us'.
AA notion of culture is also relevant for understanding the position of Islam in
Francee in relation to intercultural memory, which is a memory that links
religionn to power positions. This is an evident and necessary step in the case of
Islamm in France, considering its (post-)colonial background. In the summer of
2003,, I spent a long day in Paris with Samia Touati, a young Algerian woman
studyingg in Paris who wears a headscarf. That afternoon, she served (just once)
ass a teacher of Arabic at a 'centre culturel' in St. Denis —where she hospitably
tookk me. In reply to my questions about her scarf, she at first stated that the
scarff was something between her and God. Yet this was not the only motive she
gavee for wearing the scarf. Her second answer, that 'our mothers wore
headscarvess when they cleaned the houses of the French and it was never a
problem',, contains a postcolonial and class-based argument. For Samia, the
headscarff only became a problem in the eyes of the French when Muslims
startedd to be public 'citoyens'. Perhaps her argument evoked the fact that in
Algeria,, until 1947, Muslims were considered 'sujets' and could only become
'citoyens'' after abandoning their religion, while Christians and Jews were
automaticallyy considered 'citoyens'.
Takingg these shared memories—of a long period of shared experiences of
exclusionn —seriously does not imply the use of a reified concept of culture. A
definitionn like Honig's will do. Such a concept of culture is more dynamic than
Royy suggests; it can help us to embed cultural and religious claims in history
andd to connect them with agency without declaring them purely constructed or
ideologicall in advance. It should even be considered crucial to a democratic
conceptt of memory (Bauboeck 1998b). In the next chapter, I will return to
Proust'ss Recherche and explore the ways in which it presents the complexities of
collectivee aspects of memory in the context of modernity.
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Thee Red Shoes
Readingg Proustian Memory
inn the Context of Secularism

]

(...)) [Er] baute aus den Waben der Erinnerung dem Bienenschwarm der
Gedankenn sein Haus (Benjamin 1977a [1929]: 312). [from the honeycombs of
memoryy he built a house for the swarm of his thoughts (Benjamin 1968: 203).]

TenseTense pasts
Inn the previous two chapters, I have argued that a critique of laïcité invites a
critiquee of the underlying concept of secularisation, particularly insofar as it is
connectedd to a modernist concept of the subject. Ultimately, a concept of
secularisationn suggests that individual belief, or religion as 'sentiment' or
'experience',, can be, should be, or is separated from culture or, more precisely,
fromm cultural practices. I raised critical questions around the 'asvmptotic'
expectationn that the separation of religion from visible, plural, polysemie
practicess that are suffused with habit, custom, ethos, and, in addition, with
othersothers and power, will prove able to contribute both to societal peace and
individuall happiness.
Myy critique of the dichotomous normative standpoints that result from the
modernistt heritage in our perception and analvsis of migrant cultures and
Ann earlier version or this chapter was published as an article, but the theoretical framework
hass been thoroughly rewritten here (see Jansen 2003a).
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religions,, has led me to suggest that conceptualising the memorial aspects of
culturee and religion may be crucial for deepening our understanding of the
intrinsicc connection of religious experience —but actually of experience in
generall —with the experiences, practices and power positions of the people that
wee are connected to.
Inn this chapter, I would like to flesh out this intuition a little further by
returningg to Marcel Proust's Recherche. Mv feeling here is that Proust's
memoriall narrative offers a crucial source for a contemporary way of 'remediating'' overly subjectivist concepts of experience on the one hand, and
overlyy objectivist (structuralist) Durkheimian interpretations of the relationship
betweenn individuals and collectives on the other.2 I will specifically locate
Proust'ss contribution to the debate about secularism in his narrative of how
individuall characters relate to a collectively shared but also divided past in the
tensee intercultural situation surrounding the Dreyfus Affair. I end the chapter
withh a brief reflection on what Proust's narrative could add to our
understandingg of the requirements for 'democratic memory'. 3

ProustianProustian memory and modernity
Proustiann memory is usually read in the light of what I call the narrator's
'individualisticc metaphysics of memory', mainly elaborated in the theoretical
reflectionss on writing and memory that form part of Le temps retrouzv [Time
Regained],Regained], the final part of the novel. Reflecting on memory, writing and the
accessibilityy of truth, the narrator suggests that the essence of things can
ultimatelyy be captured through metaphor, because metaphor is the analogue in
literarvv stvle of the happiness produced bv the experience of involuntary
memory. 4 4
::

See chapter one tor mv critique of Noiriel's Durkheimian explanation of assimilation.
Por an introduction ot the main characters that re-appear in this chapter, see Transit I and
chapterss three and four. One important reminder: for the sake of liveliness, I translate the
continuouss past of the novel into a pracsens historicutn. Moreover, I separate between the
'present'' in which things happen to the protagonist Marcel and the 'past' ot the narrator, who
recountss the course of his life in retrospect.
44
Manv critics discussing memorv in Proust, such as, for example, Gilles Deleuze and Walter
Benjamin,, make little distinction between Proust as the author ot the novel and the novel's
narrator.. I think it is useful to stick to the narratological insight that a narrator's voice is never
thee immediate voice of the author (see Bal 1W8). In what follows, 1 will trv to demonstrate that
thee reflexive piece in Time Regained about metaphor and memorv should be read as part of the
narrativee and not as a final revelation of the 'technique' or oven the 'metaphysics' of the
Proustiann novel. As will be shown later on, installing this distinction enables us to amend the
interpretationss ot Benjamin and Deleuze, who both take the explanation in Time Regained as a
majorr frame for their interpretation of the novel as a whole.
!!
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Thee narrator's views show affinities with Henri Bergson's philosophy of time
andd memory, though they also substantively differ at some points. Manv
commentatorss have turned the framework of Bergson's individualist
metaphysicss into a starting point for their interpretation of the novel: this
traditionn ranges from critics such as Georges Poulet (1964) to Gilles Deleuze
(1964).. One step in my interpretation will be to try to explain the subtle
connectionn between the modernist view of the (religious) subject, which
separatess 'sentiment' from cultural practice, and these interpretations of
memoryy and metaphor in the Recherche.
Walterr Benjamin develops a striking critique of Bergson's interpretation of
memoryy in his essay 'Über einige Motive bei Baudelaire' ['Some motifs in
Baudelaire']] (1980) [1938] by contrasting it with a historical interpretation of
Proustiann memory. He understands Proustian memory through two prisms:
modernityy and the assimilation of the French Jews. In what follows, I will
pursuee Benjamin's intuition and interpret the cultural and historical aspects of
memoryy in the Recherche. However, I will also argue that Benjamin's
interpretationn remains indebted to the dichotomous interpretation of modernity
thatt I criticised in the previous chapters. For this reason, I will try to develop an
alternativee interpretation that is more attentive to the ways in which individual
memoriess are subtly moulded through their connections with the collectivities
too which they are affectively linked, particularly in times of deep cultural
conflictt like the era of the Dreyfus Affair.
11 will explain my interpretation of Proustian memory by commenting on one
particularr strand in the Proustian narrative which I call 'the red shoes', thus
linkingg this strand to the fairy tale of that name by Hans Christian Andersen
(2005)) [1845]. Red clothes, a red necklace and a pair of red shoes appear in
Proust'ss novel each time it touches upon the fact that the aristocratic Madame
(Oriane)) de Guermantes has 'forgotten' her old Jewish friend Swann over the
coursee of the Dreyfus Affair." By commenting on this specific narrative strand

'' The red clothes are mentioned tor the first time at the end of Le Cöte de Guermantes II (1988: II)
[The[The Guermantes Way II (1996: III)], when Swann and Marcel pay a visit to the Duchess and her
husband,, the Due de Guermantes. On the evening of the same dav, the Duchess wears the red
clothess to a party hosted by her niece, the Princesse de Guermantes. This episode is described
extensivelyy in Sodome et Gomorrhe II (1988: III) \Sodom aud Gomorrah II (1996: IV)]. At the partv,
Swann'ss Dreyfusism is publicly rejected bv the Duke and Duchess. The following two times the
shoess and the dress appear, they are the object of a conversation between Marcel and Mme de
Guermantess that takes place after Swann's death. On both occasions, Mme de Guermantes has
forgottenn important facts surrounding them, facts that concern the Dreyfus Affair. While she
refrainss from mentioning Swann, the Proustian text evokes his memory through the repeated
referencess to the red shoes and dress. The first conversation takes place in La Prisonniere (1988:
III)) [The Captive (1996: V)], the second occurs at the 'Bal de Teres' ['Ball of the Masks'] at the end
off the Recherche in Le Temps retrouve (1989: IV) [Time Renamed (1996: VI)].
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andd its intertextual relation to Andersen's fairy tale, I analyse Proust's
representationn of collective and individual aspects of both memory and
forgettingg at the conflictual historical moment of the Dreyfus Affair. I will try to
demonstratee how the vicissitudes of the red shoes give us reasons for
developingg a less radically individualist view about the 'modernness' of
modernn experience than those put forward by Bergson, Deleuze and Benjamin.
Itt will become apparent that the novel traces cultural memory as a possibly
painfull nocud between individuals and groups, connecting divided and shared
pasts. h h

Lee Coté de Guermantes II: 'This is not it at all'
InIn his last long letter of 7 May 1940 to his friend Theodor W. Adorno, Benjamin
commentss on the historical aspect of the experience of time in Proust (Adorno
19777 [1940]: 203*04). Benjamin gives his brief response to a review by Adorno of
twoo German writers, one of whom was Hofmannsthal. In this review, Adorno
hadd written that in Hofmannsthal's work snobbery originated in the hope that
happinesss could be realized by obtaining a place in those layers of society
wheree people did not exclusively (have to) concentrate on practical matters, but
couldd turn to the pleasures of the mind. However, according to Adorno, those
>->- In the Recherche, we also find an extensive narrative of the erosion of the Church as a religious
institutionn and of the after-effects of this erosion on practices of meaning making and social
distinction.. In the first, most 'rural' part of the novel, Combray, members of the community from
alll social lavers go to Church every Sunday, and it is around the Church that Marcel is
confrontedd most vividly with the rituals of social distinction —for example between Legrandin,
thee Guermantes familv, and his own family. Gradually, as the families turn more and more to
Paris,, the practice of habitual churchgoing comes to an end and the Church functions less and
lesss as the symbolic centre of the distribution of social power. Most characters show little
religiouss fervour. Mme de Guermantes is intimately connected by birth to the monarchy and
thuss to the historv of the Church's worldly power, but she is not exactly devout or even
particularlyy nostalgic for the nobilitv's political power. 'Oriane' is the queen neither of Tradition
norr of secularised Catholicism. Instead, she is the 'Reine de 1'Instant' ['Queen of the present
moment'' (1996: V, 664)], the queen of fashion and ephemerality; in Baudelaire's sense, she is a
tvpicallvv modern character. When they end up in Paris, most characters become fascinated by
thee city's transformation from the capital of French Catholicism into the capital of nineteenthcenturvv high capitalism—but a character like Francoise, not incidentally the family's long-time
servant,, who perhaps feels at risk of becoming identified with the city proletariat, holds tast to
herr rural values. She even, in a certain sense, 'fundamentalises' them (see chapter four, on
Franchise'ss earlv rejection of and later admiration for Saint-Loup). Swann displays neither
religiouss practices nor religious 'sentiments'. But as we will see, the Dreytus Affair greatly
affectss Swann's 'Jewishness'. (For an excellent interpretation of Proust's work in the context ot
thee rise of high capitalism and the Third Republic, see Sprinker (1993) and also, of course,
Benjamin,, whose interpretation I will discuss from a different angle in this chapter.)
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whoo follow the path of snobbery will not find happiness. The one searching for
happinesss will not be content merely contemplating the brilliance of an
apparentlyy beautiful life, but will strive to actually experience it, only to find
thatt 'this is not it at all' as soon as he gets closer. Thus, he will repeat exactly the
samee experience that first inspired him to transcend his own circles. In his
review,, Adorno had argued that Proust was the only writer really to have
graspedd this mechanism.
Inn his comment on this review, Benjamin writes that Adorno felicitously
speakss of Proustian experience as the experience of 'this is not it at all', where
'timee turns into something we have lost' (Adorno and Benjamin 1999 [1940]:
329).. He further suggests that Proust had a 'deeply hidden model' for this
experience,, namely the experience of 'this is not it' lived by the French
assimilatedd Jews. The Proustian insight into the 'highly precarious structure of
assimilation'' was, argues Benjamin, externally confirmed by the Dreyfus Affair
(Adornoo and Benjamin 1999 [1940]: 330).
Lett us now turn to the narrative strand of the red shoes, which traces the
vicissitudess of Swann and Mme de Guermantes's friendship over the course of
thee Dreyfus Affair. At the end of Le Cóté de Guermantes U, Marcel is in the
Guermantes'ss salon and is told that Swann will arrive at any moment. Before
Swann'ss arrival, the Duke tells Marcel that the relation between the Guermantes
andd Swann has cooled. For twenty years, Swann had been Mme de
Guermantes'ss closest friend, appreciated by her for his fine taste and his
behaviourr as an experienced hommc du monde. The fact that he was of Jewish
descentt was hardly a topic during the long years of friendship between
Madamee de Guermantes and Swann. Once, at the beginning of their friendship,
att a time when she was still the Princesse de Laumes, a niece of Oriane had
triedd to make her admit that it was a bit strange for the sister of an Archbishop
too receive the Jewish Swann, but Oriane had refused: 'J'avoue a ma honte que je
n'enn suis pas choquée' (1988 I: 329) ['I am ashamed to confess that I'm not in the
leastt shocked' (1996:1, 403)]. When the niece proceeded to argue that 'converted
Jews'' like Swann 'remain more attached to their religion than the practicing
ones',, Oriane wittily replied, 'Je suis sans lumières a ce sujet' (329) ['I can throw
noo light at all on the matter' (403)].7
Att the moment described, Swann has alreadv partiallv lost Mme de
Guermantes'ss friendship because of a socially unacceptable marriage, but his
stancee on the Dreyfus Affair now threatens the friendship in a more serious
way,, for the Duke in particular is a convinced anti-Dreyfusard. The Duke warns
Marcell not to mention that night's party, because he is not sure whether Swann

Thee English translation makes it impossible to trace the subtle references to Catholicism
(confession)) and then the 'Lumieres' ['Enlightenment'] in Oriane's respective replies.
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hass been invited. He explains: 'Swann aurait du comprendre qu'il devait, plus
queque tout autre, couper tout cable avec ces gens-la [les Drevfusards], or tout au
contrairee il tient des propos facheux' (1988: II, 865) ['Swann ought to have
realisedd that lie more than anyone must drop all connection with those fellows
(thee Drevfusards), instead of which he says the most regrettable things' (1996:
III,, 668, mv italics)]. Why Swann 'more than anyone'? In the course of the novel,
thee Duke makes many remarks about Swann's Dreyfusism, invariably accusing
Swannn of betraying the aristocratic circles he frequented by becoming a
Dreyfusardd while also being a Jew; instead, Swann should have been grateful
forr having been accepted by high society.
Thee intensity of the animosity during the Affair has caused Swann to
distancee himself from his old friends in the same way they have distanced
themselvess from him. When Swann and Marcel find themselves together
duringg the afternoon visit, Swann explains to him why so many nobles are antiDreyy fu sards:
touss ces gens-la sont d'une autre race, on n'a pas impunément mille ans de
féodalitéé dans le sang. Naturellement ils croient que cela n'est pour rien dans
leurr opinions (1988: II, 869).
[thesee people belong to a different race, one can't have a thousand years of
feudalismm in one's blood with impunity. Naturally they imagine that it
countss for nothing in their opinions (1996: III, 673).]
Forr the first time in his long friendship, Swann is cruelly confronted with the
riskk of exclusion that arises at the moment of a conflict between 'groups' whose
relevancee he had considered passé. Using the available terms of his time, he
deployss the naturalistic concepts of 'race' and 'blood' to indicate the extent to
whichh historically different pasts, which appeared to have become politically
irrelevant,, seem to be re-inscribed into public identities at moments of conflict.
Hee senses the illusion of the neutrality of the aristocrats who had, in modern
wayss and much like himself, come to think of themselves as impartial sources
off opinion. s After rendering the conversation, the narrator writes that Swann's
'declassing'' would have been better described as a 'reclassing', because it was
too his credit that his Dreyfusism made him return to 'la voie par laquelle étaient
^^ For a reflection on the concept of 'race' in late nineteenth-century France, see mv discussion in
chapterr three of Maurice Barres's oppositional reaction to neo-Kantian Republican education.
Forr a reflection on Proust's sensitivity to the affective sides of political opinion and the difficulty
off impartiality, see the same chapter. A recent, compelling criticism of secularism's suggestion
thatt we can attain a rational position in political deliberation, was developed bv Connolly (1999)
(seee introduction).
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venuss les siens et d'oü 1'avaient dévié ses fréquentations aristocratiques' (1988:
II,, 870) ['the paths which his forebears had trodden and from which he had
beenn deflected by his aristocratic associations' (1996: III, 673)].
Thee narrator here touches upon what Benjamin called 'the highly precarious
structuree of assimilation', which caused the experience of 'this is not it at all' at
thee time of the anti-Semitic reaction to Dreyfus. Later in the novel, the narrator
describess this conflict again in terms of memory and forgetting. He writes that
Swannn might have developed
lee sentiment d'une solidarity? morale avec les autres Juifs, solidarity que
Swannn semblait avoir oubliée toute sa vie, et que greffées les unes sur les
autres,, la maladie mortelle, 1'affaire Dreyfus, la propagande anti-sémite
avaientt réveillée (1988: III, 89).
[aa sense of moral solidarity with the rest of the Jews, a solidarity which he
seemedd to have forgotten throughout his life, and which, one after another,
hiss mortal illness, the Dreyfus case and the anti-semitic propaganda had
reawakenedd (1996: IV, 104).]
Thee distance between the inheritors of feudalism and the Jews is suddenly not
onee of history any more, but one of the present. The fact that the Duke accuses
Swannn of betrayal as soon as his identification with the Jews is foregrounded by
thee Dreyfus Affair signals the extent to which his 'aristocratic associations' had
alwayss demanded from Swann a negation of his Jewish background, but also
thatt this negation had only been virtually or potentially relevant: the concept of
betrayall at least suggests that the Duke had once 'trusted' Swann.
Whenn Mme de Guermantes finally arrives, the group starts a worldly
conversationn in which none of these sensitive subjects are touched upon.
Instead,, they talk about a necklace that Mme de Guermantes is going to wear to
thee party that night. At the end of the afternoon, she asks Swann to come to
Italyy with her for an art-historical trip the next spring. At the same moment, the
Dukee presses Oriane to hurry. He wants to leave immediatelv for the dinner
precedingg the party at the Princesse de Guermantes's and goes down to wait for
herr in the carriage. At Oriane's repeated request, Swann answers that he will
nott be able to come to Italy, because he is fatally ill. The Duchess reacts:
'Qu'est-cee que vous me dites?' s'écria la Duchesse en s'arrêtant une seconde
danss sa marche vers la voiture et en levant ses beaux veux bleus et
mélancoliques,, mais pleins d'incertitude. Placée pour la premiere fois de sa
viee entre deux devoirs aussi différents que monter dans sa voiture pour aller
dinerr en ville, et témoigner de la pitié a un homme qui va mourir, elle ne
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vovaitt rien dans le code des convenances qui lui indiquat la jurisprudence a
suivree et ne sachant auquel donner la preference, elle crut devoir faire
semblantt de ne pas croire que la seconde alternative eüt a se poser, de facon a
obéirr a la première qui demandait en ce moment moins d'efforts, et pensa
quee la meilleure maniere de résoudre le conflit était de le nier. 'Vous voulez
plaisanter',, dit-elle a Swann (1988: II, 883).
['What'ss that vou sav?' cried the Duchess, stopping for a moment on her way
too the carriage and raising her beautiful, melancholy eyes blue eyes, now
cloudedd by uncertainty. Placed for the first time in her life between two
dutiess as incompatible as getting into her carriage to go out to dinner and
showingg compassion for a man who was about to die, she could find nothing
inn the code of conventions that indicated the right line to follow; not knowing
whichh to choose, she felt obliged to pretend not to believe that the latter
alternativee need be seriously considered, in order to comply with the first,
whichh at the moment demanded less effort, and thought that the best way of
settlingg the conflict would be to deny that any existed. 'You're joking,' she
saidd to Swann' (1996: III, 688).]
Thee narrator suggests that there is nothing about compassion in the Duchess'
'codee of conventions', but is it not rather the case that no code can compete with
thee Duke's Zeus-like impatience? 9 Swann and Oriane, in any case, are incapable
off doing more than sharing their hesitation. Swann reacts ironically to the
Duchess'ss question, answering that that would be a charming joke, but he then
pressess the Duchess to walk on to the carriage, because he understands the
forcee of our 'obligations mondaines' [social obligations]. The Duchess,
approachingg the carriage, tells Swann that he should not care about the dinner,
butt this outrages the Duke, who insists on leaving now. At that moment,
however,, he suddenly notices that the Duchess is wearing black shoes instead
off red ones with her red dress, and it turns out that there is enough time left to
sendd her back into the house to change her shoes.
Thee intertextual reference to Andersen's 'The red shoes' gives full depth to
thiss event.1" The fairy tale goes as follows. Once upon a time, there was a young
girll named Karen, who was poor and had to go barefoot. Then someone makes
herr a pair of shoes out of old red cloth and she wears these shoes for the first
"" The narrator often compares the Duke to Zeus, particularly when the movements ol his
evebrovvss manifest his authoritarianism,
11
Intertextualitv is used here in the sense of 'something reserved to indicate a diffuse
penetrationn of the individual text bv memories, echoes, transformations ot other texts'.
'Transtextualitv',, on the other hand, is reserved for overt relationships between specific texts.
Thesee definitions are taken from Hawthorn (1W4: 126).
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timee to her mother's funeral. They are not suitable for mourning, but they are
thee only shoes she has. An old lady passes by in a large carriage and adopts
Karen.. She burns Karen's old shoes and Karen becomes a beautiful young ladv.
Onee time she sees a beautiful princess wearing red morocco leather shoes and
buyss a pair just like them. The old lady, nearly blind, cannot see that they are
red.. When Karen wears them to church, everybody stares at her shoes and they
telll the old lady that they are red. The lady forbids Karen to wear the red shoes
too church and orders her to wear black ones instead.
However,, Karen cannot resist wearing the red shoes to church again and is
punishedd by an inability to stop dancing. She even kicks the lady with the red
shoess as they drive back from church in the carriage, and she can only stop
dancingg after she has been helped to take the shoes off. Once again, however,
shee cannot resist the temptation to put on the shoes, and goes to a party thrown
whilee the old lady is dying. As a punishment, the shoes stick to her feet and
forcee her to dance continuously. She has to ask an executioner to cut her legs
off.. This punishment is again not enough. When she feels she has repented
sufficientlyy and wants to go to church again, she sees the red shoes dancing on
herr legs. She has to pray, give up all vanity and stay at home alone while all the
otherss go to church before she is finally forgiven. When this happens, an angel
movess her small room into the church where she meets the other people again.
Herr heart grows so full that it breaks. When she arrives in heaven, nobody asks
herr about the red shoes any more (Andersen 2005 [1845]).
Thiss is a story of social forgetting, of the repression of mourning, of love and
friendship'ss link to the past, and of forced integration into a collective or
traditionn that one is much less connected with affectively. Karen mourns her
poorr parents' life through the red shoes, which also promise her a better life full
off parties and princesses. Her fantasies keep revolving around the church,
whichh is both oppressive and provides her with memories of somewhere she
belongs.. The black shoes, the church and the old lady chain Karen to a collective
past;; not one of love or hope, but one of imposed continuity. The red shoes keep
returningg 'behind' the black ones and when forgetting about them proves an
impossiblee task for Karen, her dancing feet have to become red themselves and
mustt be cut off. We have two kinds of memories here: one memory loaded with
affectionn and desire and one close to the 'devoir d'appartenance' [duty to
belong]] in the terms of the Stasi Committee (see chapter six). It would not be
easy,, however, to disentangle the two; not for someone other than Karen or
evenn for herself.
Mmee de Guermantes, in turn, is forced to wear red shoes instead of black
ones.. The continuity imposed on her is that of the parties and princesses which
filledd Karen's dreams. If she wants to keep her feet on the ground, she will have
too forget Swann. The red shoes function as a metonymie marker for this aborted
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friendshipp throughout the rest of the novel." While the fuss about the red and
blackk shoes takes place, Svvann and Marcel stand outside, waiting to say
goodbye,, but the Duke makes them leave before Oriane comes back, shouting
att Swann: 'vous nous enterrerez tous!' (1988: II, 884) ['you'll bury us all!' (1996:
111,691)]. .

Sodomee et Gomorrhe II: a 'carcan de rubis'
Thee party thrown by the Princesse de Guermantes is described in the first
chapterr of Sodome et Gomorrhe II. The red clothes serve to portray both Oriane's
distancee from society and her conformity to it. The minute but important
differencess in behaviour between Oriane and the Duke that we observed before
havee now been suspended. Marcel, however, witnesses a compulsive aspect
thatt pervades her behaviour. As she takes off her coat, Oriane appears to be
wearingg 'un veritable carcan de rubis' (1988: III, 61) ['a huge collar of rubies'
(1996:: IV, 71, mv emphasis]. 12 The narrator also compares the artificial
brightnesss of her eyes—'la Duchesse allumait pour toute la soiree' (1988: III, 61)
['thee Duchess lit up for the whole evening' (1996: IV, 71)] —to that of her jewels,
therebyy identifying the signs of her liveliness —and her uncertainty —with her
beingg yoked to society.
Att the party, the reader is made to witness the way Oriane and her husband
betrayy Swann. After a nationalist, anti-Dreyfusard and also anti-Semitic speech
givenn by the Duke in front of several auditors, in which he again accuses Swann
off betraying the aristocratic scene that had so generously 'adopted' him, the
Duchesss adds that she would never receive Svvann's wife and daughter,
althoughh Swann had expressed his wish that she would do this before he died.
Shee affirms the Duke's complaint that Swann has shown himself ungrateful to
themm by being pro-Dreyfus. Although Swann himself is present at the party, the
Dukee and Duchess do not exchange one word with him. Swann has been
invited,, ironicallv, because the anti-Semitic Prince de Guermantes, a cousin of
thee Duke, has become convinced of Drevfus's innocence. He wants to tell
Swannn about this, as well as about a strange discovery he has just made: when
hee asked a priest to pray for Dreyfus at mass the next Sunday, to his
astonishmentt the priest had told him that his wife, the Princess, had asked him
too do the same thing. Thus, both are secret Dreyfusards.

Perhapss thev function as a fetish, as Sjef Houppermans remarked after a lecture I gave at the
Dutchh .Marcel Proust society.
rr
The first meaning of 'carcan' is the iron ring that persons condemned to the pillorv were made
too wear around their necks. This caused a wound that looked like a red collar.
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Itt becomes clear at the party that all the individual characters have their own
opinionss about the question of Dreyfus's guilt, which are only partially
determinedd by the group(s) they belong to. However, there is a striking
differencee between the openness with which thev defend these opinions. The
Dukee and Duchess are the ones to make their opinions public. The Prince and
Swannn exchange their words privately, and their convictions as Dreyrusards
willl remain private. As Marcel's friend Bloch learns about the Prince's
convictionn and wants to ask the Prince to sign his name to a petition on behalf
off Dreyfus, Swann refuses to ask the Prince, 'mêlant a son ardente conviction
d'Israélitee la moderation diplomatique du mondain, dont il avait trop pris les
habitudess pour pouvoir si tardivement s'en défaire' (1988: III, 110) ['blending
withh his ardent conviction as a Jew the diplomatic moderation of a man of the
world,, whose habits he had too thoroughly acquired to be able to shed them at
thiss late hour' (1996: IV, 130)]. Swann even refuses to add his own name to the
petition,, arguing that his conspicuously Jewish name would make the petition
lesss convincing. This is not an unrealistic standpoint given the Duke's reaction,
butt Bloch finds Swann 'tiède, infecté de nationalisme et cocardier' (1988: III,
111)) ['lukewarm, infected with nationalism and jingoistic' (1996: IV, 131)].
Swann'ss position is significant to the precarious structure of assimilation, as he
iss now isolated between two groups: the group whose mores he had entirely
adoptedd and whose habits he cannot shed at will (of the Faubourg SaintGermain),, and the other group which required a forceful stance to start a public
conflictt and could not abide his undecided, overly careful behaviour. 13

HenriHenri Bergson and Walter Benjamin
Lett us now address Benjamin's analysis of the historical, specifically modern
characterr of Proustian memory, as developed in 'Über einige Motive bei
Baudelaire'' ['Some motifs in Baudelaire'] (1980) [1938]. The isolation of
individuall persons is central to Benjamin's analysis, but he does not develop his
thoughtt in the specific context of the assimilation of the French Jews around the
Dreyfuss Affair. Instead, he attempts to analyse the isolation of private persons
inn the context of what he considers to be the changing features of experience in
modernityy more generally. He develops his view through a criticism of the late
nineteenth-centuryy philosophy of life, particularly Bergson's, by contrasting it
withh Proustian memory. The specifically modern aspect of experience had not
"" Historically, the journalist Bernard Lazare, who was important in turning the Affair into a
publicc issue, was not liked by the Dreyfus family because they saw him as lacking nuance, as an
irresponsiblee troublemaker, and they at first wished to arrange things via diplomacy without
addressingg anti-Semitism more generally (see Burns 1991).
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beenn questioned bv the philosophy of life, which had been trying to gain insight
intoo 'true' experience situated above or outside history through addressing
poetry,, nature, and the age of myth, and whose late representatives, like Klages
andd Jung, had become gradually associated with fascism. Bergson's work also
stoodd in this tradition, but for Benjamin his work was by far the most
challengingg and convincing, also because Bergson kept pace with empirical
research. .
Inn Mnticre et mémoire (1880) [Matter and Memory (1996)], Bergson had argued
thatt the individual, owing to what he called 'pure' memory, has access to a
purelyy individual and metaphysical reality of durce [duration]. Bergson wanted
too develop a new 'metaphysics' that would finally unravel the 'structure of our
experience'' independent of history, in reply to Kantian rationalism. He
consideredd memory as divided between mémoire pure [pure memory] and
souvenir-habitudesouvenir-habitude [memory-habit], and, parallel to this, he saw time
necessarilyy divided into duration and spatialised time.14 In Benjamin's
interpretation,, Bergson suggests that we can freely decide to turn to the
'contemplativee actualisation of the stream of life' (Benjamin 1997: 111) and
awayy from active social life, which only gives access to souvenir-habitude .^
uu

Bergson himself saw his work as a philosophy of the relation between scientific (Kantian)
rationalityy and a metaphysical dimension of reality, pure durcc or becoming, accessible through
whatt he called intuition. His critique of Kantianism was directed, in the first place, against what
hee considered the 'Platonism' in Kant's apriorism: the suggestion that experience is always
predeterminedd by a priori forms and categories (see Bergson 1989 [1903]).
rr
-- In this brief summary of Bergson's philosophy of time and memory, I follow the
interpretationn suggested by Benjamin. Following a good dialectical habit, Benjamin historicises
Bergson'ss transcendental revision of Kant's theory of experience. However, there were also
somee more directlv political stakes to Bergson's theory of memory, which had not escaped
Marxistss and other critical philosophers of the thirties. Benjamin's reading should be
interpretedd through the prism of the politicisation of Bergsonism. Bergson's critique of neoKantiann rationalism was involved in the deep political fissures in European culture at the end of
thee nineteenth century, also because Kantianism was so heavilv politicised in France at the time
(seee chapter five). The interpretation of memory was crucial here. During the romantic reaction
too the Revolution, the past had been claimed by reactionaries such as De Maistre and Bonald,
thee early inspirers of French fascism and Catholic Traditionalism (see also Motzkin 1992).
Mauricee Barrès, in his late nineteenth-century struggle against the 'deracinés' [uprooted]
rationalistt Republicans, revived De Maistre and Bonald's (neo-)Traditionalism. According to
Barrès,, the Republicans thought that a rational morality based on reason could do without
memory,, which, for Barrès, meant without ethno-religious solidarity. In answer to this, Barrès
developedd a theory of an immediate and sacred solidarity based on the people's intuitive
solidarityy with their predecessors (Namer 1994: 301). Bergson's philosophy of memory had been
uncomfortablyy annexed to this romantic tradition, also because Bergson explicitly opposed
republicann rationalism and because his theory of the chin vital had inspired Barres and other
'irrationalist'' thinkers —also those on the left-wing side such as Georges Sorel. Reinterpreting
memoryy in a less irrational way than the Bergsonians was therefore considered crucial by leftwingg progressive thinkers attached to democracy and the Republic. (Durkheim tried to 'save'
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Againstt this suggested tree access to contemplation, Benjamin argued that
Bergson'ss transcendental understanding of experience neglected its historical
conditions:: it was like an 'after-image' received after closing one's eyes to the
'inhospitable,, blinding age of large-scale industrialism' (1997: 111). Benjamin
developss a more historical understanding of memory and experience bv turning
too the Recherche, which serves to put Bergson's theory 'to the test' (1997: 111). In
contrastt to Bergson, Benjamin argues, Proust presents the grasping of 'pure
memory'' as an involuntary, contingent event. Pure memory is replaced in
Proustt by involuntary memory. According to Benjamin, this involuntariness is
nott a natural situation, but a marker of the ways in which experience has
changedd tn modernity. The unconnected messages conveyed by modern media
suchh as newspapers, but also by the modern poetry of Baudelaire, testify to an
increasingg inability on the part of modern subjects to connect themselves to the
peoplee around them and to narrate their place in the world. Proust's distinction
betweenn involuntary and voluntary memory throws light on this 'modern
experience'' or, as Benjamin called it, the 'atrophy of experience' (1997: 113)."'
Involuntaryy memory bears the mark of modernity: 'it is part of the inventory
off the individual who is isolated in many ways' (Benjamin 1997: 113), or, as he
putss it in the original German, of a 'vielfaltig isolierte Privatperson' (1980
[1938]:: 611). He now contrasts 'modern experience' ('Erlebnis') with experience
'inn the strict sense of the word' ('Erfahrung'), and explains:
wheree there is experience in the strict sense of the word, certain contents of
thee individual past combine with material of the collective past. The rituals
withh their ceremonies, their festivals (quite probably nowhere recalled in
Proust'ss work), kept producing the amalgamation of these two elements of
memoryy over and over again. They triggered recollection at certain times and
remainedd handles of memory for a lifetime. In this way, voluntary and
involuntaryy recollection lose their mutual exclusiveness (1997: 113; see also
thee German original 1980: 611).
Benjaminn here constructs a concept of experience the structure of which
dependss on the existence of collectively shared moments, of rituals (or religious

memoryy from right-wing interpretations by giving it a societal rather than an ethnic
interpretationn —see Noiriel's interpretation of Durkheim discussed in chapter one and my
discussionn of Durkheim's view of religion in chapter five.)
"" Elsewhere, Benjamin calls it the 'poverty of experience' ('Erfahrungsarmut'), which stood at
thee basis ot his modernist aesthetics, briefly summarised in his phrase 'Tant mieux. \ i c h t
weinen.. Der Unsinn der kritischen Prognosen. Film statt Erzahlung' ['So much the better. Do
nott cry. The nonsense of critical prognoses. Film instead of storv' (mv translation)] (Benjamin
1977bb [1933]: 117).
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practices)) in the broadest sense of the term. The split between conscious,
voluntaryy memory and unconscious, involuntary memory for Benjamin results
fromm the split between individual and collective memory, which, in his view,
hadd resulted from modernity. Benjamin thus follows the modernist
interpretationn of secularisation as the full 'individualisation' of experience. Yet
hee does not understand it in terms of laïcisation or secularisation, but in terms
off an 'atrophv of experience'. He also does not consider here, as he had done in
hiss (more private) letter to Adorno, whether the isolation of the 'modern
individual'' might have concerned Jews more than Catholics and seculars,
becausee the latter groups had been able to maintain or acquire a lot more
organised,, i.e. institutional and practical power than the Jews, who had been
placedd under the sign of their 'assimilation' (see also chapters three and four).
Butt let us first return to Benjamin. In previous sections, he had developed a
conceptt of tradition in accordance with the concept of modern experience.
There,, he had confirmed Bergson's thesis that the structure of memory is
decisivee for the philosophical pattern of experience: 'experience is indeed a
matterr of tradition, in collective existence as well as private life' (Benjamin 1997:
110).. This concept of tradition is then explained as follows:
Itt [experience] is less the product of facts firmly anchored in memory than of
aa convergence in memory of accumulated and frequently unconscious data
(1997:: 110).
Benjaminn thus distinguishes between the products of an archival memory,
wheree all past experiences have a fixed place, and tradition, which is presented
ass a continuous process within which memories can change places and form
differentt connections. The German original of this passage makes the
distinctionn more precise and reveals more clearly Benjamin's debt to Bergson:
Siee bildet sich weniger aus cinzdncn in der Erinncrung streng fixierten
Gegebenheitenn denn aus gehauften, oft nicht bewussten Daten, die im
GedachtnisGedachtnis zusatmnenfliesscn (1980 [1938]: 608; my italics).
Benjaminn opposes Erimierung and Gcdikhtnis. Erinnerung (memory) denotes a
fixed,, disposable stock of isolated facts; an archive. Gcdachhus (usually
translatedd as 'remembrance'), on the other hand, sees data 'flow together'
{zusammenfliessen){zusammenfliessen) in a much less determined and controllable manner.
distinctionn is close to Bergson's distinction between 'pure memory', linked with
durccdurcc (inner time), and habit ('memorv-habit'), linked with space-time.
Traditionn is conceived bv Benjamin as a process, as a constantly changing
streamm into which new experiences are inserted that change the past. It is a
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processs that exists on an individual as well as a collective level; and it is this
process,, according to Benjamin, which is only accessible by accident in
modernity. 17 7

TheThe 'individual who is isolated in many ways' [isolierte Privatperson] goes to
aa party
Iff we now return to the Proustian salon, the division between privately hidden
andd publicly shared opinion recalls Benjamin's 'isolated private person', but it
alsoo gives us cause to understand the reasons for this isolation somewhat
differently.. All the characters are isolated to various degrees. However, they are
isolatedd not so much because of a general loss of tradition in modernity or
177

Adorno who, like Benjamin, admired Bergson and did not prematurely discredit his work
becausee of a presupposed 'irrationalism', criticises Bergson's doubling of the concept of time in
aa more philosophical manner as 'ein Stuck ihrer selbst unbewusster Dialektik' ['part of a
dialecticc that remains unaware of itself' (my translation)] (Adorno 1990 [1966]: 327). Bergson,
sayss Adorno, separates subjective time or duration entirely from the objective, spatial time of
thee watch (ilhrzeit). Doing so, Bergson essentialises time consciousness. Isolated, the subjective
timee plus its contents appears to be as mediated and contingent as the subject itself, and no
seriouss party for the 'objective' time of the watch. But Bergson's analysis, according to Adorno,
whoo clearly follows Benjamin here, reflects the crisis of time consciousness in modern society,
wheree the individually lived time of experience can no longer be connected to the ways in
whichh time has been objectified in reified and repeatable labour (Adorno 1990 [1966]: 327).
Hence,, instead of deconstructing or 're-mediating' Bergson's analysis of time and memory by
foregroundingg memory's practical and cultural, habitual but not 'purely repetitive' aspects,
Adornoo goes along with Bergson's modernist interpretation of the split character of the
experiencee of time, only he explains it in historical terms. Like Benjamin, Adorno interprets
modernityy as producing a radically new structure of experience, split between repetitive
objectivityy and an emptied out subject. Such an understanding of experience is the basis of the
exaggerated,, dichotomous analysis of the experience of time in an imagined, fully
individualisedd society, as we can witness in the following analysis: 'Aus der industriellen
Produktionn verschwindet (...) die konkrete Zeit. Mehr stets verlauft sie in identischen und
stossweisen,, potentiell gleichzeitigen Zyklen. Mit dem Gegensatz von
feudalem
Traditionalismuss zu radikaler biirgerlicher Rationalitat wird am Ende Erinnerung, Zeit,
Gedachtniss von der fortschreitenden bürgerlichen Gesellschaft als irrationale Hypothek
liquidiert'' ['From the industrial production disappears (...) concrete time. Ever more does it pass
inn identical and spasmodical potentially simultaneous cycles. With the opposition of feudal
traditionalismm to radical bourgeois rationality, memory, time, remembrance are ultimately
liquidatedd by the progressive civil society as irrational burdens' (my translation)] (Adorno 1962:
234).. Talking about a heritage of the philosophy of life! A similar heritage pierces through the
contemporaryy analyses of Islam as a 'neo-religion' resulting from the alienation, the
'deculturalisation'' of the 'Muslim' individual in the banlicucs. Theoreticallv blind to meaningful
habit,, practice, memory, and performance, that most likely exist even in the context of social
exclusion,, they can only see identity politics and 'atrophied experience'. This time, however, in
contrastt to Benjamin and Adomo, they see it mainly on the part of others.
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becausee of the specifically 'modern' structures of their experience, but because
off a specific distribution of social and manorial power in a conflict where
individualss are forced to choose one group or another at a public level, while
theirr personal situations, opinions and solidarities may be much more complex.
Swannn is isolated not only by his friends, but also 'within himself', between his
overlvv diplomatic habits and his 'ardent convictions' as a Drevfusard — and also
becausee of his imminent death which no one dares to address. Mme de
Guermantes'ss red appearance testifies to the isolation from another side.
Althoughh she is not publicly excluded, her public appearance shows a fissure
betweenn the traces of her personal will and her actual public behaviour. The
narratorr exhibits a strange perseverance in his comparison of her ruby necklace
too a carcan. He repeats it when he describes Madame de Guermantes at the end
off the evening, as she is leaving with Marcel and the Duke:
Droite,, isolcc, ayant a ses cótés son mari et moi, (...) Ie col enserré dans le
fcrmoirdefcrmoirde rubis' (1988: III, 117).
['Erect,, isolated, flanked by her husband and myself, (...) her throat clasped in
itss band of rubies (1996: IV, 137, my italics).]
Mmee de Guermantes is isolated between the Duke and Marcel, who seem
accomplicess in both having her chained at the same time; perhaps the narrator
partlyy projects his own inability to act onto the way in which he perceives her.
Att this point, there is a passage that Proust suppressed in the final version of
SodotncSodotnc et Gomorrhe — not mentioned in the Pléiade edition but quoted in a
footnotee in the edition by Emily Eells-Ogée for Gamier Flammarion (Proust
1987b)) —which supports the association of Mme de Guermantes's red shoes
withh her and Swann's shared suffering. In this passage, Proust added the
followingg to his description of Mme de Guermantes at the end of the party:
Maintenantt qu'elle avait des souliers rouges, je m'apercevais qu'ils la
complétaientt [et] que cette toilette était parfaite. Mais alors je me rappelai les
paroless de Swann, que la Duchesse n'avait pas eu le temps d'écouter, et il me
semblaitt que e'etait dans le sang de son ami qu'elle était baignée (Proust
1987c:: 357 n. 63).
[Noww that she was wearing red shoes, I noticed that thev completed her
[and]] that this outfit was perfect. But at that moment I recalled Swann's
words,, which the Duchess did not have time to listen to, and it seemed to me
thatt it was in her friend's blood that she had been bathed (my translation).]
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Byy suppressing the direct association between Swann and the red clothes in the
laterr version, Proust contributes to m a k e the narrative mimic the—at least
partlyy —unconscious and 'social' ways in which processes of exclusion and
forgettingg take place.'" The narrative strand of the red shoes is not about
subjectivelyy isolated, fully private individuals and destroyed traditions. Instead,
itt tells h o w individuals are affectively and socially linked to several g r o u p s a n d
individualss (husbands, friends, families, classes, nations, Republics), and h o w
theyy can be excluded from several or all of these groups. Swann, w h o h a d fully
assimilatedd and 'individualised', was most at risk, because it turns out that his
long-timee friends are unable or unwilling to support him, even to tolerate him,
att the m o m e n t of conflict. 14
Ass we will see in what follows, the power constellations between these
groupss also seem to influence the patterns formed by the memories of those
belongingg to them. The story of the red shoes thus remains closer to Benjamin's
remarkss on the 'precarious structure of assimilation' than to his analysis of
m o d e r nn experience in the Baudelaire essay, where he projects the m o d e r n i s t
ideaa of a fully individualised society onto the Proustian narrative. I will return
too Benjamin later, but will n o w turn to the red shoes as an object of m e m o r y .

Laa Prisonnière: talking

dresses

Thee narrative goes on to tell, or rather not to tell but to evoke, h o w forgetting
aboutt Swann takes place over an extended period of time after his death a n d the
resolutionn of the Dreyfus Affair. In La Prisonnière, Marcel visits Oriane because
hee w a n t s to buy a red dress like hers for his captive Albertine. At the beginning
off their conversation, Marcel recalls the w a y Oriane looked at the party of the
Princessee de Guermantes: ' v o u s aviez u n e robe toute rouge, avec des souliers
rouges,, vous étiez inouïe, vous aviez 1'air d ' u n e espèce de g r a n d e fleur d e sang,
d ' u nn rubis en flammes' (1988: III, 547) ['you had a dress that was all red, with
redd shoes, you were marvellous, you r e m i n d e d me of a sort of great blood-red
blossom,, a glittering ruby' (1996: IV, 34)].21' This is h o w Marcel creates poetry
outt of a chain of rubies and the bloody garments of the lady in red. The m o r e
carefullyy one reads the Recherche, the more the distance between Marcel a n d the

'"" In chapter throe, I have addressed another act of rewriting in which Proust erased in his final
versionn the overly explicit references to processes of exclusion that happen at least partly
unconsciously. .
uu
Though, as we have seen, this is not the case for everyone: the Prince and Princesse de
Guermantess do tell Swann about their standpoint in the Drevfus Affair.
:
"" Actually, the French is not dependent on clichés like the English translation: 'une fleur dc san^'
literallyy means 'a flower of blood' and a 'rubis en flammcs' means 'a ruby in flames'.
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narratorr increases. Together, they form an exploration of conformism, as one
personn is split into a socially vulnerable, not very courageous young man
(Marcel)) and a reflective, 'remembering' narrator—who, however, always
remainss linked to Marcel, as I will later explain further.
Hereafter,, the narrator relates how Madame de Guermantes remembers her
dresss of that evening well, but has forgotten that Mme de Chaussepierre was
alsoo at the party. Marcel finds it strange that she does not remember this, for not
longg after the party the Duke had been passed over by Monsieur de
Chaussepierree for the presidency of the elitist anti-Dreyfusard 'Jockey Club'.
Thiss election had been a totally unexpected affront to the Duke. The Guermantes
familyy had always perceived the Chaussepierres as insignificant, highly
aristocraticc but dull people. At the Princesse de Guermantes's party, red Oriane
hadd even refused to greet Mme de Chaussepierre, who, in her eyes, was a
'scarecrow',, because she usually wore black woollen dresses.
Thee colours of the dresses are meaningful. In Andersen's 'The red shoes', red
andd black have the opposite meanings of happiness and freedom on the red side
andd religiosity and obedience on the black side. Parallel to this, in Stendhal's
novell Le Rouge et k Noir [77ie Red and the Black] (1831), red symbolises the army
andd liberty after the French Revolution, while black symbolises the Catholic
reaction.. Now, seventy years later, Mme de Guermantes's reaction to Mme de
Chaussepierree testifies to the fact that the symbolism of the liveliness of red and
thee obscurity of black is still maintained in society, but that the meaning of red
inn particular has become uncertain. At the party red Oriane, as we have seen,
betrayedd Swann and Dreyfus, but one of the reasons that the Duke was not
electedd President of the Jockey Club was the fact that Oriane, some time after the
party,, became known as a Dreyfusarde herself—against the wishes of the Duke.
Wee only learn of this fact, however, by the story of how it had to be forgotten
inn the Guermantes's circles. The narrator begins his account of the conversation
inn the Guermantes's salon with an explanation of how and why memory, and
forgetfulnesss even more, is produced by social situations. He writes that those
peoplee active in social life —and he sees all members of society as active, much
likee politicians and diplomats, but 'microscopiques' (1988: III, 547) ['only on a
microscopicc level' (1996: V, 34)]—are so preoccupied by the near present that
theyy hardly confide anything to their memory.
Onn oublie du reste vite ce qu'on n'a pas pensé avec profondeur, ce qui vous a
étéé dicté par 1'imitation, par les passions environnantes. Elles changent et
avecc elles se modifie notre souvenir. (...) Quant aux gens du monde, ils se
souviennentt de peu de chose (1988: III, 547-48).
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[Wee quickly forget what we have not deeply considered, what has been
dictatedd to us by the spirit of imitation, by the passions of the day. These
change,, and with them our memory undergoes alteration. (...) As for society
people,, they remember very little (1996: V, 35).] 2I
Mmee de Guermantes's forgetfulness (and that of the other members of 'society')
iss produced by their need to feel connected to their own social group and to the
present.. They thus conform to what theorists of collective memory —such as, for
example,, Jan Assmann (1999: 39) —have pointed out, namely that collective
memoryy tends to adapt to the social purposes of a group in the present and that,
inn order to ensure the continuity of that group, it tends to sieve out the
memoriess of those events that provoked conflict.22 The 'ritual', bloody aspect of
Mmee de Guermantes's redness, which forces her to forget Swann, is not the
productt of a 'tradition' or even of a 'constructed tradition', but rather of a
specificspecific constellation of power in which all the characters are involved and
intertwinedd from different angles and perspectives.23
Thee Proustian narrative here practices a modest and sombre form of 'sharing'
memories,, which passes through forgetting: it tells the story of a lack of
solidarityy in memory under collective pressure, and also of the painfulness of
suchh a process of repression for at least some individuals on both sides. The
mini-conflictt between Mme de Guermantes and her husband (as well as some
otherr society people), produced in the course of the Dreyfus Affair, has to be
forgottenn because it has to be forgotten that Swann had been their intimate
friend.. Internal divergences resulting from the Affair are repressed and 'society'
iss once more stabilised.24
:II
And the more we unlearn to identify 'Ie monde' and 'society' with elites, the more we can be
suree that we are all included.
:

-- Assmann takes this point from Maurice Halbwachs, Durkheim's successor at the College de
FranceFrance and a great inspirer of contemporary theories of cultural memory. Halbwachs was a
formerr pupil of both Bergson and Durkheim. By publishing Les cadres sociaux de la mémoire in
1925,, he tried to reinstall the tradition of Durkheimian sociology at the College, after Bergson
hadd dominated it since Durkheim's death. Halbwachs had become wary of Bergson-inspired
anti-rationalism.. In an article from 1925 entitled 'Matiére et société', not incidentally playing on
Bergson'ss Matierc et Mémoire, he argued that collective (group) memories 'frame' individual
memoriess (N'amer 1994: 319).
111

We may even allow ourselves to read the novel as a soap opera with some reality effect:
thoughh I did not find explicit references to this in the novel, I suspect that Mme de Guermantes
wass secretly in love with subtle Swann instead of with her horrible husband Zeus-Basin, or at
leastt a ho with Swann; forgetting him therefore may have cost her more than a friendship.
:44
Later on, the Dreyfus Affair itself is more or less forgotten in society in the name of France —
exceptt of course by historians and intellectuals for whom remembering the conflict became part
off their 'duty' as citizens. Proust stresses how quickly the conflictual Drevfus Affair ceased to
dividee French society as it started to prepare for World War I. Drevfus himself, at seventy years
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Thiss is not to sav that no courageous people may present themselves in the
mannerr of Saint-Loup, a member of the Guermantes circle who becomes a
Republicann Drevfusard.2S Moreover, certain other people mav have had so
muchh cultural power that thev were able to help Dreyfus without running the
riskk of exclusion (the Prince and Princesse de Guermantes) —though even they
(thinkk thev) have to do this in secret. Justice, however, seems to depend on the
questionn of whether another group cherishing other memories —and sharing a
differentt common goal —turns up.
Thee narrator makes clear that the process of fully 'disciplining' memory may
takee time: a little later on that same afternoon, Oriane seems less forgetful than
thee narrator had depicted her before. She dares to contradict her husband about
thee Drevfus affair. As Marcel, the Duke, the Duchess and a visitor begin to talk
aboutt the Drevfus Affair, it becomes clear that the Duke has increased his hatred
towardss the Jews. He delivers a terrifying monologue in which he argues that
theyy should be driven out because of the troubles they have caused 'La France'
(1988:: III, 551) [1996: V, 39]. The Duchess, on the contrary, defends a much more
nuancedd standpoint in which she explains why so many Jews may have been
Dreyfusards: :
justementt parce qu'étant Juifs et se connaissant eux-mêmes ils savent qu'on
peutt être Juif et ne pas être forcément traïtre et anti-francais, comme Ie
pretendd M. Drumont. (...) ils sentent bien que s'il n'était pas juif, on ne
1'auraitt pas cru si facilement traïtre a priori' (1988: III, 551).
['justt because thev are Jews and know themselves they realise that a person
cann be a Jew and not necessarily a traitor and anti-French, as M. Drumont
seemss to maintain. (...) they knew quite well that if he hadn't been a Jew,
peoplee wouldn't have been so ready to think him a traitor a priori' (1996: V,
39).] ]
Now,, however, the Duke and Marcel become accomplices again in isolating
Oriane'ss deviating opinions. The Duke replies: 'Les femmes n'entendent rien a
laa politique' (1988: III, 551) ['women never understand anything about politics'

old,, worked as a volunteer in the fourra^c around Paris (Burns 1991).
:
'' However, Saint-Loup did not vet have much to lose, because his being a Dreyfusard
Republicann 'betraying' his group was interpreted as a result or his sowing his wild oats; no one
threatenedd to exclude him while he was still at the Military Academy. Practically as soon as he
actuallyy joins the armv, his opinion turns around and he becomes an anti-Drevfusard after the
tact.. Hence, though he wants to be sincere, he is not being sincere when he tells Marcel that,
whilee all of his friends and family worry about whether they 'belong' or do not 'belong', he
simplyy does not care (see chapter lour).
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(1996:: V, 39)] and Marcel, who feels things are starting to go wrong, brings the
conversationn back to dresses: women's talk. Shoes are again discussed: the red
shoess and also a pair of golden ones that Mme de Guermantes wants to give to
Albertine.. Both pairs of shoes will reappear in the final conversation between
Marcell and Mme de Guermantes at the Bal de Têtes [Ball of the Heads/Masks],
whichh follows on the narrator's digression on memory and writing.

CounterpointCounterpoint to the red shoes; memory, metaphor and truth
AA critical reader might reply to my interpretation that 1 am tracing only one
narrativee strand about the memories of the most superficial character, the 'reine
dee 1'Instant' [queen of the present moment]. My answer to this would be that
Oriane'ss memory is a counterpoint to that of the narrator, who is diligentlv
producingg his beehive of memories, as Benjamin suggested.:(1 Oriane is actually
calledd the 'queen of the present moment' in the passage where she talks about
Swannn to his daughter Gilberte, long after Swann's death. In La Fugitive [The
Fugitive],Fugitive], she invites Gilberte for lunch and Gilberte starts to talk about her
father: :
AA la fin du dejeuner Gilberte dit timidement: 'Je crois que vous avez tres bien
connuu mon père.' 'Maïs je crois bien', dit Mme de Guermantes sur un ton
mélancoliquee qui prouvait qu'elle comprenait Ie chagrin de la fille et avec un
excess d'intensité voulu qui lui donnait I'air de dissimuler qu'elle n'était pas
süree de se rappeler tres exactement Ie père. 'Nous l'avons tres bien connu, je
mee rappelle tres bien.' (Et elle pouvait se Ie rappeler en effet, il était venu la
voirr presque tous les jours pendant vingt-cinq ans.) (...) 'Il venait aussi ici, il
déjeunaitt même ici, ajouta M. de Guermantes par ostentation de modestie et
scrupulee d'exactitude. Vous vous rappelez Oriane. Quel brave homme que
votree père! Comme on sentait qu'il devait être d'une familie honnête! du
restee j'ai aperc:u autrefois son père et sa mère. Eux et lui, quelles bonnes
gens!'' On sentait que s'ils avaient été, les parents et Ie fils, encore en vie, Ie
Duee de Guermantes n'eüt pas eu d'hésitation a les recommander pour une
placee de jardiniers. Et voila comment Ie faubourg Saint-Germain parte a tout

:
"" Even when her nephew Saint-Loup dies in World War I, Mme de Guermantes does not
managee to mourn for longer than a week. And this already impresses the narrator, because he
considerss a week relatively long tor her. He had anticipated that she would mourn only briefly,
becausee her 'Guermantes wit' might have incited her to show that she did not 'share the
superstitionn about the ties of blood' (1996: VI, 197). The suggestion, though ironic, makes clear
thee extent to which at the time an affective memory of the dead, even when this concerns a
familyy member, was associated with the Reaction.
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bourgeoiss des autres bourgeois, soit pour le flatter de 1'exception faite —le
tempss qu'on cause—en faveur de t'interlocuteur ou de 1'interlocutrice, soit
plutót,, ou en même temps, pour 1'humilier. C'était ainsi qu'un antisémite dit
aa un juif, dans le moment même oü il le couvre de son affabilité, du mal des
juifs,, d'une facon générale qui permette d'etre blessant sans être grossier.
Maiss reine de l'Instant, (...) Mme de Guermantes en était aussi 1'esclave. (...)
'Ill était charmant', dit la Duchesse avec un sourire triste (1989: IV, 160-61, my
italics).27 7
Ass 'queen of the present moment', Oriane manifests how our solidarity with
ourr friends, when they turn out to 'belong' to another group, may substantively
shiftshift and change over time, particularly when it concerns friends who are at risk
off exclusion, who have not yet been fully 'integrated' in (the memories of) this
group. .
Thee reader critical of my interpretation might press me further now and say
thatt I should finally turn to the novel's exploration of the less explicitly 'social'
andd 'forgetful' aspects of memory, which have not yet been sufficiently
exploredd in my discussion of Benjamin's interpretation. She could refer me to
thee narrator's crucial digression on involuntary memory at the end of Time
Regained,Regained, and suggest that the 'ultimate' Proustian challenge to secularism lies
inn the way we interpret involuntary memory and its relationship to the novel.
Forr how should we interpret the relation between Proust's novel, his writing,
andd the dimension of 'pure' memory that Bergson had tried to uncover?
Bergson'ss work, after all, was rightfully seen by someone like William James as
2727

i give the translation in a footnote because of the length of the quote: [At the end of the meal,
Gilbertee said timidly: 'I believe vou knew mv father quite well.' 'Why, of course we did,' said
Mmee de Guermantes in a melancholy tone which proved that she understood the daughter's
grieff and with a spurious intensify as though to conceal the fact that she was not sure whether
shee did remember the father very clearly. 'We knew him very well, I remember him very well.'
(Ass indeed she might, seeing that he had come to see her almost every day for twenty-tive
years.)) 'He used to come here too, in fact he used to come to luncheon here,' added M. de
Guermantess with ostentatious modesty and a scrupulous regard for accuracy. 'You remember,
Oriane.. What a fine man your father was! One felt that he must come of a very decent family.
Ass a matter of fact, 1 once saw his father and mother long ago. What excellent people they were,
hee and thev!' One felt that if Swann and his parents had still been alive, the Due de Guermantes
wouldd not have hesitated to recommend them for jobs as gardeners. And this is how the
Faubourgg Saint-Germain speaks to any bourgeois about other bourgeois, either to Hatter him
withh the exception being made in his favour (for as long as the conversation lasts) or rather, or
att the same time, to humiliate him. Thus it is that an anti-semite, at the very moment when he is
smotheringg a Jew with affability, will speak ill of lews, in a general fashion which enables him
too be wounding without being rude. But, queen of the present moment, (...) Mme de
Guermantess was also its slave. (...) 'He was charming,' said the Duchess with a wistful smile,
(...)(19%:: V, 664)].
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aa crucial source for a concept of 'spirituality', of religious experience free from
rituall and practice, perhaps even from conflict."* And did not Proust manage to
createe 'signs' independent from memory, as was suggested by Deleuze, whose
interpretationn I will shortly address? From a moral perspective, could not this
implyy that we can find a model for an 'ethics of memory' in Proustian writing?
Inn what follows, I try to show that we can indeed interpret the novel as the
explorationn of an alternative kind of memory, but that we cannot separate
Marcell (the moi social complicit with Oriane) from an narrator having access to a
so-calledd moi profond. Nor can we separate the forgetful Marcel and Oriane from
ann narrator capable of 'remembering' Swann, the excluded 'other', even though
thee narrator himself at one point suggests that this might be possible.
InIn The Captive, not very long before the passage quoted above on the 'queen
off the present', we find the only passage in the novel (to my knowledge) where
thee narrator addresses one of his own characters. He addresses Swann, after
havingg just related that he learnt about Swann's death from a newspaper
obituary: :
Ett pourtant cher Charles Swann, que j'ai si peu connu quand j'étais encore si
jeunee et vous prés du tombeau, c'est déja parce que celui que vous deviez
considérerr comme un petit imbecile a fait de vous Ie héros d'un de ses
romans,, qu'on recommence a parler de vous et que peut-être vous vivrez
(1989:: IV).

288

While Bergson's metaphysics can be interpreted as remaining blind to modernity, as Benjamin
argued,, it can also be read as an attempt to save the kernel of religious experience as spirituality
torr modernity, after the separation of religion as experience or sentiment from practice.
Althoughh Bergson conceives his metaphysics entirely in the terms of the philosophical tradition,
thee concept of duréc clearly has religious overtones, if only because it develops a concept of
realityy that 'essentially' precedes materiality and is accessible to the subject. The affinity of
Bergsoniann metaphysics with interpretations of religion as 'religious experience' was
recognisedd by William James. Already in 1903, upon rereading Bergson's work, he wrote that
'nothingg that he had read since years had so excited and stimulated mv thought'. It brought him
too 'give up logic, squarely and irrevocably' as a method, for Bergson had taught him that
'reality,, life, experience, concreteness, immediacy, use what word vou will, exceeds our logic,
overflows,, and surrounds it' (quoted from Wikipedia on 'Bergson' (2005). Bergson's work was a
majorr source for what James called 'religious experience', analysed by Charles Taylor (2002). In
America,, Bergson's work was received enthusiastically. One nice piece of paraphernalia:
Bergson'ss lecture 'Spirituality and Liberty', held in New York in 1913, which had been
announcedd in the New York Times one week in advance, probably caused the citv's first traffic
jamm (see Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy 2005: 'Bergson'). Bergson himself, like so manv
metaphysicianss before him, had suggested that 'intuition' might finally give access to a truth
untaintedd by differences of insight and opinion (Bergson 1989 [1903]: 85).
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[Andd yet, my dear Charles Swann, whom I used to know when I was still so
youngg and you were nearing your grave, it is because he whom you must
havee regarded as a young idiot has made you the hero of one of his novels
thatt people are beginning to speak of you again and that your name will
perhapss live (1996: V, 223).] 29
Itt is as if the narrator seeks to remedy his distance to Swann, revealed by the
factt that he learns of his death from the newspaper, by addressing him in
person.. I will now follow the spur of my imagined critical reader and start by
rereadingg the narrator's digression on writing and involuntary memory that so
inspiredd most critics dealing with Proustian memory, even if they usually end
upp distancing themselves from the views expressed. The complicated
relationshipp the narrator establishes between involuntary memory, time
regained,, le reel retrouvé, and writing, is inserted in Time Regained in the
narrator'ss account of an intermediary moment of contemplation by Marcel, just
beforee he visits his last great social event, the Bal de Têtes, actually a reception at
thee Princesse de Guermantes's. 30
Thee narrator recounts how, on his way to the reception several involuntary
memoriess assailing him in rapid sequence had reminded Marcel of earlier
momentaryy experiences of happiness. These involuntary memories had
occurredd before, at moments when Marcel's body had 'remembered' something
beforee his mind did, or, to put it in Benjamin's seductive words —as so often
conveyingg distinctions that are perhaps too radical —when Marcel had
experiencedd the tenacity of 'Erinnerungen im Geruchssinn (keineswegs
Gerüchee in der Erinnerung!)' ['memories in the sense of smells, and in no way
smellss in the memory'] (Benjamin 1977a [1929]: 323, translation Benjamin
(1968)).. The most famous such experience had already been related in Combray.
Marcell had dipped a Madeleine into his tilleul, had taken a bite, and had
suddenlyy felt very happy. Only afterwards, he had understood that this was
becausee he recognised the sensation of tasting such wet Madeleines from long
agoo in Combrav, when visiting his aunt Léonie.31
Havingg arrived at the reception, Marcel has to wait in the library until a
musicall performance finishes. While waiting, he forces himself to analyse why
thesee memories had always made him so happy, and why they had felt as
:

"" The translation omits the narrator's remark that he knew Swann only very little.
"'' The 'now' Princesse is actually the 'old' Mme Verdurin, a bourgeoise with a low social status at
thee beginning or the novel, at least in the eyes of the Faubourg St. Germain. Her social climbing
iss one of the novel's actualisations of Proust's image of society as a kaleidoscope (see
introduction). .
,!!
Evidently, this happiness has also furnished the ready material for psychoanalytic
interpretations. .
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invitationss to write. In the course of his thoughts, Marcel realises that he is
wastingg his time in society and decides that he has to start writing a long novel.
Hee figures that the happiness produced by the experiences of involuntary
memoryy must have been produced by the fact that sensation and imagination
camee together, thus enabling him to actually experience the essence of things,
'reelss sans être actuels, idéaux sans étre abstraits' (1989: IV, 451) [real without
beingg actual, ideal without being abstract'] (1996: V, 224).' :
Thiss discovery is not enough, however. Marcel relativises the happiness
producedd by these memories in a nearly careless way, thinking that the
contemplationn achieved, 'quoique d'éternité, était fugitive' (454) ['though of
eternity,, had been fugitive' (228)]. It is from here that he develops the thought
thatt writing must be the only feasible way of extending this kind of happiness
beyondd the short moments of involuntary memory. This would be possible
throughh the production of metaphors, which are analogous in writing to
involuntaryy memory because they can establish 'les anneaux nécessaires d'un
beauu style' (468) [the necessary rings of a well-wrought style (246)] in one's
sentencess between two different terms."
Linkingg different impressions, objects, and memories in a metaphoric style
enabless us, Marcel figures out, to feel the 'joie du reel retrouvé' (458) [the joy of
rediscoveringg what is real] (233). This gives access to 'les vérités écrites a 1'aide
dee figures dont j'essayais de chercher le sens dans ma tête' (458) ['truths written
withh the aid of shapes for whose meaning I searched in my brain' (232)], of
whichh he had realised that he was not 'libre de les choisir, qu'elles m'étaient
donnéess telles quelles' (458) ['free to choose them, that such as they were they
weree given to me'] (232). This, precisely, guarantees their truthfulness, their
authenticity,, and their individuality.
Marcel'ss reflections at this stage, very seriously reported by the narrator as
hiss subsequent discoveries, do not seem to touch upon social or cultural aspects

"" 1 suddenly understood this phrase better when I was teaching book X of St. Augustine's
Coufc^ionsCoufc^ions (1991 [397-399 A.C.]), which doubtlessly inspired Proust. Augustine explores
memoryy in the context of the question of how it is possible to love God, which later turns out to
bee quite equivalent to knowing about how we can achieve happiness. His rendering, in X, 8, of
whatt loving God must be like is close to Proust's 'ideal but not abstract' essences. Loving God
cannott be the love for anything physical or temporal, but it cannot be the love of something
abstractt (non-sensible) either: 'Yet there is a light I love, and a food, and a kind of embrace
whenn I love my God —a light, voice, odour, food, embrace of mv inner man, where mv soul is
floodlitt by light which space cannot contain, where there is sound that time cannot seize, where
theree is a perfume which no breeze disperses, where there is a taste for food no amount of
eatingg can lessen, and where there is a bond of union that no satietv can part.' (Augustinus
1991:183). .
i;;

And also in much larger units of literature and other arts. For example, in the 'metaphorical'
paintingss of Elstir (see Deleuze 2000).
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off memory. He gives much weight to the creative moment of writing, where
memoriess and sensations, as the 'signes d'autant de lois et d'idées' ['signs of
lawss and ideas'], should be 'convertis' ['converted'] into their 'equivalents
spirituels'' (458) ['spiritual equivalents' (232)].
Laterr on, surrounded by books and memories in the library, he conludes
that: :
ill me fallait rendre aux moindres signes qui m'entouraient (Guermantes,
Albertine,, Gilberte, Saint-Loup, Balbec, etc., leur sens que 1'habitude leur
avaitt fait perdre pour moi (1989, IV: 476).
[hee was surrounded by symbols (Guermantes, Albertine, Gilberte, SaintLoup,, Balbec, etc. and to the least of these I had to restore the meaning which
habitt had caused them to lose for me' (1996: VI, 256).] M
Noww the question is how we should interpret this moment of the 'conversion'
off the signs of memory into their spiritual equivalents, for this determines our
interpretationn of the relationship between (mediated) memory and metaphor in
thee novel.

TheThe apprenticeship to signs
Twentieth-centuryy readings of the Recherche have practically all left behind the
(individualisedd and aestheticised) language of interiority, often taking their
startingg point in contrasting the actual narrative with the one 'projected' in the
digressionn of Time Regained, which was actually written before the middle parts
off the Recherche.^ Close to Proust, in a sense, is Deleuze's hypermodernist
reading.. In his famous interpretation of metaphor in Proust and Signs (2000
[1964]),, he suggests that there is a gap between Proustian memory and the signs
off art produced in the novel. I will briefly address his interpretation as a
springboardd for returning to memory and practice.
Thee Recherche, Deleuze suggests, is not based on 'the exposition of memory,
butt on the apprenticeship to signs' (2000: 4). He radicalises Marcel's own
interpretationn of writing bv interpreting the novel as the exploration of different
144

Bv returning to this negatively connoted notion of habit as the destruction of meaning, the
narratorr reveals himself in his theory as the (Bergsonian) modernist that his own narrative
consistentlyy prompts him not to be.
111
This has been done systematically by Descombes (1987). In literary criticism the problematic
hass been addressed bv analysing the relationship between grammar and rhetoric, signifier and
meaning,, metonvm and metaphor, as de Man (1979) did in his interpretation of Proustian style.
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worldss of signs. The crucial sign is metaphor, the 'sign of art', because it is
independentt from 'material explanation' (2000: 3). Making metaphors is,
accordingg to Deleuze, a process —or perhaps, in his later terms, an 'event' —
superiorr to interpreting 'sensuous signs' (2000: 39). In interpreting the signs of
memory,, too, we remain dependent on sensation, on something external. The
Proustiann 'essences', by contrast, turn out to be signs of art, which are the only
signss capable of revealing a (monadic) individuality, a 'qualitative difference
thatt there is in the way the world looks to us, a difference that, if there were no
suchh thing as art, would remain the eternal secret of each man' (Proust 1954: III,
895,, quoted in Deleuze 2000: 41).
However,, the signs of art do not reveal a subject, but something 'implicating,
enveloping,, wrapping itself up in the subject', namely 'Being' or a 'region of
Being',, which reveals itself to the subject (Deleuze 2000: 43).-^ In metaphorising
itit is as if the world itself is newly created, and time as well. Deleuze refers to the
neo-Platonistt 'One' that precedes 'any development, any deployment, any
explication,, because it is complication, a complication that is essentially instable,
containingg many contraries, many layers, and that is the origin of a world
whichh is essentially "expressive"' (Deleuze 2000: 45). In metaphor, essence
materialises,, becomes a 'sign', because metaphor reproduces the instability
necessaryy for transmuting matter by divesting it of its fixed qualities. In sum,
Deleuzee encounters in Proustian style the signs expressive of 'something'
precedingg individual memory, which is not (mediated) habit, culture, or
practice.37 7
Yett there are a few complicating elements in the Proustian narrative, which
providee reasons for hesitating in going along with Deleuze's enthusiastic
interpretation.. These elements give us reason to be more careful, even explicitly
hesitant,, about uncoupling Proustian metaphor from memory, sensation, habit,

<
' •• 'Ce n'cst pas Ie sujet qui explique 1'essence, c'est plutót 1'essence qui s'implique, s'enveloppe,
s'enroulee dans Ie sujet. (...) Ce ne sont pas les individus qui constituent Ie monde, mais les
mondess enveloppés, les essences qui constituent les individus. "Ces mondes que nous appelons
less individus, et que sans 1'art nous ne connaitrons jamais"' (Deleuze 1964: 38, quoting Proust
1954:: III, 258).
377
Deleuze's reading of 'metaphorising' (in Proust) as an autonomous moment in aesthetic
productionn has an enormous impact on contemporary society, because it pervades
contemporaryy aesthetics (particularly that of film) and is also seen bv some as the source of a
radicall politics of 'intensities', a way to overcome inside-outside dichotomies bv positing them
togetherr d'cmblce, as in a fold. Deleuze has inspired Connolly, whose strong arguments against
rationalistt interpretations of subjectivity and political judgement 1 endorse, and his work also
inspiress alternative forms of political action, innovative philosophy, cultural analysis and art.
Butt what I miss in Deleuze's interpretation of metaphorising is a critical reflection on the
relationn between 'becoming' and the 'habitual', mediated, textured sides of experience —I will
explainn this more in what follows.
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plurality,, and also conflict.38 The two crucial elements are forgetting and the
consciencee of death. Both occur in the narrative; the first (forgetting) just
precedingg Marcel's revelation, the latter (the conscience of death) following it.
Deleuzee mentions neither, or at least he separates them from the signs of art;
perhapss he represses these moments.
Inn comparison, Benjamin had also introduced the concept of 'convoluted
time',, but he had done so precisely in relation to memory. He interprets
Proustiann 'eternity' not as Platonic or Spinozist but, by contrast, as 'rauschhaft'
[rapturous]. 199 His explanation, however, is very time-conscious:
Thee eternity which Proust opens to view is convoluted time, not boundless
time.. His true interest is in the passage of time in its most real —that is, spacebound—form,, and this passage nowhere holds sway more openly than in
remembrancee within and aging without (Benjamin 1968: 211).4(1
Itt is in the context of forgetting and also of ageing that the red shoes will turn
upp once more.

Forgetting;Forgetting; 'as within a thousand sealed vessels'
Stehtt nicht das ungewollte Eingedenken, Prousts mémoire involontaire dem
Vergessenn viel naher als dem, was meist Erinnerung genannt wird?
(Benjaminn 1977a [1929]: 311)
[Iss not the involuntary recollection, Proust's mémoire involontaire, much closer
too forgetting than what is usually called memory? (Benjamin 1968: 202)]
Att the beginning of his wait in the library, approaching his euphoric
understandingg of why involuntary memory and writing are metaphorically
related,, Marcel had gathered that forgetting plays a crucial role in the happiness
1KK

I follow a rather theoretical track here. For a detailed analysis of the occurrence of 'cultural
memory'' in Proustian metaphor in practice, see chapter four.
144
For a comment of Benjamin's interpretation of Proust which focusses on the aspect of
'rapture',, see de Wilde 2006.
4,11
Deleuze's interpretation contrasts with earlier Nietzschean interpretations of Proust's work,
suchh as, for example, the interpretation by Jacques Riviere quoted by Benjamin: 'Proust tritt an
dass Erleben ohne das leiseste metaphvsische Interesse, ohne den leisesten konstruktivistischen
Hang,, ohne die leiseste Nieigung zum Trosten heran' (Benjamin 1977a [1929]: 322) ['Proust
approachess experience without the slightest metaphysical interest, without the slightest
penchantt for construction, without the slightest tendency to console' (Benjamin 1968: 213)].
Riviere'ss heroic rejection of consolation, however, is not that much less romantic.
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procuredd by involuntary memory. He had thought that every moment of our
existencee is different because we do not experience onlv those things on which
wee concentrate rationally, but also attach to them associations that have no
logicall connection with them and that we separate from them because thev do
nott serve any rational purpose. Atmosphere, colours, and emotions are all
attachedd to every single sensation. It is through these associations that even the
memoryy of the simplest act or gesture remains 'enfermé comme dans mille
vasess clos dont chacun serait rempli de choses d'une couleur, d'une odeur,
d'unee temperature absolument différentes' (1989: IV, 448) ['immured as within
aa thousand sealed vessels, each one of them filled with the things of a colour, a
sense,, a temperature that are absolutely different from one another' (1996: VI,
221)].. Past and present do not amalgamate because of the work of forgetting:
Oui,, si le souvenir, grace a 1'oubli, n'a pu contractor aucun lien, jeter aucun
chainonn entre lui et la minute présente, s'il est resté a sa place, a sa date, s'il a
gardee ses distances, son isolement dans le creux d'une vallée ou a la pointe
d'unn sommet, il nous fait tout a coup respirer un air nouveau, précisément
parcee que c'est un air qu'on a respire autrefois (...) (1989: IV, 449).
[Yes:: if, owing to the work of oblivion, the returning memory can throw no
breach,, form no connecting link between itself and the present minute, it
remainss in the context of its own place and date, if it keeps its distance, its
isolationn in the hollow of a valley or upon the highest peak of a mountain
summit,, for this very reason it causes us suddenly to breathe a new air, an air
whichh is new precisely because we have breathed it in the past (...) (1996: VI,
221-22).] ]
Thee importance of forgetting lies in the isolation of past moments which
preservee their distance only in that isolation. This interpretation of the function
off forgetting casts a new light on involuntary memory. It depends on forgetting,
aa form of forgetting that is not definitive but that makes the past accessible
withoutt reducing it only to those images useful in the present.41 Such forgetting
+ii

Adorno realised the importance of forgetting in Proust. In a letter immediately preceding
Benjamin'ss previously quoted one, Adorno makes a comment about Benjamin's 'Some motifs in
Baudelaire'' in which he draws attention to forgetting. He asks whether the decisive element of
Proustiann involuntary memory, which turns it into experience, is indeed the tact that the first
impressionn is unconscious, as Benjamin had suggested. In Adorno's view, a dialectical step has
beenn left out of Benjamin's interpretation; namely, that of forgetting (Adorno and Benjamin
19999 [1940J: 321 J. He adds a somewhat enigmatic and perhaps slightly moralistic explanation:
bothh remembrance and memory are located in forgetting, and the structure of the experience of
ann individual person may depend in the last instance upon 'Inno that person forgets' (321). Here,
Adornoo seems to forget himself what Benjamin had written about forgetting in Proust already
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causess the opposite of a flowing together in memory: there is no streaming or
amalgamationn of different memories as in the image of tradition or restored
(pre-modern)) 'experience' deployed by Benjamin (1980 [1938]) following
Bergson.. For Proust, amalgamation results when the subject superimposes
differentt memories on each other. This has the negative effect that our
memoriess lose their consistency and fade out; thanks to forgetting, this process
cann be put on another track.
Howw then can we interpret the relation between forgetting and writing? Let
mee return once more to Proust's explanation of metaphorising, which he had
presented,, we already saw, as bringing together impressions that we are not
ablee to choose. This contingency had proven to be the condition of the
Véritéé du passé qu'elle ressuscitait, des images qu'elle déclenchait, puisque
nouss sentons son effort pour remonter vers la lumière, que nous sentons la
joiee du reel retrouvé. Elle est Ie controle aussi de la vérité de tout le tableau
faitt d'impressions contemporaines qu'elle ramene a sa suite avec cette
infailliblee proportion de lumière et d'ombre, de relief et d'omission, de
souvenirr et d'oubli que la mémoire ou 1'observation conscientes ignoreront
toujours(1989:IV,, 458).
[truenesss of the past which they [the involuntary memories] brought back to
life,, (...) since we feel, with these sensations, the effort that they make to
climbb back towards the light, feel in ourselves the joy of rediscovering what
iss real. And here too was the proof of the trueness of the whole picture (...)
withh those unerring proportions of light and shade, emphasis and omission,
memoryy and forgetfulness to which conscious recollection and conscious
observationn will never know how to attain' (1996: VI, 233).]
Thee function of forgetting in involuntary memory is to cause our past to
becomee a 'livre intérieur de signes inconnus' (458) ['an inner book of unknown
symbols'' (233)]. To 're-member' in writing, then, might mean to 'feel' something
likee truth in practically unanalysable, deeply mediated combinations of images,
too feel something like a balance between what should be emphasised and what
shouldd be omitted, what should be highlighted and what should be shaded.
Perhapss this process could give access to individuality, but then precisely
becausee it is so contingent rather than 'necessary' and law-like —yet at the same
timee historical, mediated, cultural.42
inn 1929 (see above).
4::

Proust's own explanation is again close to that ot Augustine, who suggests that torgetting
mightt plav a crucial role in transforming our impressions into stable concepts (essences or
thingss in themselves) that seem independent from sensation. According to Augustine, essences
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ForgettingForgetting and cultural memory
Byy coming to a standstill at forgetting, Proust appears to open up a space for
deconstructingg the suggested independence of metaphorising from experience,
andd also for developing a mediated understanding of the relation between
memoryy and (aesthetic or religious) meaning making. But now we have to see
thatt this also opens up a possibility for a non-reductionist but still cultural
interpretationn of experience that reaches even into its deepest layers. This may
helpp me further in my attempt to understand memory as a mediator between
freedomm and belonging, individual experience and cultural practice, meaning
makingg and relying on already existing interpretations. Metaphorically
explained,, we might try to understand memory's function as constitutive of our
abilityy to regulate the relations between these pairs of concepts in terms of
shadee and light or foregrounding and omitting, rather than in terms of a
dichotomouss relationship. 41 Let me try to be more precise.
Inn his Philosophical Investigations, Wittgenstein escaped from the
'metaphysical-epistemological-modernist'' framework that produces its 'eitherors'' or dialectical 'turnovers' by opposing habit and freedom, culture and
individual,, truth and opinion and the like. He suggested, as I already recalled at
thee end of chapter six, that we learn to recognise things and to understand the
'rules'' of meaning making only in the course of social learning processes,
throughh practices of meaning making.44
seemm to have other entrances to our souls than sensation: 'I run through all the entrance doors
off my flesh but I do not find one by which they have entered in' (1991: X, 17). So how did they
arrivee there? Augustine only brings up idealism after a marvellous empiricist exploration: he
suggestss that the seemingly gap-like distance between perception and concept is linked to
forgetting,, or at least to something very similar to forgetting. He suggests that conceptualisation
mightt be the result of a process which he calls cogitare and which he describes in terms very
similarr to the way Proust understands involuntary memory. Augustine presents it as a process
inn which impressions that had been hidden somewhere deeply in our memories are dragged
out.. Like Proust, he does not link this dragging to a subjectively projected activity, but rather to
aa process of repetitive association which requires continuous practice. In this explanation, he
introducess the concept of cogitare. This is the iterative Latin form of cogcrc, which means 'to
gather':: cogitare means to repetitively bring together things that lie disparatelv in memorv (1991:
X,, 18). Later on in the chapter, Augustine explicitly mentions forgetting, which he, again like
Proust,, relates to a conscience of death and to our ultimate inability to grasp the 'broad plains
andd caves and caverns' of our memory, the 'stomach' of our minds. (Ï came to a better
understandingg of these passages thanks to a discussion with my colleague Marieke Borren.)
411
Deleuze seems to forget the moment of forgetting itself, which is, we might sav, the moment
wheree his reading turns into myth, even if he suggests that we are dealing with becoming,
mobility,, and intensity, as Bergson had done.
444

See Bader (2001) for a critique of constructivist views of culture drawing on Wittgenstein's
philosophyy of rules —in a debate with Gerd Baumann. I was too deeply involved in Benjamin's
andd Adorno's interpretations to understand in time that Vincent Descombes' Wittgensteinian
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Thiss does not necessarily mean that we have to reject the concept of experience
ass overly subjectivist. Rather, we should analyse the interaction between
memoryy and forgetting in the production of experience. Recognising the role of
forgettingg may lead us, on the one hand, to take the relative solidity of concepts,
habitss and beliefs seriously/ while, on the other hand, the consciousness that we
aree dealing with the results of forgotten learning processes helps us to
rememberr that we could try to change them if we wanted to. Veit Bader has
suggestedd we might follow such a double track. We know that we have learnt a
commonn language, cultural and religious practices, an ethos (or customs), and
wayss of moving our bodies, but also that we have 'forgotten' these processes to
thee extent that we ourselves can have no immediate access to all of these beliefs,
habitss and practices as 'just memories', mere contingencies. They are not
entirelyy permeable to our own wishes for change on the basis of reason(s), and
wee may also feel quite dependent upon these forgotten contingencies
(paraphrasedd from Bader 1991:120).
Inn other words, learning processes imprint themselves on our bodies and
affects,, which produces the 'texture' or 'layeredness' of culture and the fact that
itss lower layers may become 'sedimented' (Connolly 2002: 16, 17). Hence,
thoughh we may be able to realise that our (and other people's) habits and beliefs
aree not 'naturally' given, but produced over the course of learning processes,
theyy may not be that easily accessible to active remembering or conscious
change—evenn if we do not like them. Or, at least, change would seem to imply
thee necessity of transformations in many patterns at once, and a desire for
changee strong enough to inspire a great amount of practice.45 Pursuing such an
understandingg of the role of forgetting in patterning our experience would help
too develop a concept of experience that would not consider it enough to state
that,, from a third-person perspective, we can demonstrate that meaning is
constructedd and, for example, that (post-)modern religion is 'just' neo-religion,
'just'' a politics of identity. Precisely because the things we have learnt are
connectedd to forgetfulness, because they become unconscious and involuntary,
thevv mav start to function as if they were natural, original —or, in the case of
conceptss and metaphors, 'pure'.
interpretationn of Proust's work might provide a modest, critical and convincing reading of the
novell that could take me further in mv understanding of the heritage of modernist concepts of
subjectivityy in contemporary secularism. I read Descombes' book (1987) too early and realised
itss importance too late. If I had time to start again, 1 would certainly reflect upon his
interpretation.. And I would then also reflect upon the work by Teresa de Lauretis (1984) tin
habitt change, Peircian semiotics and experience (see Peeren 2005).
4
'' Thoroughly changing habitualised behaviour is an option not very seriously considered bv
Proustt —who seems to have thought that writing about them was already quite an effort. This
hangss together with his mechanical, modernist concept of habit (as analogous to death and pure
repetition!),, a concept which, as 1 have already argued, is constantly crossed by the narrative.
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Perhapss the role of forgotten learning processes also partly pertains to
communitiess (or societies), causing them to be less manipulable than we might
likee them to be:
Whatt has grown historically leads to a stability that makes up the nonavailabilityavailability of collective identity: there is a limit to manipulability — even
whenn we are fully conscious of the historical contingency of communities
andd the collective identities that are based on them (Bader 1991: 121, my
translation).4'1 1
Accordingg to this view, forgetting plays a structural role in constituting
relativelyy stable communities. Recognising such stability does not lead to the
vieww that cultures (or religions) are unchangeable, 'reified' or essential. This
wouldd be to suggest that no enlightenment is possible and that critique would
bee necessarily ineffective. Rather, to borrow Paul Ricoeur's term, it means that
theyy have a certain ipscitc, and that we have to recognise this.47
Or,, in Connolly's words, we have to see the impact of the sedimented layers
off culture, of its objectified, institutionalised aspects: while cultures are
'constitutedd in part by the perceptions, beliefs and concepts in it' and while
muchh about the tension between different 'constituencies' is lodged in this
dimension,, attempts to understand the layered relation between thinking and
culturee also have to 'gauge' how sedimented
'memoryy traces' —as intensive thought fragments in a self or culture—can
affectt thinking and judgment without themselves being articulable, and how
thee application of subtle techniques sometimes affects the shape and
intensityy of such traces (Connolly 2002: 18).
Thee textured quality of culture means that we have to understand that people
cannott do everything at the same time, and it also implies that it might not be
wisee to try and destroy or negate cultural and religious beliefs and practices or
too pressure people to transform them into 'merely' conscious beliefs. Instead of
disappearingg altogether, memories of beliefs and practices may retreat into
forgetfulnesss and become less accessible to reasons. They may also pop up as
'intensivee thought fragments'. This may help us to understand why 'neo4nn

We can distinguish here between the perspective of individuals and groups themselves, and a
moree distant or reflexive perspective. What seems mediated and contingent from the second
perspectivee may seem quite natural and primary from the perspective of the first. We have to
recognisee that there are degrees of self-reflexiveness and no simple either-ors (Bader 1991),
4
"" Ricoeur (1990) explains that the self has two important aspects that should be distinguished:
ipiéitc,ipiéitc, a continuity in time, and identitc, a definition of selfhood in contrast to others.
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religion'' or 'neo-orthodoxy' follows the destruction of culture as a partly
habituall but also partly manipulable and conscious 'tradition'. Assimilationism
andd secularism mav encourage 'neo-cultures's emergence instead of preventing
it.. This is perhaps what Rov intuits in the quote with which I opened Transit II,
wheree he argues that secularism produces specific kinds of religion. However,
Royy forgets this in his discussion of ethnicity and his rejection of
multiculturalismm (see chapter six.)
Itt is morally important but also prudent to give individuals and communities
timee and to create legitimate options for voice, and loyalty—or rather, many
loyalties,, both loose and strong. I mean legitimate here not only in the legal
sense;; pluralists should try to convince members of majorities that members of
minoritiess can have different practices, habits and opinions, and that they may
manifestt these to larger extents than everyone may like.
Wee should not forget that not only 'subtle techniques', but also social conflict
cann affect the shape and intensity of memory traces. One of the things we learn
fromm the Proustian narrative strand of the red shoes is that it is not easy to
distinguishh between those elements of forgetting that make up the texturedness
off selves and cultures, and the conscious repression of certain facts that occurs at
thee moment of conflict; it suggests that the two are entirely interwoven. The fact
thatt Mme de Guermantes forgets Swann and conforms to her group's collective
memoryy is only partly the product of her conscious repression or choice; partly,
suchh forgetting just happens.

Lee Temps Retrouvé: dust
Noww we can address the second point at which the Proustian narrative critically
encounterss Deleuze's interpretation. In line with Benjamin's remark on the
importancee of ageing in Proust, Paul Ricoeur has suggested that Deleuze's
interpretationn should be confronted with the course of the narrative as it
developss after Marcel enters the room where the reception or Bal de Tétes is
actuallyy being held (Ricoeur 1985 [1984]: 131-38). The narrator recounts Marcel's
thoughtss during the reception. These thoughts do not concern extra-temporality
andd life but, instead, death and time as they manifest themselves in the
characterss that he encounters one last time before starting to write his novel.
Thesee characters have now grown old, conserved in their habits, and the
memoryy of those who have died is present —also because we are in the middle
off World War I. Here, Marcel encounters the announcement of decay, Taction
destructricee du Temps (1989: IV, 508) [the destructive action of time (1996: VI,
298)],, and he interprets it as a grave objection to his plan to finally 'rendre
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clairess (...) des réalités extra-temporelles' (508) [to make visible realities that
weree outside Time], by starting to write.4" The narrator describes a show of
poupéess baignant dans les couleurs immatérielles des années, des poupées
extériorisantt Ie Temps, Ie Temps qui d'habitude n'est pas visible, pour le
devenirr cherche des corps et partout oü il les rencontre, s'en empare pour
montrerr sur eux sa laterne magique (1989: IV, 503).
[agedd marionettes bathed in the immaterial colours of the years, puppets
whichh exteriorized Time, Time which by habit is made invisible and to
becomee visible seeks bodies, which wherever it finds it seizes upon, to
displayy its magic lantern upon them (1996: VI, 291 ).]44
Thee destruction that he is confronted by also announces to Marcel his own
death,, which provides the final spur to discipline himself and write his novel.
Thee novel, Ricoeur suggests, can only be understood as a novel about historical,
evenn destructive time, and not about extra-temporality. A novel that will be
filledd with characters extended in time, as if they were
juchéss sur de vivantes échasses, grandissant sans cesse, parfois plus hautes
quee des clochers, finissant par leur rendre la marche difficile et périlleuse, et
d'oüü tout d'un coup ils tombaient (1989: IV, 625).
[perchedd upon living stilts which never cease to grow until sometimes they
becomee taller than church steeples, making it in the end both difficult and
perilouss for them to walk and raising them to an eminence from which
suddendlyy they fall (1996: VI, 451).]
Thiss is one of the final sentences of the novel, and the book we have just read is
thee result of this attempt to grasp time through the lives of the characters and of
4hh

It is at this moment, I would like to suggest, that he decides to write a narrative novel and not
aa 'largely' poetic one. In chapter four, 1 hope to have shown already how much 'history' is
infusedd into Proust's metaphors. And here we might also add how much 'forgetting' is as well,
forr example when we interpret the whole novel as a large narrative metaphor in which the two
sidess of Swann and Guermantes start to interfere with each other like the circles in a pond after
wee throw two stones into it. This is suggested in particular by the appearance of Gilberte Swann
andd Robert de Saint-l.oup's daughter at the reception given bv the Princesse de Guermantes.
Butt Gilberte, after Swann's death, had changed her name from Swann into 'de Forcheville', after
herr mother's second husband, and had tried to avoid being associated with the name Swann
(1996:: V, 670).
J

"" As we have seen, Proust was fascinated by the force of habit, but to translate
withh 'by habit' seems a bit exaggerated to me.

'd'habitude'
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aa w h o l e generation. But could it not be possible to perceive people in this way
alsoo more generally, in our daily experience? Perhaps it is only because of the
narrator'ss strangely abstract view of habit as repetition that he thinks he is
unablee to perceive stilted people in social life, only seeing them while writing.
Onlvv hesitatinglv does the narrator address the m e m o r y of someone w h o has
alreadyy died: Swann. Here we find a last reference to the red clothes and shoes.
Thevv are a m o n g the final topics of a long conversation between M m e de
G u e r m a n t e ss and Marcel. Thev first talk about the period w h e n S w a n n was still
Oriane'ss friend. The Dreyfus Affair is not mentioned. Afterwards, they talk
aboutt the dress and shoes. N o w , neither Swann nor the Affair is mentioned. As
Marcell reminds her of the red dress she once wore, Oriane melancholically
recallss how m u c h time has passed since. At Marcel's request, she describes the
dresss in a very precise manner, but then starts to d o u b t whether she indeed
w o r ee red shoes with it. Were they not the golden ones? {1989: IV, 588; 1996: VI,
403).. Mme de G u e r m a n t e s mixes u p her fairy tale with another one. The
narratorr onlv writes that he preferred not to talk about the event that m a d e him
soo certain that the shoes were indeed red.
M m ee de G u e r m a n t e s goes on to remember the evening Marcel came to ask
aboutt the dress on behalf of Albertine, the first time that the red dress and shoes
w e r ee cut off from the m e m o r y of Dreyfus and Swann. Albertine has been dead
forr a long time and the narrator writes that he does not m o u r n her death any
more.. However, he writes that our dead friends' 'poussière indifférente
continuee a être mêlee, a servir d'alliage, aux circonstances du passé' (1989: IV,
589)) ['undervalued dust continues to be mingled, like s o m e base alloy, with the
circumstancess of the past' (1996: VI, 404)]. H e a d d s that this means that we are
obligedd to make allusion to these friends w h e n w e speak of the places or
circumstancess in which they were with us, even if we have stopped m o u r n i n g
them:: 'Telles sont les formes dernières et peu enviables d e la survivance' (1989:
IV,, 589) ['Such are the last, the scarcely desirable vestiges of survival after
death'' (1996: VI, 404)]. He a d d s that we have to m a k e allusion to them even if
w ee d o not mention them, which is what h a p p e n s w h e n the narrator reminds the
readerr of such a small thing as the red shoes without mentioning Swann
explicitly.. This, however, is less than he had promised Swann w h e n addressing
himm directlv.
Itt is in the novel that w e can distinguish between different kinds of
rememberingg and forgetting, without being able to separate them. Mme de
G u e r m a n t e ss remembers the past in an amalgamated way from the perspective
off the present. The narrator is more precise and m a k e s a detour. Through the
workk of r e m e m b e r i n g the forgotten, he separates the different times the red
shoess appeared, remembering them in their o w n period, each s u r r o u n d e d by
thee painful reflections of the moment. The novel thus reconstructs the memory
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off an individual, not of a group. At the same time, however, these memories
testifyy to Marcel and Oriane's painful conformity to collective pressures. The
novell reconstructs the memories of several isolated individuals in a minute
way,, making clear the semi-disparate, semi-shared character of collective
memoryy that appears when one contemplates it in detail and over a longer
period. .

Forgetting,Forgetting, secularism and democratic memory
Lett me anticipate the conclusion to this study with a brief reflection on the link
betweenn Proust's account of memory and forgetting and my reasons for
criticisingg secularism in trying to contribute to a concept of what Rainer
Bauboeckk has called 'democratic memory' (1998). He argues the need for such a
conceptt in a discussion of overly 'presentist' concepts of citizenship, defining it
ass a memory that can 'include the divergent pasts of all groups who share a
commonn future in a democratic state' (2002: 8). We have seen that Durkheim
alreadyy grasped the importance of the past for a progressive project. He
includedd a reflection on the objective memory constituted in institutions. But
Durkheimm remained afraid of admitting memories of difference, like Noiriel
(seee chapter one).
Proust'ss narrative incites us to realise that the care taken to build solidarity
withh the 'own' group should be complemented by a democratic care to build
solidarityy with those whose 'difference' is remembered by the majority because
theyy have not yet fully 'integrated' or 'assimilated'; or, as we have also explored
inn chapter four, whose 'difference' is remembered by the majority
notwithstandingg the fact that they have fully 'assimilated'.
Yett we also need to see the importance of a recognition of memories of
differencee in a stronger sense. Idealistically pleading for 'inclusive' memory
wouldd not be enough to remedy the 'presentism' — and I would say
modernismm —inherent in some concepts of liberal democracy. Democratic
memory,, which wants to give voice to all, should also be open to memories of
differencee and conflict, instead of only to memories of 'how we started to
belong'.. I do not mean to suggest that it would help to keep bringing up painful
memoriess of conflict and division. But I do think that assimilatory pressures to
fullyy 'forget' or to understand oneself as 'having forgotten' not only culture as a
partlyy habitual background or ipséité but also intrinsically related painful
conflictss that have resulted in a different 'identitc', may help to turn mediated
memoriess (on both sides) into quite stable counter-identities rather than helping
themm to find a new place. Recognising these memories publicly, also if
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expressedd in a religious vocabulary, seems more conducive to achieving
peacefull plural societies that may also enhance the happiness of individuals.
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Lett me try to bring together four points that seem essential to me when looking
backk at this study. Firstly, I reflect on some uses and abuses of referring to the
memoryy of Jewish 'assimilation' in the French nineteenth century today.
Secondly,, I specify what I think we could learn from reading Marcel Proust's
RechercheRecherche in the context of today's questions surrounding the position of
migrantss in Europe. Thirdly, I briefly summarise, in more general terms, the
critiquess of assimilation and secularism as I have developed them over the
coursee of this book. And fourthly, I address the question of what alternatives
couldd be developed. Here, I try to redefine the relationship between
'secularism',, 'religious neutrality' and 'liberal democracy'. Finally, I bring up
somee future research issues.

1.. The 'assimilation' of the French Jews as a memory for today
Somee years ago, a strange episode aired on the local television channel in
Amsterdam.. In a moment of inadvertence, the city councillor for education, Rob
Oudkerk,, was filmed talking to the mayor of Amsterdam, Job Cohen, under the
impressionn that he was speaking off the record. He could clearlv be heard
sayingg the word 'Kutmarokkanen' [fucking Moroccans], a word that has since
becomee notorious (and common) in the Netherlands. My attention was drawn
byy the immediate reaction of the mayor, who said: 'maar het zijn wel onze
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Kutmarokkanen'' [but they are our fucking Moroccans]. Oudkerk's insensitive
neologismm must have taken a very short-circuited route through Cohen's mind,
forr his reply referred to a slogan reportedly invented during World War II,
whichh held that the 'rotmoffen' [shit krauts] should keep their hands off 'onze
rotjoden'' [our shit Jews].1
Cohen'ss reaction exposes an important factor related to the incorporation of
migrantss into European societies, which is the memory of the fate of the
Europeann Jews in World War II. Migrants not only bring their own memories,
butt they also 'land' in a public culture and, hence, in a specific field of
memories.. The fate of the Jews in particular has left deep traces that influence
present-dayy thinking about minorities in the European context in ways that are
difficultt to evaluate because thev are not always explicit and that result in
highlyy diverse attitudes.
Overr the last years, a significant change has occurred with regard to the role
off these memories. In the 1980s, at a demonstration against racism in France, it
couldd still be written that 'juif = immigré', and campaigns against the
discriminationn of Muslims would sometimes refer to the exclusion of the Jews.
Inn 1993, looking back at the Rushdie Affair, Talal Asad made a comparison
betweenn the situation of Muslims in contemporary Europe and the position of
thee Jews in post-Enlightenment France as Arthur Hertzberg had described it:
'Thiss 'new Jew' had been born into a society which asked him to keep proving
thatt he was worthy of belonging to it' (Hertzberg 1968: 365-66; quoted in Asad
1993:306). .
Presently,, however, there is an increasing resistance to comparisons between
thee current position of Muslims (or, more generally, migrants) and the position
off Jews in the past and/or present, because such comparisons are considered to
bee often too quick, too abstract and too morally loaded.2 It is sometimes also
arguedd that these comparisons result in a blindness to the totallv different
historicall context and that they entail a form of moral blackmail intended
simplvv to cover up abuses within migrant communities. Perhaps this has
indeedd partly been the case, which may have prevented some from having the
couragee to address these abuses.
11

The phrase is famous but it was not widespread during World War II (see De Haan 1997).
Inekee Sluiter (20(15) traces its precise origins and the many wavs in which it has been referenced
overr the last vears.
::
This is especially the case if we refer to the most traumatic moment in the modern European
historyy ot the Jews, as we quickly tend to do because these memories are so present. As an
examplee I want to mention here the heated discussions in the Netherlands after the popular
Dutchh historian Geert Mak compared some iconic aspects ot the portrayal of Muslims in Avaan
Hirsii Ali and Theo van Gogh's Him Submission part i with that ot Jews in Der vwi^c }mic (Mak
2005:: 69-70). For a quite radical example of the resistance against comparison, see Trigano
(200.5). .
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Theree are other reasons for being careful about making comparisons. Thev
couldd lead to an increasing imagery of Muslims as a sort of contemporary
'victims-in-waiting',, the term Ronald Schechter and Michael Bernstein use
whenn criticising the teleological historiography of the Jews in PostRevolutionaryy France (see Transit I). An imagery of Muslims as (future) victims,
eitherr of xenophobia or of a hard line, unreflexive and dogmatic secularism,
mayy encourage strong ethno-religious boundaries rather than help overcome
them. .
Itt would also be unhappy if pointing to a certain precariousness in the
contemporaryy relations between Muslims and other citizens of European
countriess would further encourage the increasing pessimism about migration.
Thiss pessimism could express itself as a sort of reflexive fear concerning the
inassimilabiUtcinassimilabiUtc of some Muslim migrants, this time not racially motivated, but
historically:: a fear that the confrontation of secularist majorities and Islamic
minoritiess will, in the long run, inevitably lead to conflict. The emergence of
suchh an affective under-layer 'of fear' might lead to the further reinforcement of
thee boundaries of Fortress Europe. Internally, it may also lead to stronger
pressuress on minorities to 'integrate' or, increasingly explicitly, to 'assimilate'.
AA comparable fear, though not often expressed as such, may actually already
underliee anti-immigration policies and the sometimes exaggerated pressures on
migrantss to perform as actively participating citizens.
Thiss might lead us to argue, then, that the history of migration has always
beenn accompanied by certain amounts of violence and discrimination, and that
theree is a certain risk in dramatising this. As Gerard Noiriel and others have
arguedd more generally, it would help to stop dramatising problems in the
contextt of migration as 'ethnic conflicts', or perhaps even 'religious conflicts'
andd to consider their socio-economic, media, and political aspects instead (see
chapterr one).
However,, bringing up the memory of what has been called Jewish
'assimilation'' does not have to lead to a dramatisation of contemporary
migration,, nor does it necessarily anticipate an actual course of events (in the
wayy of an overly teleological perspective). Rather, it could enable us to trace the
modernn origins of the dramatisation of difference itself, and make us sensible to
aa certain risk in this dramatisation. Tracing the genealogy of Jewish assimilation
inn post-Revolutionary France gives us insight, or so I have tried to demonstrate,
preciselyy into certain deeply historical layers of the way difference has been
dramatisedd in European modern history. It might even help teach us how we
mightt present our contemporary views about diversity and migration in a less
dramatisedd wav.
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AA particular layer of distrust
Inn my study of the Recherche and of the concept of laïcité as it was conceived by
thee neo-Kantian pedagogues from the Third French Republic, I have tried to
showw that intercultural distrust in culturally mixed European societies may
havee had more complex sources than racism or xenophobia alone. These
sourcess should also be located in attempts to remove ethno-religious difference
fromm the public sphere by either privatising or interiorising religion. An
analysiss of these sources may help to develop a critical perspective on today's
combinedd problematic of the incorporation of migrants and the place of culture
andd religion in the public sphere. As such, it may form a complement both to
empiricall perspectives and to those perspectives put centre-stage by the
contemporaryy media, which emphasise the precarious position of women,
sexuall minorities and Jews under the strain of Islamism and/or patriarchal
culturall practices.
Tracingg assimilation and secularism's intersection in European thought can
makee us sensible to a layer of distrust towards Muslims dependent on the idea
thatt public aspects of religion are something from the past and should be
privatised.. This interpretation of religion is at least partly based on the
modernistt assumption that religion can only be made compatible with
democracyy and liberty when it is interiorised in such ways that it either can
(andd will) fade away to be replaced by a secular morality and ethics, or that it at
leastt can be made compatible with individual autonomy.
Thiss may lead critics not to problematise concrete practices and beliefs
becausee thev consider their contents objectionable (unlawful, undemocratic or
indecent),, but instead to criticise more general aspects of Islam and the people
adheringg to it. The most common critique questions those religious practices
thatt transgress the boundaries of what we consider the public sphere. These
religiouss practices are then considered to be signs of a belief that is not up to the
standardss of a modern religion.
Itt is not self-evident that public, visible religious practices should lead to
distrust.. It was more understandable that this link was made in the nineteenth
century,, because, as we have seen, collective religious practices were
immediatelyy associated to questions of 'peoplehood' or 'nationhood', which
appearedd to legitimise a distrust of the civil loyalty of its practitioners (chapter
three,, four). But today, as I argued in Transit II, full secularisation - as the
eradicationn of all public, cultural aspects of religion - is no longer an actual
expectation.. Nor is full assimilation. The nation-state has become less 'jealous'
andd national majorities have become less anxious about hybridity, multiple
identifications,, and 'sloppy' or light identifications with diverse groups at
oncee —or with hardly any at all. However, in chapters five and six, I also
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analysedd h o w certain nineteenth-century expectations have been inherited by
thee dichotomous conceptual schemes of today's discourses of assimilation and
secularism.. This is the case, for example, when it is argued that w e could (and
should)) achieve 'de-ethnicised' citizenship, or when w e expect pupils attending
publicc school to learn to 'autoconstirute themselves as a subject' by suspending
theirr relation to their inherited beliefs (see chapters two and five).
Thesee expectations are based on several myths about European modernity,
andd as their ability to define European identity in contrast to the religious world
outsidee increases, so does a blindness to the non-neutrality of our own public
spheres,, political cultures, and activities as citizens. Although the institutional
contextt has become much more differentiated, contemporary secularism and
assimilationn remain indebted to modernism's metaphysical legacy, insofar as
secularismm idealises the individual's immediate access to God (or to Reason),
andd insofar as assimilation relies on the assumption that the individual, as a
'de-ethnicised'' citizen, can have immediate access to the culturally and
religiouslyy neutral state. In both cases, mediation and the plurality inherent in it
riskk being dismissed as ' p r e m o d e r n ' , 'ethnic', or 'particularism w h e n they could
actuallyy be helpful in overcoming our lingering h o p e of gaining access to a
realityy untainted by p o w e r differences and the m u d d l e of h u m a n interaction
(seee chapter two, three, transit II and chapter five).
Admittingg a certain precariousness to the powerful return of this nineteenthcenturyy heritage in the context of the arrival of migrants with practical ways of
'doingg religion' might lead us to look for alternative frames. If there is a
memoriall task for multiculturalism in trying to open u p majorities' conceptions
off national or European identity, as Rainer Bauboeck argues and as I agree, then
wee should not concentrate on criticising nationalism alone, but also on
analysingg and criticising the intertwined heritage of secularism and
assimilation.. Sticking to this heritage is p e r h a p s as problematic as nationalism,
forr it forms a contribution to exclusion that we can m a k e while keeping our
goodd consciences intact.

2.. Getting stuck in a revolving door anno 2006
II would now like to reflect on what I consider the crucial Proustian contribution
too this memorial task of multiculturalism. It is related to cultural m e m o r y as it
playss a role in intercultural contacts. In my reading of Proust's Recherche, I have
triedd to trace w h y and in which ways intersected expectations of assimilation
andd secularisation contributed to the development of a structural and ephemeral
otheringg of Jews in the French nineteenth century, which led to explicit, but also
too more implicit forms of exclusion.
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Readingg the Recherche has taught us the long-term effects, contained in the
micro-fibree of society, of incorrect institutional expectations with regard to
equall citizenship. These expectations led to pressures on the Jews to transform
theirr 'public difference' into 'private difference'. Yet Proust's novel enables us
too scrutinise how the officially declared public irrelevance of ethno-religious
backgrounds,, founded on religion's presumed privacy and the state's religious
neutrality,, did not lead to a corresponding irrelevance of these backgrounds in
societyy and politics. Instead, a cultural memory of difference, whose public
effectss had become unspeakable because of the relegation of Judaism to the
privatee realm, resulted in slippery semi-public differences and boundaries, as
wee saw, for example, in the behaviour of Marcel's grandfather (see chapter
three).. These differences were constructed after the specific institutional context
off modernist Republicanism had rendered visible differences suspect.
Thee semi-public status of Judaism played a role, I have tried to show, in
creatingg a form of segregation that should not be considered the result of racist
orr exclusionary intentions alone. Thinking this was the case would prevent us
fromm seeing that the way public differences and inequalities did not vanish into
aa 'private' realm but turned into stereotypes, was a result of the
delegitimisationn of public difference within Republicanism itself. We saw that
thiss mechanism caused a sort of unpredictable distrust, which in turn led to a
processs of creeping exclusion instead of inclusion. In short, the attempt to make
ethno-religiouss difference invisible caused the opposite to happen.
Wee have seen how Proust narrates the emergence of a constellation of
Judaism,, Catholicism and Republicanism in terms of essentialised group
identitiess precisely at the moment of their presumed disappearance: the
expectationn of 'national assimilation', rather than softening them, led to
entrenchedd political positions related to group identities. Unnecessarily strong
positionss were developed that only made it more difficult for mediating
positionss to emerge, and, at an individual level, for those connected to specific
groupss to take up a divergent position within them.
Inn some respects, the Recherche could be read, today, as an anticipation of a
possiblee future. In a sense, the long-term results of expectations around
assimilation,, as thev were witnessed bv Proust, can at the moment only be
anticipatedd with regard to Muslim immigrants. Muslims —or persons with
Muslimm backgrounds—are not yet much represented in the middle classes and
evenn less so in the elites, even though Muslims have been living in significant
numberss in parts of Europe, including France, since the 1930s. We have not yet
witnessedd what will happen to Muslim identity when it will generally be
defined,, bv second or third generations of immigrants and by majorities, as
somethingg from the past or as 'just' a religion, an individual adherence to an
'Islamm de France' or perhaps a 'European Islam'.
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Proust'ss contribution, in my view, is to have unravelled, in his narrative of
assimilation,, why we cannot provide a guarantee to members of ethno-religious
minoritiess that, once they conceal or lose their visible, public, cultural-religious
practices,, they will no longer be considered as belonging to 'ethnically
particularr groups' by majorities. Identifications by majorities on the basis of a
culturall memory of past differences do not need to be strong ones; indeed, it are
preciselyy ephemeral identifications that can create unspeakable but also nontransgressablee boundaries resulting from the delegitimisation of public
differencee in general. This is why, from the start of the process, we should be
extremelyy careful about delegitimising public differences, including religious
ones. .
Similarr problems to those narrated by Proust might occur today: the
constructionn of new identifications (in the first place by majorities) around
beingg 'Muslim', in which the absence or suspected hiding of ethno-religious
attachmentss is precisely what leads to the 'return' of difference (in a context that
hass delegitimised such difference in advance). The crucial Proustian insight that
wee should not forget is that it is uncertain whether the members of majorities
willl trust Muslims' transformation into 'de-ethnicised' secular individuals, or
whetherr they will possibly be subtly (or not so subtly) screened for 'signs' of
'diasporicc nationalist' sympathies —a term coined by Esther Benbassa (2003) —
particularlyy under today's conditions of terrorist threats. We might at least
anticipatee that something like a reified 'return' of publicly relevant Muslim
'identities'' could occur, just as such a 'return' of Judaism occurred in the France
off the Dreyfus Affair (see chapter four).
Evidently,, at the intersubjective and social levels, a lot more 'assimilation'
mightt be required than our institutions officially demand; the headscarf affairs,
whosee scope far exceeded the question of whether they could legitimately be
wornn in 'public' places, testify to this. More generally, the affairs concerning
'conspicuouss religious signs' offer important material for a diagnosis that
movess beyond the usual juridical-political debates to determine when religious
peoplee should be allowed to wear these signs. We also have to read
secularism'ss partly self-created 'conspicuous religious signs' from the
perspectivee of the future of assimilation.
Excludingg people from public offices and from parity of participation in
publicc institutions invites a sliding scale. Once the people that diverge have
beenn systematically excluded from serving or even participating in the public
sphere,, they may be excluded from other parts of society as well. At the
moment,, we see this all over Europe, where women wearing headscarves are
nott only excluded from official positions representing neutralitv in an explicit
sensee (such as the office of judge), but also, to some extent, from working in
'representativee functions' for private organisations.
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Long-timee residents often argue that they 'just do not want to be confronted
withh people's religious beliefs in public'. But in saying this, most do not make a
distinctionn between functions that should officially symbolise 'neutrality' and
peoplee they may encounter on the street corner. Nor do they all realise that
theirr own clothes might also not be completely neutral. Here, a particularly
tellingg example may be taken from a recent discussion in the Dutch daily
qualityy newspaper NRC Handelsblad, after it published an article about a
womann from a Turkish background who wears a headscarf and who
encounteredd barriers related to the scarf in finding a job as a lawyer.
Somee of the letters sent about this article to the editor (December 31, 2005)
statedd that the woman's problem was probably not just the scarf, but also her
make-upp —visible on a picture accompanying the article. The class aspects of
make-up,, of course, are known to all social climbers, a group to which we all
belongg because modern societies continually transform cultural hierarchies, as
Proustt so marvellously shows.
However,, the letters commenting on the woman's make-up deserve further
scrutiny.. The first one argues that her make-up is too strong and that this,
togetherr with her black clothes, gives her a 'hard' face. It is questionable that
'autochtonous'' future lawyers are being selected on the basis of their soft faces,
butt this is obviously not considered relevant. The other letter writer who
mentionss make-up also offers a peculiar explanation for the aspiring lawyer's
problemss in getting hired. He states that she is giving off contradictory signals:
onn the one hand, she wears a scarf, which he thinks Muslims wear because they
thinkthink scarves 'protect women from unbounded male sexuality'. On the other
hand,, she also wears 'excessive' make-up, which he thinks (or feels) stresses her
'sexuall attractiveness'. Such 'contradictory signals', he argues, would also have
promptedd him not to hire her.
Bothh letters suggest that the woman would perhaps not succeed without her
scarff either, since she would still 'diverge' from unwritten norms. Such
reasoningg might remind us of Proust's narrator's problems with the
insufficientlyy 'assimilated' Jews in Balbec, whose 'seaside fashions' and dinnerjacketss he did not approve of (see chapter four, section one). Feeling irritated as
memberss of the majority because of 'contradictory signals' like these-'signals'
wee might very well, at least partly, have created ourselves-may be the
contemporaryy way of ensuring that many people with a Muslim background
willl not hit the glass ceiling, simply because they will have gotten stuck in a
revolvingg door long before (see chapter four, section four).
Ironically,, it is not up to the people wearing scarves or make-up to decide
whatt kinds of signs thev are sending out, or even whether scarves or make-up
aree 'signs' at all (see Asad 2004 and chapter six). The resident 'we' at least partly
decidee this and the more we leave behind the multiculturalist discourse to
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exchangee it for secularist or liberal assimilationist ones — which want to be
pluralistpluralist but arc not, precisely because they overlook the crucial boundaries established
byby (the memory of) a public difference that will not (or that will only gradually)
disappeardisappear —the more the 'signs of belonging' to other groups, w h e t h e r religious
orr not, will be delegitimised.
Moreover,, 'the heart' is invisible and, for this reason, also m u c h less
controllablee than any visible signs of belonging; requiring difference to move
intoo the 'heart' (or the home) is precisely what led to an anxiety about difference
inn post-Revolutionary France. Since ' w e ' might not be able to forget that 'these
people'' came from s o m e w h e r e else for some generations, w e might as well not
p u s hh them in the direction of defining their sense of belonging in terms of their
'heart'' and 'privacy', for precisely this trajectory may cause us to i m p u t e to
themm a semi-public identity as Muslims, especially w h e n we feel that a form of
blackmaill has been at play from the very beginning.
II do not, of course, mean to say that, if people think 'the coast is clear' to lose
orr actively reject the traces of their ethno-religious backgrounds, and if they
wishh to do so, they should encounter moral or social barriers. This is w h y
democraticc relational pluralists do not plead for a top-down multiculturalism
butt rather in favour of blurring cultural boundaries and making it easier to
crosss them (see for example Bauboeck 1998a). My concern is with majorities'
agencyy in ensuring to a greater degree that the coast will remain clear or will
becomee a little clearer.
Itt is unnecessary to exclude people w h o practice religion visibly from the
publicc sphere or from representing the state. There is no essential difference
betweenn wearing a headscarf and finding God (or reason) in your heart; the
firstt no more proves an automatic tendency to 'submissiveness' (in practice or
inn ideology) than the latter proves ' a u t o n o m y ' (see chapter six). If anyone
w o u l dd want to assert that religion in general is problematic, then w e should
perhapss be consistent and also screen judges and p e r h a p s even schoolchildren
forr religious consciences; and, if w e find any, send them home! We w o u l d then
alsoo have to screen a-religious candidates, for they too might have attachments
too 'communities' or nationalist feelings. For example, perhaps the writer of the
firstt letter about the aspiring Muslim lawyer's headscarf o w n s a pearl necklace
inheritedd from her g r a n d m o t h e r . She might not have considered that the lawyer
m a yy have inherited her scarf from her grandmother as well. We might
rememberr here Mme de G u e r m a n t e s ' s ruby necklace introduced in chapter
seven.. A scarf, some eye s h a d o w , a ruby, and a pearl necklace could go nicely
together,, a d d i n g colour to a 'culturally neutral' elite, a community of grey suits
withh matching ties and everything these are the conspicuous signs of.
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Thee only valid reason for prohibiting the wearing of specific signs is that given
byy Emile Poulat (2003), namely when wearing them poses a threat to public
order.. We do not have to exclude this possibility altogether but, as Poulat
argues,, it would require different circumstances than girls with headscarves or
boyss with kippahs, turbans or 'large crosses' attending public schools or
workingg as public servants (see chapter five).

3.. Summarising the critique of secularism and assimilation
Itt should be clear by now that my critical view of secularism is not meant to be
ann apology for religion. In our time, religion quite often takes on unhappy
forms;; we are seeing the re-emergence of (neo-)conservative interpretations of
humann life and their deployment in violent political ideologies of which we
havee little to expect in terms of democratisation and pluralisation. Liberal
philosophiess that retreat to a thin concept of morality and that leave a great deal
off room for the 'communitarisation' of ethics might be a little too 'thin' here/'
Butt to criticise (neo-)fundamentalist religion only in the name of secularism
orr in the name of Enlightenment or other values inherited from Europe's
modernistt past, might lead us in the wrong direction. Instead, we should
becomee sensitive to the intricate relation between the specific forms religion
takess today and the history of secularisation and secularism itself. Precisely in
thiss sense it is crucial today to be sensitive to the dialectics of Enlightenment.
Thee stake for a progressive contemporary critique of secularism is not a
'returnn of religion'. There are other ways to recognise the role of affect,
sensibilitiess and attachments in the ways we perform in the public sphere or to
criticisee the legacy of European modernity's rationalist monisms. Rather, we
shouldd thoroughly question the last essentialist dichotomies upheld within
modernist,, secularist liberalisms and their Eurocentric histories. These
dichotomiess lead us to distinguish religion, as a specific form of particularity,
fromm other particularities of which we can see much clearer that they are
interwoven,, mediated, always related to power relations, and therefore always
publicpublic (see also Asad 2003; Modood 2005; Connolly 2005; Bader 2006b). The
speciall place assigned to religion might be a legacy of the way it did not
disappearr in modernity, but was transformed: it remained active as a
transcendentall counter-concept to freedom conceived as autonomy. This is still
reflectedd in the ways in which modernist sociologies tend to understand the
'' RON'S view that today's neo-fundamentalisms, including ^alnfhrnc, should not he called
politicall because thev do not strive for state power but 'onlv' for a roligionisation of society, is
nott reallv reassuring and depends on an overlv classical understanding ol the relation between
statee and society (see chapter six and Mahmood 2(104).
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relationn of m o d e r n i t y to tradition and religion (Transit II, chapter five to seven).
Hence,, such a progressive critique of secularism is concerned with a selfcritiquee of reason's own dogmas, precisely insofar as modernist concepts of
reasonn (and of religion, for that matter) have a problematic relation to the
pluralityy of h u m a n life forms, because of their idealisation of abstraction and
interiorisation. .

TheThe neutrality

of the public

sphere

Secularism,, a n d I aki té in particular (insofar as laïcité implies that w e strictly
stickk to the state's a n d the public sphere's religious neutrality by removing
religionn to a private sphere), is biased when it comes to the meaning of the
mutuall 'neutrality' of religion and politics. It mistakes this neutrality (1) for
somethingg that actually exists, (2) for a culturally neutral requirement, and (3)
forr a separation of religion from politics.
(Add 1) While n o w a d a y s most people will concede that the cultural neutrality
off public spheres is not actually achievable and that cultural inequalities should
bee compensated for by focusing on e v e n - h a n d e d n e s s rather than on formal
equality,, the m y t h of religious neutrality seems to be the last frontier for
universalistt modernists, which might explain the fascination for secularism
particularlyy in France. The result is that the secularist state does not recognise
itss own insufficient religious neutrality or the fact that the nation-state is itself
justt one of m a n y possible levels of h u m a n organisation. We h a v e seen this
exemplifiedd in the association of the nation-state and its membershi p
(citizenship)) with modernity and universality (see chapters two, five and six).
(Add 2) The cultural neutrality of requiring the privatisation of religion is
questionable,, if only because Catholicism and Protestantism, each in its own
way,, retain s o m e of their o w n privileges within the state, particularly in France:
Catholicismm t h r o u g h its overwhelming cultural presence in the public sphere
andd Protestantism because the lai'cist image of religion is so closely linked with
thee subjectivation and 'de-culturalisation' of religion in Protestantism. Hence,
thee lai'cist discourse also denies the 'power' of 'resident religion', meaning those
aspectss of religion that are linked to the distribution of power, both politically
andd culturally. It remains prejudiced against those w h o s e faiths are less
connectedd to interiorisation.
(Add 3) As w e have seen, advocating secularisation is meant to lead to
religion'ss de-collectivisation and, at the same time, its depoliticisation. It is
questionable,, however, that the two will always go together, particularly in a
contextt of ethnic othering. This is a specific problem w h e n it comes to framing
questionss a r o u n d incorporation and ethno-cultural diversity within a discourse
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off laïcité or secularism, as is common in France. It leads us to focus on the
relationshipp between religion and politics and, consequently, leads to a
structurall forgetfulness of the cultural and memorial sides of the associational
lifee of migrants. This in turn leads us to overlook that many practices which
actuallyy could be understood in cultural terms are assumed to be religious ones.
LaïcitéLaïcité creates its own problematic religious counterparts or, to speak with
Olivierr Roy, 'les expressions bricolées de quêtes identitaires sont surislamisées
systématiquement'' [hodgepodge expressions of quests for identity are
systematicallyy 'overislamised' (Roy 2005: 152, my translation)].
Inn interpreting migrant religions —Islam in particular, but also other ones —
thee secularist legacy is at play in two different ways. Either the acceptance of
laïcitélaïcité is being prescribed to a 'premodern' religion (Islam still has to learn it), or
fulll secularisation is actually presupposed (Islam has been thoroughly
politicisedd (Kepel)) but this is itself seen as a problem (see chapter six for this
distinction).. What remains unperceived in both interpretations is the interaction
betweenn cultural and individual aspects of religion, particularly in
contemporaryy France, where Islam clearly exists within the context of an
interculturall dynamics of ethno-religious othering. Power inequalities,
minority-majorityy relations, the history of migration, and colonial history are all
evadedd by sticking to the modernist secular interpretation of religion as a
privatee and largely individual affair that is or should be separated from culture
inn a broader sense.
Iff we would leave secularism as a frame for dealing with questions of
culturall diversity in the context of migration, neither religion as such, nor
communautarismccommunautarismc would be at the centre of what is considered problema
today.. Nor would certain ethnic, particularising aspects of religious practices in
thee public sphere or diasporic and transnational attachments. What would be at
thee centre would be only those practices that are criminal and/or harm
minoritiess within minorities. One of the dangers of secularism is that while we
keepp saying that religion is not the problem and terrorism is, we persist in
definingg religion in such a wav that many of its harmless aspects become
suspectt simply because they do not fit our expectations.4

44

A recent illustration of this problem, which shows us the difficult situation we are in, is the
following:: in 2003, on the evening preceding the Eid-al-Kebir (The Sugar Feast), two men in
clearlyy religious dress were suspected of preparing a terrorist attack on a Dutch train by their
felloww passengers. It took a few hours before it was discovered that thev carried only Qu'ranic
textss and no bombs, but we can all understand the panic of the other passengers as they
disappearedd for a long period into the train toilets. The two men were arrested bv a rather big
policee force and filmed as thev were forced into a police car. To mv mind, the significant aspect
off this event, however, was that later on, these same images (of people who had been proven
innocent)) were used several times to 'illustrate' news items about terrorism. Similarly, it is
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4.. Alternatives; shifting the meaning of 'religious neutrality'
Thee vital question is how we can get away from the dynamics of secularism,
fundamentalismm and postcolonial migration in a globalising context without
gettingg into too much trouble. I do not mean to say that we have to be 'soft' on
orr blind to the political sides of contemporary religion, or to the impact that
ideologiess of violence have within the Islam des jeunes today. But we should be
veryy careful to distinguish between criticising the contents of actual beliefs and
thee specific practices of some people, and the delegitimisation of beliefs (or even
thee individuals that adhere to them) in a more general sense.
Inclusionn is the first and foremost way to prevent violent conflict and here
wee finally have to start seeing that this should not prevent us from accepting,
admitting,, and even welcoming visible and sensible differences. For it is the
exclusionn of these differences from public offices and even schools or
workplacess that may lead members of specific groups—or those perceived as
suchh —to take up rigid positions, if they do so at all.
Mostt people will probably agree that identifying the public appearance of
religionn in the form of collective practices as 'political religion', and,
subsequently,, of 'political religion' as a theocratic threat to or perhaps even a
'libanisation'' of society, is unhappy and creates inequalities. Yet some people
thinkk that we have to protect the state's neutrality in this manner in order to
protectt (segments of) society from fundamentalisation and entire nation-states
fromm being endangered by theocratic groups.
Att this point, it might be wise to think about whether we could shift the
meaningg of the state's religious neutrality. Indeed, instead of implying the
invisibilityy of belief, religious neutrality could also be given another meaning.
Wee could declare it irrelevant whether practices, beliefs, proposals, arguments
etc.,, have religious (or other particular) sources or not, and discuss them only in
termss of the norms inherent to politics: do they enhance freedom and equality
orr not? Such a shift might enable us to overcome the fear that once we give up
ourr definition of religious neutrality as the invisibility or at least privatisation of
difference,, we may have no 'norms' left that would protect us against
fundamentalisms.. As I have explained in chapter six, referring to Bader (1999;
2006b),, we could shift our focus to democracy, subjecting all public arguments
andd behaviours to the strain of being open to discussion and objections. The
onlyy relevant question then would be whether these arguments and behaviours
aree democratic and liberal in the sense that they do not legitimise violations of
humann rights but rather enhance their actualisation.

strikingg how often women wearing headscarves are shown accompanying reports about crime
inn poor neighbourhoods.
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P e r h a p ss a moderate politicisation of religion would not even be so
objectionable,, in that it might lead us to p u t more trust in the possibility to
debatee ethics with everyone. This w o u l d also enable us to evaluate the w a y s in
whichh religion is political because it is being 'governed' in various ways, as I
h a v ee argued with Benbassa, Bowen, Asad, Rov, and Bader. Secular politics does
nott h a v e to do all the work and we d o not have to write off all religions, private
orr public, as ritualistic and unchangeable entities whose boundaries can only be
forcedd upon them by an outside, secular political realm. The 'political
i m m u n i t y '' of religion is perhaps only one more unnecessary heritage of
secularism.. Hence, the proposal is to change our perspective altogether and
a d o p tt a neutral stance towards the necessity of privatising religion in o r d e r to
organisee societies liberally and democratically.
Ass Bruno Latour (2004) has argued, in adopting a law forbidding
conspicuouss religious signs to put an end to the 'discussions intenninables' about
thee scarves, French political culture has revealed itself as undemocratic; for if
peacee and justice in European societies (and outside them) d e p e n d on anything,
itt is on 'endless discussions'. Listening and talking will have to occur on all
sides.. The framing of the debate in terms of a 'sovereign w e ' that could decide
w h e t h e rr or not it should 'tolerate' religious signs (and everything that they m a y
symbolise)) is already insufficiently democratic and illiberal; a sign of w h a t
Olivierr Roy calls a laïcité autoritaire (2005: 148). The Stasi committee's attitud e in
advisingg this law is not a divergence from secularism, but inherent in it insofar as
secularismm implies that the voices of those w h o have either interiorised their
beliefss or replaced them with 'reason' should be taken more seriously than
thosee of others.
Besidess accepting signs of ethno-religious attachments in the public sphere,
takingg democracy as the central n o r m also implies that a voice and
opportunitiess should be guaranteed as much as possible for minorities within
minorities.. Not symbolically, by 'protecting' women by forbidding them to
wearr scarves in some situations and in some public places, but practically: by
givingg them access to quality education, by guaranteeing their participation in
societyy and politics, and bv providing them with 'real exit' options from their
communities—underr police protection if necessary, and with a g u a r a n t e e of
economicc security.
Itt m a y not be superfluous to mention that our practices of protecting w o m e n
doo not at all live u p to o u r ideals, and that w e had better concentrate on the
actuall practices here as well. Even those w o m e n w h o are most excluded and
mostt at risk of being isolated, of being trafficked and of being used as sex
slaves,, cannot be sure of police protection or even of a definite residence permit
whenn thev cooperate with the police to prosecute h u m a n traffickers (see for
e x a m p l ee Hopkins 2005). In public debates, exit options (the freedom to vote
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withh one's feet) are usually only mentioned in debates about how to deal with
stronglyy (political-)religious communities and their grasp on the souls and
bodiess of their members. Much less frequently do we hear talk of this freedom
whenn we discuss the need to welcome and support individuals who have
actuallyy fled their communities or countries.
Inn sum, shifting the definition of 'religious neutrality' would imply that we
considerr people who practice religion publicly as in principle just as reasonable
orr unreasonable, impartial or biased, as any others. A girl wearing a headscarf
wouldd not be considered less on her way to 'autoconstituting herself as a
subject'' than any other girl or boy, nor would a woman wearing a scarf be seen
ass necessarily unable to symbolise the state's neutrality, or to judge impartially.
Wee should start recognising that sharing beliefs with others—and being
influencedd by collective practices and prejudices—is part of all of our lives, and
thatt the differences between how we define the influence of particular groups
aree just a matter of gradation. This leads me to argue that we also need an
alternativee understanding of the relationship between secularisation and
religiouss practice, an argument which I will conclude by returning to the
Proustiann narrative of memory one last time.

RevisingRevising the concept of secularisation and the role of memory
Wee have seen that sober and moderate concepts of modernity and
secularisationn would help overcome the modernist dichotomies suggesting that
wee either belong to (religious) communities or are free citizens whose beliefs
aree their own conscious choice. This could help to develop a ramified
understandingg of the relation between individuality (and subjectivity) and
sharedd cultural practices within modern societies.
Iff we would start to do justice to the cultural and practical aspects of
religiouss and a-religious subjectivities alike, we could stop considering the
practical,, publicly visible aspects of religion as structurally different and hence
separablee from its invisible, interiorised aspects. This might also lead us to see
thatt these practices do not have to be political, 'conspicuous', or even 'zealous',
norr do they have to be signs of a premodern, 'unfree' religion —to speak with
Hegel.. These practices can be partly inherited, partly a result of political
motives,, partly a result of conscious religious choices, partly of bricolage, partly
off fashion, or they could have other sources that we cannot predict. We have to
adoptt conceptual schemes that enable us at least to perceive these complexities.
Inn chapter six, I suggested that the frames of Mcitc and full secularisation
preventt some French modernist intellectuals from perceiving this.
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Practicess are part of the solution, because they are inevitably diverse and make
neww interpretations possible. This may also be the case even if some people
explainn them in terms of dogmas. The immanent divergences within practices
guaranteee their multi-interpretability and we should focus on this aspect of
religiouss practices, instead of simply going along with their 'orthodox'
interpretations.. Instead of conceiving of a strict distinction between secular and
practice-basedd religion, we should realise that the individualisation of religion
neverr entails a complete loss of practices or of culture. As soon as new practices
develop,, possibilities for plural interpretations and debate will also arise and
mediationn will occur.
Byy forcing the separation of religion from practices and by delegitimising the
passingg on of particular cultural or ethnic habits—for example by presupposing
thatt they can only be purely constructed and 'political' —we may actually
producee the opposite of religion's relaxation." This insight might also lead us to
seee that successful policies of assimilation, but secularist pressures as well, may
actuallyy promote the emergence of neo-orthodoxy. This argument dovetails
withh Ayelet Shachar's argument that the 'obstinate' aspects of neo-orthodoxy in
thee context of migration may have a lot to do with the intercultural dynamics in
relationn to assimilationist majorities (see chapter two).
Myy reading of Proustian memory in chapter seven was intended to scrutinise
thee interwovenness of subjectivities with collective practices of meaning
making.. Scrutinising memory in close connection to forgetting helped us to find
aa ground for mediating the dichotomies between autonomous, free,
individualisedd subjects (whether religious or not) and exteriorised, mechanical
viewss of human action. However, memory is not a stable ground; it is
'recherchee rather than recuperation' (Huyssen 1995: 3; see also transit I).
Scrutinisingg memory enables us to perceive the immense complexity of human
interactionn and the sheer impossibility of 'isolating' the moment of our
subjectivityy and agency from the people around us and their agency, from our
habits,, and from the power relations in which we are inevitably involved.
Realisingg that this interwovenness plavs a role for all of us mav serve to 'dedramatise'' the opposition between 'them' and 'us' at a deeper level.
Thee exact balance between religious belief and the memories that lead to
collectivee identification is not transparent, not to ourselves, let alone to others; it

'' An effect of secularism (as the pressure put on people to leave the 'ethnic' sides of their
religiouss habits behind), is the 'purification' of cultural-religious habits into religious symbols.
Vlahboobaa Menapal, an Afghan doctor whom I befriended through my activities as a
'neighbourhood'' volunteer, told me about the diversity, in terms of class and regional aspects,
off the burqa and other kinds of scarves as thev were worn in Afghanistan before the Taliban
camee to power. The more we pressure the 'religionisation' of Muslim practices, the more
difficultt it mav become tor women to make the scart into an object of distinction and beauty.
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iss as complicated as all human lives are. However, at a time of conflict between
groups,, separating one's personal thoughts and feelings from those assumed by
aa group becomes more difficult, because group ties tend to become closer. This
impliess a recognition that inter-group conflicts may make it more rather than
lesss difficult for those connected to a certain group to say 'no' or at least to
becomee ironic. Pressures not only come from the people around us, but also
fromm internalised solidarities.
Inn chapter seven, I traced Proust's narrative of how we 'forget' such
internalisationss and the pressures they put on us, and how not even his hyperreflexivee narrator escapes from the perspectivism it causes . This is something
elsee than presupposing a mono-identification, a reified concept of culture, an
immediate,, affective identification of individuals with one single group, or a
dogmaticc communautarismc. We can be hybrid and feel solidarity with a group
att the same time. Moreover, the narrative of Mme de Guermantes's forgetting of
herr old friend Swann made clear that we can also not feel very attached to any
specificspecific group and still participate in excluding people from society and even
fromm our memories.
Takingg seriously the identification of individuals with groups, including
religiouss ones, which always takes place in mediated ways, which proceeds also
throughh forgetfulness, and which happens partly unconsciously and is not that
manipulable,, provides us with a somewhat different basis for pluralism than
thee argument that people should have the right to pursue their (given)
'traditions'' on relativist or culturalist grounds. Such a pluralism is not based on
somee immediately given religion or culture, but on the relation of individuals to
otherss and to the power differences between them that are always and
irreparablyy at stake.

5.. Some matters for further research
Haymm Soloveitchik (1994) has analysed the transformation of religion among
somee traditional Jewish groups after they were forced to move from Eastern
Europee to the United States and Israel. Soloveitchik argues that the loss of
mimetic,, habitual practices, which always perform their own diversity, may
standd in close connection to the emergence of orthodoxy, of a fascination for
rules,, stereotypes and classic texts, and to the increasing authority of those who
cann pass on these rules:
thee compartmentalization of religion, typical of modern society, shrinks
dramaticallyy religion's former scope and often weakens its fiber. But where
belieff still runs strong, this constriction of religion means its increasing
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concentrationn in a single realm and a dramatic enhancement of the authority
off the guardians of that realm. The broad sway of their current prerogative
stemss from the shrinkage of the other agencies of religion, and it is the
deteriorationn of these long-standing counterweights that gives this newly
foundd authority its overbearing potential (Soloveitchik 2005 [1994]).
Byy 'the other agencies of religion' Soloveitchik means practices handed down as
culturall practices, as habits, and the examples he gives often refer to women's
practicess related, for example, to cooking and dressing. When these practices
disappearr at least partly after migration —and, we might surmise, particularly
quicklyy when secularist majorities ridicule, disrespect or at least question
habituall religious practices — a stronger centralisation of religious authority
mightt occur than in traditional societies. Soloveitchik argues that this process is
furtherr enhanced by the opportunities offered by modern media to maintain
relativelyy immediate contacts between centre and periphery. h
Itt might be useful to scrutinise whether a similar frame could offer a fruitful
wayy of understanding the religious authority of web-based imams and the Islam
desdes internautes. Soloveitchik's perspective is related to Roy's in that it stresses
thee transformation of religion in the context of modern society, but contrary to
Roy,, he does not force an exaggerated understanding of the new form of
religionn by arguing that it has 'secularised', 'individualised', and become a
matterr of choice within one or two generations (something Roy has perhaps
inheritedd from the same Durkheimian frame that Noiriel deploys).
AA second point I would like to bring up is that, while in this study I focus on
thee role of secularism in European and primarily French history, it would also
bee important to address the ways in which secularism, also in the form of laïcité,
hass been functioning 'abroad' for a long time now; specifically, the ways in
whichh it has been confronted with Islamic cultural and political traditions in
countriess like Turkey, Lebanon, Tunisia and Algeria. If we did this, we would
probablyy also be able to better place the understanding of laïcité among
migrantss in France. Here, the relation between secularism and the so-called
gestiongestion of religion under colonial rule, communism, and state authoritarianism
wouldd have to be scrutinised.
Inn that context, it might be useful to explore the hypothesis that we should
considerr the political culture of laïcism, which has been dubbed ' catholaïcité' in
thee French context, as 'islaïcité' as well. After all, laïcité has been constituted not
onlyy in reaction to Catholicism but also in relation to Islam, in the specific
hh

Adam Seligman made me aware of this article during a conference about laïcité in Paris.
Halfwavv through the conference, Seligman said something important: he suggested that most of
thee sociologists and philosophers gathered there did not understand anything about religion as
aa 'response to being', instead explaining everything related to religion in terms of 'identities'.
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contextss of, first, (semi)-colonial government and, second, post-colonial
migration.. This interaction between laïcité and Islam cannot be taken into
accountt in a concept of laïcité that exclusively locates its genealogy in the
historicall relation to Catholicism (and other long-time resident religions).
Importantt work in this field has been done by for example Raberh Achi (2004),
Edwardd Webb (2005) and Marcel Maussen (2006), and I hope to contribute to
suchh research myself in the future.
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Inn dit proefschrift presenteer ik een kritische analyse van twee begrippen die
eenn centrale rol spelen in de geschiedenis van de omgang met etnische en
religieuzee minderheden in Europa: assimilatie en secularisme. In de zoektocht
naarr alternatieven voor het problematisch geachte multiculturalisme wordt de
laatstee jaren zowel in de sociale en politieke theorie als in publieke debatten in
toenemendee mate naar deze twee historisch gelaagde begrippen verwezen.
Assimilatiee en secularisme hebben niet dezelfde status in debatten over de
omgangg met etnische en religieuze minderheden. Assimilatie is in de tweede
helftt van de twintigste eeuw vooral in normatieve zin in onbruik geraakt,
omdatt het begrip werd geassocieerd met de onvrijwillige aanpassing van
minderhedenn en migranten aan nationale meerderheidsculturen. Assimilatiepolitiekk werd beschouwd als een aantasting van de individuele vrijheden in een
liberalee rechtsstaat, en bovendien als een bron van maatschappelijke conflicten.
Tegenn deze achtergrond is het begrip multiculturalisme ontstaan, dat lange tijd
alss het legitieme alternatief voor assimilatie werd gezien en als een soort
paraplubegripp werd gebruikt voor de erkenning van de rol van minderheidsvormingg in (post-)moderne natiestaten, vooral onder condities van mondialiseringg en postkoloniale migratie.
Secularismee heeft in veel opzichten een andere reputatie dan assimilatie. Het
wordtt in de meeste liberale visies op de rechtsstaat gezien als een mogelijkheid,
off zelfs een voorwaarde, om op vreedzame wijze samen te leven ondanks
religieuzee verschillen. Secularisme wordt meestal opgevat als 'scheiding van
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kerkk en staat'. Hoewel dit niet noodzakelijkerwijs zo hoeft te zijn, wordt deze
scheidingg vaak verbonden met de verwachting dat individuen de beleving van
hunn religie tot de privé-sfeer beperken, of dat ze religie opvatten en ervaren als
eenn individuele verhouding tot God, of dat ze religie helemaal vaarwel zeggen.
Secularismee wordt veelal beschouwd als een legitiem en efficiënt principe, dat
slechtss vereist dat burgers hun religieuze beleving tot de privé-sfeer beperken.
Inn mijn onderzoek naar de geschiedenis van de begrippen assimilatie en
secularismee in het moderne Frankrijk (1789-heden) laat ik zien dat deze begrippenn en de ermee samenhangende praktijken echter meer met elkaar verweven
zijnn dan vaak wordt verondersteld. Ik betoog dat de problematiek die hiermee
verbondenn is ons ertoe zou moeten aanzetten niet te licht te denken over de
wenselijkheidd multiculturele politiek te vervangen door een liberalisme dat het
seculieree karakter van de moderne staat sterk benadrukt. In plaats daarvan stel
ikk voor multiculturalisme te herijken als 'relationeel democratisch pluralisme'.
Ikk ontwikkel mijn visie op de historische verwevenheid van assimilatie en
secularismee vooral in de Franse context, omdat beide begrippen daar een
centralee rol spelen in de omgang met minderheden, al vanaf de Revolutie van
1789.. Deze traditie werkt bovendien nadrukkelijk door in het huidige Frankrijk,
bijvoorbeeldd in het recente verbod om 'opvallende religieuze tekens' (signes
religieuxreligieux ostensibles) zoals een hoofddoek, een keppel of een 'groot kruis' te
dragenn op openbare scholen en tijdens het uitoefenen van publieke functies.
Hett werk van de Franse schrijver Marcel Proust (1871-1922) speelt een
belangrijkee rol in mijn onderzoek. Het lijkt op het eerste gezicht misschien
vreemdd om een zo complex historisch, sociaal en politiek onderwerp als ik
hierbovenn heb geïntroduceerd via een roman te benaderen. Niettemin meen ik
datt een cultuur-analytisch en historisch-filosofisch onderzoek naar Prousts
romann A la recherche du temps perdu (Op zoek naar de verloren tijd) inzicht kan
verschaffenn in de onderlinge samenhang tussen secularisme en assimilatie op
eenn niveau waar historische, politieke en intersubjectieve aspecten met elkaar
verwevenn zijn. Ik treed hierbij in het voetspoor van Hannah Arendt en Walter
Benjamin,, die Proust als een scherpzinnige getuige van de ambivalenties en
dubbelzinnighedenn rond assimilatie hebben gelezen, met name in de context
vann de Dreyfus Affaire (1894-1906).

Ditt proefschrift bestaat uit vier delen. In hoofdstuk 1 en 2 analyseer ik twee
hedendaagsee stromingen in de sociale wetenschappen en politieke theorie
waarinn wordt gepleit voor de herintroductie van assimilatie als een acceptabel
off zelfs noodzakelijk begrip om de integratie van migranten te begrijpen. In
reactiee hierop introduceer ik het alternatief van democratisch relationeel plura-
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lisme.. In transit I, hoofdstuk 3 en 4 analyseer ik de ambivalenties rond assimilatie
enn secularisering in de negentiende eeuw, zoals die naar voren komen in het
werkk van Froust. Transit II, hoofdstuk 5 en 6 gaan over het Franse secularisme
(laïcité).(laïcité). Ik analyseer eerst de manier waarop dit begrip in de vroege Derde
Republiekk (1870-1905) is ontwikkeld. Vervolgens ga ik in op de herformulering
vann dit begrip door de 'Commissie Stasi', die in 2003 de Franse regering
adviseerdee het dragen van 'opvallende religieuze tekens' op openbare scholen
enn in publieke functies te verbieden. In hoofdstuk 7 keer ik terug naar het werk
vann Proust en ontleen ik aan de wijze waarop cultureel geheugen naar voren
komtt in zijn roman een kritische visie op modernistische begrippenkaders met
betrekkingg tot secularisering. In de conclusie stel ik voor het secularistische en
assimilationistischee paradigma te verlaten en in plaats daarvan religieuze
neutraliteitt zodanig te herformuleren, dat ze niet meer de privatisering of
verinnerlijkingg van religie vooronderstelt. Hieronder werk ik deze schets van
dee hoofdstukken verder uit.
&&
HoofdstukHoofdstuk 1 gaat over de visie op assimilatie van de Franse socio-historicus
Gérardd Noiriel. Hij betoogt dat assimilatie onontkoombaar is in de context van
dee moderne natiestaat. Assimilatie vat hij daarbij op als het 'sociale proces dat
leidtt tot een in zekere mate afgedwongen linguïstische, culturele en politieke
homogenisering'' (Noiriel 1992: 86). De aanpassingsdruk die op migranten staat,
maarr vooral op de tweede generatie, is volgens Noiriel zo groot, dat dit proces
onafhankelijkk van onze politieke keuzes plaatsvindt. We moeten dan ook niet
proberenn dit proces tegen te gaan of beleidsmatig te beïnvloeden, dus
multiculturelee noch assimilationistische politiek voeren. Wél moet worden
erkendd dat migranten en hun kinderen een grote prijs betalen voor hun
integratie—bijvoorbeeldd omdat ze in moeilijke economische posities verkeren,
gediscrimineerdd worden of innerlijke twijfels kunnen hebben over 'waar je nu
eigenlijkk bij hoort'. Daarom moet elke suggestie vermeden worden dat
migrantenn 'anders' zouden zijn, bijvoorbeeld minder ingeburgerd. Het
essentiëlee probleem voor migranten ligt volgens Noiriel met name in de
gebrekkigee mogelijkheden voor hun sociale mobiliteit, een vorm van uitsluiting
diee uiteindelijk vooral met klassenpositie samenhangt.
Noirielss visie doet recht aan de kracht van assimilatiedruk en verduidelijkt
datt culturele diversiteit in de context van migratie niet het behoud van een
gegevenn cultuur of een identiteit zou moeten of kunnen betekenen. Hij heeft
echterr niet veel oog voor de culturele transformaties die een zekere mate van
pluraliseringg wél mogelijk hebben gemaakt. Bovendien blijven de normatieve
(liberale)) argumenten die zo'n pluralisering ook legitimeren in zijn analvse
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onderbelicht. .
Inn hoofdstuk 2 ga ik mede om die reden in op het pleidooi van een aantal
sociologenn om het begrip assimilatie binnen het kader van het liberalisme te
herintroducerenn (Ewa Morawska, Christian Joppke en Rogers Brubaker). Zij
bepleitenn het gebruik van een dynamisch, constructivistisch begrip van cultuur,
enn het gebruik van het assimilatiebegrip als alternatief voor integratie.
'Integratie'' suggereert volgens hen dat moderne samenlevingen geïntegreerde
gehelenn zijn, waarin je ook als individu wel of niet kunt zijn geïntegreerd. Het
gebruikk van het begrip assimilatie kan hiervoor een alternatief bieden als we het
maarr op een abstracte manier gebruiken. Het betekent dan slechts dat
migrantenn in sommige, maar niet noodzakelijkerwijs alle maatschappelijke
veldenn op gelijke wijze gaan functioneren als ingezetenen. Dit assimilatiebegrip
zouu volgens hen minder culturele homogeniteit veronderstellen dan integratie.
Assimilatiee kan volgens Joppke en Morawska dus binnen een liberaal kader
plaatsvinden.. In het traditionele, homogeniserende begrip van assimilatie werd
vann migranten (en nationale minderheden) verlangd dat ze hun oude culturele
praktijkenn actief zouden verdringen. Zo mochten de Franse Bretons in de jaren
vijftigg van de twintigste eeuw in publiek alleen Frans spreken. Tegenwoordig
vindtt assimilatie volgens Joppke en Morawska plaats binnen een pluralistisch
kader.. De mogelijkheid om meerdere talen tegelijk te leren, maakt bijvoorbeeld
eenn overgang van de ene moedertaal naar de andere in een paar generaties
mogelijk,, zónder dat iemand gedwongen wordt haar moedertaal op te geven.
Enn dankzij de scheiding van kerk en staat kunnen migranten in vrijheid hun
religiee vormgeven in de nieuwe context. 'De facto multiculturalisme' staat
volgenss de liberaal assimilationisten dan ook niet op gespannen voet met
assimilatie.. Dit geldt alleen voor de officiële variant van het multiculturalisme
diee is gebaseerd op een te statisch begrip van cultuur. Ook burgerschap is
volgenss hen eindelijk echt liberaal geworden, omdat burgerschap is
'gedeërniseerd'' en meer mogelijkheden voor dubbele nationaliteit zijn ontstaan.
Hoewell ik de kritiek op het integratiebegrip en het pleidooi voor dubbele
nationaliteitt van de liberaal assimilationisten deel, heb ik kritiek op hun rooskleurigee voorstelling van 'gedeërniseerd burgerschap'. Bovendien betwist ik
hunn opvatting dat de facto multiculturalisme kan volstaan met een klassiekliberalee definitie van burgerschap. Als alternatief voor het pleidooi van de
liberaall assimilationisten stel ik voor om multiculturalisme los te maken van
eenn statisch begrip van 'cultuur', en het niet (langer) op te vatten als een politiek
vann culturele diversiteit, die vanuit bestuurlijke kaders kan of moet worden
vormgegeven.. In plaats daarvan pleit ik voor relationele en democratische
vormenn van pluralisme. Dan staat de vraag centraal in welke mate en in welk
tempoo culturele transformaties plaatsvinden en vooral wie daarover zeggenschapp heeft. Dit pluralisme beoogt een rechtvaardige verdeling van macht,
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statuss en zeggenschap over alle burgers (en in zekere mate ook de andere
aanwezigenn in een land of regio) —ongeacht hun seksuele oriëntatie, gender,
klassenpositie,, etnische achtergrond en religieuze affiliatie. Om deze rechtvaardigee verdeling te bereiken hebben we echter niet genoeg aan strikt liberale
definitiess van burgerschap die abstraheren van het behoren tot bepaalde
minderheidsgroepen.. De gebrekkige culturele en religieuze neutraliteit van de
natiestaatt produceert namelijk machtsverschillen tussen minderheden en
meerderhedenn die, uitgaande van die definities, niet voldoende gecompenseerd
kunnenn worden. Deze ongelijkheid moet worden gecompenseerd met culturele
enn institutionele vormen van pluralisme die de stem van minderheden—en van
minderhedenn binnen minderheden—actief verdisconteren. Ik verwijs in mijn
uitwerkingg van deze vorm van pluralisme naar theorieën van met name Iris
Marionn Young, Ayelet Shachar, Nancy Fraser, Joseph Carens, Rainer Bauboeck
enn Veit Bader.
Eenn hiermee samenhangend aspect van mijn kritiek op degenen die het
begripp assimilatie willen herinvoeren, betreft de projectie van processen van
culturelee homogenisering op het Europese verleden. Ik wijs erop dat ook in de
hedendaagsee context een grote druk op migranten staat om zich zo veel
mogelijkk aan te passen en hun culturele achtergrond niet publiekelijk te tonen,
voorall waar het om religieuze praktijken gaat. Hier raakt assimilatie direct aan
secularisme.. De suggestie dat we over de pijnlijke geschiedenis van assimilatie
inn de Europese context heen kunnen stappen, is mijns inziens verbonden met de
veronachtzamingg van deze problematiek. Vervolgens stel ik voor om hier zelfkritischerr te werk te gaan en de ambivalenties van de negentiende-eeuwse
geschiedeniss van de assimilatie van de Franse joden te belichten.
Ditt voorstel werk ik uit in transit I, hoofdstuk 3 en hoofdstuk 4. Het verwachtingspatroonn dat met assimilatie samenhing, werd aan het einde van de
negentiendee eeuw geformuleerd door Theodore Reinach, een van de eerste
Fransee historici van het Jodendom. In een beroemde passage uit 1884 stelt hij
datt de Emancipatie van de joden —het verwerven van burgerrechten in 1791 —
eenn enorme verworvenheid betekent, omdat de oude verschillen tussen mensen
opp basis van 'ras' en 'klasse' zijn overwonnen, en ze zonder onderscheid naar
hunn etnische achtergrond of religieuze gevoelens dezelfde rechten en plichten
hebbenn gekregen. Joden, protestanten, katholieken en moslims kunnen allemaal
inn de 'geciviliseerde staat' participeren. Dit heeft volgens Reinach als
consequentiee dat de joden zich moeten identificeren met de 'volkeren die hen
hebbenn geaccepteerd'. Ze kunnen zijns inziens daarom beter 'afzien van de
praktijkenn ... en eigenaardigheden in hoe ze zich kleden en hun taal, die ertoe
zoudenn kunnen leiden dat ze geïsoleerd raakten van hun medeburgers, in één
woord,, ophouden als diasporische natie te bestaan, en zichzelf enkel als
religieuzee denominatie beschouwen' (Reinach 1901 [1884]: 305-6).
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Proustss roman A la recherche du temps perdu vertelt, ironiseert en analyseert de
scheve,, gedeeltelijk zelfs averechtse praktische en discursieve effecten die
optradenn toen een dergelijk verwachtingspatroon als vanzelfsprekend werd
gezien.. Mijn interpretatie is geïnspireerd door Hannah Arendt. In The Origiiis of
TotalitarianismTotalitarianism beargumenteert zij dat Proust getuige was van een probleem
waarmeee de joden in de negentiende eeuw in geconfronteerd werden. Het gaat
Arendtt er daarbij om dat de joden, nadat ze alle objectief particulariserende
aspectenn van hun joodse achtergrond hadden opgegeven en volledig waren
geseculariseerd,, helemaal niet de publieke irrelevantie van hun achtergrond
bevestigdd zagen, maar eerder met nieuwe vormen van 'andersheid' werden
geconfronteerd,, nu in genaturaliseerde vorm. In mijn interpretatie van Prousts
romann probeer ik te laten zien hoe deze problematiek samenhing met het feit
datt burgerschap werd beschouwd als iets waarbij wij kunnen of moeten
abstraherenn van particulariteiten, en waarbij culturele, religieuze en sociale
verschillenn 'onzichtbaar' moeten worden.
HoofdstukHoofdstuk 3 gaat over de performance die de grootvader van de hoofdpersoon
Marcell nogal eens opvoert als die een schoolvriend meebrengt. De grootvader,
diee meestal van tevoren 'aanvoelt' wanneer iemand een joodse achtergrond
heeft,, neuriet bij binnenkomst van de vriend een aantal aria's uit opera's die de
verhoudingg tussen christenen en joden tot thema hebben. Er ontstaat een semipubliekee culturele ruimte waarin een afstand tussen de personages wordt
gecreëerd,, die voor de gast niet benoembaar en dus ook niet gemakkelijk te
ontkennenn is. In mijn interpretatie van deze culturele ruimte probeer ik te laten
zienn hoe Prousts roman inzichtelijk maakt dat een vorm van bijna
onbenoembaree uitsluiting ontstond in samenhang met de negentiende-eeuwse
verwachtingspatronenn met betrekking tot assimilatie.
Inn hoofdstuk 4 interpreteer ik Prousts metaforen als een exploratie van de rol
vann cultureel geheugen in de productie van cultureel verschil. De metaforen
vertellenn het effect van de verwachting dat publieke verschillen zouden
verdwijnen,, terwijl de culturele herinneringen aan die verschillen nog doorwerkten.. Dit effect was dat verschillen nog steeds werden gezien en zelfs actief
geproduceerd,, maar nu met de bijkomende gedachte dat ze niet legitiem waren.
Hierdoorr konden degenen die feitelijk volledig waren geassimileerd
voortdurendd gescreend worden op of ze 'er wel bij hoorden' en stond in
sommigee opzichten bij voorbaat vast dat het antwoord negatief zou zijn. In dit
verbandd ga ik in op de Proustiaanse metafoor van 'vastzitten in een draaideur'
(to(to be 'stuck in a revolving door').
TransitTransit II, hoofdstuk 5 en hoofdstuk 6 gaan over de vraag op welke manier de
verwachtingenn rond assimilatie nu nog een rol spelen of weer zouden kunnen
gaann spelen. In transit II betoog ik enerzijds dat letterlijke verwachtingen
hieromtrentt niet zo groot zijn omdat postmoderne maatschappijen op velerlei
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wijzenn zijn gepluraliseerd, maar dat tegelijkertijd een dergelijke voorstelling
vann integratie nog steeds onze verwachtingspatronen reguleert. Dit geldt vooral
voorr de manier waarop geprivatiseerde religie als 'moderne' religie tegenover
eenn meer publieke religie wordt gesitueerd. Een dergelijk scherp onderscheid
speeltt nog steeds een rol in de conceptuele schema's waarmee de thematiek
rondd religie en moderniteit wordt begrepen. We zien dit vooral terug in
hedendaagsee discussies over hoe wij ons een Franse of Europese Islam zouden
moetenn voorstellen.
HoofdstukHoofdstuk 5 belicht de manier waarop tussen 1870 en 1905 het neo-kantiaanse
denkenn een rol speelde in de ontwikkeling van het Franse secularisme. Ik
bespreekk in dit verband een aantal cartoons die de dichotomische verhouding
tussenn vrijheid en gebondenheid, of ook die tussen (Verlichte, Republikeinse)
moderniteitt en (Katholieke) (neo-)traditie tot thema hebben. Hedendaagse
secularismekritiekenn van bijvoorbeeld Talal Asad en William Connolly richten
zichh vooral op deze erfenis van dichotomisch denken in het secularisme. Zij
baserenn zich hierbij op filosofische theorieën die ieder scherp onderscheid
tussenn individualiteit en culturele patronen ter discussie hebben gesteld. Zulke
theorieën,, bijvoorbeeld die van Ludwig Wittgenstein en Michel Foucault,
benadrukkenn de rol van machtsverhoudingen, leerprocessen en geïnstitutionaliseerdee praktijken in de vorming van het subject. Mijn specifieke invalshoek in
dezee problematiek is vooral de verwevenheid van assimilatiedruk en verwachtingenn omtrent secularisering.
HoofdstukHoofdstuk 6 traceert de erfenis van de dichotomie tussen vrijheid en 'toebehoren'' (appartcnance) in het rapport van de commissie Stasi. Die staat een seculiere,
modernee vorm van religie voor onder verwijzing naar het negentiende-eeuwse
franco-judaïsme.franco-judaïsme. Ik analyseer de wijze waarop de commissie Stasi de wens om
eenn hoofddoek te dragen interpreteert. De commissie beschouwt deze wens als
eenn uiting van ofwel traditionalistische, ofwel (identiteits)politieke religie. In
beidee gevallen interpreteert de commissie haar als een collectieve en daarmee
niet-modernee uiting van religie, of van communautarisme. De commissie Stasi
ziett over het hoofd dat deze wens ook geïnterpreteerd kan worden als een
manierr
om
praktische
(traditionele),
individuele
(moderne)
en
identiteitspolitiekee (post-moderne) aspecten van identiteitsvorming te
verweven.. Bovendien vergeet ze dat deze aspecten ook allemaal een zekere
legitimiteitt kunnen hebben. Een zelfde fascinatie voor breuken en omslagen
tussenn moderne, 'autonome' vormen van zelfontplooiing enerzijds, en
traditionalistischee en identiteits-politieke vormen van religie anderzijds, zien
wee volgens mij terug in een aantal fragmenten van Gilles Kepel, Alain Touraine
enn Marcel Gauchet over de plaats van religie (en van 'communautarisme') in de
hedendaagsee politiek.
Opp grond van mijn kritiek op het rapport van de commissie Stasi en de
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hierbovenn genoemde auteurs, stel ik voor een alternatief kader te hanteren en
dee nadruk op laïcité te verlaten. In dit opzicht sluit ik me aan bij Veit Bader, die
ervoorr pleit de secularistische 'laag' in de moderne staat, die getuigt van de
fascinatiee voor religie en de privatisering van verschil, als het ware onder de
liberalee en democratische 'lagen' van die staat weg te trekken, ook al zijn zij er
historischh gezien wel op gefundeerd. Dit betekent niet dat we de religieuze
neutraliteitt van de staat opheffen. Het impliceert alleen dat we de normen,
rechtenn en principes van de rechtsstaat niet als 'seculier' benoemen, maar als
watt ze zijn, namelijk liberaal en democratisch. Vervolgens kunnen we onze
normatievee discussies beperken tot de vraag of opvattingen en handelingen met
democratischee en liberale normen verenigbaar zijn. De legitimiteit van de 'bron'
vann onze morele en politieke opvattingen en houdingen staat dan niet ter
discussiee —of die nu 'verlicht', autonoom, seculier, privé-religieus, publiekreligieuss of in enig ander opzicht particulier is. De religieuze (en evenzeer de
culturele)) neutraliteit van de staat is dan niet geassocieerd met de gedachte dat
gelijkk burgerschap impliceert dat we abstraheren van etnische, religieuze,
seksuelee of andere vormen van particulariteit. Deze alternatieve vorm van
neutraliteitt is overigens voor een deel de gangbare praktijk, juist vanwege de
erfeniss van het secularisme enerzijds en de opkomst van fanatiek Islamisme
anderzijds,, lijkt dit echter vooral met betrekking tot Islam vergeten te zijn —
zoalss Tariq Modood recentelijk heeft opgemerkt.
Tenn slotte bespreek ik het recente werk van Olivier Roy over
gemondialiseerdee Islam in de context van de laïcité. Hij is beduidend kritischer
overr laïcité dan de in de voorlaatste alinea genoemde Franse auteurs en wijst
eropp dat laïcité gedeeltelijk zélf neo-fundamentalisme produceert. Ik meen
echterr dat ook in zijn werk het secularistische schema terugkeert, doordat hij
'moslimm zijn' voor migranten van de tweede generatie in Frankrijk als een strikt
individuelee keuze interpreteert en de opkomst van neo-fundamentalisme duidt
alss een effect van 'deculturalisering'. Ik betoog dat we het secularistische kader
moetenn verlaten waarin religie en politiek tegenover elkaar worden geplaatst.
Omm zulke artificiële dichotomieën te doorbreken, kunnen we de begrippen van
cultuurr en cultureel geheugen inzetten die ik in mijn laatste hoofdstuk aan de
ordee stel.
Inn hoofdstuk 7 keer ik met dit doel terug naar het werk van Proust. Ik ga met
namee in op de interpretaties van Prousts werk van Walter Benjamin en Gilles
Deleuze.. Ik probeer te laten zien dat hun beider interpretaties van herinnering
enn metaforiek bij Proust uiteindelijk nog te veel aan een modernistisch begrip
vann ervaring en herinnering gebonden zijn. In mijn kritiek op deze
interpretatiess kies ik voor een perspectief waarin juist de verwevenheid van
individuelee en collectieve aspecten van herinnering en ervaring centraal staat.
Ikk ontwikkel deze interpretatie door een verhaallijn in Prousts roman te volgen,
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waarinn gaandeweg duidelijk wordt hoe de Drevfus Affaire een breuk
veroorzaaktt tussen Charles Svvann, die een gedeeltelijk joodse achtergrond
heeft,, en de hertogin Mme de Guermantes. Svvann en de hertogin zijn twintig
jaarr lang bevriend geweest, maar die vriendschap houden ze in de loop van de
Drevfuss Affaire onder sociale druk niet vol. Mme de Guermantes vergeet
bovendienn een aantal uiterst pijnlijke momenten uit haar vriendschap met
Swann.. Proust laat zien hoe transformaties in cultureel geheugen in dit proces
eenn centrale rol spelen. Aan de hand van de genoemde verhaallijn laat ik zien
hoee het schijnbaar individuele proces van herinneren en vergeten als een door
enn door sociaal proces geïnterpreteerd moet worden, waarin groepsvorming,
in-- en uitsluiting een cruciale rol spelen. In aansluiting op mijn argumentatie in
dee eerdere hoofdstukken, betoog ik vervolgens dat 'democratische herinnering',
eenn begrip dat ik aan Rainer Bauboeck ontleen, een belangrijk aspect van
pluralismee moet vormen. Mijn pleidooi voor democratische herinnering
impliceertt zowel een openheid voor de herinneringen van minderheden als een
kritischee analyse van de historische zelfopvatting van meerderheden.
Inn de conclusie van dit proefschrift wijs ik ten eerste op het belang om de
culturelee en interculturele aspecten van religieuze praktijken van minderheden
tee erkennen. Het secularistische begrippenkader, dat op de relatie tussen religie
enn politiek is gefixeerd, ziet de bemiddelende rol van cultuur en cultureel
geheugenn over het hoofd. Het brengt bovendien ongelijkheid met zich mee en
staatt gelijke participatie en respect in de weg. De definitie van religie die aan de
problematiseringg van publieke religieuze praktijken ten grondslag ligt, is niet
cultureell neutraal maar nauw verweven met een Kantiaanse en in zekere zin
protestantsee opvatting van het religieuze en/of moderne subject, en doet
degenenn tekort die zich met andere religies en culturen verbonden achten. Ten
tweedee betoog ik dat er onder invloed van een secularistisch verwachtingspatroonn langzamerhand ook een fundamenteel, van werkelijk bestaande
religieuzee praktijken onafhankelijk onderscheid tussen 'wij' en 'zij' kan
ontstaan.. Een dergelijk onderscheid kan door de geleidelijke taboeïsering van
zichtbaree verschillen in een sfeer terechtkomen waarin het onbespreekbaar
wordt,, maar wél tot een voortdurend proces van onbewuste 'screening' leidt.
Ditt is wat ik heb geprobeerd inzichtelijk te maken aan de hand van mijn analyse
vann A la recherche du tempis perdu.
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Inn recent critiques of multiculturalism it has been proposed to reconsider the
potentiall of assimilation, secularism, or both, for rethinking the place of
religionn and culture in the public sphere. This study traces the intertwined
culturall and conceptual histories of these two notions and critically evaluates
theirr merits for a theory of pluriform democracy. It interrogates contemporary
proposalss to reintroduce assimilation in sociology and political theory and
assessess the debates in France on laïcité, or French secularism. It argues for the
necessityy of a self-reflexive, historical dimension in conceptualisations of
culturall and religious diversity. To put this into practice, this study provides
ann in-depth reading of Marcel Proust's novel In Search of Lost Time, which
narrates,, ironises, performs and criticises the oblique practical and discursive
effectss of the expectation that the Jews in nineteenth-century France would
'assimilate'.. This study proposes to redefine multiculturalism as democratic
relationall pluralism instead of a return to assimilationist or secularist
tendenciess within liberalism.
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